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Cover Letter 
Dear Reviewer: 

The Washington Forest Practices Board proposed rule changes in 1994 that would 
apply to specific forest practices conducted within the habitat to two state and 
federally listed threatened species: the nor thern spotted owl and the marbled 
murrelet. The Board also has been considering whether to propose rules for the 
western gray squirrel, ll8ted as a threatened ape<:ies in Washington. A Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was prepared and issued on J a nuary 31, 
1995 for public review and comment. Public hearings for commenting on the DEIS 
and the proposed rules were held in March 1995; comments were due Ma rch 17, 1995. 

Since then, substantial new information has become available on the northern 
spotted owl: (1) the Forest Practices Board accepted the offer of the Tim bet·, Fish and 
Wildlife Agreement participants to develop a rule proposal for the northern spotted 
owl; (2) the federal 4(d) rule was proposed; and (3) more information was released on 
the federal Northwest Forest Plan's protection for northern spotted owl habitat. 
These developments, coupled with the large volume of complex comments received on 
the DEIS, res ulted in the decision to prepare this Supplemental Draft EIS for the 
northern spotted owl proposed rulell. The original DEIS has been completely 
rewritten, taking both new information and public comments into consideration. 

S upplemental Draft EIS 
This SDEIS discusses the proposed northern spotted owl rule alternatives, including 
the "no action" alternative, and associated impacts of each. It also discusses the 
federally proposed 4(d) rule alternative. It is intended to provide a comprehensive 
review of the alternatives in order to assist the Forest Practices Board in making rule 
adoption decisions. It is baaed on the most current information available as of 
December 1, 1995. 

The comment period for this SDEIS continues until March 1, 1996. Written 
comments axe encouraged . They will be reviewed and responded to in the Final EIS. 
The Board will take oral and written testimony at a public heariug on Febt·uary 13, 
1996. Please see the Notice of Public Hearing (next page) for details. 

FinalEIS 
The Final EIS will respond to comments received on the owl alternatives in the 
SDEIS, as well as comments received earlier on marbled murrelet and western gray 
squirrel alternatives in the DEIS. It will be published at least seven days prior to 
rule adoption. 

Rule Adoption 
The Board may moruzy, adopt, or reject the proposed rules following· the public 
hearing, comment on both the rules, the DEIS, a nd the SDEIS, and review ofthe 
responses in the Final EIS. The Board anticipates adopting rules in May 1996; the 
rules would become effective July 1, 1996. 



Notice of Public Hearing on 
SDEIS and Proposed Rules 

Date: Februat'Y 13, 1996 

Time: 3p.m. 

Location: Natural Resources Building, Room 172 
1111 Washington Stt·eet S.E. 
Olympia, Washington 

Send Written Comments To: 
Judith Holter, FPB Rules Coordinator 
DNR--Forest Practices Division 
P.O. Box 47012 
Olympia WA 98504-7012 

Phone: (360) 902-1412 
Fax: (360) 902-1784 

Comment Deadline: Mal·ch 1, 1996 

Assistance for persons with disabilities: 
Contact Tami Grant at: 
(360) 902-1413 by Feb. 2, 1996 
TDD: (360) 902-1431 
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Forward 
This publication contains two sepaxate documents: the Supplemental Draft 
EnviJ:onmental Impact Statement, and the related Appendices. For the 
purposes of efficiency and cost effectiveness, they have been printed and 
distributed as one publication. 
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Purpose and Need for Action 

Introduction 

Summary 

The Forest Practices Board (Board) propoaes to adopt rules that address the 
impacts forest practices have on northern spotted owls and marbled murrelete. 
It is also evaluating the impacts of forest practices on western gray squirrels, 
although it is not proposing a rule for thls species at this time. The need to 
examine the impacts forest practices have on these species was created by the 
listing of these species under t he federal and/or state endangered species acts 
and the obligation of the Board as defined in the Forest Practices Act (76.09 
RCW) to classify as Class IV all forest practices that have the potential for a 
substantial impact on the environment. 

The rule proposals identify the "critical wildlife habitat (state)" for northern 
spotted owls and ma1·bled murrelets and the specific forest practices that l'esult 
in a Class IV-Special classification when proposed on these l.a.nds. Class lV
Special forest practices require review under the State Environmental Policy 
Act (SEPA. 43.21C RCW). 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) published by the Boaxd in 
Januaxy 1995 evaluates three alternative rule proposals for northern spotted 
owls and two alternative rule proposals for marbled murrelets. The DEIS also 
evaluates the potential for forest practices to have a substantial impact on 
western gray squirrels and discusses two concepts for rule proposals. The No 
Action Alternative for each species is also evaluated. 

There are no current permanent classification rules addressing the impacts of 
forest practices on these species. In June 1992, the Board adopted the "500 
aCl'e rule" for the northern spotted owl. Thls classification rule was designed to 
be interim and expired on February 9, 1994. Since then, the Board has adopted 
the 500 acre rule and certain disturbance avoidance requirements as 
emergency rules for the northern spotted owl while it develops a permanent 
rule. This was done to avoid having no classification rule for the northern 
spotted owl and to minimize oonfusion to landowners and the Washington 
Department of Natural &!sources (DNR). 

Emergency classification rules for forest practices that inlpact marbled 
murrelets have been in effect since November 1992. The Board has not adopted 
an emerge.ncy rule that addresses impacts of forest practices on western gray 
squirrels. 

February 1996 Supplemencal On•ft ElS 
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Public hearings on the proposed rules and the DEIS were held in March 1995. 
Neady 300 individuals attende<l. the hearings and 121 gave oral testimony. 
More than 1,200 written comments were received. 

After analyzing the comments and beeause substantial new infonnation became 
available on the northern spotted owl, the Board decided to prepare this 
Supplemental Draft EIS on the northern spotted owl proposed rules. The new 
information consists primarily of the proposed fe<l.eral 4(d) rule published in 
February 1995, and the rule proposal developed by Timber, Fish and Wildlife 
(TFW} participants and accepted as a proposed rule by the Board on November 
8, 1995. (This alternative replaces the three original owl alternatives.) 

This Supplemental Draft EIS has been prepared by rewriting the Draft 
EIS, taking both new information and public comments into 
consideration. 

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) on propose<!. rules for the 
northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet, as well as on the rule concepts 
for western gray squirrels, will be published and available at least seven days 
before the Board meets to adopt the rules. 

legal and Regulatory Framework 
• THE STATE FOREST PRACTICES ACT 

Forest practices rules are developed pursuant to the Forest Practices Act (76.09 
RCW) which requires: (1) the protection of public resources (water, fish, 
wildlife, and capital improvements of the state and its subdivisions) coincident 
with the maintenance of a viable forest products industry, and (2) the 
classification of forest practices into one of four classes depending upon their 
environmental significance. RCW 76.09.05 requires the Board to establish by 
rule which practices "have a potential for a substantial impact on the 
environment" and therefore require environmental review under the SEPA. 
This classification is referred to as Class IV -Special. 

Class IV·Spedal Forest Practices 
The Board has determined that certain forest practices on lands designated as 
"critical habitat (fe<l.eral)" or "critical wildlife habitat (state)" of a federally or 
state-listed species are actions with the potential for a substantial impact on 
the environment. "Critical habitat" has a specific meaning under the 
Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et. seq.); therefore, to avoid 
confusion, critical habitat in state regulation is identifie<l. as "critical wildlife 
habitat (state)". 

SEPA Review 
Review under SEPA allows a more detailed assessment of whether a particular 
action will result in a significant adverse impact on the environment. This 
review consists of a checklist and is followed by a department determination of 
"significance" or "non-significance". If the determination ie one of significance (a 
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"DS"), then an EIS must be prepared before DNR can act upon the forest 
practice application. A forest practice can be conditioned or denied under SEPA 
to mitigate specific adverse environmental impacts (WAC 197-11-660). 

Proposed Classification Rules for the Northern Spotted Owl 
The primary component of the cun·ent rule proposals is the classification of 
certain forest practices proposed within the critical wildlife habitat (state) of 
the northern spotted owl as Class IV .Special. The amount of habitat designated 
a.s critical wildlife habitat (state) v&ies by rule proposal. The current 
emergency rule is also a forest practice classification rule. It requires 
environmental review of any forest practice proposed within the best 500 acres 
of suitable spotted owl habitat around an owl site. This is not a prohibition on 
harvesting; it is a requirement to determine whether a forest practice will 
cause a significant adverse impact on the environment. 

• THE FEDERAL ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 
The ESA seeks to prevent the extinction of species by listing those species 
whose populations are perilously low as either "threatened" or "endangered~. 
Action must then be taken to help the species recover. The U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) in the Department of the Interior and the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in the Department of Commerce are charged 
\vith listing species as threatened or endangered upon a finding that the 
species is subject to factors which affect its continued existence. A species is 
listed as "endangered" when it is in danger of extinction within the foreseeable 
future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A "threatened" 
classification is provided to those animals and plants likely to beeome 
endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant 
portion of their ranges. A "species" includes any species or subspecies offish, 
wildlife, or plant; any variety of plant; and any distinct population segment of 
any vertebrate species that interbreeds when mature. 

The responsibility for implementation and enforcement of the ESA lies with 
federal agencies. However, the "take" prohibition, habitat conservation plans, 
and 4(d) rules direetly affect nonfederalland. The consultation procese for 
federal agencies can indirectly affeet nonfederal land. 

Federal Listing of the Northern Spotted OWl 
The northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) was federally listed as a 
threatened species in July 1990. The USFWS determined that the owl was 
likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range (southern British Columbia to northern 
California). The primary threat to the northern spotted owl leading to its 
listing as a threatened species is the reduction and fragmentation of its habitat 
in forests in Washington, Oregon, and northern California (USDI 1992). 
Northern spotted owls use old-growth forests and other forests with similar 
characte,ristics for nesting, breeding, and rearing young. As timber harvesting 
has proceeded in the Pacific Northwest, the amount of habitat suitable for 
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spotted owls has declined, and remaining habitat areas have become smaller 
and more isolated from each other. As a result, the population of spotted owl 
has declined (USDI 1992). 

The "Take" Prohibition 
Nonfederallands are primarily affected by the take prohibition in Section 9 of 
the ESA (16 U.S. C.§ 1538). The ESA defines "take" in Section 3 as "harass, 
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect" (16 U.S.C. § 
1532(19)). U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regulations (50 C.F.R. 17.3) interpret 
"harm" to mean "an act which actually kills or injures wildlife. Such act may · 
include significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or 
injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, 
including breeding, feeding, or sheltering." The take prohibition applies to "any 
person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States". The ESA defines 
"person" as an individual, corporation, or government entity. Unauthorized 
take can be both a civil and criminal offense punishable by fines and/or 
imprisonment. 

Habitat Conservation Plans 
Section 10 of the ESA provides owners ofnonfederalland with an alternative to 
the take prohibition '(16 U.S:C. § 1539). It allows the USFWS to issue an 
incidental take permit to any applicant submitti~ a cOll§ervation plan for a 
listed species when the taking is "incidental to, and not the purpose of, canying 
out of an otherwise lawful activity". To approve an incidental take permit, the 
USFWS must find: 

• the taking will be incidental; 

• the applicant will, to the maximum e.xtent practicable, minimize and mitigate 
the impacts of such taking; 

• the applicant will ensure that adequate funding for the plan will be provided; 

• the taking will not appreciably reduce the likelihood of the survival and 
recovery of the species in the wild; and 

• any other measures deemed necessary by the USFWS will be met. 

Many large commercial forest landowners are developing habitat conservation 
plans under Section 10 to achieve the long-term stability and certainty they 
need to successfully manage their businesses. 

The 4(d) Rule 
Section 4(d) of the ESA (16 U.S.C. § 1533(d)) allows the Secretary of the 
Interior or Commerce to develop regulations as necessary to conserve any 
species listed as threatened. In addition, this section authorizes the Secretary 
to apply to any threatened species the same protection provided to endangered 
species under Section 9. Rules under Section 4(d) have been developed in the 
past to prescribe the conditions under which take is allowed. By current 
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USFWS rule, the take prohibition applies to all threatened species. 
Development of regulations under this section could provide relief from the 
take prohibition where actions to conserve the species were not required. 

The USFWS has proposed a 4(d) rule to replace the blanket prohibition against 
incidental take of northern spotted owls with a ~narrower, more tailor-made set 
of standards that reduce prohibitions applicable to timber harvest and related 
activities on specified nonfederal forest lands in Washington and California .» 
(60 Fed. Reg 9484 (1995), to be codified at 50 C.F.R. pt 17; proposed Feb. 17, 
1995.) 

For Washington State, incidental take restrictions would be retained in six 
designated zones called special emphasis areas (SEAs). Outside SEAs, the 
USFWS is proposing that the incidental take on nonfederalland of a northern 
spotted owl would no longer be prohibited unless it involves harvest activity 
within the 70 acres of habitat closest to an owl site center. The USFWS is also 
proposing an exemption for landowners owning 80 acres or less in an SEA and 
a local option conservation planning program which is envisioned as a short 
form habitat conservation planning (HCP) process for landowners who own 
between 80 and 5,000 acres. 

The Consultation Process 
Section 7 of the ESA. (16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2)) requires each federal agency, in 
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior or Commerce, to insure that any 
action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency is "not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened species or 
result in the destruction or adverse-modification of habitat of such species" 
which is ~critical" unless an exemption is granted. Activities on nonfederalland 
can be impacted by this requirement to the extent federal action is involved. 

• STATE LISTING OF THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES 

Under state law (77.12.020 RCW), the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission may classify a species as endangered if it is seriously threatened 
with extinction in the state of Washington. State law does not require recovery 
actions; however, regulations adopted by the Fish and Wildlife Commission 
(WAC 232-12-297) outline a process for listing, management, recovery, and de
listing of a species. 

The northern spotted owl is listed by the state as endangered. 

• COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STA'TE REQUIREMENTS 

Forest landowners and operators are subject to both federal and state 
requirements. At present, a permittee can be in compliance with state forest 
practices rules, but in yiolation of the USFWS take prohibition. 
WAC 222-50-020 expressly states that compliance with the Forest Practices Act 
or forest practices rules "does not ensure compliance with the Endangered 
Species· Act or other federal laws". 
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Forest Practices Board's Goal and Objectives 
for a Permanent Owl Rule 
In preparing to develop a permanent spotted owl rule, the Board adopted the 
following goal: "Prepare a rule that captures all forest practices that have 
potential for a substantial adverse impact on the environment. In the case of 
the owl, any forest practice that damages the long-term viability<>fpopulations 
of the northern spotted owl in Washington State." (FPB Minutes, March 10, 
1994) The terms "long-term", "viability", and "populations" are key to 
understanding the standard these rules are intended to uphold. 

The standard supported by these concepts is one that is intended to conserve 
spotted owl populatio.ns while providing the least restriction on human 
activities. "Viability" has been defined as "the long-term persistence and 
adaptation of a species or population in a given place" (Soule 1987). This 
standard represents a minimum level of protection consistent with the 
prevention of decline toward e.xtinction. 

The other key words, "long-term" and "populations", also lend support to this 
minimum standard of protection for spotted owls. "Long-term" recognizes that 
there will be fluctuations in population levels over time. Some will be induced 
by poor reproductive years, such as 1993, and others will be induced by the 
direct, indirect, or cumulative effects of habitat loss or degradation. Still others 
will be induced by catastrophic events such as wildfire. "Long-term" also 
recognizes that success means persistence of the population over an extended 
period oftime, such as 100 years. It is not the Board's goal to enforce the take 
prohibition. 

The term "population" also supports this interpretation. The Board's goal is to 
maintain owls where they can make a contribution to the species, not to 
maintain all individual owls where they currently exist. A well-accepted 
principle of conservation biology as it applies to spotted owls is that the 
maintenance of clusters or populations of owls is more beneficial to the 
recovery of the subspecies than the protection of scattered and isolated pairs. 
From a forest management standpoint, acceptance of this principle also allows 
the strategic allocation of habitat to those owls that have the potential to 
contribute to the viability of the species. This principle underlies the rule 
concept of designating "landscapes" and "special emphasis areas" for owl 
protection. 

The Board's rule making goal, as it relates to spotted owls, also supports a 
conservation standard that is tied to actions on federal lands. A!3 a matter of 
policy, the federal government has committed itself to providing the bulk of 
needed owl protection on federal public lands. Although the system of reserves 
established under the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA eta!. 1993) assures 
protection for a significant portion of owl populations, it is not yet known to 
what extent federal actions will contribute to viability. Because the Board has 
adopted a biological standard (viability) as its goal, the state is committed to 
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providing a level of owl protection that complements federal protection in a way 
that achieves this goal and that may vary depending upon what the federal 
contribution actually turns out to be. 

To support its rule malting goal, the Board has also adopted five objectives 
(FPB Minutes, March 10, 1994): 

• Define a level of {owl conse1-vationl contribution from nonfederallands that 
is essential to complement the federal recovery and conservation strategy for 
the northern spotted owl population in Washington State. 

• Identify those landscapes that are essential to complement the federal 
conservation and recovery strategy. Identify whethet· their primarY function 
is for dispersal or population maintenance. 

• Maximize the use of local planning to promote flexibility. To do this, provide 
as specific criteria as possible for different levels of planning. 

• Minimize conflicts between federal and state standards. 

• Minimize economic impacts. 

All of these elements provide a rationale for adopting a landscape approach to 
owl protection on nonfederallands; in these lands, specific landscapes would be 
designated for maintenance of spotted owl habitat. Several management 
options are possible within these specified landscapes. In areas outside these 
important landscapes, owl protection around existing site centers would be 
reduced to a 70-acre core during the nesting season only. This landscape 
approach is thought to provide protection where it will most benefit the owl 
while reducing·adverse impacts on landowners. 

The Board's objective of complementing the federal conservation strategy was 
furthered in 1995 when USFWS representatives participated in the 
development of the TFW Proposal. The Board has the option of requesting the 
federal government to adopt the state rule by reference as the 4(d) rule for 
Washington State (FPB Minutes, November 8, 1995). 

Scoping Summary 

In April1994, the Forest Practices Board issued "A Notice oflntent to Prepare 
an EIS/Determination of Significance" and requested public comment on the 
scope of the proposed environmental impact statement. Scoping was conducted 
to fully involve the public and to satisfy DNR's obligation under SEPA. 
Comm.ents were solicited to address the alternatives described, mitigation 
measures, probable adverse impacts on the envit•onment, and any other issues 
of concern. In particular, comments were invited in the following areas: 
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• the range and selection of proposed alternatives; 

• the benefits and impacts of the proposed alternatives on the northern spotted 
owl, mat·bled murrelet, and western gray squirrel; and 

• how these alternatives affected the commenter. 

More than 800 scoping notices were mailed on April 8, 1994, to state agencies, 
counties, tribes, and members of the general public who have requested forest 
practices rule making information. Area daily and weekly newspapers were 
included in the mailing. The notice was published in the State SEPA Register 
on April 11, 1994. 

The public comment period on the scoping notice lasted through April 29, 1994. 
Twenty-nine commenters responded. The range of alternatives presented in the 
scoping notice was upheld as fairly comprehensive. In general, the altematives 
suggested by the public fall within those previously identified for analysis. 
Most of the comments addressed the content of the EIS and suggested useful 
issues for discussion. 

Key issues of concern identified, but not listed in order of importance, were! 

• exemptions for small landowners; 

• recommendations of the Scientific Advisory Group {Hanson et al. 1993); 

• environmental impacts of the rule alternatives; and 
' 

• eeonomic and social conseq,uences of rule alternatives. 

SEPA emphasizes that an EIS analyzes' environmental impacts 
(WAC 197-11-448). The intent is that the responsible agency and official will 
weigh the EIS as one of potentially several pieces of infonnation necessat'Y in 
the decision-making process. The EIS is not required to evaluate and document 
all possible effects and considerations, such as economic competition, personal 
income and wages, and social impacts. Therefore, the focus of this document is 
on the environmental impacts of alternatives under consideration. 

Economic impacts related to northern spotted owl rule proposals were 
addressed in a recent study: "Economic Impacts of Alternative Forest Practices 
Rules to Protect Northern Spotted Owl Sites", by Bruce Lippke and Richard 
Conway, Jr., published August 1994 at the request of the Wildlife Committee of 
the Forest Practices Board. Copies of this report are available through the 
Washington State Library. 

A "Small Business Economic Impact Statement" that analyzes potential 
economic impacts of the proposed rules bas been prepared by the Department 
of Natural Resources to satisfy the requirements of the Regulatory Fairness 
Act (19.85 RCW). This report is available from the Department of Natural 
Resources, Forest Practices Division. For a copy, call (360) 902-1413. 
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Summary 

Major Issues 

M:\jor issues facing decision makers in adopting forest practices regulations 
are: 

• The level of protection the Forest Practices Board should provide the species 
under discW!sion. 

• The degree of risk to the species that the Forest Practices Board is willing to 
accept. 

Alternatives and Impact Matrix 

Northern Spotted Owls 
A swnmary of the environmental consequences of the three original 
alternatives, the TFW proposal, the proposed 4(d) rule alternative and the no 
action alternative is displayed in Table S.l. This table shows major points 
without explanation. The analysis supporting the summary can be found in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.3 Environmental Consequences. 
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Table S.l 

Summary of the environmental consequences of the northern spotted owl alternatives 
according to the five biological criteria used to assess the options. 
Criteria Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Aflernative S Alternative 6 

6 Land .capes 1 o Landscapes 1 5 Landscapes TFWPropo~l Proposed 4(d) Rule NoACiion 

1. Numbers of 18'1& of nonfed eral 20" of nonfederal 3 7X of nonfed~ 43" of nonfederal 42" of non federal No sites supported. 
k.nown owl sites sites and 24"of sites and 28" of sites and 53" of sites and 53% of s ites and S 2" of 3S%of known 
supported and most vulnerable most vuiMrable most vulnerable most vulnerable most vulnerable territorial sites in 
unsupported sites supported. sites supported. sites supported. sites supported. s ites supported . WAcould be 

Support may be 25%of known 16" of known 17" of known 1 7" of known seriously degraded 
dropped at some territorial sites In territorial sites in territorial sites in territorial sites in or eliminated. 
sites. 2 7% of known WAcould be WAcould be WA could be WAcouldbe 
territorial sites In seriously degraded seriously degraded seriously degraded seriously degraded 
WA could be or eliminated. O<" eliminated. or eliminated. or eliminated. 
seriously degraded 
or eliminated . 

2. Habitat at Habitat at most Better than Alt. 1 Habitat at many Habitat at most Habitat at most No nonfedenl 
supported sites sites wou ld not but habitat at most sites in Cascades sites would not sites in the habitat would be 

likely support owls sites would not would likely support likely support owls Cascades and prov kled. Sites 
at replacement likely support owls owls at replacement at replacement Olympics would not dependent on 
demographic rates. at replacement demographic rates. demographic rates. likely support owls nonfederal habitat 

demographic rates. Habitat at most Unknown whether at replacement would likely be lost 
sites in Olympics sites in Olympics demographic rates. if not supported by 
would not likely would support owls an HCP. 
provide this at replacement 
support. rates . 

3. Effectiveness of Would not provide Would not pi"OIIide Criteria for dispersal Standards Feo.'ol criteria No dispersal habitat 
dispersal links for effective for effective landscapes not incomplete. Would specified. provided. 

dispersal. dispersal. specified. pi"OIIide higher Effectiveness of 
Effective ness quality landscapes dispersal 
unknown. than Alts. 1 and 2 landscapes 

but effectiveness unknown . 
unknown. 
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4. Regional 
population 
vlabiUty support 

S. Population risk 
reduction from 
catastrophic 
habitat loss 

6. Summary 

Supports 
conservation 
functions in few 
landscapes. No 
functions supported 
in several important 
nonfederal areas. 

Provides little risk 
reduction in 
nonfederal areas 
most prone to 
catastrophic habitat 
loss. 

Low probability of 
maintaining current 
d istribution and 
viability af owls in 
WA. 

Supports Supports 
conservation conse.rvation 
functions ln few functions in the 
landscapes. No most important 
fu net ions su pponed landscapes. Only 
in several Important alternative that 
nonfederal areas. would designate a 

SOSEA in southwest 
WA and two SOSEAs 
on the Olympic 
Peninsula. 

Provides little risk Provides some risk 
reduction In reduction in the 
nonfederal ~ reas most Important 
most prone to oonfederaf areas 
catastrophic habitat most prone to 
loss. catastrophic habitat 

foss. 

Better than A It 1 Would likely provide 
but low probability for more viable owl 
of maintaining populations tha n at 
current di stribution present and support 
and viability of owls (for now) the 
inWA. current distribtuion 

of owls in WA. 

Extent of support 
for conservation 
functions in 
important 
landscapes 
unknown due to 
designation of 
several areas as 
combination 
support. Only alt. to 
provide combination 
support. Supports a 
greater range of 
planning options 
than Alts. 1, 2 
and 3. 

Provides some risk 
reduction in the 
most important 
nonfederal areas 
most prone to 
catastrophic habitat 
foss, except 
southwest WA. 

Would provide 
gruter support for 
well-distributed and 
viable populations 
In WA than Alts . 1 
and Z; less support 
than Alt. 3. 

Supports 
conservation 
functions in most 
important 
landscapes. 
Supports a greater 
range of planning 
options than Alts. 1, 
2 and 3. 

Provides some risk 
reduction in some 
of the Important 
nonfederal a reas 
most prone to 
catastrophic habitat 
loss. 

Would provide 
greater support for 
welklistrlbuted and 
viable populations 
in WA than Alts. 1 
and 2; less support 
than Alt. 3. Between 
Alts. 4 and S, 
unknown which 
would provide 
greater support. 

No conservation 
functions 
supported; no 
SOSEAs designated. 

Provides no risk 
reduction. 

Would provide not 
support for well· 
distributed and 
viable owl 
populations in WA. 
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Summary 

Contents of this Supplemental Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement 

SEPA Elements of the Environment 
This document will address only the "(l)(d) Plants and animals" element of the 
envit·onment (WAC 197-11-444), specifically, habitat for and numbers or 
diversity of species of plants, fish, or other wildlife; unique species; and fish or 
wildlife migration routes. Only those plants and animals that would be 
significantly affected will be described in detail. Those not significantly 
affected will be listed but not discussed in detail. 

For a discussion of the elements that are not adversely affected by the proposed 
alternatives, see the Board's Final Environmental Impact Statement fot· the 
Proposed Forest Practices Rules and Regulations (June 1992). That FEIS 
contained a discussion of the following elements ofthe.environment: earth, 
water, fish, wildlife, natur~ resources, land use, and economics. 

Summary of Chapters in this Document 
Chapter 1 covers that portion of Washington State shared· by the 
northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet. Included. are· a 
description of the terrestrial provinces and climate in the range of the two 
species and a discussion of terrestrial, aquatic, and riparian ecosystems within 
that range. · 

Chapter 2 eove1-s the alternative rule. proposals under consid~ratio\a 
for the northern spotted owl. The chapter describes the northern spotted 
owl, its habitat requirements, and the environmental consequences to the owl 
and its habitat of implementing the alternatives. 

There is no Chapter 3 in this document. Chapter 3 is reserved as a 
placeholder for the ma1·bled murrelet section of the Final EIS. 

Chapter 4 covers the other species within range of the northern 
spotted owl and the marbled murrelet in Washington State. The chapter 
contains a description of endangered species, threatened species, an4._ species of 
concern and endemic species. The chapter goes on to discuss the environmental 
impact on these species of the alternative proposed rules for notihern spotted 
owl and marbled murrelet. 

There is no Chapter 5 in this doeument. Chapter 6 is reserved as a 
placeholder for the western gray squirrel section of the Final EIS . 

• • • 
NOTE: References cited in this Summary are listed in 

Appendix E. 
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Chapter 
One 

Shared Affected Environment 
within Range of the 
Northern Spotted Owl 
and the Marbled Mu.rrelet 

1.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a context of background information against which the 
animal elements of the environment are examined in later chapters. It includes 
descriptions of the physiographic provinces encompassing the range of the 
northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet in Washington State. Land 
ownership in these provinces is shown, as is a general description of climate 
and geomorphic conditions. 

The next major seetion of the chapter introduces and discusses the concepts of 
terrestrial ecosystems and aquatic and riparian eeosystems in the range of the 
northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet. 

1.2 Terrestrial Provinces 
The Spotted Owl Recovery Team 1 divided the range of the northern spotted 
owl in Washington State into four terrestrial provinces on the basis of . 
differences in vegetation, soils, geologic history, climate, land ownership, and 
political boundaries (Figure 1.1) (Thomas et al. 1900). These provinces 
incorporate physical, biological, and environmental factors that shape broad
scale landscapes. Differences in geology resulted in broad-scale differences in 
soil development among provinces. These differences, combined with 
differences in climate, have brought about distinct plant and animal 
commwlities. 

The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team Report (USDA et al. 
1993) used the province concept as the basis for its terrestrial and aquatic 
eeosystem analyses. The provinces were also used in the analysis for the 
Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan <USDI 1992). The range of the marbled 
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Flgure 1.1 
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Chapt~r 1 Northern Spotted Owl an(! Maroled Murrelet Shared Affected Environment 

murrelet is encompassed in that of the northern spotted owl. Therefore, unless 
otherwise specified, references in this EIS refer to the four terrestrial 
provm.ces. / 

Rates of harvest and natural disturbance have varied tremendously among the 
terrestrial provinces. Ai; a result, various amounts of late-successional and old
growth forest are found fi·om province to province. Franklin and Dyrness 
(1973), Thomas et al. (1990), Ruggerio et al. (1991), and USDI (1992) have 
described in detail the patterns of late-successional and old-growth forests. 
Therefore, the provinces will be described briefly here. 

Olympic Peninsula Province 
This province is bound by the Pacific Ocean on the west, the Strait of Juan de 
Fuca on the north, Puget Sound and Hood Canal on the east, and the western 
Washington lowlands on the south (Figure 1.1). The Olympic Peninsula is a 
very diverse province with strong maritime influences along the west and 
northwest sides graduating to a much more continental climatic regime in the 
northeast corner. Precipitation varies from over 200 inches at mid-elevations in 
the western regions to less than 20 inches near Sequim in the northeast. 
Vegetation, species distributions, fire and wind disturbance histories, growth, 
disease, soils, and nutrient regimes all vary along this moisture gradient. 

Forest vegetation dominates the landscape of the Olympic Peninsula up to 
about 4,500 feet in the west to over 5,000 feet in the northeast, where it is 
replaced by subalpine parkland, alpine meadows, snow, and rock. At lower 
elevations along the coast in the Sitka Spruce Zone, Sitka spruce and western 
hemlock predominate with small amounts of western red cedar, Douglas-fir, 
and red alder in young forests (Henderson et al. 1989). Away from the coast, 
the Western Hemlock Zone occupies the remaining lower elevations and is 
characterized by western hemlock and western red cedar. Outside the coastal 
area of the Sitka Spruce Zone and the wet part of the Western Hemlock Zone, 
Douglas-fir predominates in all ages afforests up to the middle Silver Fir Zone. 
Red alder occurs on wetter sites and in younger stands, while western hemlock 
and western red cedar may also occur, especially in older forests. 

At mid-elevations, especially where a winter snowpack occurs, silver fir and 
western hemlock predominate in both young and old forests. Western red cedar 
may also occur in some stands. This area is known as the Silver Fir Zone 
(Henderson et al. 1989). It is first encountered at about 1,000 feet in the wetter 
parts of the western Olympics and extends up to about 4,000 feet in parts of the 
eastern Olympics. In the very dry northeast corner, the Silver Fir Zone is 
absent. The Mountain Hemlock Zone occurs above the Silver Fir Zone in most 
areas of the province. It begins about 2,800 feet in the west and about 4,500 
feet in the east. It is absent in parts of the northeast Olympics where it ie 
replaced by the Subalpine Fir Zone. Silver fir and mountain hemlock 
predominate in the Mountain Hemlock Zone, along with Alaska yellow cedar in 
some areas. Subalpine fir may be a seral species in parte of the Mountain 
Hemlock or Silver Fir Zones, or is a climax species in the dry rain-shadow area 
of the northeast. 
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Chapt~r 1 Northern Spotted Owl and Marbled Murrelet Shared Affe<ted Environment 

There are two major federal land ownerships: the Olympic National Park 
occupying the peninsula interior and the swTounding Olympic National 
Forest. Outside the national forest are extensive areas ofnonfederalland, 
including tribal reservations, lands managed by the state of Washington, and 
private industrial timberlands (Figure 1.2). 

Figure 1.2 

Olympic Peninsula Province Ownership 

(lt.$) Acres Ownership/Management 

858,200 Private 
409,000 State of Washington 
626,200 U.S. Forest Service (USFS) 
901,000 National Park Service (NPS) 
235,700 Tribal Lands 

3,800 Other 

3,033,900 Total 

Lowland valleys within the national park contain significant areas of late· 
successional and old-growth forests. Most private, state, and tribal reservation 
lands on the peninsula have been harvested within the last 80 years. Some of 
these areas are now being harvested for the second time. 

Along the westem coast of the peninsula and for as far as 30 miles inland, 
wind is the dominant natural disturbance factor. Fire is also a major 
disturbance factor, particularly in the eastern portion of the province. For a 
detailed discussion of fire effects, see the Natural Disturbances section ofthis 
chapter. 

Forest structw·e and age-class distribution have varied greatly throughout 
history. Great fires have spread across much of the province several times in 
the last several hundred years (Henderson et al. 1989; Agee 1991a). In 
addition, several major windstorms have hit the province in the last century 
falling thousands of acres of forests and millions of board feet of timber, mostly 
along the fat· west side. This disturbance regime has created a continual 
renewal and regrowth of the forests of the province. 

At the time of European settlement, the natural forest pattern of the province 
was a mix of age classes and structures from recently disturbed, early sera!, to 
even-aged mature forests to very old and complex, near-climax forests. Patterns 
of young, mid- and old-aged forests have varied from century to century. But 
over the long run, the landscape has been a mix of forest ages and structures. 
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Chapter I Nonher" Spotted Owl and Marbled Murrelet Shared Affected Environment 

Seldom in the history ofthe province (last 1,000 years) was more than 65% in 
old and very old age classes ("old-growthn) (Henderson 1990; Agee 1991a). Nor 
has the area seen more than 65% in young and very young forests, except for 
brief periods perhaps during the wa1m and dry period of the Medieval Climatic 
Optimum about 1,000 years ago (Henderson et al. 1989). Beyond these 
percentages, it is important to recognize that the distribution of ages and forest 
types has not been random, but repeatable and predictable. Forests in the 
western half of the province have been seldom disturbed by fire, if at all, during 
the last 1,000 years, while most of the forests of the eastern half of the province 
have been disturbed many times. Few forests in the drier eastern Olympics 
have grown beyond 300 years of age before being disturbed by fire. However, 
wind has been the main distu1·bance factor for the west side forests. Organisms 
of the forests (such as spotted owls and marbled murrelets) have had to adapt 
to this changing pattern of forest composition and structure caused by the 
natural disturbance regime. Soils and nutrient regimes have evolved and 
developed under this diaturbance!climatic pattern, and continue to change as 
climate and disturbance patterns also change. 

Current conditions reflect an intensive harvest pattern during the last 60 years 
or so. Timber harvesting activities in the province actually date back to early 
Spanish and English exploration in the 18th century. Earty timber harvesting 
on the west side mostiy focused around removing spruce for airplane 
construction. However, except in the far northeast corner nea1· Port Gamble 
and Port Townsend and in the southwest corner of the peninsula in the vicinity 
of Aberdeen, most of the timber harvesting has occurred in the post-war period. 
The post-war expansion created an extensive road system that allowed easy 
access to many previously remote areas and increased erosion and 
sedimentation problems in rivers and creeks. 

While timber harvest in the province has slowed considerably in the last 
decade, older second-growth forests are maturing, providing mid-sera! habitat 
for many organisms. At the same time younger forests are developing and 
maturing, leaving the landscape v.ith few acres of very young forests (currently 
<20 years). The 1•esulting age-class distribution is not unlike historic patterns 
following the catastrophic fire episodes (Henderson 1990). However, the 
pattern and geographic distribution of different age classes does not reflect the 
likely pattern caused by wildfire, since harvest units are often small and widely 
scattered and occur commonly in wet areas and at high elevations, where 
historic fires were very uncommon. Currently, the landscape is mostly 
composed of three age classes: (1) very old old-growth, mostly in the western 
part of the province and at higher elevations; (2) young old-growth, mainly 
Douglas-fir in the eastern and northern part of the province; and (3) young 
forests, 10-60 years, scattered throughout state, private, and U. S. Forest 
Service ownerships. 
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Chapt~t I Nonh~rn Spotted owt and Marbled Murrelet Shared Aflected Environment 

·Western Washington lowlands Province 
This province includes the area known as the Puget Sound basin plus the 
portion of the state south and west from the southern tip of Hood Canal to the 
Columbia River (Figure 1.1). Climate is temperate, and precipitation is 
moderate for western Washington. The northern part is somewhat drier, due to 
the rain-shadow effect from the Olympic Mountains, with precipitation 
averaging about 35-50 inches. The southwestern part is wetter, averaging over 
70 inches. Most lands have been influenced by urbanization, especially north 
of Olympia. Forest vegetation dominates the landscape except where cleared 
for urban, industrial, or agricultural uses. Douglas-fir is the most common tree 
species. Western hemlock occurs throughout most of the area and is most 
common in the wetter areas, especially in the southwest part of the province. 
Western red cedar, while once more common, is usually scarce. Various other 
tree species, characteristic of drier or younger forests, such as madrone, 
Oregon oak, lodgepole pine, western white pine, dogwood, and Pacific yew may 
also occur. Red alder is a common seral species, especially in wetter areas and 
on wetter sites. The province is mostly Western Hemlock Zone (Henderson et 
al. 1989, 1992). Land ownership is mostly private. The province also includes 
state lands, U.S. Department of Defense lands, and tribal lands (Figure 1.3). 

Figure 1.3 

Western Washington Lowlands Province Ownership 

Acres Ownership/Management 

~) 
5,235,000 Private 
693,900 State 
105,200 U.S. Dept. of Defense (000) 
65,000 Tribal Lands 
62,900 Other 

6,162,000 Total 

This province includes the heavily urbanized and industrialized population 
centers fi·om Olympia to Everett, and Bellingham, where much of the landbase 
has been converted to nonindustrial forestry uses or is influenced by the 
population or pollution of the greater Seattle area. While there are remaining 
fragments of old-growth forests and significant acreage of young-growth 
forests, this province is the most heavily influenced by humans. Most forests 

· are less than 80 years of age and some areas have been harvested more than 
once since settlement. Industrial, urban, and agricultural pollution sources are 
a concern in many waterways in this province, and air pollution from 
automobiles, factories, and fireplaces is a conspicuous feature of the Puget 
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Chapttr 2 Northern Spotted Owl 

Alternative 5 would support most of the important conservation functions in 
important nonfederallandscapes, although functions in the Entiat Ridge and 
southwest Washington landscapes and portions of the North Blewett and 
White Salmon landscapes would not be supported. Demographic suppo1"t 
functions would be extended to sites centered on non-matrix federal lands 
outside but overlapping SOSEAs. A greater range of landscape planning 
options under this alternative than under Alwrnatives 1, 2, and 3 may provide 
additional benefit to owl populations in important nonfederallandscapes. 

Alternative 5 would provide some population risk reduction in some of the 
important nonfederal areas most prone to catastrophic habitat loss. No risk 
reduction, however, would be provided in the Entiat Ridge and southwest 
Washington landscapes. 

Alternative 5 would provide greater support fot· well-distlibuted and viable owl 
populations in Washington than either Altematives 1 or 2. However, this 
alternative would likely provide less support than Alternative 3 because of the 
requit·ement for only 500 acres of habitat within 0. 7 mile of site centers, the 
low total habitat amounts that would be provided at sites in the Cascades, the 
omission of support for the Entiat Ridge and southwest Washington 
landscapes, and the partial omission of support for portions of other 
landscapes. 

Between Alternatives 4 and 5 it is uncertain which would provide greater 
support for well-distributed and viable owl populations in Washington. 
Alternative 5 would likely result in demographic support sites with less habitat 
near site centers and with greater habitat fragmentation relative to 
Alternative 4 and would not provide support for the Entiat Ridge landscape 
and a portion of the White Salmon landscape. Under Alternative 4, however, 
the unce1"tainty in the quality of suppo1"t for owl sites in combination function 
areas and the exemption potentially allowing habitat at some sites with 
multiple nonfederal owners to be reduced below target amounts provides 
substantial uncertainty in the level of suppo1"t Alternative 4 would provide to 
owl populations in Washington. 

• ALTERNATIVE 6 • NO ACTION 

Alternative 6 would provide no protection to owls or owl habitat. Under this 
alternative, owl sites dependent on nonfederal habitat would likely be lost. The 
distribution of populations in all provinces would contract from that at present. 
And the demographic strength of the federal owl population network would be 
weakened. 
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Benefits and Disadvantages to the Environment of 
Reserving Implementation to Some Later Date 
Reserving implementation of a rule package to protect the northern spotted owl 
and its habitat to some later date would have the disadvantages identified and 
discussed in Section 3.3 Environmental Consequences· No Action Altemative. 
B1·iefly, the disadvantages to the environment would be: 

• the potential for destruction of northern spotted owl habitat on state and 
p1·ivate lands by forest practices; 

+ a shrinking range of future conservation options; and 

+ inc1•eased potential for listing the species as endange1·ed. 

There are no benefits to the environment of reserving implementation of a rule 
package until some late1· date. 

2.2 Affected Environment · 
Northern Spotted Owl and its Habitat 

Introduction 
This section describes the northern spotted owl and its habitat. The 
info1·mation presented here will be used as the baseline against which to 
measure the impacts of the alternatives. This section does not describe effects; 
that discussion of effects occurs in section 2.3, Environmental Consequences. 
This section focuses on the ecology and habitat requirements of the northern 
spotted owl and geographic areas of concern for spotted owls in Washington. 
Other plants and animals in the range of the northern spotted owl, including 
those that are threatened and endange1·ed, are described in Chapter 4. 

The northern spotted owl is one of the most studied owls in the world. Tlus 
section p1·ovides discussion and summary of: 

a. life history including reproductive biology, dispe1·sal and survival, 

b. range and numbers in Washington, 

c. intexspecific relationships including competition, hybridization and 
predation, 

d. habitat including requirements for nesting, roosting, foraging and 
dispe1·sal, amounts of habitats needed, and habitat fragmentation, 

e. population dynamics and viability, and 

f. federal management and a1-eas of concern. 
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Chapter Z Northern Spotted Owl 

For additional discussion of these topics refer to "A Conservation Strategy for 
the Northern Spotted Owf' (Thomas et al. 1990), "Recovery Plan for the 
Northern Spotted Owl - Draft" (USDI 1992a), the FEMA T Report (USDA et al 
1993), or USDA and USDI (1994). Throughout this chapter, the term "owls" 
will refer to northe1·n spotted owls. 

Description 
The northern spotted owl is a medium-sized bird with dark eyes, brown 
plumage and a round head with white spots extending down the nape. The 
breast and abdomen are mottled with white. The sexes look alike, although 
females are usually slightly larger and have higher pitched calls than males. 

Life History 
• BEHAVIOR AND FOOD HABITS 

Adult spotted owls defend teni.tories, areas of exclusive use, against other 
spotted owls by vocalizing; both pair members will defend their territory. 
During the day owls spend most of their time sleeping at roost or nest sites. 
They forage primarily at night. Spotted owls are sit-and-wait predators, using 
perches at all heights in t he forest canopy to look and listen for prey. In 
Washington they feed primarily on northern flying squirrels, deer mice, 
juvenile snowshoe hares, bushy-tailed woodrata, voles, and other small 
mammals (Thomas et al. 1990, Forsman et al. in prep. a). 

Forsman et al. (in prep.a) analyzed remains from 6,293 prey items from the 
Olympic Peninsula, the northern and southern portions of the western 
Cascades, and the eastern Cascades. Twenty-one species or species groups of 
mammals, birds, insects, and frogs were found in the diet. Mammals comprised 
at least 95% of t he total biomass consumed in each of the four regions. Five 
species (northern flying squirrels, snowshoe hares, bushy-tailed woodrats, deer 
mice and red-backed voles) comprised 65% to 88% of the biomass consumed. In 
all four regions, nocturnal prey comprised from 87% to 93% of the prey items; 
northern flying squirrels formed the largest portion of the diet, ranging from 
28% to 54% of the diet by frequency of occurrence, and 45% to 55% by biomass. 

• REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY 

Spotted owl pairs begin nesting in March or April. Nesta are located in cavities 
in live trees or snags and in broken tops of large trees; in the eastern Cascades, 
northern goshawk nests and mistletoe brooms in the branches of trees are also 
used. One to three eggs are laid and incubated by the female for approximately 
30 days. After hatching, juvenile owls remain in the nest for approximately 30 
days before fledging. When they leave the nest, most fledglings cannot fly and 
all are completely dependent upon their parents for food. Fledglings remain 
with their parents through the summer, learning to fly and hunt; t hey 
eventually disperse in the early fall. 

Most spotted owls ftrst breed during their third year (Thomas et al. 1990) 
although some individuals may begin earlier (Barrowclough and Coats 1985, 
Barrows 1985, Miller 1989). Some owls may never breed. Not all pairs attempt 
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to reproduce each year. Of the pairs that attempt to nest in a season, zero to 
nearly 100% produce fledglings. Reproductive success can vary widely between 
sites, regions, and years. In Washington, t he highest reproductive rates and t he 
lowest year-to-year variability generally occur in the eastern Cascades (Irwin 
and Fleming 1995; Forsman et al. in prep.b), while the lower reproductive rates 
occur in southwest Washington, the northern Cascades, and t he Olympic 
Peninsula (WDFW unpub. data; Holthausen et al. 1994). 

Fecundity, the mean number of female offspring produced each year pe1· 
tenitorial adult female, has been estimated on three demographic study a1·eas 
in Washington (Irwin and Fleming 1995, Forsman et al. in prep. b). Fecundity of 
adult (three or more years old) females was 0.380 on the Olympic Peninsula and 
0.565 on the Cle Elum study area. For subadult (one and two year old) females, 
fecundity was 0.206 on the Olympic study area and 0.306 on t he Cle Elum 
study area (Forsman et al. in prep.b). On the Olympic and Cle Elum study 
areas, fecundity of adults varied significantly between years. Most of this 
va.riation resulted from tile proportion of females that attempted to nest each 
year. Variation was also due to differing rates of nest failure between years 
(Forsman et al. in prep.b). For pair sites on tile Wenatchee study area, overall 
fecundity averaged 0.49 over five years, and ranged from 0.10 to 0.74 (Irwin 
and Fleming 1995). 

The number of young fledged per site per year within the Wenatchee study !ll'ea 
was also found to vary among five fire management analysis zones (FMAZ) 
(Irwin and Fleming 1995). Annual reproductive rates for all pail· and single 
sites combined ranged from 0.28 to 0.68 (Irwin pers. com.). For a more complete 
discussion ofFMAZ characteristics and of the sites within the five FMAZ see 
"Amount of Nesting, Roosting, and Foraging Habitat within Owl Home Ranges" 
and "Other Methods for Estimating Habitat Amounts Used by Spotted Owls" 
below. 

• DISPERSAL 

Dispersal by animals is tlle process of an individual leaving one area to 
establish a new home range elsewhere. In owl populations, dispersal plays a 
critical role by providing colonizers to reoccupy vacant habitat thereby 
contributing to population stability. (See Population Dynamics below.) 
Dispersal also results in genetic mixing important for long-term population 
health. 

There are two sources of dispersers, young-of-the-year juveniles, and owls that 
were territorial but have abandoned t heir sites. Dispersing owls join the 
nonterritorial "floater" population until they settle into a territory. Dispersal 
among territorial owls is uncommon (Forsman et al in prep.b). In most 
instances it is probably a result of habitat disturbance (e.g. logging, wind. or 
fir e), although adults may infrequently change or abandon territories during 
years oflow prey abundance (Forsman, unpub. data). 
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Juvenile owls leave their natal areas between late August and early November 
after having attained the body mass of adults (Forsman et al. 1984, Allen and 
B1·ewer 1985, Gutierrez et al. 1985a, Miller 1989). They appear to most often 
leave their natal ranges in random directions (Allen and Brewer 1985, 
Gutierrez et aJ. 1985a,b, Miller 1989). For the first few weeks dispersal is 
usually rapid. Daily movements of juveniles averaged one mile per day in 
Oregon (Iviiller 1989) and three to five miles per day in two seasons in 
California (Gutierrez et al. 1985a). Juveniles surviving this "active" period of 
dispersal typically settle into a temporary home range for the first winter 
(Gutierrez et al. 1985a, Miller 1989). In a study in Oregon, the sire of these 
"settled" at-eas was larger fot· juveniles that survived this period (mean 1284, 
range 491 · 2076 ha) than juveniles that died (mean 378 ha, range 52 - 771 ha) 
(.NI'iller 1989). Juveniles which survive the first winter often begin moving again 
in late winter or spt'ing (Iviiller 1989). Dispe1·sal may continue into the second 
year and beyond until the owl finds an unoccupied territory or dies (Iviiller 
1989). 

Su1·vival of juvenile dispersers through their first year is low. Estimates of first 
year sut-vival, including pl'e-dispersal mortality, range from 14% to 61% on 12 
demographic study areas (Burnham et al. 1994, Irwin and Fleming 1995, 
Forsman et aJ. in prep. b). Predation and starvation are the main causes of 
disperser mortality (Gutien-ez et al. 1985a, b, Miller 1989, Johnson 1992a). 
Gl·eat horned owls are thought to be the most significant predator of juvenile 
owls (Forsman et al. 1984, Miller 1989). In Ol•egon, peaks in disperser mortality 
occul·red during September and November/December. Starvation was the major 
cause of nMtality in September, coinciding with the time when adults quit 
feeding juveniles and dispe1·sal was initiated (Miller 1989). 

In Washington, radio telemetry studies of dispersal on the Oiympic Peninsula 
(Forsman pers. com.), the eastern Cascades (Forsman pers. com.), and on the 
Yakama Indian Reservation (King pers. com.) have followed a total of 118 
juvenile owls (Table 2.2-1). Mean straight-line dispersal distance for these three 
studies 1·anged from 15 to 22.2 miles, while maximum dispersal distances 
recorded by each study ranged from 36 to 76 miles. 

Radio telemetl-y studies of 56 juvenile dispersers in Oregon and northern 
California found a mean straight-line dispersal distance of 20.1 miles. 
Approximately 20% of the owls dispersed more than 30 miles, while 25% 
dispersed less than 10 miles (Thomas et al. 1990). Thet-e is a tendency for 
female owls to disperse longer distances than males. For 14 juveniles identified 
as to sex, mean str:aight line dispersal distance averaged 20.5 miles for females 
and 16.3 miles for males; one male did not disperse (Millet· 1989). Although a 
few juvenile owl.s in these studies dispersed distances g:.·eatet· than 30 miles 
from their natal areas, most owls dispersed much shorter distances and died in 
the process. For these reasons, emphasis should be placed on dispersal 
distances that the majority of owls are likely to be able to cover and survive, 
rather than on the maximum dispersal distances recorded in these studies 
when developing potential management actions. 
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Table 1.2·1 

Maximum straight line dispersal distances (miles) of juvenile 
spotted owls in Washington State. 

Study Area Mean 
Dispersal 

Standard 
Error• 

Maximum Sample 
Size 

Distance 

Olympic Peninsula I 5.0 
(Forsman pers. com.) 

Eastern Cascades 1 5. 1 
(Forsman pers. com.) 

Yakama Indian 
Reservation 
(King pers. com.) 

22.2 

1.58 36 

1.22 76 

5.29 54 

• Standard errors ue 1 mu.sure or the vafiabiUry of tht dlspersJJ distances in each study. Grta.ter staddard 
errors Indicate that tht disoersal dls(anus are more variable. Standard errors generally decrease with a 
lar9er sample size. 

• SURVIVAL 
While spotted owls generally have low survival rates in their first year of life, 
adults are long-lived and have high annual survival rates. Survival rates may 
vary by age, sex, location and year (Burnham et al. 1994). Band recovery 
studies provide most of the available information on owl survival rates 
(Burnham et al. 1994). 

31 

80 

7 

On 11 band recovery study areas in California, Oregon, and Washington,· 
annual adult survival rates ranged from 0.821 to 0.868, while juvenile survival 
ranged from 0.140 to 0.418 (Burnham eta!. 1994}. For three band recovery 
study areas in Washington, survival rates for adults (including subadults) and 
juveniles were h.ighest on the Olympic Peninsula, and lower on the two study 
areas in the eastern Cascades (Table 2.2-2) (Burnham et al. 1994; Irwin and 
Fleming 1994). The m~or causes of adult and juvenile mortality are starvation 
aD.d predation (Gutie1·rez et al. 1985ab, Miller 1989, Johnson 1992a). For the 
Cle Elum and Olympic study areas, however, estimates of juvenile survival 
rates were believed to be low due to emigration of dispersing juveniles 
(Burnham et al. 1994). Using radio telemetry data, Forsman et al. (in prep.b) 
calculated adjusted juvenile survival rates of 0.611 for the Olympic study area 
and 0.349 for the Cle Elum study area (Table 2.2-2). Bart (in press) concluded 
from simulation results that adult survival rates calculated using the 
techniques of Burnham et al. (1994) could also be biased low by as much as 0.02 
to 0.03 due to undetected emigration of adults (but see further discussion in 
"Spotted Owl Demogxaphy" below). Forsman et al. (m prep.b) however, 
concluded that undetected adult emigration was rare on the Olympic and 
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Cle Elum study areas. Little is known of survival rates of dispersing subadult 
and adult owls although their survival rates are expected to be less than that of 
territorial adults. 

Table 2.2·2 

Annual survival rates for adults, subadults, and juveniles on 
three study areas in Washington. 

Study Area Adults' Juveniles• Emigr. Years No. of OWls 
Adj. Juv.' Study Banded 

Olympic 0.862 
(For~man et al. 
in prep.b) 

Cle Elum 0.850 
(For~man et al. 
in prep.b) 

Wenatchee 0.824 
(Irwin and Fleming 
1994) 

• Includes all owls greater chan one year old. 
" Juveniles ar~ owls less than on~ year old. 

0.245 0.611 

0.140 0.349 

0.200 NA 

< juvenile survival rates adjusced for emigration using radiO· telemetry data. 

Range and Numbers 

7 

5 

3 

The current range of the northe1·n spotted owl approximates the limits ofits 
historic range: from southwestern British Columbia, south through the 
Cascade Range (east and west sides) and coastal ranges of Washington and 
Oregon, to no1·thwestern California. 

In Washington, the spotted owl occupies forested areas on both sides of the 
Cascade crest from the Canadian bo1·der south to Oregon. In the eastern 
Cascades, owls are found in the westem portions of Okanogan. Kittitas, 
Yakima, and Klickitat Counties and th1·oughout Chelan County. West of the 
Cascade crest, owls occur in the foothills and mountains, but have been 
extirpated from the Puget Sound lowlands. Spotted owls also occur on the 
Olympic Peninsula, and in southwestern Washington east and west of 
Interstate 5. 

548 

332 

440 

' 

There is no estimate of the total number of owl sites, owl pairs, o1· owls in 
Washington. Nor do estimates exist for owl numbers in the eastern Cascades, 
western Cascades or western Washington lowlands provinces. Howeve1·, little 
owl habitat and few owls remain in the latter p1·ovince. For the Olympic 
Peninsula, sufficient information exists to provide an estimate of the number of 
owl pairs in the province. Holthausen et al. (1994) estimated the numbers of 
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owl pairs on the Olympic National Forest as eithedl7 or 117, and the numbers 
of paD:s on state-owned lands as either 12 or 31 depending Oll. the assumptions 
used. The lower estimates reflect the tally of known pairs for these areas. The 
upper estimates were based on the assumption that all known territorial sites 
actually harbored pairs. Seaman (pers. com.) estimates the number of owl pairs 
in the inland portion of Olympic National Park to be 229 ± 71 (90% confidence 
interval). The Queets corridor and coastal strip of Olympic National Park and 
the Quinault Indian Reservation likely harbor nine or fewer additional owl 
pairs; there are probably few additional pair sites on private lands. In summary, 
there are probably between 276-457 owl pairs currently on t he Olympic 
Peninsula. 

While there is no state-wide estimate of owl numbers, tallies of the number of 
owl sites known to exist in Washington are available from the Washington 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) which recognizes 842 confirmed pair 
sites (status 1), 25 sites with two owls present whose pail· status is unknown 
(status 2), 112 territorial single sites (status 3) and 164 non-territorial single 
sites (status 4), for a total of 1,143 sites as of October 9, 1995. (See Chapter 2 
Addendum for current definitions of status 1, 2, 3.) Approximately 17% of the 
sites are centered on nonfederallands (Hanson et al 1993). 685 sites (60%) 
include nonfede1·allands within a 1.8 or 2.7-mile radius (Table 2.2-3). The 685 
sites that include nonfederallands range from sites that encompass only a few 
acres of nonfederalland to sites that are completely supported by nonfederal 
lands. 105 of these sites are non-territorial owl sites (status 4) and are not 
subject to state regulation. 458 sites (40%) are entirely on federal lands. Of the 
1,143 total owl sites, 979 are territorial sites (status 1, 2, 3), and 580 of these 
(59%) include some nonfederallands (Table 2.2-4). It is the management of 
these 580 territorial sites involving nonfederallands that the rule alternatives 
and this SDEIS seek to address. These tallies do not represent all spotted owls 
residing in Washington, since not all potential habitat in the state has been 
surveyed for owls. 
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Table 2.2·3 

Numbers of known spotted owl sites (status 1, 2, 3, 4) in 
Washington including exclusively federal lands and sites 
involving some nonfederallands.• 

(Data from WDFW, October 9, 1995.) 

Province Some Only 
Nonfederal Federal 

Eastern Cascades 228 129 
Western Cascades 292 210 
Western Washington Lowlands 20 0 
Olympic Peninsula 145 119 

Totals 685 458 

Total 

357 
502 
20 

264 

1,143 

• Sites. art <::onsiderecr to lnvorve nonfedetallands if the centers O(.(Ut within 2.7 miles. (west of t-5) or J.8 mil~s 
(east of I·S) of any nonfederallands. 

Table 2.2-4 

Numbers of known spotted owl sites in Washington involving 
nonfederal lands ... 

(Data from WDFW, October 9, 1995.) 

OWl Site Center Statu:. 

Province 2 3 4 Total 

Eastern Cascades 176 5 12 35 228 
Western Cascades 207 3 40 42 292 
Western Washington Lowlands 6 3 s 6 20 
Olympic Peninsula 97 6 20 22 145 

Totals 486 17 77 lOS 685 

• Sites are considered to Involve nonfederal lands If the centers occur within 2.7 miles <west of I·SJ or 1.8 miles 
(east of I·S) of any nonfederallands. 
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Occupancy of territorial sites varies from year-to-yeat·. Consequently not all of 
the "pail•" sites (status 1, 2) recognized by WDFW will actually be occupied by a 
pair of spotted owls in any given year. The status assigned to a site reflects the 
highest status ever observed, i.e., if a pair is obse1·ved at a site in any year, it is 
listed as a "pail/' site. 

Interspecific Relationships 
• COMPITITION 
Interspecific competition occurs when individuals of different species compete 
for the same resource. The spotted owl's primary competitor is the barred owl. 
Barred owls are recent colonists in the Pacific Northwest, first appeaJ:ing in 
Washington within the last 50 years (Hamer et al. 1989). BatTed owls are 
cunently found throughout the range of the spotted owl in Washington. Spotted 
and barred owls use some of the same habitats, although there appear to be 
diffei·ences in habitat use between the two species (Hamer et al. 1989; Iverson 
1993). Barred owls are larger and more aggt·essive in territorial interactions, 
use a wider variety of p1•ey, occupy a wider variety of habitats and have smaller 
home ranges than spotted owls (Hamer et al. 1989). Where they co-occur, 
limited observational data suggest that barred owls are dominant to spotted 
owls (USDI 1992b). 

• HYBRIDIZATION 
Hybridization occurs when individuals of different species breed and 
successfully p1•oduce offspring. At least eight spotted owl · barred owl hybrids 
have been observed in the wild in the Pacific Northwest as of August 1994 
(Hamer et al. 1994, Thomas et al. 1993; WDFW unpub. data); six of these birds 
have been found in Washington. Hybrids have been found paired with spotted 
or ban-ed owls at four sites; at one site, a hybrid paired with a barred owl 
produced offspring in at least two years (Hamer et al. 1994). However, 
hybridization is probably rare. Thousands of spotted owl pairs and hundreds of 
barred owl pairs have been observed in the last decade, with few instances of 
hybridization being detected. Extensive hybridization could threaten the 
genetic integrity of spotted owl populations and affect theil· identity as a species 
(Hamer et al. 1994; Thomas et al. 1993). 

• PREDATION 
Predation is the killing of one animal by anothe1· fo1· food. Great homed owls 
(Forsman et al. 1984, Miller 1989, Johnson 1992a,b) and northern goshawks 
(USDI 1992b) may prey on spotted owls. Great homed owls are la1·ger and 
sha1·e some habitats with spotted owls. However, they tend to occupy a1·eas that 
are mot·e fragmented with less old forest than those used by spotted ow Is 
(Johnson 1992b, USD11992b). Johnson (1992b) found that great homed owls 
we1·e most often detected ill landscapes with 10-20% old forest, while the 
majot•ity of spotted owls were detected in landscapes with at least 60% old 
forests. He also found less old forest at great horned owl sites than at spotted 
owl sites. Ca1·ey et al. (1992) noted that great horned owls were approximately 
five times more p1·evalent in an area of heavily fragmented Douglas-fir forest 
than in an area with more clumped Douglas-fir forest. Spotted owls will neat 
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within goshawk territories and will actively defend their young against 
goshawk attacks (USDI 1992b). It is unknown whether predation by goshawks 
is a significant mortality factor for owl populations. Red-tailed hawks and 
mammalian canuvores may also occasionally prey on spotted owls. At least 
29% of dispersing juvenile owls we1•e killed by avian predators within their first 
year in a four-year study in Oregon (M:iller 1989). Johnson (1992a) compiled 
mortality data from radio telemetry studies in Washington, Oregon and 
California from 1975 through 1991 and found that at least 40% of documented 
adult mortalities and at least 25% of juvenile mo1·talities resulted from avian 
predation. 

Habitat 
• NESTING, ROOSTING, AND FORAGING HABITAT 

Allt·adio-telemetry habitat-use studies conducted in Washington and Or~gon to 
date indicate that stands with significant old-growth structu1·al components are 
superior habitat for spotted owls. Thomas et al. (1990) reviewed ten studies of 
habitat selection that analyzed habitats used by 115 radio-tagged spotted owls 
in Washington and Oregon. The results of these studies we1·e consistent. 
Tb..l·oughout Washington and Oregon, old-growth was the only stand condition 
consistently used more than expected based on availability fo1· t·oosting and 
foraging, and old-gl'owth was never used less than expected. The majority of 
owls (65%) in these studies used mature forests in proportion to their 
availability, 21% used them significantly less than expected, while only 14% 
used mature forests greater than expected based on availability. Young forests 
were used significantly more than expected by only 3% of the owls in these 
studies, while more than 50% of the owls used these forests significantly less 
than expected. Very young fo1·est plantations and clear-cuts were rarely used by 
all owls studied. All studies reviewed by Thoma~ et al. (1990) that reported 
separate data for roosting habitat found strong selection of old-growth forests. 

Spotted owls have also been found to nest p1-imarily in old-growth forests. Of 
130 nests on the Olympic Peninsula and in western Oregon, 79% were located 
in old·gTowth stands and 16% were in stands whe1·e old-growth, mature and 
young trees were intermixed (Thomas et al. 1990). Only 4% of the nests were 
found in mature or young stands. On the Olympic Peninsula, all nests have 
been found in tree or snag cavities (Thomas et aL 1990). Stands used for 
nesting and roosting on the Olympic Peninsula typically had a highe1· degree of 
canopy layering than other stands and large mean diameter snags (Mills et al. 
1993). In the northern Cascades and Olympic Peninsula, the intensity of stand 
use by spotted owls was found to increase with the volume of snags and 
diversity of tree height (North 1993). 

Structural cha.~·acteristics that distinguish old-growth forests include multi
layered, multi-species canopies with large (greater than 30 inches or 76 em dhh) 
overstory trees, a high incidence of overstory trees with broken tops, cavities, 
mistletoe brooms Ol' other def01·mities, presence of large-diameter snags and 
high volumes oflat·ge down logs (Thomas et aL 1990). Younger forests usually 
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lack or have reduced amounts of some or all of these components (Spies and 
F'l:anklin 1991). Younger forests that are selected by spotted owls for nesting, 
roosting, or foraging typically have some of these features. 

An exception to this pattern of reliance on old-growth forests occurs in the 
mixed conifer forests of the eastern Cascades of Washington where spotted owls 
have been found to regularly use younger forest stands. Buchanan et al. (1995) 
found that approximately 7 4% of 83 eastem Cascades nest sites were in fairly 
young (median age = 122 years) stands that wet·e in intermediate stages of 
succession. Most of these nests were found in abandoned goshawk nests or 
dwarf mistletoe brooms (Buchanan et al. 1993). Among five spotted owl pairs 
radio-tracked on the Wenatchee National Forest, three of nine cover types were 
used by each individual owl in proportions greater than or equal to that 
expected based on availability (Forsman unpub. data). These oover types 
included old-forest, mixed aged stands with roughly an equal mix of trees 
greater than and less than 50 em dbh, and younger forests. The younger forests 
Wel'e closed canopy Stands dominated by treeS 10·50 em in diameter With fuw 
stems greater than 50 em in diameter. Nine of ten owls used these younger 
forests in proportions equal to their availability while only one owl used these 
forests greater than expected based on their availability. The pt·esence of 
scattered old trees andlot• pockets ofresidual old h·ees were thought to be an 
important factor in affecting the level of owl use in these stands (Forsman pers. 
oom.). Four other forest types were used in proportion to their availability by 
some owls but less than expected by other owls (Forsman unpub. data). 

Hicks et al. (1995) studied habitat selection by eight owl pairs in an area of 
mixed ownership within the Wenatchee National Forest. Seven of the pairs 
used type A and B habitat in proportions greater than expected based on 
availability. The lack of selection for type A and B habitat by the remaining 
pair was thought to result from the owls having nested in a stand of type C 
habitat. Each of the eight owl pairs used type C habitat in proportions equal to 
or greater than expected based on availability, while non-habitat was avoided 
by each of the owl pairs. Type A and B habitat generally includes stands with 
older, larger diameter trees and higher canopy oover than type C habitat which 
typically include a preponderance of smaller, younger trees (Owl Memo #3, 
WDNR Ma:rch 5, 1991). (Definitions of type A, B. and C habitat, as defined in 
Owl Memo #3, a1·e in the Chapter 2 Addendum.) 

At least si..'!: non-exclusive hypotheses have been proposed to account for the 
selection of older forests by spotted owls (Carey 1985): (1) prey are more 
abundant in older forest; (2) prey a:re more efficiently hunted in older forest; (3) 
multilayered canopies are needed for roosting microclimate selection; (4) 
p1·edators are avoided; (5) nesting structures needed are most often found in 
older forests; and (6) spotted owls a1·e behavio1·ally and physiologically adapted 
to older forests. 

Carey (1995) found that flying squirrels, the most important prey species for 
owls in Washington, were more abundant in old-gJ.·owth on the western Olympic 
Peninsula and in the southern coast range of Oregon than in young managed 
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forests lacking old forest legacies (residual large trees, snags, and downed logs). 
Additionally, diets wel'e more diverse and squinels moved shorter distances in 
the old forest than in the younger stands. In western hemlock stands on the 
weste1·n Olympic Peninsula, flying squirrels were two times more abundant in 
the old versus the young (44-67 years old) forests. In both areas, mbi:ed age 
stands that had old-growth elements and a 66-100 year old age class of trees 
had flying squirrel densities similar to ·undisturbed old forests. One second 
growth stand on the Olympic Peninsula had flying squinel densities similar to 
those of the old-growth stands. This stand had the largest mean tt·ee diameter, 
number of large snags, shrub abundance, midstory abundance and course 
woody debris abundance of the younger stands. 

Availability of cavities for dens and food (truffle) abundance are thought to 
limit flying squirrel densities in some second growth forests. Flying squirrels 
use cavities in live trees, snags, downed logs and old stumps as well as leaf 
nests in young forests in the Puget trough for denning (Carey in prep.). 
Cavities in logs and stumps were used only by females as maternal dens. In the 
two Puget trough stands studied by Carey (in prep.) flying squirrel densities 
and potential den sites wet·e higher in an unthinned, 56-year-old stand which 
also included large residual tt·ees, snags and downed logs than the larger and 
oldet· (65-year-old) thinned stand. The older stand had been lightly thinned 
twice in the last 20 years and generally lacked large residual trees and snags, 
and had less coarse woody debris than the unthinned stand. However, 
availability of den sites may have limited flying squirrel numbers in both 
stands (Cat·ey in pt•ep.). Although large snags with cavities received heavy use 
by flying squirrels in all forests studied (Ca1·ey in prep., Carey pers. com.) and 
flying squirrel densities on the Olympic Peninsula wel'e COl'l'elated with 
numbers of large snags (Carey 1995), the presence of large snags in the areas 
studied are thought to be more of an indicator of stand decadence than a dll·ect 
measure of habitat quality (Ca1·ey pers. com.). Other habitat factors, such as 
the amount of coarse woody debris and degree of shrub covel· within a stand, 
are also likely important in determining flying squirt'el densities. Studies in 
other states have not reached similar conclusions (Rosenbet·g and Anthony 
1991). 

North (1993) examined managed matut·e stands, mature stands resulting from 
wind disturbance, and old-growth stands in l'ela:tion to stand structure, 
intensity of spotted owl use, and truffle abundance. Managed stands used in 
this study were approximately 60 years old and unused by owls; wind 
disturbed stands were 70-80 years old. Equal numbers of stands on the 
Olympic Peninsula and in the notthern Cascades were studied. Intensity of 
stand use by spotted owls was found to increase with increasing snag volume 
per acre. North noted that the level of owl use ofwind-distut·bed stands 
increased with an increase in the numbe1· of snags and complex canopy trees 
surviving the disturbance. The correlation of snag volume with owl use within 
stands was thought to be related to the owl's prey base and not directly to the 
owl. Biomass of truffles (the prima1-y food of flying squirrels) in old-growth 
stands was 12 times higher than in managed mature stands. Mature stands 
originating from wind disturbance showed mixed results. Wind-disturbed 
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stands in the northern Cascades had higher biomasses of trutlles than old
growth stands, while wind-disturbed stands in the Olympics had truffle 
biomasses similar to that of managed mature stands. North {1993) noted that 
truffie abundance within a stand appeared to be related to the depth of the soil 
organic layet·; managed mature stands lacked this layer, while stands with 
thick organic layers had the highest truffle biomasses. Carey sampled flying 
squirrel densities in eight of the stands studied by No1·th (1993). Flying squirrel 
densities in old-growth stands were 3.5 times higher than those in managed 
mature, while squirrel densities in wind-disturbed stands were two times 
higher than those in managed mature stands (No1·th 1993). 

In Washington. a wide variety of forest types are used for nesting, roosting or 
foraging habitat by spotted owls. including Douglas-fir, western hemlock, Sitka 
spruce, western red cedar. silver fir, grand fir and ponderosa pine. However, 
high-elevation forests are generally unused or lightly used for nesting, roosting, 
or foraging. On the Olympic Peninsula, nests have been found as high as 2,400 
feet elevation on the west side and 3,900 feet elevation on the east side with 
95% below 2,140 feet elevation and 3,500 feet elevation respectively 
(Holthausen et al. 1994). In the eastern Cascades, Irwin and Fleming (1994) 
noted that owl sites near the crest of the Cascades had lower reproductive rates 
than owl sites at lower elevations. Upper elevationallimits in the Cascades 
range from approximately 3,600 to 5,000 feet elevation (Hays pers. com.). Bart 
and Forsman (1992) noted that forests in wilderness a1·eas, which generally 
include the highest elevation forests, supported sparse populations of owls with 
reproductive rates about half that found among owls outside wilderness areas. 
This suggests that .lower elevation owl sites are of greater demographic value to 
the population. 

• AMOUNT OF NESTING, ROOSTING AND FORAGING HABITAT 
WITHIN OWL HOME RANGES 

Thomas et al. (1990: 197) stated: "The amount of older forest within an.nual 
home ranges of owl pail·s may be a good indicator of the amount of that type of 
habitat needed to sustain the pair." The issue of whether the amount of habitat 
an owl pair uses in its home range is 1·eflective of its needs has been raised by 
some. To explore this question, the concept of"need" should be defined. 
Available evidence suggests that declines in habitat amount at individual owl 
sites results in reductions in adult survival and reproduction (Bal't and 
Forsman 1990, Bart and Earnst 1992, Bart 1995). This suggests that the 
an1ount of habitat included within ow 1 home ranges is indicative of the amount 
of habitat "needed" to sustain the current survival and reproductive rates of the 
residents. Alternatively, need could be defined as the amount of habitat 
required to sustain an owl pait· at demographic rates sufficient for replacement. 
The amount of habitat requi1·ed for this could change from yea1··to-year for any 
given pair. Given the likely declining trend of most owl populations studied to 
date (see Spotted Owl Demography below) it could be concluded that most owls 
may "need" more habitat than currently available within the landscape and 
included within their home t•anges to support demographic rates sufficient for 
replacement. Reducing the amount of habitat at sites that currently have more 
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habitat than needed to sustain replacement rates could have adverse effects on 
the overall population if habitat at sites with amounts less than that needed to 
support replacement rates were not simultaneously increased (Bart 1995). 

To get an indication of the amount and type of owl habitat included throughout 
the year by pairs in Washington, the Spotted Owl Scientific Advisory Group 
(SAG) opinion 1 (Hanson et al. 1993) reviewed data from every home range/ 
habitat use study conducted in the western Cascades and the Olympics. 
Because there were few data for pair home ranges in Washington spanning 12 
months, the SAG used owl pairs in which both pair members had been tracked 
for at least eight months, including one winter, and each pair member had at 
least 80 relocations. Singles were not used in their analysis since t heir home 
ranges may be smaller and may not reflect the needs of pairs. Seven pairs in 
the Olympics and seven pairs in the western Cascades met the SAG criteria. 

The maximum, minimum, mean and median amounts of habitat within owl 
pair home ranges using the 100% minimum convex polygon method (MCP) on 
the Olympic Peninsula and in the western Cascades are reported in Table 2.2-5 
(from Hanson et al. 1993; Buchanan et al. 1994). The median amounts of 
habitat within pair home ranges were 4,681 acres on the Olympic Peninsula 
and 3,586 acres in the western Cascades. 

Home range information meeting the SAG criteria is available from five owl 
pairs in the eastern Cascades (Forsman unpub. data). These ranges included 
seven forest types, three of which were used by all owls studied at levels greater 
than or equal to that expected based on availability. The other forest types were 
used at levels proportionate to availability by some owls, but less than expected 
by other owls in the study. Table 2.2-6 lists the maximum, minimum, mean and 
median amounts of the three "high-use" forest types using the 100% MCP 
method. The median amounts of these forest types within pair home ranges 
totalled 3,682 acres and ranged from 2,160 to 8, 725 acres. The median home 
tange size was 7,123 acres. Four of these owl pau·s were within fire 
management analysis zone (Fl\IIAZ) 2 while the range of one pair ov.erlapped 
FJviAZ 2 and 3. (See "Other Methods for Estimating Habitat Amounts Used by 
Spotted Owls" below for discussion of FMAZ and map). 

Hicks et aL (1995) reported home range information from nine additional owl 
pairs in the eastern Cascades; data meeting the SAG criteria were collected for 
five of these pairs. Using 95% MCP home ranges, the median and mean 
amounts of habitat at these sites were 1,992 and 1,990 acres respectively. 
Habitat amounts ranged from 369 · 3,115 acres. Information on 100% MCP 
home ranges were not reported, however Hicks et al. (1995) noted that habitat 
amounts and home range sizes within 100% MCP ranges were often twice that 
of 95% MCP ranges. The median 100% MCP home range size for all nine pairs 
studied by Hicks et al. (1995) totalled 6,567 acres, slightly more than the area 
of a 1.8 mile radius circle. Because the MCP technique tends to underestimate 
home range size when few animal locations are used, the median 100% MCP 
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home range size would have likely been larger if only the five owl pairs for 
which data meeting the SAG criteria were used. Each of the five intensively 
monitored owl pairs were within FMAZ 3. 

Table 2.2·7 lists the maximum, minimum, mean and median percentages of 
habitat within the 100% MCP pair home ranges on the Olympic Peninsula, the 
western Cascades and the eastern Cascades. The median percentage of habitat 
within home ranges on the Olympic Peninsula was 47%, in the western 
Cascades 52% and in the eastern Cascades 55%. 

Except for Hicks et al. (1995), each ofthe home range studies used the 100% 
minimum convex polygon technique (MCP) to estimate home range boundaries 
and size. Thomas et al. (1990) noted, however, that the amount and areas of 
habitat used by an owl pair may vary widely from year to year, thus multiyear 
home range needs may be greater than that reflected by the habitat used in one 
yeu. Ofthe nine owl pairs monitored by Hicks et al. (1995), five had one pair 
member which was monitored greater than 20 months. These pairs bad a 
median 95% MCP home range size of 4,208 acres including a median of 2,186 
acres of habitat. The four remaining pairs, which were each monitored for about 
one year, had a median home range size of 2,456 acres with a median of 1,156 
acres of habitat. Carey et al. (1992) noted that the amount of habitat included 
within annual parr home ranges using the 100% MCP method closely 
approximated the amount of habitat used in two-year home ranges among the 
owl pairs they studied. 

The SAG (Hanson et al. 1993) noted that their approach to quantifying habitat 
amounts would tend to underestimate the amount of habitat required by owls on 
an annual basis in at least two ways. First, for six of the pairs in their analysis, 
less than 12 months of data for both pair members were used to approximate 
annual home ranges. Second, nru:row definitions of habitat were used to tally 
habitat amounts. In the Olympics and western Cascades only late successional 
habitats were included, not all habitats that were used by owls in propor tion to 
their availability within the home ranges studied. Inclusion of these additional 
habitats would have increased the median amounts of habitat to 7,686 acres in 
the Olympics and 6,769 acres in the western Cascades. These medians would be 
101% and 89% greater than those reported by the SAG in opinion 1. In the 
eastern Cascades, tallies include only habitats that were used in proportion to 
their availability or greater by all owls studied; each of the other four forest 
types within these ranges were used in proportion to then: availability by at 
least half of the owls studied, but were not included within high-use forest type 
totals. 

The median value is one measu1·e of central tendency; it is simply the middle 
value from a sample. For example, the median of a list of five numbers would be 
the third largest number in the list. If there are an even number of values, the 
median is the mean of the two middle numbers. Using median values rather 
than mean values of home range size protects against undue bias resulting from 
extremely large or small home ranges, particularly in small samples (Sokal and 
Rohlf 1981, Thomas et aL 1990). 
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Table 2.2·S 

Maximum, minimum, mean and median acres of habitat 
included in pair home ranges used by spotted owls in the 
Olympics and western Cascades. 

(from Hanson et al. 1993 .) 

Province Maximum Minimum Mean Median 

Olympic Peninsula• 
Western Cascades• 

11,690 
8,998 

2,39S 
1,716 

6,031 
4,286 

• These figures include only late·successlonal habitat, not all habitat that was used In proportion to Its 
availabtilhv within each home rang~. 

• This median is a correction to that reported In Hanson et al. (1993), see Buchanan et al. (1994:9). 

Table 2.2~ 

4,681' 
3,586 

Maximum, minimum, mean and median acres of high use and 
other forests included in five pair home ranges used by 
spotted owls in the eastern Cascades. 

(Forsman unpub. data). 

Forest Type 

High-use forest• 
Other forests• 

Maximum 

8,725 
6,141 

Minimum 

2,160 
1,078 

Mean 

4,386 
3,448 

Median 

3.682 
2.770 

~ These figures include only thr~e forest tYPtS. used by an owls. at a level greater than or ~qual to that 
expected based on availability. Other forest types were used by some owls at rates equal to that expected 
based on availabilit'l but af~ not Included in these ti9ures. 

• Each of the forest types included in these totals was used at levels equal to their availability bY at least half 
of th~ ln(11vlduaf owls. However. each of these for~$t types was s~lected by one or more owl$. 
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Table 2.2·7 

Maximum, minimum, me.an and median percentages of 
habitat within owl pair home ranges in the eastern Cascades, 
western Cascades and the Olympic Peninsula. 

(Data for the Olympic Peninsula and the western Cascades are summarized In Hanson et 
al. (1993) and Buchanan et al. (1994); data for the eastern Cascades are from Forsman 
( ers. com.)) 

Province Maximum Minimum Mean 
Median 

Olympic Pen insula• 71 27 45 
47 
Western Cascades• 70 21 46 
52 
E.astern Cascades• 60 40 52 
55 

• These figures Include only late-successional habitat, not all habitat tl>at was used in proportion to Its 
availability within each home range. 

• These figures include only those habitats used In prope>nions greater than or equal to their availability by 
aU owls. 01he' habitats w~re used by some owls Jt levels equal to 1he:ir availability. 

Using median home range values fo:r setting habitat protection levels at owl 
sites may not fully provide for owls at some sites. If the owl pairs studied used 
the amounts of forest that they needed to support themselves at demographic 
rates sufficient for replacement and the owl pairs sampled are representative of 
the overall population, th~n preserving median amounts of habitat within owl 
circles will provide ad~quate habitat at only half of the sites. However , if the 
owls at the sites studied had low survival and fecundity rates, then t he amount 
of habitat within their home ranges would not be an accurate indication of the 
amount of habitat needed to sustain demographically healthy owl pairs, i.e. 
pairs able to replace themselves in the population. There is no indication 
available of the demographic health of the sites used in the home range studies. 

Opinion 2 of the SAG (Hanson et al. 1993) underscored the impot·tance of the 
habitat closest to owl site centers and recommended that all habitat within 0. 7 
miles of the center be retained. Opinion 2 illustrated the extent to which use by 
owl pairs is concentrated around the site center . Concentrated use of habitats 
nearest the site center, particularly during the reproductive season, has been 
observed in other studies (Fo:rsman et at. 1984, Hamer et aL 1989, Hays et at. 
1989, Solis and Gutierrez 1990). Opinion 2, however, did not provide specific 
recommendations or information on how much habitat is needed beyond 0. 7 
miles to meet all of the life requisites for a resident spotted owl pair . 
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• OTHER METHODS FOR ESTIMATING HABITAT AMOUNTS 
USED BY SPOTTED OWLS 

Irwin and Fleming (1994, 1995, Irwin pers. com.) investigated the amount of 
habitat around spotted owl pair sites at a variety of distances in the eastern 
Cascades of Washington. They found that pair sites in Ffv1AZs 1 and 2 had 
significantly less habitat than sites in FMAZa 3, 4 and 5 while supporting 
generally higher reproductive rates (Table 2.2-8). While sites in FMAZ 4 had 
high 1·eproductive rates. these sites on average included greater than 50% more 
habitat than sites in Fl'viAZs 1 and 2. Sites in FMAZ 5 had the g1•eatest 
amounts of habitat but the lowest reproductive rates. FMAZs a1·e defined 
primatily by annual precipitation, topography, fire frequency and estimates of 
fuel loading (Keleman 1992). Figure 2.2-1 shows fire management analysis 
zones (F11AZ). 

These data suggest that different amounts of habitat may be requil·ed to 
supp01t owls at 1·eplacement rates in different areas of the eastern Cascades. 
The least amounts of habitat may be needed at owl sites in F1v1AZs 1 and 2, 
while mol'e than 40% habitat within a regulatory circle may be needed to 
support owl pairs at replacement rates in FMAZ 5. However, caution should be 
used in interpreting these data because the accuracy and reliability of the 
habitat mapping used in this study (Wenatchee National Forest spotted owl 
habitat layer) is undetermined and likely varies between ranger districts and 
Fi'viAZs (Irwin pers. com., Murphy pers. com.). It is also unknown to what 
extent habitat amounts and arrangements in these circles represent the 
amounts and an·angement of habitats actually used by the owls at these sites. 
Radio-telemetl-y data from owl pairs in F1v1AZ 2 suggest that pairs generally 
use substantially more habitat than that reported by Irwin and Fleming (1995, 
Irwin pers. com.) within 2.1 miles of owl sites. Four of the five owl pairs studied 
by Forsman (pers. com.) (Table 2.2-6) were located within FMAZ 2; 62% of the 
home range area of the fifth owl pair fell within FMAZ 2 with the remainder in 
FMAZ 3. Owl pairs at these sites used a median of at least 3,682 acres of 
habitat (Table 2.2-6). 
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Table 2.2·8 

Mean acres of habitat at owl sites occupied by a pair for at 
least two years and reproductive rates in the eastern 
Cascades of Washington by FMAZ. 

{Irwin pers. com. Habitat amounts are based on mapping by the USDA Forest Service. See 
Figure 2.2·1, FMAZ map.) 

Acres of NRF Habitat Fledgelings 
FMAZ 1.5 mi. 2.1 mi. per Site/Year 

1 and 2 1,347 2,349 0.79 

3 1,890 3,308 0.52 
4 2,061 3,660 0.77 
5 2,219 3,650 0.28 

Several studies indicate that owls are more likely to occupy territories in areas 
with greater amounts of habitat present. Studies comparing habitat amount in 
owl home ranges and studies comparing habitat amount within 0.5· to 2.7·mile
l'adius circles around owl sites occupied by pairs or territ01·ial singles to 
randomly placed circles of similar sizes have consistently found that areas 
occupied by owls contain a greater proportion of habitat than the surrotu1ding 
landscape (Carey et al. 1990; 1992; Ripple et al. 1991; Lehmkuhl and Raphael 
1993; Irwin and Fleming 1994; Hicks unpub. data cited in Hanson et al. 1993). 

Anderson et al. (1990) compared survey detection rates at a random sample of 
52 stations that had varied amounts of older forest within 2.1 miles of the 
station. They found that detection rates were significantly greatet• at stations 
with greater than 30% oldel' forest than at those with less than 30% older 
forest. 

Thomas et al. (1990) examined owl occupancy and habitat in more than 274 
USFS random sample neas (RSAs). They found that spotted owl occupancy 
rates were significantly higher in Washington and Ot·egon RSAs with greater 
than 50% habitat than in RSAs with less than 50% habitat; occupancy rates for 
pairs and singles within RSAs with greater than 50% habitat wet•e 1.5·2 times 
as high as occupancy rates in RSAs with less than 50% habitat. Additionally, 
occupied RSAs had significantly more habitat than unoccupied RSAs. They also 
found that the percentage of owl occupancy in spotted owl habitat areas 
(SOHAs) increased significantly with an increasing amount of habitat within 
2.1 miles ofSOHA centers in Washington and Oregon. 

Bart and Forsman (1992), using three diffe1·ent data sets spanning most of the 
range of the owl. found that owls were significantly more abundant and fledged 
approximately 50 times more young owls in areas that had greater than 60% 
older forest than in areas with less than 20% older forest. Older forest was 
defined as forest gt·eater than 80 years old. 
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Lehmkuhl and R3phael (1993) compa~·ed the amount of habitat within 1, 2 and 
3 miles of 59 sites occupied by pairs, 19 sites occupied by singles and 100 
~·andom sites on the Olympic National Forest. Pair sites had more habitat at all 
th1·ee scales when compared to 1·andom sites. Statistical comparisons wet·e 
made only at the intermediate circle size (8,038 ac1·es) to avoid violating 
statistical assumptions; at this scale pair sites had significantly more habitat 
than random sites. Pair sites also had more habitat than single sites at all 
three scales, although the differences were not statistically significant. 

Ripple et al. (1991) compared the proportion of older forest (greater than SO 
years old) between 30 nest sites and 30 random sites using seven different plot 
sizes. The p1-oportion of older forest was significantly greater at nest sites than 
random sites for all plot sizes. 

Ba.1t and Earnst (1992) 1-e-anaLyzed data from 91 owl sites in two areas of 
Oregon and found that year-to-year persistence of owls at sites increased with 
the amount of older forest (greater than 120 years oLd) present. Additionally, 
Bart (1995) anaLyzed data from 102 owl sites and found that adult survival rate 
and pair reproductive rates ine1·eased with greater habitat amounts and 
concluded "that removing any suitable habitat within the vicinity of the nest 
tends to reduce the productivity and survivo1·ship of the resident owls» (p. 943). 
These trends were significant. The suggestion that adult survival varies with 
the amount of older forest is important because owl population stability is very 
sensitive to adult survival1·ates (Burnham et al. 1994; Noon and Biles 1990). 

• HABITAT FRAGMENTATION 

Few studies have explored the effects of habitat fragmentation on use by 
spotted owls. Lehmkuhl and Raphael (1993) contt·asted landscape measures of 
owl habitat at 59 pair sites, 19 single owl sites and 100 random sites. Five 
measw-es reLating to habitat fragmentation differed significantly between pair 
sites and random sites. Habitat at the pair sites tended to be more clumped and 
occurred in larger but fewer patches (see page 309, Table 1 in Lehmkuhl and 
R3phael 1993). Carey et al. (1990, 1992) noted increased home range sizes, 
ovedap of home ranges among pairs and separation of pair members with 
increased fragmentation. In the most heavily fragmented areas, the authors 
noted that mate changes were frequent, the proportion of pairs with subadult 
members was high, and nomadism in adult females was observed. 

Thomas et al. (1990) reviewed spotted owl radio· teLemetry studies in Oregon 
and noted that pairs in areas with little late successional habitat remaining 
had larger home range sizes than pail.·s in a1·eas with greater proportions of 
similar habitats. They also noted that the owl study with the smallest median 
home range size and habitat amount was in an a1·ea where the remaining old 
forests were clumped rather than fragmented. 

On the western Olympic Peninsula, two independent studies are investigating 
owl pail' densities: one cente1·ed on the Quinault R3nger Dish·ict of Olympic 
National Forest and the othe1' on less fragmented lands within Olympic 
National Park. Afte1· three of four planned years of study, the crude density of 
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ow 1 pairs in low to mid elevation areas of the western portion of Olympic 
National Park is estimated to be 0.031 paits pe1· mi2 (Seaman pers. com.). The 
adjacent Quinault density study area is estimated to support a crude density of 
about 0.014 pairs per mi2 (Forsman pers. com.). Sampled areas within Olympic 
National Park have little human-caused or natural habitat fragmentation 
when contrasted with the Quinault density study area, which is thought to 
contain roughly 40% owl habitat (Forsman pers. com.). 

Dispersal Habitat and Landscapes 
Dispersal habitat can be defined as that which provides for foraging, roosting 
and protection from p1-edators during the process. Forest habitats that provide 
cover from owl predators while also allowing efficient movement, but which 
provide few foraging and roosting opportunities will be of less value to 
dispersing owls. Additionally, these "traver' habitats are less well defined by 
research. Although every "dispersal" stand need not support roosting a nd 
foraging, areas that provide for foraging and roosting should be distributed 
throughout the dispersal landscape. Bart (1995) noted that juvenile 
survivorship depends in part on the amount of habitat through which juvenile 
dispetse1·s pass. Miller (1989) noted that mature and old-growth forests were 
preferred for roosting by dispersing juveniles. 

• PLANS FOR PROVIDING DISPERSAL HABITAT 

Previous plans for managing owls on federal lands relied on the "50-11-40" rule 
to p1•ovide dispersal habitat: outside of reserved areas, 50% of the federal lands 
capable of supporting forest should have stands with a mean tree diameter of 
at least 11 inches and canopy cover of at least 40% (Thomas et al. 1990; USDI 
1992b). Because some ofthe federal lands that this 50-11-40 rule was designed 
for already had management standards for log and cavity dependent species, 
specific guidance on providing these habitat components was not incorporated. 
If this rule were to be applied to nonfederallands, additional standards for 
providing snags, residual live trees, logs and shrubs, above and beyond existing 
forest practice standards, should be developed. This rule was meant to serve as 
a range-wide p1·esc1-iption. 

The federal Northwest Forest Plan relies on riparian reserves to provide owl 
dispersal habitat in matrix and adaptive management landscapes (USDA 
1994). In addition, this plan allows adaptive management, which includes 
research and monitoring to develop or protect dispersal habitat, to be 
incorporated into forest management where needed. Riparian reserves are 
reserved corridors along both sides of rivers, streams and intermittent streams, 
wetlands, lakes, ponds and unstable slopes ranging in width from one to two 
times the average maximum height of the tallest dominant tree. Matrix 
landscapes are unreserved areaa in which substantial timber harvest may be 
allowed. Matri.."{ lands are composed of areas where partial cutting, long 
rotation, general forest management, and adaptive management philosophies 
will occur. Adaptive management areas are landscapes in which experimental 
management ia emphasized. In the long-term, riparian reserves have the 
advantages of providing travel corridors with high connectivity and allowing 
the development of higher quality habitat than would be required by the 50-11-
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40 rule, as riparian forests regrow. However, one potential concern with this 
approach is that riparian reserves may become predation traps for dispersing 
owls by concentrating use by owl predators (e.g. goshawks and great horned 
owls) in riparian zones if adjacent upland forests don't contain suitable habitat. 
The extent and likelihood of this becoming a significant deterrent to successful 
dispersal is unknown. A second potential concern is that dispersing juvenile 
and adult owls may not follow habitat corridors for all their movements, thus it 
is important to provide dispersal habitat spread throughout t he landscape. In 
some landscapes, riparian reserves alone may provide relatively low amounts of 
poorly-distributed habitat. In those landscapes, adaptive management areas 
and other matrix lands within federally owned landscapes will be important in 
supplying dispersal habitat. 

An alternative plan for providing dispersal habitat developed by Beak 
Consultants, Inc. (1993) for the Murray Pacific Corporation Habitat 
Conservation Plan (HCP) would eventually provide dispersal habitat over 43% 
of Murray lands. Stands would ran ge from five to 120 acres in size, with an 
average of 40 acres and be spaced a maximum of 0.25 mile apart. It also 
includes riparian habitats, leave tree requirements, older forest stands 
associated with st eep and unstable slopes and other no· harvest <~:ones, 
experimental pruning of stands to develop "canopy lift" for foraging owls sooner 
than would be expected in unmanaged stands, and thinning young stands to 
increase tree development and canopy closure while allowing increased shrub 
and understo1-y development associated with ine1·eased sunlight on the forest 
floor. 

Buchanan et al. (1994) recommend that in western Washington, at least 43% of 
the area within dispersal landscapes support dispersal habitat; for eastern 
Washington, in the absence of better info,·mation, they support the 
recommendation of Thomas et al. (1990) that at least 50% of the area within 
dispersal landscapes be dispersal habitat. 

• DISPERSAl lANDSCAPE SIMULATIONS 

Anderson (pers. com.) simulated the development of dispersal habitat through 
time based on current Washington forest practices regulations. Starting 
conditions for the simulations were based on the current forest conditions of 
three landscapes, each appt'Qximately 90,000 aC1·es in size, with a single owner. 
Each landscape was assigned one of three levels (passive, moderate, intensive) 
of silvicultural management intensity. Passive management included natural 
t•eseeding with no thinning, or planted stands with a commercial thi.n.!ling at 30 
years. Intensive management included planting with improved stock, 
precommercial thinning and application of fertilizer . Clear·cut harvest on each 
of the three landscapes was simulated using forest practices green-up rules in 
combination with maxim um clear-cut sizes of 120 and 240 acres and a 
"sustainable" annual harvest rate of 1. 7% of the landscape. The harvest rate 
used in t hese simulations was considered sustainable by a 1992 timber supply 
study (Adams et a!. 1992). The intensive landscape was also simulated using 
the maximum annual harvest a llowed by the green-up rules and a 240 acre 
maximum clear-cut size. 
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All simulations started with a relatively low percentage of the landscape 
covered by forests meeting t he minimum definition of dispersal stands in the 
Fore5t Practices Board's proposed rule Alternative 4 {passive 38%, moderate 
13%, intensive 37%). The proportion of the landscapes covered by "dispersal" 
stands showed a cyclical pattern, initially increasing followed by decreases in 
habitat amounts; maximum habitat amounts were reached in 20 to greater 
than 50 years from the present. The intensive and mode1·ate landscapes 
harvested at "sustainable" rates reached maximum habitat amounts of 60% or 
greater before slowly declining to habitat levels near the starting conditions 
(Anderson pers. com.). The exact minimum habitat percentages are unknown 
because the cycle peJ.·iods for these simulations exceeded the duration of the 
simulations. When the intensive landscape was simulated using the maximum 
harvest rate allowable under the green-up rules, the habitat amount decreased 
from the peak amount much more rapidly, returning to levels nearly as low as 
the starting conditions in 50 years, 20 years after the peak amount. Under the 
passive management scenario, habitat amounts increased from 38% to about 
44% before declining to 27% by year 50. 

These sinlulations suggest that current forest practice regulations do 
contribute to providing travel quality dispersal habitat, but alone are not 
enough to meet and sustain the proportions of dispersal habitat recommended 
above. Most of the simulations included harvest rates less than the maximum 
allowable by current regulations, implying that landowners would voluntarily 
fo1·ego harvesting at the maximum allowable rates. For many areas, however, 
the maxim urn harvest allowable 01· high rates of harvest in pulses may be more 
realistic scenarios due to operational or other considerations. Increased harvest 
rates shorten the length of time landscape conditions conducive to dispersal 
will be retained. In areas with multiple, inter-mixed ownerships, the 
contribution of green-up rules to maintaining dispersal habitat will be less. 
Forested areas with numerous intermingled small ownerships may have a 
broad range of size and age classes in various forested conditions, along with a 
variable management methodology. 

Other concems with the simulations indicate potential limitations; forest 
practices regulations alone may not provide effective dispersal landscapes over 
time. In some simulations, habitat connectivity was at times low in one 
direction. On a real landscape this could be a problem if the desired dispersal 
direction for owls was the same direction. The spatial distribution of dispersal 
habitat across the landscapes apperu-ed to be highly dependent on starting 

·, conditions. The cycle length and magnitude of habitat fluctuations also 
appeared to be partially affected by starting conditions. Little or no habitat for 
roosting and foraging occurred in these simulated landscapes. 

• DESIGNING EFFECTIVE DISPERSAL LANDSCAPES 

Despite the various plans and simulations, no research to date has investigated 
stand conditions and landscape configuration patterns that support high rates 
of successful dispersal However, some important criteria for designing effective 
dispersal landscapes may be discerned from the present knowledge of spotted 
owls. 
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A dispersal landscape with habitat spread throughout will be mo1·e effective 
than one in which habitat is limited to owl sites or a small subset of the 
landscape (e.g., corridors) (Thomas et al. 1990). Because juvenile owls appear to 
often disperse in random directions across landscapes (Miller 1989), they are 
less likely to confine their movements to corridors. They are also unlikely to 
locate small clumps of habitat widely spaced through a landscape. Such spacing 
wotild t•esult if habitat were retained only at owl sites. A landscape with either 
corridors or widely spaced small clumps of habitat would provide fewer 
opportunities for fot·aging, increased exposure to predators, and greater 
distances between suitable t•oosting sites than a landscape that had habitat 
spaced throughout. Miller (1989) and Gutierrez et al. (1985a,b) noted that 
dispersing juvenile spotted owls may be found in landscapes with little habitat 
(e.g. heavily clear·cut areas, urban and suburban areas), but both also noted 
that these episodes are often associated with the owl's death. Gutierrez et al. 
(1985b, p. 63) state that "although owlets frequently entered these at-eas, they 
often died there as well. Unsuitable habitats ... may be effective baniers to 
dispersal, but this does not seem to deter the birds from entering them." 

Some level of dispersal habitat clumping may be advantageous to dispersing 
spotted owls. Areas of clumped habitat would provide increased connectivity 
and reduced predation 1·isk in portions of the landscape. Additionally, larger 
areas (> 2000 acres) of relatively contiguous habitat may provide overwintering 
sites for juvenile owls before they continue dispersal in the spring (Millel' 
1989). Dispersal habitat clumping may be advantageous as long as la1·ge areas 
with low habitat amounts do not fo1·m a blockage to the directional movement 
of owls between areas of federal reserves, e.g. north-south movement in the I-90 
West SOSEA or east-west movement in the Mineral Link SOSEA, and do not 
form "predator traps." 

The Mu1·ray Pacific Corporation HCP has pt·oposed a definition of dispersal 
habitat for their lands in western Washington (Beak Consultants Inc. 1993). 
This HCP requil·es that dispersal stands have 130-300 10-inch-diameter trees 
per acre or an equivalent basal area of larger trees. Stands must also have at 
least 70% canopy cover of which 70% is conifer. Two residual live trees and 
three snags pet· acre from the dominant-codominant size class of the previous 
stand would be retained. Residual live trees at least 18 inches in diametel' are 
preferred. Two logs at least 12 inches in diameter and 20 feet in length would 
also be retained. The Murray Pacific HCP noted this definition reflected site 
specific habitat conditions occw·ring on their land and may not be applicable to 
othe1· a1-eas of western Washington. 

In the past, snags and trees with cavities or defects were often targeted for 
elimination during silvicultural treatments or when stands were harvested. 
Downed logs and shrubs were often greatly reduced or eliminated d\u·ing 
harvesting and site preparations for forest regeneration. Consequently, many 
younger-second growth fot·ests today have low numbers of large snags and 
cavity trees, downed logs and little shrub cover. Carey (1995), Carey et al. (in 
prep.), and Carey and Johnson (1995) note that second growth stands with 
little or no structural characteristics of old-growth forest support reduced 
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populations of flying squirrels and forest floor dwelling small mammals when 
compared to old-growth stands and young stands with numerous large snags, 
cavity trees, downed logs and shrubs. It may take an extended period of time 
for second growth stands to redevelop the old-forest structural characteristics 
that were eliminated by intensive forest management practices. Management 
of second growth stands in the future may be a ble to provide for ow 1 prey 
populations comparable to that found in old-growth forests. 

Future stands within dispersal landscapes should focus on incorporating 
habitat components to support high small mammal populations. To provide for 
healthy small mammal populations in second growth forests of western 
Washington, Carey (1995), Carey et al. (in prep.) and Carey and Johnson 
(1995) recommend retaining all large snags (at least 20 inches db h), up to eight 
snags per acre, and t rees with defects that could have cavities when stands are 
harvested, as well as creating cavities in h-ees where there are less than two 
large snags per acre. Providing up to 15-20% cover of downed loge (log cover of 
5-10% may limit populations of some small mammals), leaving some three to 
six foot tall stumps, and some consideration for retaining and providing shrub 
cover in harvested stands may also enhance owl prey populations. Numbers of 
green recruitment trees greater than that currently required by Washington 
State forest practices rules would also be needed to sustain levels of these 
habitat components through time. Green recruitment trees that were left 
through multiple harvest rotations would eventually grow large, develop 
cavities, provide additional canopy structure and become a large snag or log 
upon dying. These techniques simulate conditions found in older unmanaged 
forests . While they have been found to increase the numbers and distribution of 
small mammals consumed by northern spotted owls, the density of prey within 
a landscape needed to support effective dispersal is unknown. 

Forest Practices and Disturbance to Spotted Owls 
There has been little investigation of how forest management operations may 
affect nearby spotted owls. One school of thought is that activities such as 
timber falling, yarding a nd hauling, l'Oad building, blasting and repeated low 
level overflights in close proximity to roosting or nesting ow Is may be 
disruptive to those owls. If the disruptions are severe or chronic, the concern is 
that site use and/or reproduction could be affected. Available information 
provides conflicting implications from disturbance to owls. 

A pilot study conducted during 1994 considered the potential disturbance 
effects of timber hauling on spotted ow Is by quantifying owl stress, as indicated 
by hormonal levels in owl fecal pellets (S. Wasser and E. Hanson pers. com.). 
The pilot study examined hormonal levels in fecal pellets collected from 
members of eight owl paiJ.·s that were at varying distances from roads heavily 
used by log trucks during the reproductive season. Wasser (pers. com.) and 
Hanson (pers. com.) tentatively concluded that owls within 0.25 mile of the 
roads had twice the hormone levels as owls that were more distant from the 
roads, and the effect was greater in male than female owls. Although Wasser 
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and Hanson (pers. com.) found higher hormone levels in owls within 0.25 mile 
of roads heavily used by log trucks, it is unknown how inCl·eases in owl 
hormones affect reproduction, survival, or site use. 

Anecdotal information from the redwoods region in northwestern California 
suggests that owls may be little affected by nearby forest management 
operations (Diller pers. com. in comments from Washington Forest Protection 
Association on DEIS). It should be noted, however, that the redwoods region of 
California is perhaps the most productive portion of the owl's range supporting 
higher densities of ow Is (Thomas et al. 1993) and owl prey than are found in 
Washington (Thomas et al. 1990). Therefore, responses of owls to disturbance in 
this region may not be 1·epresentative of owl responses to similar distu1·bance in 
Washington. 

The timing of disturbance may also be important in avoiding disruption of 
rep1·oduction. Pail· bonding, courtship and nesting in spotted owls occur in the 
late winter and spring (February ·May). Juvenile owls remain with thei.J: 
parents until dispersing in the fall. Disturbance during the late winter, spring 
and summer could have the greatest potential to affect rep1·oduction. It must be 
remembered the effects of specific disturbance factors have not been directly 
studied. 

Spotted Owl Population Dynamics 
Several models exploring spotted owl population dynamics have been 
constructed in recent years (Lande 1988a, Doak 1989, Noon and Biles 1990, 
Anderson and Burnham 1992, Lamberson et al. 1992, McKelvey et al. 1993, 
Burnham et al. 1994, Holthausen et al. 1994, Lamberson et al. 1994, Raphael 
et al. 1994). These models have provided valuable general insights into owl 
population dynamics; however, each has been limited by assumptions made in 
model construction, by aspects of the owl's ecology and behavior included or 
excluded from the model, and by critical shortcomings in the current knowledge 
and understanding of spotted owl ecology, behavior, habitat or othe1· factors. 
While the qualitative results and conclusions drawn from each model may add 
important insights to the functioning of owl populations, the accw·acy of 
quantitative predictions and projections from these models is unknown 
(Thomas et al. 1990, Murphy and Noon 1992, Holthausen et al. 1994). 

Historically, spotted owls had a more continuous distribution through the 
western Cascades and coastal ranges of Washington, Oregon and California, 
although both small and large-scale catastrophic events resulted in habitat in 
some geographic a.l'eas being eliminated o1· greatly reduced until forest 
regeneration could replenish it. Since settlement and statehood howeve1·, 
spotted owl habitat and thus owl populations have been increasingly 
fragmented by widespread timber cutting, development, and agriculture. 
Although the owl's range has not decreased, its distribution within the range 
has (Thomas et al. 1990). Spatially subdivided populations whose 
subpopulations (or local populations) are partially, but not wholly, isolated are 
called metapopulations. Dispersal between local populations may prevent or 
delay extinction of some local populations and re-establish extinct 
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subpopulations. Classically, metapopulations a1·e thought to function as a 
balance between local colonization (by dispersers) and extinction of component 
subpopulations (Levins 1970), although they may more often occur in nature in 
the form of sources and sinks or patchy populations (Harrison 1991, 1994). 
Sources are local populations that are net producers of disperse1·s; sinks are 
areas unable to support a stable population without regular immigJ.·ation of 
dispersers. A patchy population is one in which the separation of habitat 
patches is on a scale fine1· than that of the population, where the system of 
patches is "demographically united" (Harrison 1991 p. 81). 

Although some recent authors (Doak and Mills 1994, Harrison 1991, 1994) have 
emphasized the differences between classical metapopulations, patchy 
populations and populations with source-sink dynamics, in some cases the 
distinction between these categories may blur (Hanison 1991). For example, it 
is plausible that an owl population may shift between sow·ce-sink, patchy 
population and classical metapopulation dynamics over time when habitat 
regrowth, tim bet· han•est, catastrophic habitat loss, demog>:aphic and 
envil·onmental stochasticity and planned federal management a1·e considered 
on a regional scale. It should also be noted that none of these authors have 
questioned the validity of using the metapopulation concept to explore the 
potential dynamics and gene1·al conservation needs of spotted owl populations. 
Gutienez and Harrison (in press) conclude that " ... metapopulation models are 
essential for understanding how population viability depends on the number, 
sizes and spacing of habitat patches" for spotted owls. However, they warn 
against using metapopulation models to predict "safe" strategies for further 
reduction and f:t·agmentation of spotted owl habitat because the model1·esults 
a1·e highly sensitive to details of demog1·aphy and dispersal that at·e poorly 
known (Harrison pers. com., Harrison et al. 1993, Doak and Mills 1994, 
Gutiet·1·ez and Harrison in press). 

Nevet"theless, spotted owl populations have several of the hallmarks of classical 
metapopulations. The current distribution of owl territories is spatially 
subdivided as a result of natural and human-caused factors. Planned federal 
management will further partition the distti.bution of future owl tert-itories and 
even-out the size oflocal populations. Disperser (would-be colonizers) survival 
and success is typically low, yet it appeal'S that many new residents do not 
originate n·om the local-area in which they ultimately settle. Owl sites in many 
areas appear to be unable to maintain themselves demographically (due to 
habitat loss) thus making these areas mot·e prone to extinction and 
underscoring the importance of immigration to local population persistence. 
Perhaps because of these factors, fede1·al management strategies at·e based on 
the metapopulation concept. It would be difficult, however, to categorize with 
certainty the dominant population dynamics of a t·egional owl population at any 
moment in time (Doak and l\.fills 1994). Regardless, the meta population concept 
provides a useful fi:amework for considering the functioning of spotted owl 
populations. 
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Several important conclusions have been drawn from mathematical models of 
metapopulations. The first is that metapopulations will maintain themselves 
only as long as the proportion of suitable habitat within the landscape is above 
a minimum threshold. If the proportion of habitat is reduced below this 
threshold, the metapopulation will decline to extinction even though some 
suitable habitat remains (Lamberson et al. 1992, Lande 1987, 1988). The 
underlying cause of these declines is that too few dispersers are able to find 
areas of suitable habitat in the landscape before they die. Lande (1988) 
estimated this threshold to be approximately 21% for spotted owls in a large 
region, but stated that this was likely an underestimate of the amount of 
habitat required to suppo1"t a stable owl population because of the many 
assumptions in this metapopulation model. However, it may not be 
immediately appat·ent when habitat is decreased below threshold levels, 
because declines in owl occupancy rates, the percentage of owl sites occupied by 
pairs each yea1·, and changes in other demographic characteristics may not 
become apparent until years after the logging has ended (Lamberson et al. 
1992). 

A second conclusion is that larger clusters of owl sites in the landscape will 
have higher occupancy t'ates than clusters with few or only one owl site 
(Lamberson et al. 1994). Lamberson et al. (1994) concluded that clusters of 20· 
25 owl sites would probably support reasonably stable local populations of 
spotted owls; further increases in cluster size brought diminishing increases in 
occupancy rates. For smaller clusters offive to 20 owl s.ites, occupancy rates are 
greatly in.Cl·eased if they are closer to other clusters, thereby increasing the 
likelihood of successful dispersal between them (Lamberson et al. '1994). If the 
population is actually functioning as a patchy population, smaller clusters' 
would be expected to have higher occupancy rates and make greater 
contributions to long-term persistence than similar sized clusters in 
metapopulations. 

Occupancy rates can also be increased by providing a higher quality dispersal 
landscape between clusters, thus decreasing dispersal risks. This is more 
important for smaller clusters and for larger clusters that currently have a low 
percentage of suitable habitat than for lat·ge clusters with a high percentage of 
habitat (Lamberson et al. 1994). Short-term occupancy rates of clll$tet·s that 
currently have little suitable habitat (and therefore fewer owl sites than 
can-ying capacity) may be enhanced by increasing their effective size by 
preserving adjacent suitable habitat (Lambe1·son et al. 1994). McKelvey et al. 
(1993) also noted that cluster shape may affect occupancy rates; simulated 
clusters with a low edge· to-area ratio had greater occupancy rates than more 
irregulat· shaped clusters of the same area. These population and habitat 
simulations must be compared and contl·asted to actual field conditions and 
tuned to measut-ed habitat pet'turbations and population fluctuations to define 
expected t·esponses in the actual fo1·ested environment to changes over time. 

The greatest value of applying the metapopulation concept to spotted owls is 
heurism. Considering owl populations as classical metapopulations allows 
recognition of population processes which could, over time, lead to the 
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unravelling of a regional owl population. Identification of these potential pitfalls 
allows the implementation of management strategies that could prevent future 
crises. 

• CATASTROPHIC HABITAT lOSS 

Catastrophic habitat loss may affect persistence of metapopulations by reducing 
or degrading habitat for individual local populations and by degrading dispersal 
landscapes between local populations. The amount and pattern of habitat loss, 
frequency of occun:ence within a region and the degree of environmental 
correlation among local populations (Harrison and Quinn 1989; Goodman 1987) 
can affect the deg1·ee of impact on metapopulation persistence. Gene1·ally, the 
time to extinction (or likelihood of persistence) for metapopulations is greater in 
those that have more component subpopulations (Nisbet and Gumey 1982). 
This results from a greater spreading of risk (Den Boer 1981) among local 
populations; specifically, the degree of environmental correlation among 
subpopulations and the likelihood of simultaneous extinctions of subpopulations 
is reduced. However, if a metapopulation is already suffering from low habitat 
percentages near the extinction threshold in local populations or the landscape 
as a whole, the effects of catastrophes causing the loss or degradation of 
individual local populations may be magnified. Catastrophes may also produce 
dispersal baniers or increase dispersal risks by making the areas between local 
populations Jess conducive to disperser movement and survival. 

Although spotted owls have evolved with natural disturbances within their 
habitat, humans have changed disturbance regimes or reduced the amount of 
habitat in all provinces such that natural disturbances resulting in habitat loss 
may cause significant declines in owl numbers and distribution. In Washington, 
catastrophic habitat loss may result from wind, fire, insects and disease. Of 
these, wind along the Pacifte coast, and fire, insects and disease in the eastern 
Cascades have the greatest likelihoods of causing significant habitat loss or 
degradation within the next 100 years. Significant habitat loss on the east side 
of the Olympic Peninsula and in the western Cascades in the next 100 years is 
less probable (Henderson et al. 1989, Agee 1991a, b, Agee and Edmonds 1992, 
Agee 1993). Along the Pacific coast, at least three wind stotma causing 
substantial blow down have occun·ed this century with a retum interval of 
approximately 30 years (Agee and Edmonds 1992). 

For the eastern Cascades, Agee and Edmonds (1992 page 470 in USDI 1992b) 
state: ~There is a very low probability that any [spotted owl management area) 
created in the East Cascades subregion will avoid catastrophic wildfire over a 
significant portion of its landscape over the next century." Fire suppression 
over the last 70-100 years has allowed the establishment of fire intolerant 
understories (most often grand fu· or Douglas-fir) in areas which historically 
had frequent fires of low-to-moderate intensities. These types of forests were 
once largely limited to fu·e refugia, on moist north slopes, headwall basins, 
stream confluences, canyon bottoms and small pockets of dry forests surrounded 
by cooler moister forests (Agee 1993, Camp 1995). This has resulted in high fuel 
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conditions across bt·oad landscapes, greatly elevating the risk of laxge-scale 
stand replacing fit·es. Additionally, these stands have become increasingly 
vulnerable to desh-uction 01· deg1•adation fl:om insects and disease. 

In 1994, four major fu·es in the Wenatchee National Forest burned portions of 
21 known spotted owl sites. At least four of these sites may have been rendered 
uninhabitable by owls. The Entiat valley, the site of the 1994 Tyee C1·eek fire, 
has had four other widespread, high-intensity fu·es since 1970. There were 
several other major fil·es during 1994 in the eastern Cascades (Klickitat 
County, the Yakama Indian Nation and the Okanogan region}, but the impacts 
on spotted owl populations in these areas are unknown. To the extent that the 
risk oflarge-scale stand replacing fires can be reduced in landscapes harboring 
spotted owls, catastrophic reductions in the eastern Cascades owl population 
may be avoidable. 

Existing knowledge of fi1·e t•egimes, forest ecology, habitat t•equirements, and 
management methods suggest that landscapes can be managed to balance fire 
risk reduction with comme1·cial timber p1•oduction and the retention of spotted 
owls. Currently, the Wenatchee National Forest is preparing management 
plans for the Chihuahua and Boundary Butte late-successional reserves. Much 
of the lands in both reserves was historically subject to high frequency fire 
regimes. Plans for these reserves are focusing on providing ow 1 habitat 
sustainably over the long-term, e.g. in potential fire refugia (Camp 1996), while 
reducing the risk oflarge-scale medium and high intensity fi1·es in areas p1·one 
to frequent fires (Murphy pers. com., Stare pers. com.). These plans may serve 
as models from which future management plans may dxaw. 

• SPOTTED OWL DEMOGRAPHY 

Burnham et al. (1994} analyzed data from 11 demographic study areas in 
Washington, Oregon and California. Collectively, the data from these study 
areas suggest that populations of spotted owls are declining thxoughout their 
range and that the decline is accele1·ating. Two of the study areas were in 
Washington: the Olympic and the Cle Elum study areas. Burnham et aL (1994) 
estimated the finite rate of population change (e) to be 0.9472 (se = 0.0255) on 
the Olympic and 0.9240 (se = 0.0323) on the Cle Elum. A rate of population 
change equal to one indicates a stabte population, and a rate less than one 
indicates a declining population. These estimates therefore suggested that the 
adult territorial populations were declining annually by 5.3% on the Olympic 
and 7.6% on the Cle Elum. Standat·d errors provide one measm·e of the 
certainty of the rate estimates; increases in standard errors suggest a decrease 
in certainty. In these analyses, the rate of population change is most sensitive 
to changes in adult sm·vival rates. 

For both areas, however, juvenile survival was thought to be underestimated 
since many juveniles dispersed from the study areas and were not encountered 
again. Data from radio-tagged juveniles in these areas provide some 
information on rates of emigration. Adjusting for juvenile emigration using the 
telemetry data, Forsman et al. (in prep. b) estimated A. to be 1.05815 (se = 
0.06477) and 1.02449 (se = 0.05771) for the Olympic and Cle Elum study a1·eas 
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respectively. The adjusted estimates of the rate of population change are not 
statistically diffe1·ent from 1.0 and suggest that in these two areas, the owl 
population is not declining. However, these adjustments assume that there is 
no balancing immigration to compensate for juveniles leaving the area. 
Additionally, the juvenile emigration adjustments for both areas were based on 
only two years of data involving relatively few juvenile owls; if emigration rates 
during these yeat·s were anomalous, the adjustments of A. could be very 
misleading. 

Bart (in press) used computer simulations to explore the potential biases 
associated with the design and statistical techniques used in the on-going 
demographic studies first summa1·i~d by Anderson and Bumham (1992). 
Burnham et al. (1994) provided additional analysis of these studies after two 
more years of data had been collected; they also included analyses for six 
additional demognphic studies fot• which data were insufficient in 1992. Bart 
(in press) concluded that the methods used by Anderson and Burnham (1992) 
provide unbiased trend estimates (X) if unbiased survival and fecundity rates 
were used. However, he further concluded that estimates of X by Anderson and 
Burnham (1992) were probably low, primarily due to under-estimation of adult 
and juvenile survival rates. Bart (in press) contends that adult and juvenile 
su1-vival rates we1·e likely underestimated by Anderson and Burnham (1992) 
because any emigration of adult and juvenile owls that may have occurred was 
treated as mortality. 

Simulations by Bart (in press) suggest that Anderson and Burnham (1992) may 
have underestimated A. by as much as 0.11 (see Bart's table 6), primarily due to 
emigration of territorial adults. However, Bart's (in press) results are largely 
dependent on the rates of adult dispersal and the adult dispersal distances used 
in his simulations; there are, howeve1·, very few data on which to base these 
ctitical parameters. Bart (in press) bases his adult dispersal1·ates on 1·esults 
n·om three demographic study areas: the Roseburg and Eugene BLM at·eas in 
Oregon and the Willow Creek area in California. However, results from these 
areas may not be representative of owl populations in other areas, particulady 
those in Washington. Habitat in the Eugene study area is more highly 
fragmented and occurs in lowet· proportions than in either the Olympic or Cle 
Elum study areas (E. Forsman pers. com.), and in all three study areas spotted 
owls prey primarily on woodrats rather than flying squi.tTels (Forsman et al. 
1984, Miller 1989, Thomas et al. 1990). Bart (in press) chose to set dispersal 
distances for territorial adults equal to those of male juveniles. There appear to 
be even fewer data on dispe1•sal distances of territorial adults, but available 
data suggest that they generally move shorter distances than dispet·sing male 
juveniles (E. Forsman pers. com.). Burnham et al. (1994) consider adult 
emigration "a minor issue" in the demographic analyses (page 16), and 
Forsman et al. (in prep.b) believe that adult emigration on the Olympic and Cle 
Elum study areas is quite rare and point out that owls that emig:rate and 
subsequently die would cause no bias in survival rate estimates. By assigning 
unrealistically high adult dispersal distances and potentially high adult 
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dispersal rates, Bart's (in press) simulations may ove1·estimate adult 
emigration and therefore also overestimate the likely bias in estimates of A. by 
Anderson and Burnham (1992). 

Additionally, Bart's (in press) simulation results may also stem in part from 
the high annual survival rate, 0.90, assigned to adult floaters and dispersers. 
Although there is little or no information on demographic rates of floate1·s, it 
seems likely that su1-vival rates for floaters are less than that of territorial 
adults. By assigning such high survival rates to floaters, the number of owls 
emigrating and surviving in his simulations is further increased, thus further 
affecting his estimates of A.. In short, Bart (in press) illustrates the potential for 
adult emigration to affect estimates of A., but the paucity of data curt•ently 
available on adult dispe1·sal make his choices of critical parameter values 
speculative. Consequently, there is little to indicate whether unaccounted for 
adult emigration may be a problem in the current demographic $tudies 
throughout the range of the owl. Bart (in press) notes that the potential for bias 
due to emigration could he reduced by increasing through time the proportion 
of habitat surveyed within a study area. 

Although Burnham et al. (1994) and Fot·sman et al. (in prep.b) use the same 
approach as Anderson and Burnham (1992) to estimate A., several factors in the 
more recent analyses ameliot·ate the concerns raised by Bart (in press) about 
the original demog1·aphic analysis by Anderson and Bm·nham (1992). Burnham 
et al. (1994) addresses the potential for bias in estimates of e due to emigration 
in th1·ee ways. They address the potential for underestimating juvenile survival 
rates by calculating an adjusted e using radio-telemetry data on juvenile 
emigration, and they calculate the level of juvenile survival and emig~.·ation 
needed in each study area for the population to be stable. The levels of 
emigration required on the study areas for populations to be stable ranged from 
0 to 100% of juveniles. Concel·ns relating to adult emig~.·ation are ameliol·ated to 
some deg1·ee by using two additional years of data for the five study areas 
analyzed in Anderson and Burnham (1992) in which higher proportions of the 
study areas were surveyed than in earlier years. Estimates of A. (Burnham et 
al. 1994, unadjusted for juvenile emig~.·ation) for these study areas were up to 
0.066 higher for four of the five study al'eas originally analyzed by Anderson 
and Burnham (1992). For these reasons, Bart's (in press) e1·iticisms of the 
demographic analyses of Anderson and Burnham (1992), a1·e not as applicable 
to the demographic analyses in Burnham et al. (1994). Furthermore, they do 
not invalidate the methods ot' conclusions of Burnham et al. (1994). Even if 
estimates of survival rates of territorial adults are biased low using the 
techniques of Anderson and Burnham (1992) and Bumham et al. (1994), this 
would not account for the decline in adult survival over time noted by Burnham 
et al. (1994) in long and short-term study areas. 

Ba~·t (in press) also attempts to explore the dynamics of the non-territorial owl 
population (the "D.oater" population). Holding the territorial population size 
constant and using optimistic survival rates in simulations, Bart (in press) 
concluded that the floate1· population has probably declined by about 50% over 
the last 20 to 30 years for an annual rate of about 3.0%. However, since 
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territorial populations have declined in size due to habitat loss over the last 20-
30 years, these results suggest that the actual rate of decline of owls in the 
Pacific Northwest would be a combination of the decline in the territorial 
population and the decline in the floater population (Bart pers. com.). 
Simulations used in calculating this estimate also indicate the extreme 
sensitivity of Bart's model to 1·elatively small changes in adult survival, 
suggesting that some aspects of the model may not be realistic (J. Bart pers. 
com.). 

Sevet·al models exploring spotted owl population dynamics have been 
constructed in recent years (Lande 1988a, Doak 1989, Noon and Biles 1990, 
Anderson and Burnham 1992, Lamberson et al. 1992, McKelvey et al. 1993, 
Burnham et al. 1994, Holthausen et al. 1994, Lamberson et al. 1994, Raphael et 
al. 1994). Although these models have provided valuable general insights into 
owl population dynamics, each has been limited by assumptions made in model 
consh·uction, aspects of the owl's ecology and behavior included or excluded 
from the model. and by critical shortcomings in the culTent knowledge and 
understanding of spotted owl ecology, behavior, habitat or other factors. 
Consequently, the t·esults and conclusions drawn from each model are in part a 
reflection of its construction. For these reasons, the aocuracy of quantitative 
pt·edictions and projections from these models is unknown (Thomas et al. 1990, 
Murphy and Noon 1992, Holthausen et al. 1994). 

• POPULATION GENETICS CONCERNS 
In recent decades spotted owl populations have been ft·agmented by human
caused elimination and degradation of their habitat state-wide. Cul'Tent 
management direction for federal lands (Alternative 9, see Management of 
Habitat and Owls on Federal Lands below) will perpetuate a relatively 
fragmented spotted owl population in Washington. Because spotted owls 
probably formed an outbreeding population historically, planned federal 
management could result in a significant qualitative change in the population 
genetics of Washington spotted owls. The population genetics of an owl 
population comprised of many small (by population genetic standards) cluste1·s 
of owls, or demes, may d.iffe1· markedly from the dynamics of a population 
comprised of relatively few lat·ge demes, which likely existed earlier this 
centw·y. Lande (1988b) emphasized the need to consider demography and 
population genetics and the interaction between the two when assessing 
requirements for species viability. 

The functioning of small demes (those with a census size of approximately 200 
or less (Mills pe1·s. com.) differ from that of large demes. Small demes are much 
more susceptible than large demes to the effects of genetic dti.ft (chance changes 
in allele frequencies as a result ohandom sampling among gametes from 
generation to generation) (Allendorf 1983). Genetic drift will tend to reduce 
hete1·ozygosity in individuals and allelic diversity in the deme in the absence of 
natural selection for a particular allele or subset of alleles (Allendorf 1983). As a 
consequence of the increased susceptibility to genetic drift, natu1·al selection is 
less effective in shaping the genetic profile of small demes than of lat·ge demes 
(Allendorf 1983). Additionally inbreeding is more likely to occut· in small demes 
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than large demes. Inbreeding has been implica.:ed in reduced demographic 
rates (e.g. survival and fecundity) in vertebrates and can have negative 
demographic consequences in small populations (Mills and Smouse 1994). 

Mills and Smouse (1994) investigated the potential impacts ofinbreeding on 
small populations vulnerable to stochastic extinction. They modelled 
populations of 5. 20 and 80 breeding females with high annual adult survival, 
slightly positive population trend 0.,=1.05) and no immigration. They found 
that even minor inbreeding depression greatly increased the probability of 
extinction within five generations (appt·oxi.mately 40 years for spotted owls) for 
all three initial population sizes. Costs of inbreeding used in this model were 
based on results from mammalian studies. however available estimates of 
inbreeding costs in birds fall within the ranges of the mammal studies (Mills 
and Smouse 1994). These simulations demonstt·ate that inbreeding can affect 
population persistence even in the face of environmental fluctuation. 

Weishampel (1990) explored the effects of relative population sit.e and one-way 
immigration on heterozygosity and allelic diversity in the receiving population. 
Source and receiving population sizes were varied from four to 100; populations 
were modeHed such that they could not increase. The amount of immigration 
from the source to the receiving population was also varied. These simulations 
suggest that immigration from source populations larger than the receiving 
populations will promote heterozygosity and allelic diversity and that more 
immigration is better. However, for source populations smaller than the 
receiving populations, increases in immigration lead to decreases in 
heterozygosity and allelic diversity. When source and receiving populations 
were of equal sizes, increases in immigration raised heterozygosity and allelic 
divel'sity for population sizes of 50 and 100, but reduced heterozygosity and 
allelic diversity slightly for populations of 20. Reductions in heterozygosity and 
allelic diversity due to increased immigration were most pronounced for the 
smallest population sizes (Weishampel1990). 

In the simulations by Mills and Smouse (1994), there were no upper limits to 
population size; however, owl demes in the Washingto11 Cascades will be 
constrained to stay small (most less than 30 b1·eeding females) due to planned 
federal management. Therefore, owl demes will remain continually vulnerable 
to the prospect of stochastic extinction due to the combined effects of 
inbreeding, demogt·aphic stochasticity and e nvi.J:onmental variation. The 
simulations by Mills and Smouse (1994) also did not include any immigration; 
under most circumstances immigration would have reduced inbreeding 
depression and t he vulnerability to extinction. In t he simulations by 
Weishampel (1990), only one-way immigration from a single source was 
considered. However, most demes in Washington will likely receive immigrants 
from at least two sources. Allendorf (1983) considered how immigration affects 
heterozygosity and allelic divet·sity in individual demes. He concluded that one 
reproductively successful immigrant per generation (approximately 8 years for 
owls) is sufficient to maintain qualitative similarity among demes, but much 
greater immigration is needed to maintain quantitative similarity . 
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Given the low pet·sistence rates and high genetic costs to small demes in these 
simulation studies and the evidence that owls likely fonned an outbreeding 
population, management of owl populations in Washington should promote 
enough interchange among demes in the various subregions such that the 
collections of small demes act like single large demes. High levels of 
interchange would also be beneficial from a demog1·aphic viewpoint. This 
further underscores the importance of supplementing federal owl clusters with 
additional habitat and owl pait·s where existing clusters are small and the 
impo1·tance of providing landscape conditions between owl clusters that axe 
conducive to disperser survival and movement. Discretization of current local 
populations and of owl habitat distribution currently appears to be greater in 
the Cascades than in the Olympics. 

Distribution of Habitat and Populations in Washington 
• MANAGEMENT OF HABITAT AND OWLS ON FEDERAL LANDS 

Since development of the ISC plan (Thomas et al. 1990), management of owl 
habitat on federal lands has focused on providing a network of habitat reserves. 
Generally, each reserve is intended to support a cluster of spotted owl pairs and 
is set in a matrix of forest lands that will support dispersal between reserves. 
In response to the listing of the northern spotted owl as threatened under the 
Endangered Species Act in 1990, a Draft Recovery Plan was developed for the 
owl (USDI 1992a), followed by a Final Draft Recove1·y Plan (FDRP) (USDI 
1992b). These plans proposed guidelines for managing federal forest lands 
designed to maintain the future viability of the owl in Washington, Oregon and 
California. The FDRP, howevet•, was never formally implemented and as a 
management plan for spotted owls, was replaced by the adoption of Altemative 
9, the federal Northwest Forest Plan. The Northwest Forest Plan is a forest 
management plan designed to provide to the extent possible for the 
conservation needs of all native species present on these fedet·allands, while 
allowing some resource ext1·action (e.g. timber cutting, mining, grazing etc.). 

Both the FDRP and the Northwest Forest Plan rely on federal habitat reserves, 
dispersal between reserves, and regrowth of habitat to retain viable 
populations of spotted owls into the future. Although the Northwest Forest 
Plan and the FDRP differ in the location, size, shape and spacing of reserves 
designated in some areas, the amount of existing federal NRF habitat in 
Washington included within reserves ofthe two plans is simi.l.a1· (Table 2.2-9). 
Currently there are estimated to be approximately 2,273,000 acres of spotted 
owl nesting, roosting and foraging habitat on federal lands in Washington 
(Table 2.2-9) (USDA and USDI 1994). Approximately 90.6% of this total was 
tat·geted for protection under the FDRP (USDI 1992b), while approximately 
92% is to be protected in reserves or axeas withdrawn from timber haxvest 
under the Northwest Fot·est Plan (Table 2.2-9) (USDA and USDI 1994). These 
figures are appt·oximate; they are based on tables G-2 and G-3 o(the FSEIS 
(USDA and USDI 1994). Disct·epancies between tables in Appendix G of USDA 
and USDI (1994) result from employing different analysis methods (Ogden 
pers. com.). 
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Overall the Northwest Forest Plan includes 89% of federal lands within the 
Washington range of the owl in reserves, while the FDRP included 82.4% (Table 
2.2-10). However, the Northwest Forest Plan is targeted towards a greater 
number of species than the FDRP and includes large areas within reserves that 
currently support few or no owls and have little potential for supporting owls in 
the future. For example, the Northwest Forest Plan includes as reserves 303,683 
aCI-es of Okanogan National Forest in which there are only six owl sites. As of 
Fall1994, a total of 763 known territorial owl sites were centered on reserved 
federal lands, while 128 owl sites were centered on nonreserved federal lands 
(data from WDFW). 

It is unknown at this time how the provisions of the recently passed federal 
salvage bill will be implemented in Washington. Consequently, it is unknown to 
what extent spotted owls and their habitat on federal lands in Washington will 
be affected and to what extent timber harvesting under the salvage rider will 
conflict with the management provisions of the Northwest Forest Plan. 

• AREAS OF CONCERN 

Even though a high pereentage of the current spotted owl habitat on federal 
lands is to be protected. under the Northwest Forest Plan, t here is still concern 
for spotted owl numbers and distribution in parts of its range in Washington. 
Currently existing habitat on federal lands comprises only about 11% of the 
lands within the historic range of the spotted owl in Washington. The Final 
Draft Recovery Plan fo1· the No1·thern Spotted Owl (FDRP) (USDI 1992b), the 
Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team (FEMAT)(USDA et al.l993) 
and the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) (USDA 
and USDI 1994) considered nonfederallands critical to the continued existence 
of the owl in some areas. In Washington. the FDRP identified several areas in 
:which nonfederallands were crucial to spotted owl recovery. The FEMAT (p. IV-
150, 1993) and the FSEIS (p. 3&4-244, USDA and USDI 1994) concurred with 
the FDRP on the importance of these areas to spotted owl conservation. 
Additionally, the Spotted Owl Scientific Advisory Group (Hanson et a!. 1993, 
Buchanan et al. 1994) identified 15 nonfederal landscapes in Washington 
important to spotted owls based on their current functions. These areas are 
described below. 

Northern Cascades 
In the northern Cascades, defined as the w:ea north of Township 22, west ofthe 
Cascade crest and south of the Canadian border, there are no known large 
clusters of owl sites (20 or more) and relatively little habitat. Because of timber 
cutting and natural habitat breaks due to mountainous terrain, there is 
relatively little federal habitat in the region; only about 25% of the area 
comprises federally owned habitat. Although nonfederallands in the 1·egion a1-e 
generally at lower elevations, little habitat remains due to timber cutting. 
Additionally, owl reproduction in this region appears to be low. Of the 124 
known pair sites (status 1 and 2) recorded by WDFW. reproduction has been 
documented at only 55 sites. Perhaps because of these concerns, matJ.ix areas in 
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the northern Cascades include onLy six of the 155 known territorial sites on 
federal lands (three pairs and three singles). All other territorial sites are within 
reserved lands or administrativeLy withdrawn areas. 

Table 2.2·9 

Amounts of NRF habitat on federal lands reserved under the 
FDRP and reserved and unreserved under the Northwest 
Forest Plan. 

(Adapted from Tables G·2 and G·3 USDA and USDI 1994.) 

FORP Northwest Forest Plan 
Province Reserved Reserved• Unreserved' 

Olympic Peninsula 531.400 555,300 8.400 
Washington Lowlands 0 0' 0 
Western Cascades 923.900 919.401 124,499 
Eastern Cascades 603,400 616.194 49,406 

Totals 2,058,700 2,000,895 182,305 

• Includes habitat in late-successional reserves. congressionally withdrawn area!>, administratively withdrawn 
areas, managed latt·succtsslonal areas and 73,$95 acres of NRF habitat within tht Snoqualimle Pass and 
finney Adaptive Management AreM which are to be retained (Ogden peri. com.). These figures do not 
include NRF habitat in riparian reserves on unreserved lands since the valut of these lands in su~~orting 
r~sfdent o\Yfs is unknown. 

• Includes matrix areas and the Ol)'mpic and Clspus Adaptive Management Areas. 
< The proposed late-sutcessional reserve on Fort lew1s has approximately 36,000 actes of dlspe-rsat quality 

hal>itat of which approxlmattlv 20.000 acres are considered to bt NRf habitat. Of the NRf habitat, ll,OOO 
acres are marginally suitable while 9,000 are true NRF habitat (Bottorff pers. com.). 
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Table 2.2·1 0 

Acreages of federal lands reserved under the FDRP and 
reserved and unreserved under the Northwest Forest Plan 

(from Table G·l USDA and USOI 1 994.) 

FDRP Alternative 9 
Province Reserved Reserved' Unreserved• 

Olympic Peninsula 1,367,400 1,466,800 63,200 
Washington Lowlands 126,300< 126,300' 0 
Western Cascades 3,118,200 3,331,500 387,800 
Eastern Cascades 2,673,600 2,949,500• 520,800 

Totals 7,285,500 7,874,100 971,800 

l in<lude$ acreage in lat~succ~sslonal rtserves. congresslo"allywlthdra.wn areas. administratively withdrawn 
areas, managed latt·SUC(tsslonat areas. riparian reserves and 124,541 acres of land within the SnoQualmie 
Pass Md Finney Adaptive Management Areas. 

• Includes matrix and adaptive management areas not included as reserved. 
" tndudes a proposed late-succes:s.iona• res~rve on fort Lewis of 90.S80 acres. 
• These totals include 303,683 acres of land In the Okanogan National Forest that supports only six owl sites. 

The main area of concern identified by the FDRP for the northern Cascades is 
the Finney lowlands. This area ofnonfederallands surrounds on three sides the . 
Finney Block of Mount Baker Snoqualmie National Forest and could 
potentially provide connectivity to habitat and owl clusters to the north, west 
and south. The Finney lowlands could also provide habitat to help support the 
owl sites on fede1·allands that border this area and that are centered on private 
lands. With 18 sites, the Finney Block harbors the largest cluster of territorial 
sites in the northern Cascades. A total of 19 territorial sites centered on 
t-eserved federal lands overlap the Finney lowlands; additionally, two pail· sites 
are centered on nonfederallands within the landscape. The FDRP recommends 
the nonfederal Finney lowlands be managed to provide dispersal habitat and 
supplemental pair at·eas. 

1·90 Corridor and Chelan County 
In the central Cascades, the 1-90 corridor is a Cl"iticallink between the northern 
and southern Cascades and with the Swauk Creek and Chelan County owl 
clusters. The main concerns in the 1-90 corridor are the loss of habitat to 
cleat·cutting on federal and nonfederallands and the poor north-south 
connectivity for dispersing owls. Federal lands are arranged in a checkerboard 
pattern among nonfederallands, and federal habitat comprises only about 21% 
of the total area. Under the Northwest Forest Plan, some lands in the I-90 
corridor a1·e currently designated as matrbi:, although most federal lands in the 
corridor ru-e to be part of reserves or included in the Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive 
Management Area. The emphasis for the adaptive management area is to 
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develop and implement a ''scientifically credible, compl-ehensive plan for 
providing late-successional forest" (USDA 1994: B-62). Furthet·, the plan 
"should recognize the area as a critical connective link in north-south 
movement of organisms in the Cascade Range" (USDA 1994: B-62). The FDRP 
recommends that NRF habitat be provided on nonfederallands in the l-90 
corridor to support existing owl sites and that dispersal habitat be provided 
throughout the area. 

In Chelan County there are two areas of concern, Entiat Ridge and North 
Blewett. The Entiat Ridge area includes the northernmost large cluster of owl 
sites in the eastern Cascades. Modelling by Raphael et al. (1994) suggest that 
the Entiat Ridge area may constitute an important "sow·ce" population in the 
eastern Cascades. In their model runs, this area consistently had among the 
highest occupancy rates. Immediately south, the North Blewett landscape (as 
drawn by the SAG) encompasses a cluster of 12 territorial owl sites and most of 
the land capable of supporting suitable habitat north of Swauk Pass and south 
of the Entiat Ridge landscape. The Entiat and North Blewett landscapes are 
both within the portions of Wenatchee National Forest supporting the highest 
owl reproductive rates (Irwin and Fleming 1994). The1·e is little NRF habitat on 
federal lands in either landscape: only 22% and 12% in the Entiat and North 
Blewett landscapes respectively (as drawn by the SAG) were in these at·eas 
before the 1994 fires. Both landscapes have intermingled owne1·ships; federal 
lands cover 68% of the Entiat landscape and 55% of the North Blewett 
landscape. Some of the land in these areas is incapable of supporting suitable 
habitat. Planned management of federal lands in these areas includes late 
successional reserves, administratively withdrawn areas, matrix and managed 
late successional reserves added out of concern for spotted owls. The FDRP 
states that nonfederallands in both landscapes are needed to provide NRF 
habitat to support the existing owl sites in the Entiat and North Blewett areas 
and to p1•ovide dispersal habitat. 

Within the Entiat landscape, 16 of the 18 territol;al sites have nonfederal 
forest lands within 0.7 mile of the site center. This is important because habitat 
closest to the site center is generally used mot·e heavily than mo1-e distant 
habitats (Hanson et aL 1993). Four of these site centers occur on nonfederal 
land. Although some of the federal lands within the SOSEA are designated as 
matrix, the federal habitats around territorial sites a1•e included within 
reserves, with two exceptions. One of these exceptions is a single owl; the other 
is a pair site at which little habitat remains. Eight of the territorial sites we1·e 
partially burned in the 1994 fires, although the amounts of habitat lost and the 
affects on future use of the sites by owls are unknown. 

Nine of 11 pail· sites in the North Blewett landscape are centered on federal 
land. Four of the federal pair sites are centered on lands to be 1·eserved, and one 
of the nonfederal sites has all federal lands within 1.5 miles reserved. The 
remaining seven sites are in areas where federal lands are mostly designated 
as matrix or in an at·ea with no federal lands. Of the 11 recognized pair sites in 
the North Blewett landscape, four were burned in the 1994 fires. An additional 
site was reclassified as historic after the Rat Creek fire burned the site center 
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and most of the habitat. Three of the fou1· burned sites are centered on reserved 
federal lands, the fourth site is centered on nonfederal lands. It is unknown how 
the habitat reductions at these sites will affect their future use by owls. 

Southern Cascades 
The Mineral Block is a disjunct portion of the Gifford Pinchot National Forest 
in Lewis County that harbors sevet·al spotted owl sites. Loss of habitat on 
checkerboarded federal and nonfederallands in a mixed ownership landscape is 
the major concern. Reproduction in the Mineral Block is low; only fou1· of 19 
pail· sites at•e known to have p1·oduced offspring. The FDRP recommends 
p1·oviding enough NRF habitat in and around the Mine1·al Block to support at 
least 15 pairs of owls on all owne1·ships; for the Mine1·al Link, the area of 
nonfederallands to the south and east, the FDRP recommendation is to provide 
dispersal habitat. The Murray Pacific HCP cove1·s approximately 25% of the 
·lands in the Minet·al Link ru·ea. 

The Siouxon area, south of Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument, 
offers the opportunity to retain owls in low elevation habitat and may 
contribute to population connectivity between the Washington Cascades and 
the Oregon Cascades. The habitat is fairly unfragmented and supports at least 
seven ten-itorial sites, although one site has ve1-y little habitat remaining. Five 
sites on l'eserved federal lands overlap this area. The FDRP recommends 
providing NRF habitat for at least tlu·ee or four territorial sites. 

The Columbia Gorge landscape is imp01iant for sustaining the movement of 
owls and the flow of genes between Washington and 01·egon, thus p1·eventing 
the demographic and genetic isolation of the Washington Cascades from the 
Oregon Cascades. Additionally, this area provides demographic support to the 
southernmost Cascades of Washington. The FDRP recognized the key role of 
this landscape by recommending that all existing territorial sites be protected, 
that dispersal habitat be provided and that habitat be regrown to eventually 
support a density of four owl pai1·s per township. 

Immediately northeast of the Columbia Go1·ge, the \Vhite Salmon area 
cun:ently connects owls and habitat on the Yakama Indian Rese1·vation, the 
southern portion of the Gifford Pinchot National Fo1·est and the Columbia 
Gorge. The White Salmon area combined with western Klickitat County 
supports at least 20 teni.torial sites on nonfederallands. Since some private 
lands in this area have had little survey effort (Buchanan pers. com.), there 
may well be more sites. Contiguous federal lands harbor 13 tenito1ial sites, of 
which eight ru·e to be protected on reserved lands under the Northwest Forest 
Plan. The FDRP recommends that the White Salmon a1·ea, as well as the area 
immediately north of the Yakama Indian Reservation, be managed for dispersal 
habitat. However, many of the currently known owl sites may have been 
undiscovered in 1992. 
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Olympic Peninsula 
On the Olympic Peninsula, most known owl sites and most of the owl habitat 
are on fedexal lands. The main concerns in this province stem from habitat loss 
on national forest and nonfederallands. Fail·ly low numbers of owls 
(Holtbausen et al. 1994) and uncertain demographic h·enda (Bumham et al. 
1994), in combination with the isolation of this province from demographic and 
genetic support f1·om the Cascades population (USDI 1992a), have raised 
concerns for the viability of the Olympic owl population. The Reanalysis Team 
recently explo~·ed "the potential fo1· and pattern of long-term pe1·sistence of the 
northern spotted owl on the Ol.ympic Peninsula with varying levels of habitat 
contributions fi·om nonfede1·allands" (Holthausen eta!. 1994, Appendix 1, p.1). 
They concluded that it "is likely but not assured, that a stable population of 
owls would be maintained" (Holtbausen et al. 1994, p.1) on federal lands 
without a cont1·ibution of habitat fi·om nonfederallands. However, they also 
state that there is "significant uncertainty" in this conclusion and that 
p1·otecting habitat on the west side of the peninsula would constitute a 
"biologically significant contribution" to owl population viability in the province 
(Holtbausen et al. 1994 p.1). 

Without nonfederal habitat on the west side of the peninsula, the team further 
concludes that it is unlikely that an owl population would persist in the coastal 
strip of Olympic National Park and that habitat on federal lands may have 
lower occupancy rates (Holthausen et al. 1994). Their analysis, however, does 
not adequately address the potential contribution of the North Olympic Coast 
landscape. 

The Reanalysis Team used a spatially explicit population model (McKelvey et 
al. 1993) to simulate spotted owl population dynamics on the Olympic 
Peninsula. However, limitations of the model structure and questions in 
parameterizing the model creates uncertainty in the results and in conclusions 
based on the results. Available evidence suggests that owls are mo1·e dense and 
numerous on the east side of the peninsula than the west side (Seaman pers. 
com., Holthausen et al. 1994). The model, however, cannot include multiple 
tenitory cell sizes in a simulation. Additionally, the method used for linking 
demographic parameters with habitat amounts within territory cells may not 
have yielded a realistic portrayal of owl demography. If more realistic 
porttayals of demog1·aphy and xelative territory sizes on the Olympic Peninsula 
had been used in the simulations, a qualitatively different portrayal of the 
Olympic owl population may have emerged. This could have allowed better 
assessments of the potential affects of catastrophic fire on the peninsula owl 
population and of the contributions of the North Olympic Coast and Hoh· 
Clearwater landscapes to spotted owl conservation. 

Raphael et al. (1995) expanded the analysis of Holthausen et al. (1994) to 
explore the question: "Can the contribution of non-Federal lands [on the 
Olympic Peninsula) be made more efficiently than through the current take 
guidelines (p. 2)." Although the simulation results suggest that some scenarios 
may provide higher owl occupancy rates using less nonfederal habitat than 
undef the current take guidelines, these scenarios t'equire that greater than 
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40% habitat be retained in some nonfederal areas; in some nonfederaJ areas, 
greater than 60% habitat would need to be retained. Perhaps fot this reason, 
Raphael et al (1994) caution that the most appropriate use of the results from 
this work "is in discussions of alternative approaches to non-Federal 
contributions, such as Habitat Conservation Plans (p. 2).n In general, Raphael 
et a!. (1995) conclude that retaining sites with high habitat amounts that a1·e 
close to the western boundary of Olympic National Park and Olympic National 
Forest contributed more to overall owl occupancy rates than sites with little 
habitat that are more distant from federal lands. It is noted, however, that 
these simulations do not consider any potential benefit of retaining habitat 
within the landscape to provide connectivity between inland and coastal owls 
on the peninsula. The potential concerns with t he simulations by Holthausen et 
al. (1994) outlined above also apply to these simulations. 

The FDRP recommended that nonfederallands on the west side of the 
peninsula ft'Om Lake Ozette south to the Queets River and east to Olympic 
National Park be managed to provide demographic support for the owl 
population and to increase habitat connectivity between federal lands in the 
interior peninsula and the coastal strip of Olympic National Park. The FDRP 
recommends long-term provisions for 20-30 owl pairs in small clusters within 
this region. The North Olympic Coast landscape harbors six territorial sites 
within the landscape; 23 sites on reserved federal lands overlap the landscape. 

Southwestern Washington 

In southwestern Washington thet·e are vet'Y few owls and very little habitat. 
Federal lands are limited to national wildlife refuge lands at Willapa Bay; 
these lands comprise less than one percent of the area. If owls are to be 
retained in t his area. conservation measures will have to rely on nonfederal 
lands. This area comprises a large portion of the historic range of the owl in 
Washington and presents an opportunity to retain owls in low elevation 
managed landscapes (USDI 1992ab). The FDRP recommends providing for 
multiple clusters of at least 15 pair sites. Given the absence of federal forest 
lands, howeve r, they recommend that currently existing owl sites be protected 
and that surveys continue in potential owl habitat. 

Factors Influencing Population Viability 
Population visbility is t he likelihood that a population will persist over a period 
of time within a given area (Schaffer 1981, 1987; Lande 1993). A wildlife 
population must be able to persist through and rebound from episodic declines 
in numbers. It should be widespread and numerous enough to preserve its 
genetic diversity. Subpopulations should be interconnected to ensure a 
continual source of dispersers to recolonize uninhabited areas of habitat and to 
allow for genetic interchange between regions. Habitat should be of sufficient 
quantity, quality and distribution to allow individuals to replace themselves in 
the population. 
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Federal conset-vation plans fo1· the northern spotted owl (Thomas et a!. 1990; 
USDI 1992b; USDA and USDI 1994) seek to preserve clusters of owl sites 
within rese1-ved areas tbJ.·oughout the cur1·ent range of the owl. Dispet·sal 
habitat will be provided between these areas. These plans have been based on 
several biological principles widely accepted by conservation biologists 
(Murphy and Noon 1992). The most important of these principles are that (1) 
species well distributed across their range are less prone to extinction than 
species confined to small portions of their range; (2) large blocks of habitat 
containing several or many pairs of the target species are better than blocks 
containing one or a few pail·s; (3) blocks of habitat that at·e close together are 
better than blocks that are fat· apart; (4) within blocks, habitat that is 
contiguous is better than fl:agmented habitat; and (5) habitats between blocks 
will more efficiently permit dispersal the more closely they resemble habitat 
for the target species. These principles a1·e also important in assessing the 
contributions from nonfederallands necessat-y to insure a high likelihood of 
spotted owl persistence in Washington. 

Factors influencing owl population viability operate on at least three scales: 
the individual site, the cluster or local population, and the geographic range. 
At individual sites, intemal factors that directly influence site occupancy and 
reproduction are habitat quality, habitat amount (or percent), arrangement 
and the degree of contiguity. External factors that influence site occupancy 
directly and therefore influence rept·oduction are cluste1' size, proximity to 
other sites in the cluster and proximity of the cluster to other clusters. 

Factors that influence dispe1·sal success at all scales are the amount and 
quality of dispersal habitat between and within cluste1·s, the configuration of 
dispersal habitat within the landscape, the distances between clusters, and the 
percent of the landscape that is roosting and foraging habitat. 

Additional factors influencing t·ange·wide viability include the distribution of 
clusters through the provinces and the ability of the metapopulation to abso1·b 
catastrophic habitat reductions. Any conse1-vation strategy for spotted owls 
must consider these factors at all scales if it is to have a high probability of 
success. 
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Chapter 2 

2.3 Environmental Consequences to the 
Northern Spotted Owl and its Habitat 

Introduction 

Northern Sponed Owl 

This section presents the scientific and analytic basis for comparison of the 
alternatives presented by the Forest Practices Board. The section describes the 
probable consequences (impacts, effects) to the northern spotted owl and its 
habitat of implementing the alternatives. 

This discussion covers the physical and biological consequences of each 
alternative. The discussion of the effects of the alternatives on the northern 
spotted owl is framed ru·ound assessment criteria that include: numbers of 
northern spotted owl sites supported by SOSEAs, provision of dispersal habitat, 
adequacy of habitat at demographic support sites, support of regional 
population viability. and protection against catastrophic habitat loss. 

Adverse impacts that cannot or will not be mitigated by the alternatives axe 
included in the discussion of the alternatives. 

Criteria for Assessing Alternatives 
The Forest Practices Board adopted the following goal: "Prepare a rule that 
captures all forest practices that have potential for a substantial adverse 
impact on the environment. In the case of the owl, any forest practice that 
damages the long-te11n viability of populations of the Northern Spotted Owl in 
Washington State". (See Purpose and Need for Action Section.) The assessment 
of five rule alternatives and a no action alternative considers to what extent 
each alternative would complement the federal strategy and contribute to well· 
distributed and viable populations of spotted owls in Washington. FOl' the 
pm'Poses of this environmental analysis, a well-distributed owl population is 
one whose geographic extent approximates that of the current owl population 
within each province. 

These alternatives are assessed under the assumption that federal lands will be 
managed as stated under the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA and USDI 1994). 
This analysis does not consider deviations from the approved Northwest Forest 
Plan because the USFWS and the USFS have not assessed the potential 
impacts of recent legislation and court decisions on the salvage of timber. 
However, if these federal actions result in reduced protection for spotted owls 
and habitat on federal lands, greater support n·om nonfederallands may be 
needed to meet specific conservation goals. 

Any rule adopted by the state will affect the numbers of owls, their distribution, 
and the amounts of habitat on federal and nonfederallands. Therefore, the 
criteria below consider each of these factors. The Cl'iteria are intended to 
provide a basis for assessing the relative changes in important population and 
habitat pa1·ameters that would likely result from each alternative. None of the 
criteria can be used independently to assess the adequacy of the alternatives. 
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Instead, the effects on habitat and owls described under each criteria should be 
considered collectively to assess the over-aD contribution to owl conservation of 
each rule proposal. 

To assist in assessing these alternatives, the owl habitat database was updated 
and modified in the DNR GIS using data from WDFW, DNR, USFS, industrial 
landowners and others. The data have differing leveis oheliability depending 
on the methods used by the landowner to compile the data and the amount of 
ground truthing associated with development of the data. Much of t he analyses 
of t he rule alternatives are based on this database. Addendum C provides more 
information on the composition and use of this database. 

Criterion 1 : Numbers of known status I, 2, and 3 owl sites involving 
nonfederallands supported by demographic support, pair maintenance, 
species distribution or combination function SOSEAs. 
The intent is to derive an indication of the numbers of known territorial owl 
sites that will be supported and the numbers of sites that may be degraded or 
lost due to timber harvesting under each alternative. This criterion considers 
the number of non federal ow I sites that would be supported by SOSEA.s under 
each alternative. It also considers the extent to which these sit~s a.re currently 
supported by habitat on federal lands and the percentage of federal lands at the 
sites. Conversely, it considers the number of sites that would not be supported 
by each alternative and the degree to which these sites are currently supported 
by federal habitat and lands. The discussion also considers site center status 
code definitions and provisions for dropping protection from status 1, 2, and 3 
sites within SOSEAs. 

Parameter: Numbers of ow 1 sites involving nonfederallands included within 
the regulatory scope of the rule alternative and the numbers of nonfederal sites 
that would likely be degraded or lost. 

This criterion is used to provide a frame of reference for comparing the scope of 
each alternative and the deg1·ee to which each alternative would provide 
support to the sites moat dependent on nonfederallands. 

Criterion 2: Dispersal habitat provided. 
This criterion considers the defmitions of dispersal habitat and the a mounts, 
types, spacing, and distribution required in SOSEAs designated for dispersal. It 
also reviews portions of the landowner planning process, exemptions, and 
operations that may affect the provision of habitat in these SOSEAs. 

Paa·ameter: Effectiveness of dispersal links. 

The basic premise of this criterion is that providing habitat between and within 
owl clusters facilitates the movement of owls between areas of suitable habitat. 
Successful dispersal between and within owl clusters is crucial for owl viability 
in Washington. 
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The intention is to assess the quality of dispersal landscapes that would be 
provided unde1· each alternative. Dispersal landscapes must provide habitat 
conducive to owl movement while minimizing predation risk. They also must 
provide stopover places whe1·e owls can find foraging opportunities and suitable 
cover for t·oosting. 

Criterion 3: Effects on habitat in SOSEAs designated for 
demographic support 
This crite1ion considers definitions of all types of owl habitat except dispersal. 
It also considers the amounts, type, selection, and spacing of habitats at owl 
sites. Additionally, it conside1·s portions of the landowner planning process, 
exemptions, and operations that may affect the amount, quality, or spacing of 
habitat at ow 1 sites. 

Paramete1·: Effectiveness of habitat at demographic support sites. 

The basic premise of this criterion is that sites supporting pail·s which replace 
themselves in the population will contribute more to viable owl populations 
than sites which do not support owl pairs at demographic rates sufficient for 
replacement. 

The intention is to assess whether the amount, type, and distribution of habitat 
that would likely result at demographic support sites under each alternative 
will support ow 1 pairs capable of producing enough offspring to l'eplace 
themselves in the population. The reproductive output of owl pairs is generally 
greater at sites with high habitat percentages, high habitat quality, and low 
habitat fragmentation. 

Criterion 4: Regional population viability support. 
This C1iterion considers the extent to which each alternative would contribute 
to well-distributed and viable populations of spotted owls in Washington. This 
Cl'iterion examines the locations, boundaries, and functions of SOSEAs 
provided by each alternative to see whether (1) adequate habitat connectivity 
for dispersal between critical areas of t•esetved federal land is provided; (2) the 
size, areal extent, and distribution of important federal owl clusters a1·e 
supported; and (3) large and medium-size ow 1 clusters (at least five sites) on 
nonfederallands are retained and supported. 

Pa1·ameter: Metapopulation support on the cluster and range scales. 

This c1iterion combines elements of four basic premises (Thomas et al. 1990): 
(1) species well·distlibuted across their range are less prone to extinction than 
species confined to small portions of their range; (2) large blocks of habitat 
containing several or many pairs of the target species are better than blocks 
containing one or a few pairs; (3) blocks of habitat that are close together are 
better than blocks that are far apart; and (4) habitats between blocks will more 
efficiently allow dispe1·sers to move through the more those habitats resemble 
habitat fo1· the target species. 
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The intention of this criterion is to examine the degree of support provided by 
each alternative to weak links in the federal network of ow I clusters. It 
considers support of Washington's owl population on the cluster and geographic 
range scales. There are several areas of concern in Washington. These areas 
correspond to gaps in the distribution of federal habitat and owls, clusters of 
owls on lands with checkel"board or intermingled ownerships, and regions with 
few owls and little habitat. 

Criterion 5: Protection against catastrophic habitat loss. 
This criterion considers the degree of support provided by each alternative to 
pOrtions of the federal habitat network vulnerable to crippling habitat loss from 
wind and fire in the next 100 years. The likelihood of owl persistence in these 
areas could be increased by providing additional owl clusters to help spread the 
risk of extinction and by ensuring that existing owl clusters are 
demographically strong. Additionally, this criterion considers to what extent 
each alternative would encourage experimentation in the eastern Cascades to 
reduce the risk of large-scale catastrophic tires within a landscape while 
retaining demographically viable owl pairs. 

Parameter: Population risk red uction on the cluster and geographic range 
scales. 

The basic premises of this criterion are that (1) populations affected by periodic 
large-scale catastrophic habitat loss a1·e less prone to extinction when the risk 
is sp1-ead among subpopulations and if the unaffected subpopulations are 
themselves demographically strong, and (2) the likelihood of local and regional 
extinction decreases with decreasing frequency, severity and extent of 
disturbance. 

The intention of this criterion is to gauge the level of demographic safety 
against natural disturbances provided to the owl population by each 
alternative. Risk reduction may be accomplished by (1) spreading the risk . 
providing nonfederal habitat to supp01"t additional sites on nonfederallands, (2) 
supporting owl populations that are resilient to disturbance by providing 
habitat for demographically strong owl sites; and (3) reducing the ftequency, 
severity, and extent oflosses of habitat and owls. 

Assessing the Alternatives 

Criterion 1: Number of known status I, 2, and 3 owl sites 
involving nonfederal lands included in demographic support, 
pair maintenance, species distribution, or combination 
function SOSEAs. 
Information Relative to All Alternatives 
Using statewide and province·wide scopes, this criterion considers the numbers 
of nonfederaJ sites that would be supported by demographic support, pair 
maintenance, species distribution, or combination function SOSEAs under each 
rule alternative. It also considers the extent to which these sites are currently 
s upported by habitat on federal lands and the percentage of federal lands at the 
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sites. Criterion 1 also considers the number of sites that would not be 
supported by each rule alternative and the degree to which these sites are 
supported by federal habitat and l.allds. The intent is to derive an indication of 
the numbers of known owl sites in Washington that could be degraded or lost 
due to timber harvesting under each rule alternative. 

The percentages of federal habitat at ow 1 sites are considered because: (1) the 
goal of the Forest Practices Board in adopting a rule is to complement 
management of owls and habitat on federal lands; (2) the amounts of federal 
habitat available at most sites will be relatively constant in the near future 
(little habitat is expected to regrow and, at most sites, little is expected to be 
harvested) while the level of support that would be provided from nonfederal 
lands varies with each rule alternative; (3) existing nonfederal habitat and 
young second-growth stands not yet suitable as habitat will likely be subject to 
variable harvest levels that are different from those expected on federal lands; 
and (4) reliable habitat information is not available for nonfederall.allds at 
some owl sites. The percentage of federal lands surrounding a site is one 
mdication of the extent to which federal habitat may be expected to support the 
site in the future; alternatively, the percentage offederallands surrounding a 
site gives some indication ofthe potential for nonfederallands to contribute to 
maintenance of the site. 

Criterion 1 also considers site center status code definitions and provisions for 
dropping restrictions at territorial sites in SOSEAs designated for pair 
maintenance or demographic support. (See Criterion 3.) 

Alternatives 1 through 5 designate SOSEAs in which owl sites are to be 
maintained in some fashion. The function of these SO SEAs are variously 
termed pair maintenance, demographic support, and species distribution by the 
altematives. Additionally, Alternative 4 designates areas that are to support a 
combination of demographic support and dispersal functions; owl sites in these 
areas are included in the analysis for Alternative 4 even though there is some 
uncertainty about how many owl sites in these areas can be expected to be 
retained. (See Criteria 3 and 4 below.) Alternatives 1 through 4 also designate 
SOSEAs whose sole function is dispersal or demographic interchange; however, 
the low requirements for provision ofNRF habitat in these SOSEA.s make it 
unli.kely that these areas will support t·esident owl pairs in the future. 

Each of the alternatives includes only a subset of uonfederal sites within 
SOSEAs (Table 2.3-1). Therefore, all of the alternatives will result in a 
reduction in the numbers of owls from those existing at present. Outside 
SOSEAs, owl sites centered on nonfederallands will require preservation of, at 
most, 70 acres of habitat around the site center. Owl sites centered on federal 
lands outside of SOSEA boundar ies will require no contribution of habitat from 
nonfederallands. Consequently, it can reasonably be expected that most owl 
sites heavily dependent on nonfederallands outside of demographic support, 
pair maintenance, species distribution and combination function SO SEAs will 
be severely impacted or eliminated. 
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Table 2.3·2 lists the number of territorial nonfederal owl sites in each province 
by the percentage offederal habitat at the site. In the four provinces, 58-100% 
of nonfederal sites have less than 40% federal habitat. State-wide, 67% of 
nonfederal owl sites have less than 40% federal habitat. The 384 nonfederal owl 
sites with less than 40% federal habitat represent 39% of all known tenitorial 
sites in the state of Washington. There are 342 sites in Washington with less 
than 40% federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands. These sites 
comprise 35% of all ten:itol'ial sites in Washington and are likely the sites most 
vulnerable to degradation or elimination by further logging on nonfederal 
lands. Eighty-eight percent of these sites include more than 20% nonfederal 
land. These figures suggest that a substantial proportion of the known 
tenitorial owl sites in Washington at•e currently dependent on habitat on 
nonfederallands. 

The identification of sites with less than 40% habitat as "most vulnerable to 
serious degradation or elimination" from further timber harvesting is 
conservative. In most cases, sites with less than 40% habitat present probably 
do not support owls at demographic rates sufficient for replacement (see 
discussion in Affected Environment above and Criterion 3). Further reductions 
in habitat amount would likely reduce rates further making them below that 
needed for replacement and could make the site uninhabitable. It could be 
argued that sites with just enough habitat for replacement should be included 
in the "most vulnerable" category, since habitat reductions could make these 
sites unable to suppot·t owls at replacement l'ates. In most cases, this would be 
a higher standard than that chosen in this altemative. Even habitat reductions 
that reduced the net rep1·oductive rate of "sout•ce" sites (sites with demogt:aphic 
t·ates greater than the needed for t•eplacement in the population) but still left 
the site capable of functioning as a source might be considered a "serious 
degradation'' depending on the landscape context of the site (e.g. if it was one of 
a few source sites present within a local population). 

None of the alternatives would protect for the long-term the 70 acres of habitat 
at·ound site centers in dispersal SOSEAs and outside of SOSEAs. Thomas et al. 
(1990) included a provision in their conservation strategy for the spotted owl 
requit·ing 100-acre·COl'e areas to be left around owl site centers within areas 
that would be cut. These core habitats were to be maintained for the long-term 
and would allow a shorte1· rest01·ation time if in the futUt·e it became apparent 
that additional owl sites were needed to meet conservation objectives. Under 
Altel'llatives 1, 2, 3 and 5, the 70 ac1·es of habitat around site centers may be 
cut after three yeat·s of protocol sut-veys (consistent with the survey pt•otocol 
endorsed by the USFWS) show no activity. Alternative 4 has limited 
prohibitions on logging site centers. Logging the 70 acres around site centers 
outside of SOSEAs would be prohibited from March 1 to August 31 only. 

The total numbers ofnonfederal sites listed in Tables 2.3·1 through 2.3·5 differ 
slightly from that t·eported in "Range and Numbet·s" of Section 2.2. Tallies used 
in this section result from GIS analyses done by WDNR using owl locations 
from WDFW Tallies ofnonfederal sites listed in "Range and Numbers'' are 
f:rom WDFW. The discrepancies result from the use of different provincial 
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boundaries, different ownership maps, different circle sizes for sites in the 
western Cascades, and the precision at which owl circles are mapped. The data 
for the analyses in Criterion 1 were developed by WDNR on a GIS using 
provincial boundaries from the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA and USDl 1994}, a 
more up-to-date ownership map than that used by WD.FW, and 2.0 mile radii for 
sites in the western Cascades p~ovince. 

Small discrepancies in site tallies when comparing Alternatives 1, 4 or 5 with 
total nonfederal sites on Tables 2.3-3 and 2.3-5 result from differing circle sizes 
proposed by the alternatives fo1· the western Cascades and small differences in 
a rea calculations between GIS runs. Nevertheless, percentages of sites are used 
in comparisons between alternatives and these are little affected by the 
differences. 

Table 2.3·1 

Numbers of recognized territorial (status 1, 2 and 3), 
nonfederal sites to be supported by the rule alternatives 
within demographic support, pair maintenance, combination 
function and species distribution SOSEAs, and the total 
numbers of sites including some nonfederal lands, by 
province. 

Non federal sites include some non federal lands within their regulatory circles; see Section 
2. I or Criterian 3 for the radii proposed In each alternative. Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 would 
support only sites centered within SOSEAs; Alternatives 4 and 5 would also support some 
sites on federal lands that overlap the SOSEAs. Owl locational data from WDFW, july 1995. 
(Note: The total number of all nonfederal sites (592) differs from that (580) presented in 
the Range and Numbers In Section 2.2 above. The differences between these numbers 
reflect land exchanges and site center moves that have occurred.) 

Total 
Province Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 All. 4' Alt.S• Non federal' 

Olympic Peninsula 0 0 34 52 53 142 
Western WA Lowlands 0 0 12 0 0 20 
Western Cascades 55 6 1 71 94 104 227 
Eastern Cascades 50 58 101 108 89 203 

Total no. of sites 
supported 105 119 218 254 246 592 

' lnclud u 87 sites within area.s that are to provide a combination of demographic suppon a.nd dispersal 
suppon. I f thes~ sires are not Included. !he province rallies would bE 48 sites for the Olympic Peninsula. 45 for 
rht wesrtrn Cascades, and 62 for rhe easrern Cascades for • tO!al of In sites. Su !txt for funher di>eunlon. 

• These numbers are apprOJCilllat~ Some sites cenrertd on nonfeder~llands but Including ftd~rai iiJids 
dtsl9nat.,d as matrix may nat be indudtd If this allernarive was adoptM. Addirnnally, 111 unknown number of 
"owt shadows" m• y bt included If this l lttrn.a.rive was implemenred. See text for funher discussion. 

' Nonrtderal sites indude some nonfederal l&nds; within 1.8 m!Jes of an owl site center In the tute:rn Cascades, 
2.0 miles In t~t western Cascades and Pugetlowlands east of 101erstote $, or ~.7 milts on the Olympic 
PenlnsuJa and southwest Washington.· 
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Table 2.3·2 

Numbers of territorial (status 1, 2 and 3), nonfederal owl sites 
in Washington by federal habitat percentage by province and 
total numbers of federal and nonfederal territorial sites in 
Washington. 

Nonfederal sites include some nonfederallands within 1.8 miles of the 'site center in the 
eastern Cascades, 2.0 miles in the western Cascades, 2.0 miles in the western Washington 
lowlands east of Interstate 5, 2. 7 miles on the Olympic Peninsula and on western 
Washington lowlands west of Interstate S. 

Total No. 
% Federal Habitat NonFed. Total No. 

Province <1 H9 20·39 40·59 ~60 Sites• Sites in WA" 

Olympic Peninsula 10 34 40 31 27 142 230' 
Western WA lowlands 20 I 0 0 0 20 20 
Western Cascades 19 26 87 77 18 227 431 
Eastern Cascades 33 38 77 43 12 203 298 

Total 82 98 204 lSI 57 592 979 

• Includes 43 owl sites ceMered on federal lands designated as matrix. Twenty· six sites are centered on 
matrix lands in the western Cascades.. and 17 sites are- Centered on matrix lands in the eastern Cascade$. No 
owl sites in the Olympic Peninsula and Western washington lowlands Provinces are centered on matnx 
lands. These totals also include an unknown number of sites center~d on nonfederat la.nd:s. but dependent Otl 
habitat on federal lands deslgoated as mat<lx. 

• Data from WDFWOctober 9, 1995. 
' Recent studies suggest there are 27 2·4~3 owl pairs on the Olympic Peninsula. See Range an<llluml>ets in 

Section 2.2. 
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Table 2.3·3 

Numbers of territorial (status 1, 2 and 3), nonfederal owl sites 
that would be supported under each rule alternative by 
federal habitat percentage. 

Sites within demographic support, pair maintenance. combination function and species 
distribution SOSEAs are tallied. Nonfederal sites include some nonfederal land within 1.8 
miles of the site center in the eastern Cascades, 2.0 miles in the western Cascades, 2.0 
miles in the western Washington lowlands east of Interstate 5, 2.7 miles on the Olympic 
Peninsula and on western Washington lowlands west of Interstate 5. 

% Federal Habitat 
<1 l-19 2()-39 40·59 ~60 Totals 

Alternative 1 4 17 64 20 0 105 
Alternative 2 9 24 63 23 0 119 
Alternative 3 43 56 86 28 s 218 
Alternative 4• 33 45 105 50 22 254 
Alternative 5 37 47 96 48 18 246 

All nonfederal sites 82 98 204 151 57 !392 

• If sites in combination function areas are not included for Alternative 4, the column values from left to right 
would be 9, 29, 80, 30, l 9 and 167. 

\ 

Table 2.3·4 

Numbers of territorial (status 1, 2 and 3}, nonfederal owl sites 
that would be supported by each rule alternative by federal 
land percentage. 

Sites that would be supported by demographic support. pair maintenance, combination 
function and species distribution SOSEAs are tallied. Nonfederal sites Include some 
nonfederal land within 1.8 miles of the site center in the eastern Cascades, 2.0 miles in 
the western Cascades, 2.0 miles in the western Washington lowlands east of ln~rstate S, 
2.7 miles on the Olympic Peninsula and on western Washington lowlands west of 
Interstate 5. 

% Federal land 
0·19 20·39 40·59 6()-79 80·10() Totals 

Alternative I 9 17 48 22 g lOS 
Alternative 2 21 12 52 24 10 119 
Alternative 3 70 25 68 3S 20 218 
Alternative 4 50 33 64 49 58 254 
Alternative 5 57 36 62 41 so 2% 

All nonfederal sites 113 42 99 101 237 592 
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Table 2.3·5 

Numbers of territorial (status 1, 2, and 3), nonfederal owl 
sites that would not be supported by each rule alternative by 
federal habitat percentage. 

Sites that would not be supported by demographic support, pair maintenance, 
combination function and species distribution SOSEAs are tallied. Non federal sites Include 
some nonfederal land within 1.8 miles of the site center in the eastern Cascades, 2.0 miles 
In the western Cascades, 2.0 miles in the western Washington lowlands east of Interstate 
S, 2.7 miles on the Olympic Peninsula and on western Washington lowlands west of 
Interstate S. 

% Federal Habitat 
<1 H9 20.39 4().59 ~60 Total 

Alternative I so 79 143 128 57 487 

Alternative 2 73 74 141 128 57 473 

Alternative 3 39 42 118 123 52 374 

Alternative 4 51 49 100 101 37 338 

Alternative s 48 47 108 103 40 346 

All nonfederal sites 82 98 204 1 51 57 592 

• AL TERNATI~E 1· SIX lANDSCAPES 

Of the 592 known territorial owl sites in Washington that involve nonfeder~l 
lands, Alternative 1 would include 105 (18%) sites within pair maintenance 
SOSEAs (Table 2.3-1). No sites on the Olympic Peninsula or in the Western 
Washington Lowlands P1·ovince would be included. Also, no sites in the eastern 
Cascades outside the I-90 cort'idor would be included. Most sites (58%) included 
in this alternative have 20-39% federal habitat (Table 2.3-3). Alternative 1 
would support 12% of nonfederal sites that currently have less than 20% federal 
habitat and 22% of nonfederal sites that have less than 40% federal habitat 
(Table 2.3·3). While only 19% of the sites supported by Altemative 1 have 40% 
or more federal habitat (Table 2.3-3), 75% of sites supported have 40% or more 
federal land (Table 2.3·4). Most of the sites included by this altemative involve 
substantial amounts offede1·allands (Table 2.3-4). 

Alternative 1 also includes nine sites centered on or surrounded by federal 
lands designated as matrix. Although located in areas where programmed 
timber harvest is allowed on federal lands, the centers of some of these sites are 
located immediately adjacent to reserved federal lands. Federal lands may be 
managed consistent with owl retention at an unknown number of these sites. 

Alternative 1 would offer no support to 487 (82% of) territorial owl sites in 
Washington involving nonfederallands (Table 2.3-5). When sites with at least 
5% nonfederallands a1·e considet·ed, this alternative would provide no support 
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for 88% (154 of 175) ofnonfedet•al sites in Washington with less than 20% 
federal habitat and 76% (261 of 342) of nonfede1·al sites with less than 40% 
federal habitat. 

Alternative 1 would leave unchanged the current forest practices emergency 
rule (WAC 222-16-010) definition of a status 1 owl site as a reproductive pair. 
This definition does not currently conespond with the definition used by 
WDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. For status 1 owl sites. this 
definition would requil·e that "reproductive activities" be documented at a site 
for it to be classified as status 1. Under current usage by the \oVDFW and U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, status !refers to sites at which a resident pair has 
been confirmed. Under the definitions proposed by Altel'native 1, pair sites at 
which "reproductive activities'' had not been documented would not fit into any 
status categol'y thereby receiving no p1·otection. Additionally, there is no 
provi!;ion in the status 1 definition to include sites at which young·of-the-year 
birds identifiable as spotted owls are detected, but no adults are detected. 
Methods fo1· identifying young as spotted owls include blood tests and may 
include body measurements and other techniques in the future. 

The proposed definition for status 3 owl sites, tenito1·ial singles, would 
conside1· only responses detected dut-ing complete surveys. Spontaneous 
1·esponses, accidental detections, detections during opportunistic visits, 01· 

detections on surveys that did not meet protocol would not count towards 
determining the status of the site. If adopted, this definition would result in the 
downgrading of some current sites from status 3 to status 4 and prevent 
recognition of territorial sites discovered in the future that did not receive 
protocol surveys. The proposed definition would also t·equire that thl·ee 
detections of a single bird be made over one or two years. Current USFWS 
guidelines allow three detections be t-eoorded in any number of years. This 
change in definition would result in some currently recognized sites being 
downgraded to status 4. 

Alternative 1 includes two means for reducing t·estlictions ove1· time at 
territorial owl sites. The first would allow dropping all restrictions other than 
maintaining 70 aCl·es around the site center of sites occupied by resident single 
owls with less than 1,500 acres of suitable habitat, if three years of surveys 
failed to find evidence that the owl had mated. This would result in the 
elimination ofter1·itorial single (status 3) sites within pair maintenance 
SOSEAs. The second means would eliminate recognition of a site center if 
three consecutive years of sw·vey failed to t•eveal any status 1, 2, Ol' 3 owls "at 
the site center." Current USFWS guidelines allow that a site be petitioned to 
he listed as status 5, or historic, if there are no spotted owl ot· unknown Strix 
species 1·espouses within the ''take" circle afte1· three yea1·s of protocol survey. 
Because the status definitions under Alternative 1 require multiple responses. 
Alternative 1 would allow many sites to become histo1·ic that would be 
considered active under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service guidelines. Under this 
proposed rule, sites no longe1· t·ecognized would also no longer require any 
consideration as spotted owl sites for future logging, road building, or other 
fo1·est practices. 
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Analysis: Of the five principal alternatives, Alternative 1 would retain the 
fewest currently recognized owl sites within SOSEAs and would provide new 
standards for their elimination. Of the nonfederal sites most vulnerable to 
degradation or elimination by further Logging in Washington (sites with less 
than 40% federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands) 24% would be 
supported by this alternative. As a result, potentially 27% of all known 
territorial spotted owl sites in Washington and 44% of known nonfederal sites 
could be seriously degraded or eliminated under Alte~·native 1. The provision 
for reclassifying status 1, 2, and 3 sites to historic status i.s less strict than the 
current standa1·d for "downli.sting'' tenitorial sites. This, along with the 
provision for dropping restrictions at sites occupied by single owls, would 
additionally result in the loss of protection for some sites within pair 
maintenance SOSEAs. The omission of owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula, 
southwest Washington, the Columbia Gorge and the eastern Cascades outside 
of the I-90 corridor would reduce the viability and distribution of the owl 
populations in these provinces (see Critel-ion 4 for fUl·ther discussion). 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 ·TEN LANDSCAPES 

Of the 592 known territorial owl sites i.n Washington that involve nonfederal 
lands , Alternative 2 would include 119 (20%) sites within demographic support 
SOSEAs (Table 2.3-1). No sites on the Olympic Peninsula or in the Western 
Washington Lowlands Province would be included. Also, no sites in the eastern 
Cascades outside the 1-90 conidor would be included. Most sites (53%) included 
in this altemative have 20·39% federal habitat (Table 2.3·3). Alternative 2 
would support 18% of nonfederal sites that cunently have less than 20% 
federal habitat and 25% of nonfederal sites that have less than 40% fedenl 
habitat (Table 2.3·3). While only 19% of the sites supported by Alternative 2 
have 40% or more federal habitat (Table 2.3-3), 72% of sites supported have 
40% or more federal land (Table 2.3-4). Most of the sites included by this 
alternative involve substantial amounts of federal lands (Table 2.3-4). 

Alternative 2 also includes ten sites centered on or surrounded by fede1·allands 
designated as matrix. Although located in areas where prognmmed timber 
harvest is allowed on federal lands, the centers of some of these sites are 
located immediately adjacent to reserved federal lands. Federal lands may be 
managed consistent with owl retention at an unknown number of these sites. 

Alte~·native 2 would offer no support to 473 (80% of) territorial owl sites in 
Washington involving nonfederallands (Table 2.3-5). When sites with at least 
5% nonfederal Lands are considered, this alternative would provide no support 
for 81% (142 of 175) ofnonfederal sites In Washington with less than 20% 
federal habitat and 72% (247 of 342) of nonfederal sites with less than 40% 
federal habitat. 

Alternative 2 would leave unchanged the current forest practices emergency 
rule (WAC 222-16-010) definition of a status 1 owl site as a reproductive pair, 
Tlus definition does not cUl·rently correspond with the definition used by 
WDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. For status 1 owl sites, this 
definition would t·equire that "reproductive activities" be documented at a site 
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for it to be classified as status 1. Under cu11:ent usage by the WDFW' and U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife, status l1·efe1·s to sites at which a resident pair has been 
confirmed. Under the definitions pt•oposed by Alternative 2, pair sites at which 
"rep1-oductive activities" had not been documented would not fit into any status 
category thereby receiving no protection. Additionally, there is no provision in 
the status 1 definition to include sites at which young-of-the-year birds 
identifiable as spotted owls are detected, but no adults are detected. Methods 
for identifying young as spotted owls include blood tests and may include body 
measurements and other techniques in the future. 

Analysis: Alternative 2 would include within demographic support SOSEAs 14 
more owl sites than Alternative 1. Of the nonfederalsites most vulnerable to 
degradation or elimination by further logging in Washington (sites with less 

· than 40% federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands) 28% would be 
supported by this alternative. As a result, potentially 25% of all known 
tenito1·ial spotted owl sites in Washington and 42% of known nonfederal sites 
could be seriously deg:t·aded or eliminated unde1· Alternative 2. Not including 
owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula, southwest Washington, the Columbia 
Gorge, and the eastem Cascades outside of the l-90 corridor would reduce the 
viability and distribution of the owl populations in these pl'ovinces. (See 
Criterion 4 for fw-ther discussion.) 

• ALTERNATIVE 3- FIFTEEN LANDSCAPES 

Of the 592 known territorial owl sites in Washington involving nonfederal 
lands, Alternative 3 would include 218 (37%) sites within demographic suppol't 
and species distribution SOSEAs (Table 2.3-1). This total includes 34 sites on 
the Olympic Peninsula, nearly all of which are centered on and include 
predominantly nonfederallands. Twelve sites in southwest Washington would 
be included within a single SOSEA. In the eastern Cascades, 101 (60%) sites 
would be included in demographic support SOSEAs; approximately one-third of 
these sites would be within Chelan County. 

Most sites (84%) included in this alternative have less than 40% federal habitat 
(Table 2.3-3). Alternative 3 would support 55% of nonfederal sites that currently 
have less than 20% federal habitat and 48% ofnonfederaJ sites that have less 
than 40% federal habitat (Table 2.3-3). While only 15% of the sites supported by 
Alternative 3 have 40% or more federal habitat (Table 2.3-3), 56% of sites 
supported have 40% 01· mo1·e federal land (Table 2.3-4). Many sites included by 
this alternative involve la1·gely nonfederallands (Table 2.3-4). 

Alternative 3 also includes 18 sites centered on or surrounded by federal lands 
designated as matrix. Although located in areas where programmed timber 
harvest is allowed on fedet·allands, the centers of some of these sites are located 
immediately adjacent to reserved federal lands. Federal lands may be managed 
consistent with owl retention at an unknown number of these sites. 

Alternative 3 would offer no support to 374 (63%) ter:ritoriaJ owl sites outside 
SOSEAs in Washington involving nonfederallands (Table 2.3-5). When sites 
with at least 5% nonfederallands are considered, this altemative would provide 
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no support for 43% (76 of 175) of nonfederal sites in Washington with less than 
20% federal habitat and 47% (160 of 342) of nonfederal sites with less than 40% 
federal habitat. 

Alternative 3 would leave unchanged the current forest practices emergency 
rule 0N AC 222-16-010) definition of a status 1 owl site as a reproductive pair. 
This definition does not currently correspond with the definition used by 
WDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. For status 1 owl sites, this 
definition would require that "reproductive activities" be documented at a site 
for it to be classified as status 1. Under current usage by the WDFW and U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, status 1 refers to sites at which a resident pair has 
been confirmed. Under the definitions proposed by Alternative 1, pair sites at 
which "reproductive activities" had not been documented would not fit into any 
status catego1·y thereby receiving no protection. Additionally, there is no 
p1·ovision in the status 1 definition to include sites at which young-of-the-year 
bil.·ds identifiable as spotted owls are detected, but no adults are detected. 
Methods for identifying young as spotted owls include blood tests and may 
include body measu1·ements and other techniques in the future. 

Analysis: Alternative 3 would include app1·oximately twice as many sites 
within demographic support SOSEAs as would be included by Alternative 1 or 
2. It would include owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula and in the eastern 
Cascades outside the 1-90 conidor; Altematives 1 and 2 do not include any 
sites in these areas. It is the only alternative that would include owl sites in 
the Western Washington Lowlands Province. The inclusion of owl sites in these 
areas may help prevent fut·ther reductions in the viability and distribution of 
the owl populations in these provinces. (See Criterion 4 for further discussion.) 
Despite the high numbers of owl sites inCluded within SOSEAs, the 
effectiveness of this alternative would be significantly enhanced if sites 
overlapping SOSEAs but cente1·ed on reserved federal lands outside SOSEAs 
were also supported. Of the nonfederal sites most vulnerable to deg1·adation or 
elimination by further logging in Washington (sites with less than 40% federal 
habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands) 53% would be supported by this 
alternative. As a result, potentially 16% of all known territorial spotted owl 
sites in Washington and 27% of known nonfederal sites could be seriously 
degraded or eliminated under Alternative 3. 

• AlTERNATIVE 4 • TfW PROPOSAL 
Of the 592 known territo1ial owl sites in Washington involving nonfede1·al 
lands, Alternative 4 would include 254 (43%) sites within demographic support 
and combination function SOSEAs (Table 2.3·1). This total includes 52 sites on 
the Olympic Peninsula, many of which are centered on and include 
predominantly nonfederallands, In the eastern Cascades, 108 (56%) sites 
would be included in demog1·aphic support or combination function SOSEAs. 
Altemative 4 would protect greater numbers of owl sites than Alternative 3 
due to the protection of sites centered on federal lands outside ofSOSEAs but 
whose cil·cles overlap nonfederallands within the SOSEAs. 
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Most sites (72%) included in this alternative have less than 40% federal habitat 
(Table 2.3-3). Alternative 4 would support 43% ofnonfederal sites that 
currently have less than 20% federal habitat and 48% of nonfederal sites that 
have less than 40% federal habitat (Table 2.3·3). While only 28% of the sites 
supported by Alternative 4 have 40% or more federal habitat (Table 2.3-3), 67% 
of sites supported have 40% 01· more federal land (Table 2.3·4). Many sites 
included by this alternative involve largely nonfederallands. 

Alternative 4 includes 87 sites within areas that are to provide a "combination 
of dispersal support and demog1:aphic support." In these areas "a variety of 
habitat conditions should be provided which in total are more than dispersal 
support and less than demographic support." These a:reas are also to provide 
"some opportunities for nesting," but it is unclear whether the current numbers 
of existing sites will be supported and to what extent they will be supported. 
These areas include all sites in the Columbia Gorge, White Salmon and 
Mineral Block/Link SOSEAs and some sites within the I-90 East, Finney Block 
and Hob-Clearwater SOSEAs. Consequently, it is unclear how many of these 
sites would be retained as functional owl sites in the future. If the 87 sites in 
combination function areas would not be supported as tel'ritorial sites, a total 
of 167 sites (28%) would remain within demographic support SOSEAs. Twenty· 
one percent of nonfederal sites that currently have less than 20% federal 
habitat and 31% of nonfederal sites that have less than 40% federal habitat 
would be supported. If sites within combination function areas were allowed to 
be eliminated without replacement by other sites in the landscape, the 
conservation contribution of this alternative would be substantially reduced. 

Alternative 4 also includes 15 sites centered on or surrounded by federal lands 
designated as matrix. Although located in areas where programmed timber 
harvest is allowed on federal lands, the centers of some of these sites at•e 
located immediately adjacent to reserved fedet·allands. Fedel·allands may be 
managed consistent with owl retention at an unknown number of these sites. 

Alternative 4 would offer no support to 338 ten·itorial owl sites outside of 
SOSEAs in Washington involving nonfederallands, comprising 57% of 
nonfede1·al sites (Table 2.3·5). When sites with at least 5% nonfederallands are 
considered, this altemative would provide no support for 54% (95 of 175) of 
nonfederal sites in Washington with less than 20% federal habitat and 47% 
(162 of 342) of nonfederal sites with l.ess than 40% federal habitat. 

Alternative 4 proposes a status 1 definition consistent with that currently in 
use by the WDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. However, there is no 
provision in the status 1 definition to include sites at which young identifiable 
as spotted owls, but no adults are detected. Methods for identifying young-of· 
the-year birds as spotted owls include blood tests and may include body 
measurements and other techniques in the future. 

Analysis: Alternative 4 would protect from 35 to 149 more sites than 
Alternatives 1. 2 and 3. It would include owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula 
and in the eastern Cascades outside the l-90 corridor. The inclusion of 
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additional owl sites in these areas may help prevent further reductions in the 
viability and distribution of the owl populations in these provinces. (See 
Criterion 4 for further discussion.) No sites, however, would be protected within 
southwest Washington. Of the nonfederal sites most vulnerable to degradation 
or elimination by further logging in Washington (sites with less than 40% 
federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands) 53% would be supported by 
this alternative. As a result, potentially 17% of all known territorial spotted owl 
sites in Washington and 27% of known nonfederal sites could be seriously 
degraded or eliminated under Alternative 4. This alternative, howevet·, would 
support 12% fewer sites with less than 20% habitat than Alternative 3. The 
conservation value of this alte1·native would be greatly reduced if sites within 
combination function areas were not maintained as functioning territorial sites. 
Combination function areas include all owl sites within the Columbia Gorge, 
\¥hite Salmon and Mine1·al Block/Link SOSEAs. 

• ALTERNATIVES· PROPOSED 4(d) RULE 

Of the 592 known ten'itorial ow 1 sites in Washington involving nonfederal 
lands, Alternative 5 would include 246 (42%) sites within demographic support 
SEAs (Table 2.3-1). This total includes 53 sites on the Olympic Peninsula, many 
of which are centered on and include predominantly nonfederallands. In the 
eastern Cascades, 89 (44%) sites would be included in demographic support 
SEAs. Alternative 5 would protect greater numbers of owl sites with fewer 
special emphasis areas (SEAs) than Alternative 3 due to the protection of sites 
centered on federal lands outside of SEAs but whose circles overlap nonfederal 
lauds within the SEAs. Alternative 5 would offer no protection to owl sites 
centered on federal lands designated as matrix or owl sites centered on 
nonfederallands surrounded by matrix. This alternative may also pt·otect some 
owl sites centel·ed on reserved federal lands but whose "shadow" or circle 
extends onto nonfederallands outside of designated SEAs. These "shadow" sites 
are to be l'eviewed on a case-by-case basis over the next two years. 
Consequently, the actual number of sites this alternative would support is 
unknown. 

Of the sites that would be supported by SEAs, most (73%) have less than 40% 
federal habitat (Table 2.3-3). Alternative 4 would support 47% ofnonfederal 
sites that cun:ently have less than 20% federal habitat and 47% ofnonfederal 
sites that have less than 40% fede1·al habitat (Table 2.3-3). While only 27% of 
the sites supported by Alternative 4 have 40% or more federal habitat (Table 
2.3·3), 62% of sites supported have 40% or more federal land (Table 2.3·4). 
Many sites included by this altet·native involve largely nonfederallands. 

If no shadow sites were supported, Alternative 5 would otl'et· no support to 346 
(58%) territorial owl sites outside SEAs in Washington involving nonfederal 
lands (Table 2.3·5). When sites with at least 5% nonfederallands are 
considered, this alternative would provide no support for 51% (90 of 175) of 
nonfederal sites in Washington with less than 20% federal habitat and 48% 
(165 of342) ofnonfederal sites with less than 40% federal habitat. 

Alternative 5 does not propose definitions fo1· owl site center status categories . 
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Analysis: Alternative 5 would protect from 27 to 141 more sites than 
Alternatives 1, 2 and 3, and similar numbers of sites as Alternative 4. It would 
include owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula and in the eastern Cascades outside 
the 1·90 corridor. The inclusion of owl sites in these areas may help prevent 
further reductions in the viability and distribution ofthe owl populations in 
these p1·ovinces. (See Criterion 4 for further discussion.) Additionally, some 
shadow owls may also be supported outside of SEAs. Owl sites in southwest 
Washington, however, would not be protected. Of the nonfederal sites most 
vulnerable to degradation or elimination by further logging in Washington 
(sites with iess than 40% federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederallands) 52% 
would be supported by this alternative. As a result, potentially 17% of all 
known territorial spotted owl sites in Washington and 28% of known nonfederal 
sites could be seriously degraded or eliminated under Alternative 4. This 
alternative, however, would support 8% fewer sites with less than 20% habitat 
than Altemative 3. 

• ALTERNATIVE 6 • NO ACTION 

None of the 592 known territorial owl sites in Washington involving nonfederal 
lands would be supported under this alternative. Owl sites with little federal 
habitat would be particularly vulnerable to significant deg1•adation or 
elimination. It is likely that nearly all nonfederal owl sites heavily dependent 
on nonfederallands would be eliminated. 

Analysis: Alternative 6 would provide no further contribution to spotted owl 
viability in the state of Washington. The reduction of owl numbers under this 
alternative could reduce the viability of the Washington owl population from 
that at present. 

Synopsis of Criterion 1 
Alternatives 3, 4 and 5 would support roughly twice as many or more owl sites 
as Alternatives I and 2 (Table 2.3-1). Alternatives 4 and 5 would support the 
greatest number of sites; these alternatives would support many of the same 
owl sites and roughly the same number of sites. Only Alternatives 4 and 5 
would support owl sites centered on federal lands that overlap SOSEAs. 

Approximately a qua1·ter of the nonfederal sites most vulne1·able to degradation 
or elimination by further logging (those sites with less than 40% federal habitat 
and at least 5% nonfederalland) would be supported by Alternatives 1 and 2 
(Table 2.3-6). Alternatives 3, 4 and 5 would support about half of the nonfederal 
sites with less than 40% federal habitat. Alternative 3 would support the 
greatest percentage ofnonfederal sites with less than 20% federal habitat 
(57%), while Altematives 1 and 2 would support 12% and 19% of these sites 
1·espectively (Table 2.3·6). When the percentage of federal habitat is examined 
at the sites that would not be supported by each alternative, potentially 42-44% 
of all nonfederal sites in Washington could be seriously degraded or eliminated 
under Alternatives 1 and 2. Potentially a little more than a quarter of all 
nonfederal sites could be seriously degraded or eliminated under Alternatives 
3, 4 and 5. 
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Alternatives 1 and 2 would support no owl sites on the Olympic Peninsula, 
southwest Washington, Columbia Gorge, Finney, Entiat Ridge, North Blewett 
and White Salmon areas. Alternative 3 would include sites in all these areas, 
while Alternative 4 would include sites in all these areas except southwest 
Washington. Alternative 5 would omit owl sites in the Entiat Ridge area and 
southwest Washington. 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 4 each propose owl site status definitions. Status 1 
definitions in Altematives 1, 2 and 3 and the status 3 definition in Alternative 
1 would 1-equire DNR to classify owl sites differently than how they are 
currently classified by WDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This 
would lead to dt·opping protection on many current pair sites and the 
reclassifying of some currently recognized territorial sites to non-territorial 
sites. Alternative 4 proposes language that is the same as the language 
currently being used by the USFWS and WDFW. Alternative 5 does not 
propose status definitions. Alternative 1 would also provide new mechanisms 
fur downlisting territorial owl sites that would l'esult in elimination of Some 
cunent ow 1 sites. 

Table 2.3·6 

Percentages of nonfederaf owl sites with less than 200-' and 
40% federal habitat and at least 5% nonfederal lands that are 
supported and not included by each rule alternative. 

Percentage of Sites Supported Percentage of Sites Not Included 

<20% <40"/o 
Fed. Hab. Fed. Hab. 

Alternative 1 12 24 
Alternative 2 19 28 
Alternative 3 57 53 
Alternative 4 46 53 
Alternative S 49 52 

Criterion 2: Dispersal habitat provided. 

Information Relative to All Alternatives 

<20% <40% 
Fed. Hab. Fed. Hab. 

88 76 
81 72 
43 47 
54 47 
51 48 

The discussion for each principal alternative oovers three topics. The first is 
the definition of dispersal habitat, the second is the amount and distribution of 
habitat required in dispersal landscapes. The third is the landowner 
management activities permitted, including site-specific management plans 
developed by landowners, exemptions for timber han•est, and restrictions on 
operations, and how these activities may affect the p1·ovision of dispersal 
habitat. The analysis of each alternative is based heavily on material within 
the "Dispe1·sal" and "Dispersal Habitat" sections of the Affected Environment. 
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To evaluate whether landscapes would have a reasonable likelihood of 
providing for effective dispersal, five criteria should be considered: (1) the 
extent to which dispersal habitat is spread throughout the landscape and not 
limited to owl sites, corridors, or a small subset of the landscape; (2) the 
proportion of the landscape in roosting and foraging habitat; (3) t he presence or 
absence of directional passage barriers resulting from large areas with little or 
no habitat; (4) t he degree to which definitions for future habitat stands focus on 
providing components important to supporting small mammal populations; and 
(5) the proportion of the landscape covered by roosting and foraging and 
dispersal quality habitat. 

Dispersal habitat can be defined as t hat which provides for foraging, roosting 
and protection from predators during disperal by owls. Forest habitats that 
provide cover n-om owls predators while a lso allowing efficient movement, but 
which provide few foraging and roosting opportunities will be ofless value to 
dispersing ow Is. Additionally, these "travel" habitats are less well defined by 
research. Although every "dispersal'' stand need not support roosting and 
foraging, areas that provide for foraging and roosting should be distributed 
throughout the dispersal landscape. 

The proportion of the landscape covered by dispersal stands in two recent 
dispersal plans would provide at least 43% and 50% of the forest land area 
within dispersal landscapes in western Washington and the eastern Cascades 
respectively (Beak Consultants Inc. 1993, Thomas et al. 1990). The proportion 
of dispersal habitat in dispersal landscapes under the rule alternatives will be 
evaluated against these standards. 

• ALTERNATIVE 1 ·SIX LANDSCAPES 

Alternative 1 does not provide minimum stand defutitions of dispersal habitat; 
instead, average stand conditions are presented. Under Alternative 1, the 
average dispersal stand in western Washington must have at least 70 square 
feet of basal area of trees that are at least 10 inches diameter at breast height 
(dbh); at least 70% of these trees must be conife1·s. This approximates the t1-ee 
size and density standards of the Murray Pacific HCP. Inclusion of a minimum 
basal area standard without including a standard for total canopy cover could 
allow the dominant·codominant trees to be thinned to lower densities as the 
trees grow larger. Without a total canopy cover standard some stands may be 
thinned to levels that provide little protection for travelling owls. 

In the eastern Cascades, stands under Alternative 1 would average between 50 
• 200 dominant and codominant trees per acre with an average size of 6 inches 
dbh in even-aged stands. In uneven-aged stands, these standards would apply 
to all trees at least 4 i nches dbh. At least 70% ofthe trees must be conifers. 
Again, without a standard for total canopy cover, this definition could allow 
open, poorly developed stands of small trees to be labele.d dispersal habitat. 

Alternative 1 includes standards for dispersal habitat in the eastern Cascades 
but no dispersal landscapes are proposed for this province. 
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The dispe1·sal habitat definitions in this alternative also include no provisions 
fu1· retaining and developing snags, residual live trees, coarse woody debris, 
and shrubs. Snags, live cavity trees, coarse woody debris and sht·ubs are 
important indicators of conditions that may support high densities of owl p1·ey 
(Carey 1995, Carey et al. in prep., Carey and Johnson 1995, USDI 1992). The 
habitat definitions proposed in this alternative could result in widespread 
development and maintenance oflow quality dispersal habitat ("travel" 
habitat) with low prey populations for the future. Since the standards proposed 
by this altet·native are average definitions, any single stand of "dispersal 
habitat" may be of substantially lower quality than the average. Alternative 1 
does not establish a lower limit to what can be labeled dispersal habitat. 

Alternative 1 requires that dispersal habitat be provided only within 1.8 miles 
of status 1, 2, and 3 site centers that occur within dispersal SOSEAs. Dispe1·sal 
habitat need not be provided throughout the SOSEA. Within each owl circle, 
dispersal habitat must be pt·ovided only on those lands that fall within the 
same watershed administrative unit (WAU) as the site center and within the 
SOSEA. Since WAUs generally range ft·om about 5,000 to 50,000 ae1·es, 
portions of an unknown number of owl circles extend beyond the WAU border. 
At the site center, 70 act•es of suitable habitat must be retained. 

Alternative 1 provides incomplete descriptions of the amount and distribution 
of dispersal habitat at owl sites for the western and eastern Cascades. For the 
eastern Cascades, dispersal stands would average at least 40 acres (5 acres 
minimum stand size), and "a minimum of25% of the landownet>s forest land 
with a site index of 80 or greater (base age 50) shall be in stands of dispersal 
habitat". The proportion of an area that meets the site index standard will be 
variable. If all lands within an ow 1 circle have a site index of at least 80, this 
rule would require a maximum of25% of the lands within the owl circle to be 
retained as dispersal habitat. However, if only 25% of the lands in the owl 
circle have a site index of at least 80, then only 6% ofthe lands within the circle 
would be retained as dispersal habitat. Under this alternative, if all lands 
within an owl circle met the site index standard, the provision of dispersal 
habitat would not meet the recommendations for dispersal habitat; if little of 
the land met the site index standard, the habitat contribution would be even 
further reduced. No spacing critet'ia for individual stands are provided. 

For the weste1·n Cascades, the criteria for the amount and distt-ibution of 
dispersal habitat to be pt·ovided are that stands would average at least 40 aCl·es 
(5 acres minimum stand size) and that the ave1·age distance between dispersal 
stands not exceed 0.5 mile. No criterion for the minimum proportion of the area 
to be retained as dispersal habitat is provided. But if square 40 acre stands 
were spaced 0.5 mile apart on a g1·id across the owl circle, the proportion of the 
owl circle occupied by dispersal habitat would be 11%. However, there is no 
language requiring that dispersal stands be spread thmughout an ownet·ship or 
owl circle: Therefore, if stands were irregularly spaced, the propot·tion of the 
owl circle covered by dispersal stands could be less than 11%. 
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Individual landowners whose lands fall within the portion of an owl circle that 
is to provide dispersal habitat would be encouraged to develop a local option 
plan (LOP). LOPs are intended to benefit the landowner by allowing flexibility 
in management actions and by facilitating the forest practice application 
process. The LOP may include either a "dispersal habitat plan", which 
generally follows the p1-ovisions outlined above, Ol" the landowner may submit 
"site cente1· management plans", which are more stringent and discussed below 
under Criterion 3. A LOP may "provide for harvesting to continue prior to and 
after achieving the goal set forth above" because dispersal habitat may be 
developed over time. No limit is specified for the amount of habitat that may be 
in transition at any time while additional harvesting is occurring. With this 
provision, it is possible that a full complement of dispersal habitat may never 
exist at one time at some owl sites. 

With a LOP, a landowner would also be allowed to develop a plan "tailored to 
the specific circumstances" of the particulal' site. Plans may also include 
"elements of operational researoh and adaptive management opportunities". 
However, no further elaboration on these topics is provided in the rule 
language. If research is being proposed, there is no provision for qualified 
scientists to review the proposed plans; however, DNR would have final review 
and approval authority. Given the lack of guidance provided, it is impossible to 
gauge how often these provisions would result in effective dispersal landscapes, 
experimentation, and adaptive management. 

Without regard to a LOP, all individual landowners may clearcut annually up 
to ten acres of any forest beyond 0. 7 mile of an ow I site center. There is no limit 
to the number of years this can be repeated. 

Table 2.3-7 presents the number of existing status 1, 2, and 3 sites and the 
total area in each of the three SOSEAs whose sole function is dispe1·sal. Using 
these numbers and the percentages given above, the proportion of each SOSEA 
that would be retained as dispersal habitat can be approximated. As presented, 
this alternative would require a maximum of between 0.2% and 3.0% of the 
three dispel'sal SOSEAs be retained as dispersal habitat (Table 2.3-7). If this 
alternative is implemented, the actual propottion of each landscape covered by 
dispersal habitat could be less due to ambiguity in distribution criteria for the 
western Cascades. language requiring habitat be provided only in the portion 
an owl circle which is within the WAU containing the site center. and the 
unlimited allowance for existing dispersal habitat to be cut before other habitat 
is regrown. Additional undiscovered owl sites would likely have little effect on 
the habitat proportions in Table 2.3·7, since territorial sites discovered after a 
LOP has been approved will not be considered in future management. The only 
restrictions for such sites is that the 70 acres al'Ound the center of activity 
cannot be cut during the breeding season (Mat'Ch 1 to July 31). 
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Table 2.3·7 

Numbers of status I, 2, and 3 owl sites, total area, and the 
maximum proportion of each dispersal SOSEA likely to be 
retained as dispersal habitat under Alternative 1. 

Number of Total Area of %of Area as 
SO SEA Owl Sites SOSEA (acres) Dispersal Habitat• 

Columbia Gorge 8 83,987• 3.0' 
Mineral Link 3 190,202 0.7 
Finney Block 2 259,91 o• 0.2' 

.) The.s~ proportion~ $hOuld be <onsid~red theoretical maximums. If Implemented. the actual proponlons 
would likely be less: see text for explanation. 

' Includes only nonfederal lands: does not include federal lands in SOSEA bounclatles. 
These percentages represent the proQonlon of nonfederallands that would be reQuired to meet di$persal 
habitat targets. 

Analysis: This alternative would allow the loss of owls within and overlapping 
dispersal SOSEAs in exchange for providing small amounts oflow-quality 
dispersal habitat within 1.8 miles of owl site centers. This altemative would 
allow low proportions of travel quality dispersal habitat be maintained in small 
areas of the dispersal landscapes. The1·e a1·e no provisions for retaining suitable 
habitat in dispersal landscapes. Undet· worst case conditions, the standards 
could result in forest landscapes with little potential to support small mammal 
prey for owls. It is possible that most of the ru:ea of the SOSEAs could be largely 
devoid of dispersal habitat and meet the stated requirements. This alternative 
would provide less favorable habitat conditions for dispersing owls than the 50-
11·40 rule of the ISC plan (Thomas et al. 1990), the riparian reserve strategy of 
the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA 1994), or the Murray Pacific HCP (Beak 
Consultants, Inc. 1993). It is unlikely that this rule would allow for consistent 
successful dispersal th1·ough the three dispersal landscapes. 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 ·TEN LANDSCAPES 

The minimum definition of dispersal habitat for the western Cascades 
approximates the Murray Pacific definition except that the requirement for 
snags is replaced by three wildlife reserve trees pe1· ac1·e and there is no size 
specification for leave n·ees, snags and canopy lift. Fo1· the eastern Cascades, 
the minimum definition of dispersal habitat would require 50 to 200 trees pe1· 
acre with an average of at least 6 inches dbh (or 4 inches dbh in uneven-aged 
stands) and at least 50% canopy cove1·. Dominant and codominant trees must 
ave1•age at least 65 feet in height. The definition also would provide for two 
1·esiduallive trees that are dominant or codominant and two wildlife reserve 
trees per acre that are at least 10 feet high and 10 inches dbh. 

The inclusion of canopy cover and tree height provisions in these definitions 
adds certainty that stands meeting the definitions will provide at least a 
minimum level of utility as travel quality habitat. However, the low densities 
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and qualities of snags, residual trees, and coarse woody debris included in these 
definitions may result in low quality dispersal stands ("travel" habitat) with 
low small mammal densities. Shrubs are important components of dispersal 
habitat; however. shrubs are not included in the definitions included in this 
alternative. 

This alternative would require that dispersal habitat be provided only within 
2.0 miles in the western Cascades (1.8 miles in eastern Cascades) of status 1, 2, 
and 3 site centers that occur within dispersal SO SEAs. Dispersal habitat need 
not be provided throughout the SO SEA. Within each owl circle, dispersal 
habitat must be provided only on those lands that fall in the same WAU as the 
site center and within the SOSEA. Since WAUs generally range from 5,000 to 
50,000 acres, portions of an unknown number of owl circles extend beyond the 
WAU border. At the site center, 70 acres of the best habitat must be retained. 
This alternative provides incomplete descriptions, identical to those of 
Alternative 1, for t he amount and distribution of dispersal habitat at owl sites 
for the western and eastern Cascades. (See the discussion for Alternative 1 
above.) 

Individuallandowners whose lands fall within the portion of an owl circle that 
is to provide dispersal habitat may develop a landowner option plan (LOP). 
LOPs are intended to benefit the landowner by allowing flexibility in 
management actions and by facilitating the forest practice application process. 
With a LOP, landowners would be allowed to continue harvesting habitat 
beyond the amount and spacing c1'iteria outEned above if the plan has some 
provision to "develop [dispersal] habitat ovel' time". No limit is specified for the 
amount of habitat that could be in transition at any time. With this provision, 
it is possible that a full complement of dispersal habitat may never exist at one 
time at some owl sites. 

With LOPs, landowners could follow the prescriptions outlined above or develop 
site-specific habita t definitions and carry out management actions that do not 
meet the criteria outlined above. If the potential risk of these management 
actions is "relatively high", landowners may treat the actions as "designed 
experimentation". The language of Alternative 2 would give landowners 
unspecified latit ude in providing alternative habitat definitions, in 
"experimentation", and in the level of risk to owls that may be taken in 
management plans. Additionally, it is unspecified whether qualified scientists, 
outside of the DNR, would review the proposed experimentation. Given the lack 
of guidance provided, it is impossible to gauge how often these provisions would 
result in effective dispersal landscapes, experimentation and adaptive 
management. 

Table 2.3·8 presents the numbe1· of existing status 1, 2, and 3 sites and the total 
area of each of the five SO SEAs whose sole function is dispersal. Using the 
numbers and the percentages given above, t he maximum proportion of each 
SOSEA that would be retained as dispersal habitat can be approximated. As 
presented, this alternative would require a maximum of between 0.3% and 
12.3% of the five dispersal SOSEAs be retained as dispersal habitat. 
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If this alternative were implemented, the actual p1·oportion of each landscape 
cove1·ed by dispet·sal habitat could be less than the values presented in Table 
2.3·8 due to the ambiguity in distribution crite1·ia for the western Cascades, 
uncertainty in the eastern Cascades SOSEAs as to how much land within owl 
circles would meet the site index standard, and the unlimited allowance fo1· 
existing dispersal habitat to be cut before other habitat is t'egJ.·own. If additional 
owl sites are discovet·ed in the future, providing dispersal habitat for these sites 
would increase the proportion of habitat within the SOSEAs. However, it is 
unlikely that this would result in a substantial increase for any of the SOSEAs 
because there will probably be relatively few additional sites discovered, at 
least in the near term because most of the habitat within the most of the 
SOSEAs has been sut-veyed. 

Table 2.3·8 

Numbers of status 1, 2, and 3 owl sites, total area, and the 
proportion of each dispersal SOSEA likely to be retained as 
dispersal habitat under Alternative 2. 

Number of Total Area of %of Area as 
SO SEA Owl Sites SOSEA (acres) Dispersal Habitat• 

Columbia Gorge 8 185,3.27 1.4 
White Salmon 7 73,180 s.o• 
Mineral Link 3 I 90,202 0.7 
Easton s 44.797 I 2.3• 
Finney Block 2 231,613 0.3 

l Th~se C)roportions should be considered maximums. If lmt,>f~menttd. the actuat proponions p~rmlssibte 
would likely be less: ste t~xt for txplanatlon. 

b Th~se numbers assume that all Jand within owl <ircles have a site index of at least 80. ff somt fe~nds within 
these cin:les had lowtr site Indices. the per<entage of the lands<:ape retained as dispersal habitat would be 
less. 

Analysis: This alternative would allow the loss of owl sites within and 
overlapping dispersal SOSEAs in exchange for providing small amounts of low· 
quality dispersal hab.itat within 1.8 miles of owl site centers. This alternative 
would allow low propo1·tions of travel quality dispersal habitat to be 
maintained only in owl cil'Cles within di.spet·sal SOSEAs. Although the habitat 
definitions are mol·e likely than those of Alternative 1 to provide functional 
travel habitat, the standards could result in forest landscapes with little 
potential to suppot·t small mammal prey for owls. Additionally, there a1·e no 
provisions for retaining NRF habitat in dispersal landscapes. It is possible that 
most of the area of the SOSEAs could be largely devoid of dispersal habitat and 
meet the stated requirements. This alternative would provide Less favorable 
habitat conditions for dispersing owls than the 50-11-40 rule of the ISC plan 
(Thomas et al. 1990), the riparian reserve strategy of the Noli.hwest Fo1•est 
Plan (USDA 1994), or the Mw·ray Pacific HCP (Beak Consultants, Inc. 1993). It 
is unlikely that this rul.e would allow fo1· consistent successful dispersal through 
the six dispersal landscapes. 
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• ALTERNATIVE 3 · FIFTEEN LANDSCAPES 

Dispersal habitat is left undefined in this alternative. The amounts and 
arrangement required within dispersal SOSEAs are also unspecified. These are 
left to future decisions by the Forest Practices Board. Because these are 
unspecified, it is impossible to determine the effects this alternative would 
have on owl dispersaL 

• ALTERNATIVE 4 · TFW PROPOSAL 

In western Washington, dispersal stands would be at least five acres in size 
and have at least 70% canopy cover with 70% of the canopy in conifer species 
greater than 6 inches db h. At least 130 trees per acre that are at least 10 
inches dbh or a basal area of 100 square feet per ac.re of 10 inch dbh or larger 
trees would be required. Stands must also have a total tree density of 300 trees 
per acre or less, and at least 20 feet between the top of the understo1-y 
vegetation and the bottom of the canopy that is relatively clear of dead limbs. 
This is similar to the Murray Pacific HCP standard, except the basal area is 
greater and there are no provisions for snags, green recruitment trees, or logs 
in this definition. 

ln eastern Washington, dispersal stands would be at least five acres in size 
with at least 50% canopy closure. At least 50 conifer trees per acre that average 
65 feet tall with a dbh of 6 inches or more in even-aged stands or 4 inches dbh 
in uneven-aged stands would be required. Stands must have a total tree 
density of 200 trees per acre or less, and at least 20 feet between the top of the 
understory vegetation and the bottom of the canopy that is relatively clear of 
dead limbs. Alternatively, stands could have a quadratic mean diameter of9 
inches or more with a relative density of 33 or at least 55% canopy closure. 

The inclusion of canopy cover and tree height provisions in these definitions 
adds certainty that stands meeting the definitions will at least provide travel 
quality dispersal habitat. For western Washington stands, the alternative 
requirement of a basal area of 100 square feet per acre will prevent stands from 
having their dominant/codominant trees thinned to marginal densities as they 
grow luge1'. However, these definitions provide no criteria for snags, residual 
live trees, coarse woody debris and shrubs. These stands would still need to 
meet current forest practice regulations that will retain some snags, residual 
live trees and coarse woody debris. Thia, however, may still result in relatively 
low densities and qualities of snags, residual trees, and coarse woody debris 
and thus, low small mammal densities. 

Alternative 4 provides no discussion of the amount or distribution of dispersal 
habitat that would be t·equit·ed. It does, howevet·, state that dispersal 
landscapes will have dispersal quality habitat as defined above, interspersed 
with areas of higher quality habitat, such as suitable spotted owl habitat, 
although the amounts and distribution of suitable spotted owl habitat required 
are not discussed. 
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Landowne1·s with lands in a dispersal SOSEA may support current and future 
territ01ial owl sites that overlap or are centet·ed on their lands, or they may 
develop a LOP. To be approved, LOPs must contribute to meeting the goals of 
the SOSEA. Landownet·s in a dispersal SOSEA not impacted by a culTent owl 
site may do a cooperative habitat enhancement agreement (CHEA). CHEAs 
apply only to lands within SOSEAs that are outside oftenitodal owl circles. 
CHEAs may meet a lowet· standat·d than LOPs; they will be approved if they 
provide some benefit to spotted owl habitat ove1· what would occur without the 
plan. CHEAs are not required to conttibute to meeting the goals of the SOSEA; 
it is not clear if a CHEA may be used as mitigation for a LOP. 

Analysis: This altemative lacks standa1·ds fo1· the amount and distribution of 
dispe1·sal habitat required within SOSEAs. Although this altel'llative calls for 
suitable spotted owl habitat to be interspersed through the landscapes with 
dispersal quality habitat, no crite1ia for the amount, distribution, and quality 
are provided. Lacking these standat·ds it is impossible to assess whether this 
altemative would provide effective dispersal landscapes. Habitat definitions in 
this alternative provide the gt:eatest certainty among the si..'l: alternatives that 
forest stands meeting the definitions would consistently provide travel quality 
dispersal habitat. However, no standat·ds are provided for snags, residual trees, 
coarse woody debris and shrubs. This could result in forests with little 
potential to support small mammal prey populations for owls. Ambiguity in the 
language for CHEAs and LOPs may unde1·cut SOSEA goals if CHEAs are 
allowed to be used as mitigation in LOPs. 

• ALTERNATIVE 5- PROPOSED 4(d) RULE 

In western Washington, dispersal habitat would include conifet·ous or mixed 
coniferous/hardwood stands with total canopy cover greater than 60%. Stands 
should also have multipl.e canopy layers and multiple overstory conifers greater 
than 10 inches dbh. In eastern Washington, dispersal habitat would include 
coniferous stands with greater than 20% fit· tt-ees and total canopy trees 
greater than 11 inches dbh. Because tree height and density standards are not 
provided in either definition, it is unknown how often these definitions would 
result in functional travel quality habitat. Additionally, there are no criteria 
for providing snags, 1·esidualli.ve trees, coarse woody debris, and slu·ubs. 
Consequently, these definitions could result in forests with little potential to 
support small mammal prey for owls. 

Alternative 5 does not propose landscape prescriptions for dispersal habitat, 
nor does it identicy areas where dispersal habitat is needed to meet 
conservation objectives. In areas where dispe1·sal habitat is needed, this 
alte1·native would rely on protection against incidental take, large-scale habitat 
conservation planning, local option conservation plans (LOCPs) or voluntary 
conservation contributions by nonfederallandowners to provide habitat over 
time. LOCPs could allow incidental take of spotted owls in exchange for 
growing or maintaining dispersal habitat within the SEA, except in portions of 
the SEA required for demographic support offede1·al owl reserves. However, 
the portions of SEAs in which demographic support would be required are not 
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identified. Therefore, it is unknown as to what areas dispersal habitat would be 
provided. LOCPs would be limited to landowners with 80-5,000 acres offorest 
land within a SEA. Presumably, HCPs and LOCPs would provide dispersal 
habitat on lands t hroughout the SEA, not just within owl circles. 

Analysis: Alternative 5 provides few standa1·ds for providing effective 
dispersal landscapes other than acknowledging that dispersal habitat is needed 
in some areas to meet conservation objectives. These areas, however, are 
unspecified. It is unknown how often the proposed habitat definitions would 
lead to stands suitable for travel by spotted owls because tree height and 
density standards are unspecified. The omission of standards for snags, 
residual trees, ooarse woody debris and shrubs could result in forests with little 
potential to support small mammal populations and little potential to provide 
anything but the lowest quality dispersal habitat. Because so little guidance is 
provided, it is impossible to determine if Alternative 5 would provide any 
assurance that necessary habitat 1·equired for consistent, successful dispersal is 
maintained. 

• ALTERNATIVE 6 · NO ACTION 

Under Alternative 6 no dispersal habitat would be required on nonfederallands 
in Washington outside of areas identified in approved HCPs. Any dispersal 
habitat that did occur would result from current state forest practice 
regulations, federal HCPs, or voluntary contributions. The amount, location 
and quality of dispersal habitat that might result from these mechanisms is 
unknown. 

Analysis: Alternative 6 would provide no additional contribution to spotted 
owl viability in the state of Washington. Alternative 6 would provide no 
assuranee that current levels of dispersal habitat would be maintained or 
increased where needed, thus there is no certainty that effective dispersal 
landscapes would be provided. 

Criterion 3: Affects on habitat in SOSEAs designated for 
demographic support or pair maintenance. 

Information Relative to All Alternatives 
In this section, t he likelihood that habitat adequate to support reproductively 
viable pairs at owl sites within SOSE.As is asseased for each alternative. To be 
reproductively viable, sites should be capable of supporting pair occupancy 
rates and reproductive rates high enough for owls to replace themselves in the 
population. 

The SAG 1-eport (Hanson et al. 1993) includes the most oomprehensive 
synthesis of owl habitat use studies in Washington. The SAG synthesized data 
to produce qualitative and quantitative descriptions of habitats used by spotted 
owls for nesting, roosting, and foraging. This report provides the best existing 
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definitions of suitable habitat for western and eastern Washington. 
Consequently, it is used as the standard against which habitat desCl·iptions in 
the alternatives are compared. 

Opinions 1 and 2 of the SAG (Hanson et al. 1993) agreed that habitat closest to 
the site center is the most heavily used and therefore the most important. Both 
opinions recommended protecting all nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat 
within 0.7 mile of the site center. 

The Federal Draft Recover Plan (FDRP) (USDI 1992b) and opinion 1 of the 
SAG (Hanson et al. 1993} recommend that supplemental pair a1·eas on 
nonfederallands provide amounts of owl habitat equal to the median amount of 
habitat found in annual home ranges of pairs within the province. The habitat 
should be provided within an a1·ea equal to the median home range size of pairs 
in the province. However, it is unknown whether habitat conditions at the owl 
sites studied in Washington were sufficient to support resident owls at 
demographic rates that allowed replacement. If all sites studied suppo11.ed owls 
at replacement demographic rates (net reproductive rate R

0
=1) then providing 

median amounts of habitat at owl sites may be adequate for half of the sites, 
assuming the sites studied we1-e 1-epresentative of the sites to be managed in 
the population. Ifhoweve1·, some sites studied suppo1'ted net reproductive rates 
ofless than one, while the others had net reproductive rates equal to one, then 
providing median amounts of habitat at all sites may not be sufficient to . 
support a stable population at the existing population level. Whethel' the 
population would stabilize at a lower level ptior to regrowth of habitat is 
unknown. 

Because demographic information for the owl pairs studied is lacking, and 
because relatively few owl pair home ranges have been studied in Washington 
(see "Amount of Nesting, Roosting and Foraging Habitat within Owl Home 
Ranges" in Section 2.2 above) it is unknown how closely the median amount of 
habitat found in these home ranges corresponds to the median amount of 
habitat needed to support owls at replacement demographic rates. Although the 
information available from home range studies is the most direct measu1·e of 
the amount of habitat used by spotted owl pairs, the reliability of using the 
median amounts of habitat found in these studies to gauge whether proposed 
management actions will support owls at replacement rates is unknown. 

Because of the unce1·tainty in how well available studies of habitat amounts 
within home ranges characteri~e the amount of habitat needed to support owl 
pairs at replacement rates, the amounts of habitat within various radii of o'{ll 
site centers (status 1-4) were investigated in 1·elation to the annual 
reproductive output (juveniles per year) at each site. Annual reproductive 
output rates were used as an index to the finite rate of population change (A., 
see Addendum C). For the western Cascades, the eastern Cascades, and the 
western Olympic Peninsula, sites at which habitat had been reliably typed and 
entered into a GIS data coverage and at which two or more years of surveys 
during reproductive years from 1991 to present could be documented by the 
WDFW were included in the analyses (see Addendum C). To be included, sites 
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must have been surveyed for occupancy and reproduction using at least a thl·ee
visit annual survey protocol. Since most nonfederal sites that would be 
supp011.ed under the proposed rule alternatives in the western Cascades and the 
western Olympic Peninsula an\ at relatively low elevations, only sites including 
predominantly low and middle elevation lands were used. High elevation sites, 
such as many of those on exclusively federal lands, were not used in the 
analyses; most sites used in the analyses included nonfederallande within their 
provincial median home range 1·adii. 

Because not all sites used in the analyses were surveyed each year, 
reproductive data from the years surveyed (from 1991 through 1995) were used 
to extrapolate an annual reproductive rate for each site covering a four, five or 
eight year period for the western Cascades, the eastern Cascades, and the 
western Olympic Peninsula respectively (Table 2.3-9). Also, habitat amounts 
within various distances of the site center were tallied using a GIS. Table 2.3-9 
lists the period from which surveys and reproductive data were drawn, the 
period covered by rate calculations, the numbe1· of sites used and the habitat 
analysis circle sizes used for each province or area. Amounts of type A, B, and 
type C habitat (WDNR Owl Memo #3; See Addendum B) were considered in 
analyses for the eastern Cascades (Figures 2.3·5, 2.3·6, 2.3· 7 and 2.3·8), but 
habitat quality was not considered in the westen\ Cascades and western 
Olympic Peninsula analyses because some lands were typed as suitable I 
nonsuitable habitat while others used the type A, B, C designation. 

Vat'ious measures of habitat fragmentation, overlap of circles with neighbors, 
and proportions of high-elevation habitat were also calculated fo1· each site 
using a GIS. These data along with the habitat amount data wet-e used in 
exploratory regression analyses reported in Addendum D. These analyses 
examined the factors correlated with annual reproductive output. 
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Table 2.3·9 

Period from which surveys and reproductive data were drawn, 
the period covered by rate calculations, the number of sites 
used and the habitat analysis circle sizes used in habitat 
capability analyses for each province or area. 

(See text and Addendum C for further information.) 

Province/ Area Years of Years Covered by No. of Analy$iS Circle 
Survey$ Repro. Rate Cales. Sites• Sizes 

(miles) 

Western Cascades 1991-1994 1991-1 994 48 0.7. 2.0 
Eastern Cascades 1991·1995 1991·1995 43 0. 7,1.8 
Western Olympic 
Peninsula 1991-1995 1988·1995 41 0.7, 2.7 

• lndudes only th~ numb~r of sites surveyed during two or more •good" reproduction yean. S~~ Addendum c 
for further disc.ussion. 

For each province or area, the amount of habitat within analysis circles we1·e 
graphed against the annual reproductive output (mean number of juveniles 
produced over time) for each site (Figures 2.3·1 to 2.3·10). A life table simulator 
and survival rates from demographic studies in progress (Forsman et al. in 
prep., Irwin and Fleming 1995) wet·e used to identify the ranges of mean annual 
reproductive output that would lead to owl pail·s that supported demographic 
rates below, at and above that necessary for replacement in the population (see 
Addendum C). These ranges roughly conespond to levels of annual reproductive 
output that would lead to declining, stable and increasing populations and are 
marked by isoclines (horizontal lines} which partition some of the graphs 
developed for this analysis. Because a range of survival rate estimates are used 
to calculate the values of the isoclines, the "stable" zone of each g>.·aph should be 
interpreted as the range of values which likely include the actual annual 
1·eproductive output needed for stable populations. P01·tions of the stable r"ange 
may actually lead to declining or increasing owl populations. The width of the 
"stable" zone in each graph is a reflection of the degree of uncertainty in the 
survivall'ate estimates resulting from the demographic studies. Vertical lines in 
the graphs indicate the amounts of habitat that would be provided at owl sites 
by each alternative. 

Generally, Figures 2.3·1 to 2.3·10 suggest that the likelihood of a site 
supporting owls at replacement rates increases with increasing habitat amounts 
at all analysis circle sizes, although this tt·end was not apparent for sites in 
FMAZ 2 of the eastern Cascades (see Addendum C). In F.MAZ 3 and 4 of the 
eastern Cascades annual reproductive output increased with increasing 
amounts of types A and B habitat at the site, and tended to decrease with the 
increasing amounts of type C habitat. This suggests that types A and B habitat 
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are of greater value for pair occupancy and reproduction than type C habitat 
(Figures 2.3-5 to 2.8-8). It should not be concluded, however, that type C 
habitat does not contribute to sustaining owls; a more appropriate conclusion is 
that sites with a higher proportion of types A and B habitat tend to have higher 
reproductive rates in the eastern Cascades. 

A second observation apparent from Figures 2.3-3, 2.3-4, and 2.3-9 is that most 
stable a11d increasing sites in the analyses have more habitat within their 
provincial median home range radius than the median amounts of habitat 
found in studies of owl pair home ranges in Washington. This second 
observation could result from using sites in home range studies that were 
unable to demographically replace themselves in the population or from using 
too small of a sample size of owl pairs or a sample that did not represent the 
overall owl population. Alternatively, circles, in some cases, may be poor 
appt·oximation.s of ow I home ranges, excluding and/or including some habitat 
areas used and/or unused by resident owls. Consequently, habitat amounts 
within circles may not accurately reflect the habitats or habitat amounts that 
would actually be used by owls if they were present. Additionally, these 
analyses are only as good as the habitat maps on which they are based. Factors 
other than habitat amount may be important in determining site occupancy 
and reproduction. These factors could include habitat quality, fi:agme_nt~~ 
and proximity and the presence of other territorial owls or other resource 
competitors. Analyses in Addendum D suggest that increases in habitat 
fragmentation are correlated with declines in annual reproductive output. It 
should also be noted that many declining sites have habitat amounts in excess 
of the median amounts found in studies of owl pair home ranges in each area 
(Table 2.3-11, Figures 2.3-3, 2.3-4, and 2.3-9). 

Habitat amounts at stable or increasing sites used in the habitat capability 
analysis for the western Olympic Peninsula were high (Figuxe 2.8-10). Few 
sites with less than 7, 000 acres of habitat were included because most of these 
sites were not surveyed to protocol dming two reproductive years. Also, due to 
recent timber harvesting, few sites with 4,000 to 7,000 acres of habitat remain 
in this area. On the western Olympic Peninsula, sites centered on federal lands 
tend to have higher habitat amounts, while sites centered on nonfederallands 
tend to have relatively little habitat. Consequently, it is unknown how well the 
habitat capability analysis for the western Olympic Peninsula addresses sites 
with 4,000 to 7,000 acres of habitat within a 2.7 mile radius (see Addendum C). 

Given the uncertainty in the habitat capability analyses and in the median 
amounts of habitat found in studies of owl pair home ranges in Washington, 
owl site habitat amounts proposed by each alternative on the western Olympic 
Peninsula and the western Cascades will be compared against the results from 
both types ofinvestigation. For the eastern Cascades, owl site habitat amounts 
proposed by each alternative will be compared against the median amounts of 
habitat found within owl pair home ranges, the results of the habitat capability 
analyses for FMAZ 3 and 4, and the mean habitat amounts found in analysis 
circles within FMAZ 2 (2,946 acres) and FMAZ 5 (3, 732 acres) (see Addendum 
C). Habitat capability 8.llalyses were inconclusive for owl sites in FMAZ 2, and 
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were not done for sites in FMAZ 5 due to a small sample size. Sites in FMAZ 5 
used in the habitat capability analysis had very low annual reproductive output; 
Irwin and Fleming (1995) using a l.a:rger sample of s.ites also noted very low 
reproductive rates for sites in FM:AZ 5. Although no sites in FMAZ 1 were 
included in the analyses, Irwin (pers. com.) has noted that owl sites in FMAZ 1 
have similar reproductive rates but a little more habitat on average than sites 
in FMAZ 2, when all sites regardless of occupancy history are considered. 
Therefore, the mean amount of habitat at sites in FMAZ 2 may underestimate 
the mean amount of habitat found at sites in FMAZ 1. Rates of annual 
reproductive output for sites used in the current analyses are listed in Table 2.3· 
10. 

Table 2.3·1 () 

Mean annual reproductive output (juveniles per year) for 
eastern Cascades sites included in the habitat capability 
analysis by FMAZ. Only sites durveyed during two or more 
"good" years included. 

(See Addendum C.) 

fMAZ No. of Sites Annual Reproductive Output 

2 
3 
4 
5 

February 1996 

27 
35 
8 
4 

S11ppl€menral DE IS 

0.84 
0.72 
0.68 
0.13 



Chapter 2 Northern Spott~ Owl 

Figure 2.3·1 

Amounts of habitat within 0.7 mile of site centers and annual reproductive output at 
48 sites in the western Cascades of Washington. Triangles represent sites for which 
two or more years of reproductive information were available during "good" reproductive 
years: ~rosses represent sites for which only one year of reprodu~tive information during 
"good" reprodu~tive years was available. One-year sites are not used in the analysis and 
are presented here for illustration only. Horizontal lines Identify portions of the graph in 
which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, above. or approximately at those 
needed for replacement In the population (Declining, Increasing, and Stable respectively). 
Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule alternative. See text and 
Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapttr 2 Northtrn Spontd owt 

Figure 2.3·2 

Amounts of habitat within 2.0 miles of site centers and annual reproductive output 
at 48 sites in the western Cascades of Washington. Triangles represent sites for which 
two or more years of reproductive Information were available during "good" reproductive 
years: crosses represent sites for which only one year of reproductive information during 
"good" reproductive years was available. One-year sites are not used in the analysis and 
are presented here for illustration only. Horizontal lines Identify portions of the graph in 
which sites are likely to have demographic rates below. above. or approximately at those 
needed for replacement in the population (Declining, Increasing, and Stable respectively). 
Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule alternative. See text and 
Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapter 2 NO<t~ern Spotled Owl 

Figure 2.3·3 

Amounts of habitat within 0.7 mile of site centers and annual reproductive output at 
43 sites in FMAZ 3 and 4 of the e.astern Cascades of Washington. Triangles represent 
sites in FMAZ 3; crosses represent sites in FMAZ 4. All sites are based on two or more 
years of reproductive information "good" reproductive years. Horizontal lines Identify 
ponions of the graph in which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, abovf!, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Declining, Increasing, 
and Stable respectively). Venical lines Identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule 
alternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapter 2 Northern Spolted Owl 

Figure 2.3-4 

Amounts of habitat within 1.8 miles of site centers «nd annual reproductive output 
at 43 sites in FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades of Washington. Triangles 
represent sites In FMAZ 3: crosses represent sites in FMAZ 4. All sites are based on two or 
more years of reproductive information ''good" reproductive years. Horizontal lines identify 
portions of the graph In which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, above, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Declining, Increasing, 
and Stable respectively). Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule 
alternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapt~r 2 Northern Spotted Owl 

Figure 23·5 

Amounts of type A and 8 habitats within 1.8 miles of site centers and annual 
reproductive output at 43 sites In FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades of 
Washington. Triangles represent sites in FMAZ 3; crosses represent sites In FMAZ 4. All 
sites are based on two or more years of reproductive information •good" reproductive 
years. Horizontal lines identify portions of the graph in which sites are likely to have 
demographic rates below, above, or approximately at those needed for replacement in the 
population (Declining, Increasing, and Stable respectively). Vertical lines identify habitat 
amounts proposed by each rule alternative. See text and Addendum C for further 
discussion. 
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Chapw 2 llorcllern Spoued Owl 

Figure 2.3·6 

Amounts of type c habitat within 1.8 miles of site centers and annual reproductive 
output at 43 sites In FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades of Washington. Triangles 
represent sites in FMAZ 3; ~rosses represent sites in FMAZ 4. All sites are based on two or 
more years of reproductive information "good" reproductive years. Horizontal lines identify 
portions of the graph In which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, above, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Declining. Increasing, 
and Stable respectively). Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule 
alternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapter 2 North~rn Spotted Owl 

Figure 2.3·8 

Amounts of type C habitat within 0.7 mile of site centers and annual reproductive 
output at 43 sites In FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades of Washington. Triangles 
represent sites in FMAZ 3; crosses represent sites In FMAZ 4. All sites are based on two or 
more years of reproductive information •good" reproductive years. Horizontal lines identify 
portions of the graph in which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, above, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Declining, Increasing. 
and Stable respectively). Vert ical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule 
alternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chaptet 2 Nonhern Spotted OWl 

Figure 2.3·9 

Amounts of habitat within 0.7 mile of site centers and annual reproductive output at 
41 sites on the western Olympic Peninsula of Washington. Triangles represent slt~s for 
which two or more years of reproductive information were available during "good" 
reproductive years; crosses represent sites for which only one year of reproductive 
information during •good" reproductive years was available. One-year sites are not used in 
the analysis and are presented here for illustration only. Horizontal lines identify portions 
of the graph in which sites are likely to have demographic rates below, above, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Declining, Increasing, 
and Stable respectively). Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by ~ach rule 
alternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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Chapt~r 2 Northern Spotted OWl 

Figure 2.3·1 0 

Amt~unts of habitilt within 2. 7 mil~ of site centers and annual reprt~ductive t~utput at 
41 sites on the western Olympic Peninsula of Washington. Triangles represent sites for 
which two or more years of reproductive information were available during "good" 
reproductive years; crosses represent sites for which only one year of reproductive 
information during "good" reproductive years was available. One·year sites are not used In 
the analysis and are presented here for illustration only. Horizontal lines identify portions 
of the graph In which sites are likely to have demographic rates· below, above, or 
approximately at those needed for replacement in the population (Decllnlng, Increasing, 
and Stable respectively). Vertical lines identify habitat amounts proposed by each rule 
al ternative. See text and Addendum C for further discussion. 
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... Table 2 .. 3· 11 ('I .. 
"' 

,. 
~ .. 
" ... .. 

Amount of habitat proposed by each alternative for owl sites in demographic support, pair maintenance and species ;; -< ~ - distribution SOSEAs, provincial median amounts of habitat found within pair home ranges, numbers of stable/ ... 
"' .., 
"' increasing sites analyzed with less than and greater than the habitat amounts proposed by each alternative, and the 

number of declining sites with less than and greater than habitat amounts proposed by each alternative. 

No. Stable/Increasing Sites With No. Oedining Sites with 
Proposed Provincial Pro)IOsed Pro)IOsed Pro)IOsed PrO)IOSed 
Hab.Amt. Med. Hab. Amt. <Hab.Amt. >Hab .Amt. <Hab.Amt. >Hab.. AmL 

Western Cascades 
Z.O mile radius 
Alternative I 2,608 3,586 I 1 I 6 30 
Alternative 2 3.200 2 10 9 2 7 
Alternative 3 3.586 4 8 19 17 

Alternative 4 2,605 1 II 6 30 
Alternative S 2,663 1 \ \ 6 30 

Eastern Cascades 
1.8 mile radiuS" FMAZ 3 and 4 
Alternative \ 1,956 3,682 4 26 1 12 
Alternative 2 2,400 6 24 1 12 
Alternative 3 3,249 14 16 5 8 
Alternative 4 2,605 7 23 2 II 

Alternative 5 2,663 8 22 3 10 

"' Western Olympic Peninsula = 
" " 2. 7 mile radius ~ 
~ Alternative \ 4,681 

z 
NA 0 .. ;l ~ 

~ Alternative 2 NA =r .. 
0 Alternative 3 3,827 0 20 0 21 

;; ... "' v; Alt~;rnative 4 5,863 1 19 1 20 
, 
5I 

Alternative 5 5,708 1 19 0 21 
;; 
Q. 

•Mean habit.a_t amount at 27 owl sites analyzed in FMAZ 2 totalled 2,946 acres within 1.8 miles oftht S-ite ctnctr. Mean habitat amount at six owl situ anafy.ted In FMAZ ~ 
5 toulled 3,732 acres wlt~ln 1.8 miles of the site center. 



Chapter 2 Northern Spotted Owl 

Table 2.3·12 

Numbers of stable/increasing sites analyzed with less than 
and greater than 500 acres of habitat within 0.7 miles of the 
site center by province/area. 

No. Stable/Increasing Sites with 
<500 Acres Hab. >500 Acres Hab. 

Province/ Area within 0.7 mi within 0.7 mi. 

Western Cascades 3 
Eastern Cascades• 

FMAZ 3 and 4 9 
FMAZ 2 9 

Western Olympic Peninsula 

• Of six sites sampled In FMAZ 5. five had greater than soo acres of habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site 
ctnttrs. Only one of the six sites was stable or tncteaslng; this site had more than SOO acres of habitat 
within 0.7 miles of the site center. 

• ALTERNATIVE I ·SIX LANDSCAPES 

9 

21 
9 

19 

Altemative 1 identifies two types of"pair maintenance" habitat: roosting and 
foraging, and foraging habitat. Throughout the rule, there is no mention of 
providing habitat for nesting. The implication is that this alternative would 
provide for non-reproducing pau·s of spotted owls. By not including provisions 
for reproductively viable sites, much of the potential conservation value of these 
sites, and of this alternative, is lost. As discussed under Criterion 1. protections 
at sites with single owls may be dropped if there are less than 1,500 acres of 
habitat and the owl has not mated in three years of surveys. Requiring 
reproductive activities by owls in order to maintain their protection when there 
are no provisions fo1· nesting habitat indicates that there is a very low likelihood 
that Altemative 1 would "maintain", conserve, or provide for viable owl 
populations. 

Definitions for roosting and foraging habitat are not provided; definitions are 
provided only for foraging habitat. Foraging habitat definitions under this 
alternative are similar to the dispersal habitat definitions in Altema.tive 2, 
except that Alternative 1 foraging habitat does not require green 1·ecruitm.ent 
trees in either the western or eastern Cascades. In the eastern Cascades, it also 
lacks provisions for heights of dominant and codomina..nt trees, total canopy 
cover, and mistletoe, but it calls for one more wildlife reserve tree per acre and 
a g~.·eater minimum conifer component. The definitions of foraging habitat 
under Alternative 1 are also nearly identical to dispersal habitat in Alte1·native 
1, the only difference being that foraging stands require the retention of three 
wildlife reserve trees per acre. 

Ftbruary 1 996 S11pplttment11/ OEIS 
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center, while 21 of SO sites in FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades have more 
than 500 acres of habitat within 0.7 miles (Table 2.3-12, Figures 2.3-1, 2.3-3). 

Habitat on federal, state and other public lands within the owl circle would be 
counted first towards the 1·equired totals; habitat on private lands would 
comprise the rest. Using ownership as the p1ima1jl selection criterion for 
habitats to be provided at an owl sit e disrega1·ds the importan.ce of proximity, 
quality and contiguity of habitat. Analyses in Addendum D suggest that 
habitat fragmentation may reduce the annual reproductive output of owl sites. 
At sites that include state, federal lands or other public lands, this could result 
in protecting habitats that are farther from the site center than privately 
owned habitats closer to the site center. 

Individual landowners would be required to protect only an amount of habitat 
proportional to the percentage of the total area of the owl circle they own. 
Habitat acreage above t his target may be declared "excess" and cut by the 
landowner. l n circles that have multiple landowners, this could have three 
effects. The first is that this may tend to decrease the quality of habitat 
protected because high-quality habitat declared excess by one landowner may 
be cut, even though a second landowner may have only lower quality habitat or 
no habitat at all to contribute to t he habitat targets. The second is that it may 
prevent habitat acreage taJ:gets from being met . Landowners can harvest 
"excess" habitat on their property based on t heir proportional share even if the 
habitat amount a t the owl site is below the acreage target. The third effect 
would be a tendency to increase fragmentation of the habitat protected because 
there is no provision to maintain habitat closest to the site center. This is 
counter to the majority and minority opinions of the SAG; both recommended 
protecting all habitat within 0.7 mile of the site center. 

Figure 2.3·11 illustrates the second and third effects of the proportional 
allocation concept in Alternative 1 using a hypothetical owl circle in t he 
western Cascades. Assume there are 3,600 acres of suitable habitat (landowner 
A 2,700 acres, Iandowne1· B 800 ac1·es and la.n.downe1· C 100 acres) within the 
owl site. In addition, assume lan.downer A owns 50% of the c:il:cle and 
landowners B and C each own 25% of the circle. The goal is to maintain 2,606 
acres of owl habitat (40% of the area in a 1.8-mile-radius circle). If landowners 
are required to provide a proportion of the required total habitat (2,606 acres) 
equal to the proportion of the owl circle they own, landowners A and B 
combined would provide 1,954.5 acres (75%) of the required habitat. Under the 
proportional r ule landowners A and B would be allowed to cut 1,545.5 acres of 
habitat. Landowner C, who has only 100 acres of habitat, would not be able to 
harvest any habitat until their lands supported more than 651.5 acres of 
habitat. The result would be that the required amount of habitat is not met, 
despite starting off with nearly 1,000 acres of habitat more than the targeted 
amount. Another result is that landowner B is allowed to cut habitat close to 
t he site center in favor of landowner C providing more distant habitat. The 
proportional rule would provide the targeted amounts of habitat only when the 
percentage of habitat on each ownership is greater than or equal to the 
proportion of the owl circle comprised by the ownership. 

February 1996 Supplemen tal OEIS 



Chapter 2 •lorthern Spotted OWl 

Figure 2.3· I 1 

Hypothetical spotted owl circle illustrating the potential 
effects of the proportionate rule on the provision of owl 
habitat. 

Owl site contains 3,600 ac:res o( suitable habitat. 
Coal: provide 2,606 acres of owl habitat. 

Landowner A 
1/2 of owl ~lrde 
2,700 a.cru of owl habitat 
1,~03 ~rn!s reserved for owl 

habitat 
1,397 acres of habitat available 

for cutting 

Landowner B 
1/4 of owl circle 
800 acres of owl habitat 
6S l.S acres reservad tor owl habitat 
148.5 acru of habitat avallablf: for 

cutting 

1/4 of owl cirde 
l 00 acres of owl habitat 

Acres of habitat netdtd to me<! I proportionate share: 651.5 

Total Acru of Acres Available AcruofOwl 
Owl Habitat ror Cutting Habitat Provided 

A 2700 1397 1303 
8 800 148.5 6Sl.S 
c 100 0 100 

Total 3600 I S4S.S ZOS4.S 

Result = 5 51. S acres below goal 
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Chapter 2 No~hern Spotted Owl 

Under Alternative 1, habitat quality on private lands may also be reduced in 
two ways. FiJ:st, younger habitat that meets the minimum definitions for 
foragjng habitat may be substituted for oldet•, higher quality habitat outside 
0. 7 mile, which may then be logged. Second, any habitat may be harvested to 
the minimum standards of foraging habitat; this effectively allows substituting 
foraging habitat for higher quality habitat, ifit occm·s, within 0.7 mile of the 
site center. There are no restrictions on how much habitat may be partially 
harvested in a time period, nor are there any provisions for checking partially 
logged stands after operations are completed to see if they still meet foraging 
habitat standards. 

Alternative 1 includes a small harvest exemption that would allow each 
Iandow net' to clea1·cut 10 acres per year beyond 0. 7 mile of the site center; 
regardless of the amount of land they own. There is no limit on the number of 
years that this may be l'epeated or the number oflandowners that can harvest. 
Available information on ownership patterns, sizes, and habitat indicates that 
six sites included within pair maintenance SOSEAs have at least one percent 
of the circle area in habitat owned by small landowners with less than 500 
acres within a SOSEA. If all of this habitat were removed, two of the sites 
would have less than 40% habitat remaining. Based on limited information 
small landowners (those with less than 500 acres) would have. little impact on 
owl sites supported by Altemative 1. However, the total impact by Landowners 
of all sizes is tltl.known. 

Altemative 1 allows LOPs to include "site specific owl management plans." . 
These plans would be "tailored to the specific circumstances" of site centers. 
Under this altel'llative. owl sites discovered after approval of a LOP would 
receive no recognition or protection. For owl sites with multiple landowners, 
these plans "may include elements of operational1·esea1·ch and adaptive 
management opportunities." If research or experimentation is being proposed, 
there are no definitions for these terms nor are there criteria for approving the 
proposed plans. The language of Altemative 1 gives landowners unspecified 
latitude in providing alternative habitat definitions and in expe1imentation. 
Although the LOP concept is worthwhile, the lack of direction provided in the 
rule language makes it impossible to gauge how often these provisions would 
result in effective management, experimentation and adaptive management. 
Additionally, there is no provision for monitol'ing to determine whether site· 
specific owl management plans, operational research, and adaptive 
management a1·e meeting their owl conservation objectives. 

Restrictions on hat'Vesting, road construction, and "concentrated helicopter 
use" within the 70 acres of habitat sun·ounding site centers are included, but 
not in adjacent areas. However, concentl·ated helicopter use is undefined, and 
there are no 1·estrictions on yarding, hauling, buming, skidding systems. and 
the use of fertilizers and pesticides within the 70 acres. 

Analysis: If implemented, this alternative would allow for major reductions in 
habitat quality, quantity, and contiguity at owl sites within pair maintenance 
SOSEAs compared to existing conditions and the other alternatives. Due to the 
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many allowances and exemptions for harvest and deg>:adation of habitat, it is 
likely that the acreage totals set by the rule would not be met at many sites, 
further compromising the mat·ginal protection afforded owl sites under this 
rule. Coupled with the allowances for removing protection ft'Om owl sites 
(discussed in Criterion 1), many sites could be harvested. If implemented, 
Alternative 1 could result in the elimination of many and perhaps most of the 
owl sites that currently occw· within pair maintenance SOSEAs. 

Alternative 1 w:ould provide lower minimum standards for habitat quality than 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. Alternative 1 would also pt·ovide lowe1· habitat 
amounts than Alternatives 2, 3, 4 and 5 except in the westem Cascades where 
Alternatives 4 and 5 would provide similar amounts. 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 ·TEN LANDSCAPES 

Alternative 2 defines three types of suitable owl habitat on the basis of the 
SAG definitions (Hanson et aL 1993): old-forest, submature, and young forest 
marginal (YFM). Old-forest is the highest quality habitat, and YFM is the 
lowest quality. The definitions are generally consistent with those of Hanson et 
aL (1993), although the minimum standards for submature and YFM would be 
a little lower than that of the SAG. The result would be that some stands 
considered by the SAG to be YFM would be included in the higher quality 
category of submature, and some stands that would be considered unsuitable 
by the SAG would be included as YFM. Although the definition of old-forest 
habitat is qualitatively good, it may be unimplementable in its current form 
because the sizes and amounts of the required vegetative components are not 
specified. 

' 
Within 2.0 miles of a status 1, 2, or 3 site center, this alternative would l'equire 
that 3,200 ae1·es of suitable habitat be protected in the western Cascades and 
2,400 acres be p1·otected in the eastem Cascades. These acreage totals are 386 
ac1·es and 849 acres t·espectively below the median amounts of habitat included 
in annual home t·anges of owl pau·s in these provinces (Hanson et aL 1993). The 
pt·oposed acreage total for the eastem Cascades represent 30% of a 2.0 mile 
radius chcle. The proposed habitat total for sites in the western Cascades is 
less than that found at ten of 12 stable or increasing sites and 27 of 36 
declining sites included in the habitat capability analysis (Table 2.3-11, Figure 
2.3-2). The proposed habitat total for sites in the eastern Cascades is less than 
that foUlld at 24 of 30 stable or i..t1c1'easing and 12 of 13 declining sites in FMAZ 
3 and 4, 546 act·es less than the mean amount of habitat found within 1.8 miles 
of 27 sites in F!vt:AZ 2 and 1,332 acres less than the mean amount of habitat 
found at six sites in FMAZ 5 (Tabie 2.3-11, Figure 2.3-4). 

Of the total acreage, 500 acres a1·e required to be within 0. 7 mile of the site 
centet·. This is countet· to the majority and minority opinions of the SAG, both 
of which recommended Pl'otecting all available habitat within 0.7 mile ofthe 
site center (Hanson et al. 1993). In the westem Cascades, nine of 12 stable or 
increasing sites have more than 500 acres of habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site 
center, while 21 of 30 sites in Fl'viAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades have more 
than 500 acres of habitat within 0, 7 miles (Table 2.3-12, Figures 2.3-1, 2.3-3). 
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Within 0.7 mile, the highest quality and closest habitats would be selected first 
for protection. Outside 0. 7 mile, YFM or submature can be substituted for old
forest, and protection of the closest habitat is "preferred" but not required; this 
could over time lead to degradation of habitat quality at sites. 

lndividuallandowners would be required to protect only the amount of habitat 
proportional to the percentage of the total area of the owl circle they own. 
Habitat acreage above this target would be declared "excess" and could be cut 
by the landowner. This could result in protecting lower quality and less 
contiguous habitat in amounts less than the provincial acreage minimums at 
owl sites with multiple owne1·s. (See the discussion ofthis topic in Alternative 1 
above.) The proportional rule would provide the targeted amounts of habitat 
only when the percentage of habitat on each ownership is greater than or.equal 
to the propot1.ion of the owl cu:cle comp1;sed by the ownet·ship. 

A small harvest exemption for ownerships whose entire harvestable acreage 
falls within a status 1, 2, or 3 site center in a SOSEA would allow 2% of the 
land to be ha1·vested every 10 years. Information is not available on the 
numbe1·s of ownerships that fall completely within an owl circle, but if all 
landowners with 500 acres of land or less within a SOSEA are considered, 
available information indicates that eight sites included within demographic 
suppo1·t SOSEAs have at least one percent of the circle area in habitat owned 
by small landowners. If all of this habitat were removed, two of the sites would 
have less than 40% habitat remaining. Given the conservative rate of cutting 
allowed, however, it may take several decades fot· all this habitat to be cut. The 
small harvest exemption would have little impact on owl sites to be included in 
demographic support SOSEAs. '· 

fndividuallandowners would be required to meet the rules described above or 
they could submit a LOP describing proposed alternative management. If 
additional owl sites are discovered after approval of a LOP, the plan must be 
revised to include planning for these "new" sites. Under LOPs, landowners may 
develop site-specific habitat definitions and carl'Y out management actions that 
do not meet the criteria outlined above. If the potential risk of these 
management actions is "relatively high", landowners may treat the actions as 
"designed experimentation". The language of Alternative 2 gives landowners 
unspecified latitude in providing alternative habitat definitions and in 
expe1imentation. Although the necessary elements of a LOP are listed, the rule 
language does not discuss who and what criteria would be used to review LOPs 
and to what standards LOPs would be held. Given the lack of direction 
provided in the rule language, it is impossible to gauge how often these 
provisions would result in effective management, experimentation and adaptive 
management. LOPs under this alternative would be required to include 
provisions for monitoring the biological effectiveness of the plan and revision of 
the plan if conditions change or if the original conservation objectives are not 
met. Overall. the requirement for biological monitoring of LOP success, the 
more clear listing of the required elements of LOPs, and the higher standards 
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of this alternative inc1·ease the likelihood that LOPs under this alternative 
would provide some significant conservation contribution to owls when 
compared with Alternative 1. 

Restrictions would be placed on harvesting, t·oad construction, felling and 
bucking, cable yarding, helicopter ya1·ding, skidding systems, timber and rock 
hauling, slash disposal and prescribed burning, and aet-ial application of 
pesticides and fertilizers within 0.25 mile of owl site cente1·s inside and outside 
SOSEAs, from March 1 through July 31. However, the potential exists for 
oper~tions to adversely affect reproduction at site centers because the timing 
reshiction does not extend through August 31 when juvenile owls a1·e capable 
flyers. 

Analysis: Alternative 2 partially follows the recommendations of the SAG for 
providing habitat at demographic support sites. However, the cumulative 
effects of small amounts of habitat provided within 0. 7 · and 2.0-mile circles, the 
proportionalt"Ule for sites with multiple landowners, and the substitution of 
low-quality fo1· high-quality habitat would seriously degrade the ability of many 
owl sites to support rept-oductively viable owl pairs. Although habitat quality 
and amounts would likel.y be higher than under Alternative 1, most 
demographic support sites may not support owl pairs at demographic rates 
sufficient for replacement. 

• ALTERNATIVE 3 • FIFTEEN LANDSCAPES 

Alternative 3 attempts to put into rule language the recommendations of the 
SAG (Hanson et al. 1993). This alternative identifies three types of habitat 
"essential" to support nesting, roosting, and foraging based on the SAG repo1"t 
(Hanson et al. 1993): old-forest, submature, and young forest marginal 
habitats. The habitat definitions in this alternative cannot be assessed because 
they are not quantitatively described. If these definitions follow those proposed 
by the SAG (on which this alternative is based), the alternative would provide 
higher standards for habitat quality than Alternatives 1 or 2. 

This altemative 1·equires providing at least 3,827 aCl·es of suitable habitat 
within 2.7 miles of site centers in the Olympic province, 3.586 acres within 2.0 
miles of site centers in the westem Cascades, and 3,249 acres within 1.8 miles 
of site centers in the eastern Cascades. For the westem and eastern Cascades 
provinces, these 1·equirements follow recommendations of the FDRP (USDI 
1992b) by providing amounts of suitable habitat equal to the median amount of 
habitat within annual pair home ranges. For the Olympic province, it requires 
854 acres less than the median (Hanson et al. 1993); this likely 1·esults from an 
error in the original data supplied to the SAG by the principal investigator of 
the home range study. The proposed habitat total for sites in the Olympic 
Peninsula is less than all 20 stable or increasing sites and all 21 declining sites 
on the westem Olympic Peninsula included in the habitat capability analysis. 
The proposed habitat total for sites in the western Cascades is less than that 
found at eight of 12 stable or inCl·easing sites and 17 of 36 declining sites (Table 
2.3-11, Figut·es 2.3-2, 2.3-10). The pt•oposed habitat total for sites in the eastern 
Cascades is less than that found at 16 of 30 stable or increasing sites and eight 
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of 13 declining sites in FMAZ 3 and 4, 303 acres more than the mean amount of 
habitat found within 1.8 miles of 27 sites in FMAZ 2 but 483 acres less than the 
mean amount of habitat found at six sites in FMAZ 5 (Table 2.3-10, Figure 2.3-
4). 

To meet acreage requirements, all suitable habitat within 0. 7 mile of the site 
center would be selected first. This is in agreement with the majority and 
minority opinions of the SAG, both of which recommended p1·otecting all 
available habitat within 0.7 mile of the site center (Hanson et al. 1993), and 
with the results of the habitat capability analysis which suggested that sites 
with more habitat within 0.7 miles of the site center tend to have higher annual 
rep1·oductive outputs (Table 2.3·12, Figures 2.3-1, 2.3-3, 2.3-9). Beyond 0. 7 mile, 
prim·ity would be given to old-forest habitat first, followed by sub mature and 
young forest marginal. Priority would also be given to the stands closest to the 
site center. This method of selection would retain the highest quality habitats 
with the least amount of fragmentation at the sites. 

Within 0. 7 mile of the site cente1-, no cutting of suitable habitat would be 
allowed. Beyond 0. 7 mile, partial cutting would be allowed fu·st in submature 
and then young forest mal'ginal habitats as long as the cutting did not degrade 
the habitat quality such that it dropped to a lower class. Partially cut habitat 
would be inspected after a two-yea1· tl·ansition pe1iod to determine whethe1· it 
had been degraded. If the habitat had been deg>.·aded, no further cutting would 
be allowed until the same amount of habitat had been restored. No more than 
5% of a landowner's habitat could be in u:ansition at a time. No cutting would 
be allowed in old-forest habitats within the owl site. Lack of a quantitative 
definition for old-forest, however, may pose a problem with this provision. 
These provisions would apply only if a landscape plan had not been approved 
for the al'ea. 

"Site-specific special wildlife management plans" would allow the landownel' 
greater flexibility in meeting conservation targets. However, the details of 
these plans are not pxovided; they would be "developed and placed in the Boaxd 
Manual" at a later date. Therefore, the potential affects these might have on 
the provision of habitat at owl sites cannot be determined. Similarly, it is 
unspecified what role owl surveys and monitoring would play under this 
altexnative. 

Road construction, felling and bucking, cable yarding, hauling, burning, the use 
of helicopters, skidding systems, fertili.zet·s, and pesticides are restricted during 
the reproductive season (March 1 ·July 31) within 0.25 mile of the site center. 
However, the potential for operations to adversely affect reproduction at site 
centet·s extends through August 31 when juvenile owls are capable flyers. The 
restrictions on operations axe extended to 0.5 mile if the current year's site 
center is not known; this could provide important protection against 
distut·bance at sites where the center of owl activity has moved from the 
previous site center, but the current location is unknown. The other 
alternatives lack this provision. 
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Analysis: The lack of habitat definitions and of details regarding site-specific 
special wildlife management plans adds uncertainty to any appraisal of the 
effectiveness of habitat provided under this alternative. If habitat definitions of 
Hanson et al. (1993) are adopted, and if opportunities for reducing the amount, 
quality, and contiguity of habitat through management plans at·e minimal, 
then this alternative would provide considerably better habitat conditions than 
the other alternatives. In the western and eastern Cascades, this alternative 
would result in a greater p1•oportion of sites within demographic support 
SOSEAs being occupied by reproductively viable paiJ.·s than Alternatives 1 and 
2. On the Olympic Peninsula, however, nonfederal owl sites heavily dependent 
on nonfede1·al habitat would probably support few owl pau·s at demographic 
rates sufficient for replacement. 

• ALTERNATIVE 4 • TFW PROPOSAL 

Altemative 4 defines three types of suitable owl habitat on the basis of the SAG 
definitions (Hanson et al. 1993): old-forest, submatu.re, and young forest 
marginal (\'FM). Proposed definitions for submature and YFM habitats in 
eastern and westem Washington follow those recommended by the SAG. 
Additional descriptors of vertical diversity and alternate standards for canopy 
closure and tree density expressed in relative density and quadl·atic mean 
diameter have been added. The added requirement for 25-50% intermediate 
u·ees as part of the vertical diversity 1·equirement appears to be an attempt to 
define what constitutes a eanopy layer. It is not clear, however, how these 
values we1·e derived. Field verification ofthis and all other components of the 
habitat definitions may prove helpful in setting effective standards. 

The SAG did not provide quantitative definitions for old-forest habitat. 
Alternative 4 proposes some quantitative measures to def'me these forests. This 
alternative would require that old-forest stands have" ... a layered multi
species canopy where 50% or mo1·e of the canopy closure is provided by large 
overstory trees (typically, there should be at least 75 trees gfeater than 20 
inches dbh per act·e, or at least 35 trees 30 inches dbh or larger per acre)." This 
standard, however, would exclude many stands classified as "old-growth" by 
recent definitions (Franklin and Spies 1991, Spies and Franklin 1991, Fierst et 
al. 1992a,b,c, Hopkins et al. 1992, Williams et al. 1992). Field verification may 
be useful in developing effective habitat definitions. Additionally, separate 
definitions for the eastern Cascades and western Washington may be more 
effective. 

On the weste1·n Olympic Peninsula, this alternative would require the 5,863 
acres of habitat be provided within 2. 7 miles of status 1, 2 or 3 owl site centers. 
This would be 1,182 acres more than the median amount of habitat found in 
home range studies of pairs in this province (Buchanan et al. 1994). However, 
the proposed habitat total is less than that provided at 19 of 20 stable or 
increasing and 20 of 21 declining sites included in the habitat capability 
analysis (Table 2.3·11, Figure 2.3-10). 
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In the eastern and western Cascades, this alternative would require that 2,605 
aCl·es of suitable habitat be protected within 1.8 miles of a status 1, 2, or 3 site 
center. These acreage totals are 981 and 1,077 acres less than the median 
amounts found within home t•ange studies ofpai.J.·s in the western and eastern 
Cascades respectively (Hanson et al. 1993). The requil·ed total acreage of 
habitat in the westem Cascades is less than that documented at five of seven 
territorial spotted site cente1·s in the province for which home range 
information is available (Hanson et al. 1993). Similarly, the requit-ed total 
acreage of habitat in the eastern Cascades (2,605 acres) is less than that 
documented at four of five ten;torial spotted owl site centet·s in the province for 
which home range information is available (Hanson et al. 1993). The proposed 
habitat total for sites in the western Cascades is less than that found at 11 of 
12 stable or increasing sites and 30 of 36 declining sites included in the habitat 
capability analysis (Table 2.3·11, Figut·e 2.3·2). The proposed habitat total for 
sites in the eastern Cascades is less than that found at 23 of 30 stable or 
increasing sites and 11 of 13 sites in Frv1AZ 3 and 4, 341 acres less than the 
mean amount of habitat found within 1.8 miles of 27 sites in FMAZ 2, and 
1,127 acres less than the mean amount of habitat found at si.'l: sites in FMAZ 5 
(Table 2.3-11, Figu:re 2.3-4). Within the provincial median home range radius 
the highest quality, closest and most contiguous habitats are to be selected first 
for protection. 

All habitat within 0.7 miles of the site center would be retained. This is in 
ag1·eement with the majority and mino1'ity opinions of the SAG, both of which 
recommended protecting all available habitat within 0. 7 mile of the site center 
(Hanson et al. 1993), and with the t-esults of the habitat capability analysis 
which suggested that sites with more habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site cente1· 
tend to have higher annual reproductive outputs (Table 2.3-12, Figures 2.3·1, 
2.3·3, 2.3·9). 

Alternative 4 includes a small parcel harvest exemption. Forest p1·actices 
proposed by landowne1·s who own Ol' control less than or equal to 500 acres 
within a SOSEA and whet•e the fo1·est practice is not within 0.7 miles of the site 
center would be exempt from the provisions relating to spotted owls. Available 
information on ownership patterns, sizes, and habitat indicates that of sites 
included within or overlapping demographic support or combination function 
areas of SO SEAs, 17 sites with at least one percent of the circle area in habitat 
owned by small landowners would be left with less than 40% habitat if all the 
habitat were cut. Nine of these sites would have less than 30% habitat. Ovet·all, 
the impacts from the small parcel exemption would be low. However, a few owl 
sites may be severely impacted if a high pe1·centage of small landowners opted 
to harvest before habitat would regrow. 

Individual landowners would be requil·ed to meet the rules described above or 
they could submit a LOP describing proposed alternative management. The 
required elements of LOPs are well listed; however, the goals and objectives for 
LOPs and the acceptance crite1·ia for LOPs are stated in general terms which 
could potentially be widely interpreted. It is impossible to assess whether LOPs 
under this alternative would cont1;bute to meeting SOSEAs goals or to " ... the 
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likelihood ofthe survival and recovery" of the owl in the wild. Additionally, it is 
unclear whether monitoring under LOPs would be simply compliance 
monitoring, or whether LOPs would also include monitoring to determine 
whether the LOP was achieving its biological goals. If the WDNR approved a 
LOP over the objections of the WDFW, WDNR would be required to put its 
reasons in writing. After approval of each LOP, the WDNR, in consultation 
with WDFW, would be required to review whether the applicable SOSEA 
should be deleted or modified. There are no standards for evaluating potential 
deletions or modifications of SOSEAs. 

Alternative 4 would also allow landowners with lands within SOSEAs but 
outside of owl ci.J:cles to submit a cooperative habitat enhancement agreement 
(CHEA). CHEAs could provide significant benefit to owl populations in and 
around SOSEAs. Under a CHEA landowners could manage their lands in ways 
that would benefit owls but would not be prevented from further management 
or harvesting of forests in the future if owls were to take up residence on the 
lands cove1·ed by the agreement. CHEAs are not required to contribute to 
meeting the goals of the SO SEA; it is not clear if a CHEA may be used as 
mitigation for a LOP. Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 do not· include provisions for 
CHEAs o1· similar plans. 

Under this alternative, habitat that is cut at an owl site unde1· the small parcel 
exemption, an HCP, a LOP, a federal rule, a "no take letter,'' an unlisted 
species ag1·eement or other agreement entered into by a state or federal wildlife 
agency would continue to be counted towa1·ds the total acres necessary at the 
site. Approval of multiple plans could lead to the elimination or serious 
degradation of some sites because there is no assurance that mitigation for 
these plans will be complementary. 

Restrictions would be placed on road construction, blasting, operation of heavy 
equipment, felling and bucking, cable yarding, helicopter yarding, skidding 
systems, slash disposal and prescribed burning within 0.25 mile of owl site 
centers inside SOSEAs, from March 1 through August 31 unless the landowner 
could demonstrate that owls were not nesting during the current nesting 
season. At sites outside of SOSEAs, however, harvesting, road construction and 
aerial application of pesticides would be restricted only in the 70 ae1·es of 
highest quality habitat at the site center. 

Analysis: Alternative 4 provides habitat definitions for submature and YFM 
consistent with that recommended by the SAG (Hanson et al. 1993); the 
proposed definition fo1· old-fo1·est, however, would exclude many stands 
currently considered "old-growth" by recent definitions. All habitat within 0.7 
miles of owl site centers would be retained. It is unce1"tain whethe1· the 
proposed habitat amounts for the Olympic Peninsula would, on average, 
provide sites at which owls could replace themselves in the population. In the 
western and eastern Cascades, it is likely that the proposed habitat amounts 
would not, in most cases, provide sites at which owls could replace themselves 
in the population. It is unknown to what extent LOPs would contribute to 
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viable owl populations within SOSEAs. [t is not clear in the alternative how the 
biological contributions of proposed plans will be considered in relation to 
existing plans. 

' On the Olympic Peninsula, owl sites under Alternative 4 would have a 
considerably greater likelihood of supporting owl pairs at replacement rates 
than unde1· Alternative 3; Alternatives 1 and 2 would not provide any habitat at 
Olympic Peninsula owl sites. In the western Cascades. Alternative 4 would 
provide higher quality s.ites than Alternative 1 by including all habitat within 
0. 7 miles of the s.ite center and by retaining the closest, most contiguous and 
best habitat available, but would provide lower quality sites than Alternative 3. 
Although Alternative 2 would require nearly 600 acres of habitat more than 
Alternative 4, it would not necessali.ly retain all habitat within 0.7 miles ofthe 
site center. Consequently, it is unknown which of these alternatives would 
better provide for owl sites in the western Cascades. In the eastern Cascades, 
Alternative 4 would provide highe1· quality sites than Alternatives 1 and 2, but 
lowe1· quality owl sites than Alternative 3. Required elements of LOPs under 
Alternative 4 a1-e mo1·e clearly p1·esented than in Alternatives 1, 2 and 3; 
however, there is still uncertainty under Alternative 4 concerning the goals and 
objectives of LOPs, the acceptance criteria, and on monitoring requi.J:ements. 
These could 1-educe the effectiveness of resulting LOPs. Under this alternative, 
CHEAs could provide significant contributions to owl populations in and around 
SOSEAs; Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 do not have sinillar provisions. 

• AlTERNATIVE 5 PROPOSED 4(d) RULE 

Alternative 5 provides only general definitions fo1· nesting, roosting and 
foraging habitat. These definitions include criteria only for species composition. 
canopy cover, multiple layers, and would require an unspecified number of 
large overstory trees. These definitions would likely not be implem.entable 
without further elaboration because quantitative values are not provided for 
most stand descriptors. In western Washington, these definitions may exclude 
some stands classified as YFM by the SAG definitions (Hanson et al. 1993) in 
western Washington; in the eastern Cascades, these definitions may include 
stands that would not meet the standards for·YFM. Additionally. these 
definitions include no standards for snags, cavity trees, logs, shrubs or 
mistletoe. 

Alternative 5 would " ... generally retain the existing incidental take protection 
for owls located within [SEAs]." On the western Olympic Peninsula, this would 
require that 5, 708 acres of habitat be provided within 2. 7 miles of status 1. 2 or 
3 owl site cente1·s (Table 2.3-11). This would be 1,027 acres more than the 
median amount of habitat found in home range studies of pairs in this province 
(Buchanan et al. 1994). However, the proposed habitat total is less than that 
provided at 19 of 20 stable or increasing sites and all21 declining sites included 
in the habitat capability analysis (Table 2.3-11, Figure 2.3·10). 

In the eastern and westem Cascades, this alternative would require that 2,663 
acres of suitable habitat be protected within 1.8 miles of a status 1, 2. or 3 site 
center (Table 2.3·11). These aCl·eage totals are 923 and 1,019 acres less than the 
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median amounts found within home range studies of pairs in the western and 
eastern Cascades respectively (Hanson et al. 1993). The required total acreage 
of habitat in the western Cascades is less than that documented at five of seven 
territorial spotted site centers in the province for which home range 
information is available (Hanson et al. 1993). Similarly, the required total 
acreage of habitat in the eastern Cascades (2,400 acres) is less than that 
documented at four of five territorial spotted owl site centers in the province for 
which home range information is available (Hanson et al. 1993). The proposed 
habitat total for sites in the western Cascades is less than that found at 11 of 
12 stable or increasing sites and 30 of 36 declining sites included in the habitat 
capability analysis (Table 2.3-11, Figure 2.3-2). The proposed habitat total for 
sites in the eastern Cascades is less than that found at 22 of 30 stable or 
increasing sites and 10 of 13 declining sites in FMAZ 3 and 4, 283 acres less 
than the mean amount of habitat found within 1.8 miles of 27 sites in FMAZ 2, 
and 1,069 act-es less than the mean amount of habitat found at six sites in 
FMAZ 5 (Table 2.3-11, Figure 2.3-4). There is apparently no requirement that 
the closest, most contiguous or best quality habitat be retained at a site. 

Of the total acreage, 500 acres are required to be within 0. 7 mile of the site 
center. This is counter to the majority and minority opinions of the SAG, both 
of which recommended protecting all available habitat within 0. 7 mile of the 
site center (Hanson eta!. 1993). Nineteen of20 stable or increasing sites on the 
Olympic Peninsula, Dine of 12 stable or increasing sites in the western 
Cascades and 21 of 30 sites in FMAZ 3 and 4 of the eastern Cascades have 
mo1-e than 500 acres of habitat within 0. 7 miles (Table 2. 3-12, Figures 2.3-1, 
2.3-3, 2.3-9). 

Alternative 5 includes a harvest exemption for landowners with less than or 
equal to 80 acres of forest lands within an SEA or within the "shadowsu of owl 
sites centered on resel'Ved federal lands outside of SEAs. Landowners could cut 
without regard to this rule as long as the forest practices did not include the 70 
acres of habitat closest to the site center. Available information on ownership 
patterns, sizes, a nd habitat indicates that of sites included within or 
overlapping demographic support SEAs, 21 sites with at least one percent of 
the circle area in habitat owned by landowners with less than 100 acres would 
be left with less than 40% habitat if all the habitat were cut. Nine of these sites 
would have less than 30% habitat remaining. Eight sites have at least 50 acres 
of habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site oenter which could be cut, and 14 sites 
have at least 20 acres of habitat within 0.7 miles that could be cut. It is 
unknown to what extent this exemption oould affect owl sites centered on 
reserved federal lands whose "shadows" extend onto nonfederallands, because 
the "shadow" sites that will be protected under this alternative are not known. 
Although the definition of a small landowner is much more rest rictive in 
Alternative 5 (80 acres) than in Alternative 4 (500 acres), Alternative 5 may 
have a more significant negative impact on sites to be included in demographic 
support SEAs than Alternative 4 due to its allowance of cut ting within 0. 7 
miles of site oenters. 
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Landowners with between 80 and 5,000 acres ofland within a SEA may follow 
the incidental take t·estlictions or complete a local option conservation plan 
(LOCP). An LOCP may involve multipl.e landowners and multiple species and 
habitats. The reporting requirements fo1' LOCPs a1·e less than that required of 
HCPs. The approval criteria for LOCPs are stated in general terms which could 
potentially be widely interpreted. Therefore it is difficult to assess to what 
extent LOCPs under this alternative would contribute to meeting SEAs goals 
or to " ... the likelihood of the survival and recovery" of the owl in the wild. 
Additionally, there is no mention of whether monito1ing to see whether the 
LOCP was achieving its biological goals would be required. Landowners with 
more than 5,000 acres ofland within a SEA may follow the incidental take 
restrictions or complete an HCP. Again it is difficult to assess the extent to 
which HCPs would contlibute to viable owl populations in Washington. 

Alternative 5 would also allow landowners with lands within SEAs but outside 
of owl circles to submit a cooperative habitat enhancement agreement (CHEA). 
CHEAs could provide significant benefit to owl populations in and around 
SEAs. Unde1· a CHEA landowners could manage theit· lands in ways that would 
benefit owls but would not be prevented from further management ot• 
harvesting of forests in the future if owls were to take up 1·esidence on the lands 
covered by the agreement. There is nothing in the language of Alternative 5 
that would p1·event those with lands at owl sites and elsewhere in the SEA 
from doing a CHEA for lands outside of owl sites, and an LOCP for lands at owl 
sites. Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 do not include provisions for CHEAs 01· similar 
plans. 

Alternative 5 does not propose specific restrictions on operations, but notes that 
some activities related to timber hat·vesting have the potential to disturb the 
b1·eeding and nesting of spotted owls d ut-:ing the reproductive season and may 
constitute "harassment." These activities include but are not limited to felling, 
bucking, yat·ding, road constt·uction and blasting in the 70 acres of habitat 
closest to the site center. · 

Analysis: Alternative 5 is similar to Alternative 4 in terms of habitat amounts 
required at owl sites, the Cl·itet•ia guiding LOCPs, and the provisions for 
CHEAs. Alternative 5, however, would not require the retention of all habitat 
within 0.7 miles of the site center, nor retention of the closest, most contiguous 
and highest quality habitat at the site center as req uit·ed by Alternative 4. 
Additionally, habitat definitions under Alternative 5 do not p1·ovide 
quantitative descriptions of suitable habitat and do not consider snags, cavity 
trees, logs or shrubs. Forest stands labelled as habitat or non-habitat under 
these definitions would at times be in disagreement with habitat classifications 
under the SAG definitions (Hanson et al. 1993). For these reasons, Alternative 
5 is less likely to provide sites that would support owl pairs at replacement 
rates throughout the Washington t·ange of the owl than Alternative 4. Because 
oft he common elements of Alternatives 4 and 5, these alternatives al·e similar 
in compatisons with Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 (see discussion above in 
Alternative 4). 
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• At TERNATIVE 6 - NO ACTION 

Under this alternat ive, no SOSEAs would be designated, and no protection of 
habitat on nonfedet·allands would be required. 

Analysis: Under this alternative, nearly all owl sites in Washington that are 
heavily dependent on nonfede1·al habitat and not protected by an HCP may be 
lost. 

Criterion 4: Regional population viability support. 
Information Relative to All Alternatives 
This criterion considers whether conservation functions within important 
nonfederal landscapes would be provided where needed to support a high 
likelihood that a well-distributed and viable owl population would be 
maintained in Washington. Specifically, it considers whether (1) adequate 
habitat connectivity for dispe1·sal between important areas of reserved federal 
land is provided; (2) the size, areal extent, distribution and demogt·aphic vigor 
of important federal clusters are supported; and (3) large and medium-size owl 
clusters (at least five sites) on nonfederallands are retained and supported in 
the SOSEAs that would be designated under each alternative. The discussion 
relies heavily on the needs assessment information provided in "Areas of 
Concern" under the Affected Environment. 

Table 2.3·13lists the numbers of territorial owl sites affected by important 
nonfederallandscape at-eas identified by the SAG (Hanson et al. 1993) and the 
FDRP (USDI 1992b). These tallies include sites centered within landscape 
boundaries and sites centered on federal lauds but whose provincial median 
home range radius overlaps nonfederal lands within the landscapes. Overall, 
10% ofthese sites are centered on or surrounded by federal lands designated as 
matrix (Table 2.3-13), while 90% of these sites are associated with reserved 
federal lands or no federal lands. Of the 307 non-matrix sites, 87% have less 
federal habitat than the median amounts of habitat found at stable or 
increasing sites included in the habitat capability analyses (discussed in 
Crite1ion 3 and Addendum C), while 54% of sites have Jess than 30% federal 
habitat within their provincial median home range radii (Table 2.3-13). 
Seventy-three percent of the non-matrix sites have at least 10% nonfederal 
land within 0.7 miles of the site centers. Clearly, nonfederallands are 
important to many of the sites in these landscapes. 

Table 2.3-14lists the numbers of known territorial sites that would be included 
within pair maintenance, demographic support, species distribution or 
combination function SOSEAs for each a lternative. Figures 2.3-1 to 2.3-5 
portray the proposed SOSEA boundaries for each alternative. Alternatives 1, 2 
and 3 would support only sites that fall within SOSEA boundaries. In addition 
to sites within SOSEAs, Alternative 4 would support sites that are centered on 
federal lands outside of SOSEAs but whose provincial median home range 
radius overlaps SOSEA boundaries; Alternative 5 would include sites within 
SOSEAs and sites centered outside of SO SEAs on non-matrix federal lands but 
whose provincial median home range radius overlaps SO SEA boundaries. 
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Alternatives 4 and 5 would support the greatest number of sites. All the 
alternatives propose to protect only a subset of the owl sites currently including 
nonfederallands in the various provinces. Alternative 5 is the only rule 
alternative which states that demographic support will not be provided for owl 
sites centered on federal lands designated as matrix or on nonfederal lands 
surrounded by federal matrix lands even when they occur within or overlap a 
SEA. 
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Table 2.3·13 

Important nonfederallandscapes in Washington, total number of owl sites included within or overlapping from 
federal lands, numbers of non·matrix sites, numbers of non·matrix sites with less than median amounts of federal 
habitat, numbers of non-matrix sites with less than 30% federal habitat, and numbers of non·matrix sites with at 
least 100 acres of nonfederalland within 0.7 miles of the site center. 

landscape boundaries are those of the SAG (Hanson et al. 1 993) except that 1·90 East extends west to the Cascades crest. lands within 
1.8 miles of owl sites within eastern Cascades, 2.0 miles of the western Cascades, and 2.7 miles west of Interstate S are considered. 

Total Non·Matrix 
Landscape NonFed Sites• Sites 
North Olympic Coast 36 36 
Hoh ·Clearwater 52 52 
Southwest Washington i2 12 

Finney 26 22 
1·90 West 37 28 
1·90 East Complex 72 67 
Entiat Ridge 17 I 5 
North Blewett 14 9• 

Mineral Block/link 24 24 
Slouxon 14 11 
Columbia Gorge/White 
Salmon Complex 37 31 

Total 341 307 

Reserved and Non·Matrix• Sites with 
<Median St./lncr. > 10% Non Fed. 

Fed. Hab. Amt. • 
31 
43 
12 

14 
27 
61 
J3d 
]d 

23 
9 

26 

267 

<30% Fed. Hab.' 
1 5 

30 
12 

5 

13 

36 
Jd 

7• 
13 

6 

22 

166 

Land within 0.7 miles 
19 

36 
12 

9 

2S 
57 
12 

6 

19 

7 

23 

22S 

"' Does not include sltes centered on federal lands designated as matrix and sites. centered on nonfederallands surrounded by federal lands designated as matrix. 
• Median amounts of habitat found at stable or increasing sites included in habitat capability analysis (discussed in Criterion 3) are: 4.043 acres In the western 

Cascades. 3.294 acres In the eastern Cascaoes and 9,044 acres on the Olympic Peninsula. 
' Habitat amounts less than or equal to 2,413 acres in the western Cascades. 1,954 acres In the eastern Cascades and 4,l97 acres on the Olympic Peninsula. 
" Does not consider habitat losses at eight sites In the Entiat Ridge landscape and four sites in the North Blewett landscape resulting from the 1994 fires. 
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Chapter 2 Nt>rthern Spot<e<l Owl 

Table 2.3-14 

Numbers of status 1, 2, and 3 owl sites in landscapes 
designated for pair maintenance, demographic support, 
species distribution or combination function. 

Boundaries for some SOSEAs vary between alternatives. (Owllocatioll data from WDFW, 
October 1995 .) 

Landscape Alt. I Alt. 2 AIL 3 AIL 4 Alt. 5 

North Olympic Coast 0 0 6 0 0 
Hoh·Ciearwater 0 0 28 52 53 
Southwest Washington 0 

0 
12 

0 
0 

Finney 0 0 2 22 21 
1·90 West 31 31 31 24 32 
1·90 East Complex so 58 58 69 77 
Entiat Ridge 0 0 18 1 5 0 
North Blewett 0 0 1 1 6 o• 
Mineral Block/link 24 24 24 24 28 
Siouxon 0 6 6 9 II 
White Salmon 0 0 15 19 13 
Columbia Gorge 0 0 8 14 12 

Total 105 119 219 254• 247 

' St>me sites In t~ls area a~ lntluded in the 1-90 East Complex In this alternative. 
" Total includes 87 sites within areas that ate to provide a combination of demographic support and dlspersat 

support. 

• AlTERNATIVE 1 • SIX LANDSCAPES 
Alternative 1 provides for six SOSEAs in the westem and easte1•n Cascades; no 
SOSEAs are provided on the Olympic Peninsula 01· in southwest Washington 
(Figure 2.1-1). Three SOSEAs (l-90 West, I-90 East, and Mineral Block) are to 
provide fol' pai1· maintenance, while three SOSEAs (Finney, Mineral Link, and 
Columbia G01•ge) are to provide fol' dispersal. 

In the n01·thern Cascades, Alternative 1 would provide onLy fot· dispersal in the 
Finney Block SOSEA. Cunently two pair sites are known to exist in the 
p1·oposed SOSEA, and 20 non-matrix sites overlap the SOSEA (Table 2.3-13). 
Not including the demographic support function may result in the elimination 
of sites within the SOSEA and would not suppot•t ove1·lapping sites on federal 
land; five of these sites have less than 30% federal habitat. One of the pair sites 
within the SOSEA is a part of the Finney Block cluster. Supporting territorial 
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In the l-90 corridor, two SOSEAs are planned; the function of both would be 
pair maintenllll.ce. The proposed I-90 East SOSEA includes most of the Taneum 
and Easton landscapes delineated by the SAG {Hanson et al. 1993) as well as 
some lands near the Cascades crest not included in the SAG landscapes. The 1-
90 East SOSEA does not include the Teanaway basin. A total of 109 territo1-ial 
owl sites are known in the I-90 corridor; 81 of these sites would be included 
within the two pair maintenance SOSEAs (Tables 2.3-13, 14). Alternative 1 
would protect fewer sites in the I-90 corridor thllll. Alternatives 2, 3, 4 or 5 
(Table 2.3-14). 

The difference stems primarily from the exclusion of the Teanaway basin by 
Alternative 1. This area harbors 14 territorial sites, all of which include 
nonfederallands. Seven of the sites are centered on nonfederallands. The 
Teanaway basin provides habitat important for east-west connectivity between 
the I-90 corridor a nd owl clusters in the Swauk Creek area of Wenatchee 
National Forest and Chelan County. Federal lands capable of supporting NRF 
or dispersal habitat in the Teanaway basin comprise only a thin strip. Not 
including the Teanaway basin may result in the loss of seven sites on 
nonfederallands and the degradation of seven overlapping fede:ral sites. It could 
also result in weakening the east-west dispersal link in this area. 

Although providing NRF habitat at territorial sites in the. 1-90 West and East 
landscapes would help ensure the connectivity of dispex·sal habitat in the I-90 
colTidor, there are no known sites in some parts of the corridor. Examples 
include the northern portion ofl-90 West and the central part of the 1-90 East 
SOSEA (corresponding to part ofthe Easton landscape under Alternatives 2, 3 
and 4). Not including the dispersal function from the l-90 East and I-90 West 
SOSEAs may reduce the ability of owls to move through parts of these 
landscapes. Additionally there appears to be a gap between the southwestern 
portion of the I-90 West SOSEA and x-eserved federal land to the south. This 
alternative does not provide a mechanism for pt'Oviding dispersal habitat 
between owl sites in the two areas. 

Although the Mineral Link is designated dispersal, this function is not included 
in the Mineral Block. Providing habitat for demographic suppdrt would likely 
support dispersal through much of the area; however, where sites are not 
present, not including the dispersal function could lead to dispersal barriers 
within the block. 

The designation of the Columbia Gorge as a dispersal landscape weakens the 
demographic connection between the W a&hington and Oregon spotted owl 
populations. The proposed boundax'ies of the Columbia Gorge SOSEA under this 
alternative includes only 45% of the area ofnonfederallands proposed under 
Alternatives 2 and 3 (Figures 2.3-1 to 2.3-3). While there are no territorial owl 
sites in the western portion of the Columbia Gorge or on the federal lands 
immediately north, dispersing owls attempting to travel through this area, 
given the often random nature of their movements, will be less likely to survive. 
By not including the western portion of the Columbia Gorge the likelihood that 
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dispersing owls that venture into this area would survive is reduced, thereby 
reducing the effectiveness of the dispersal connection between the Washington 
and Oregon Cascades. 

There a1·e eight known territorial sites on nonfederallands in the Columbia 
Gorge SOSEA. Although these sites are contiguous with a large cluster of 
protected sites on national forest lands to the north, the federal sites are farther 
from the nearest owl cluster in Oregon. The nonfederal sites extend the 
distribution of this owl cluster more than five miles south of the nearest federal 
sites. Extending the distribution of pair sites may increase successful dispersal 
thus improving opportunities for demogJ.·aphic interchange ac1·oss the Columbia 
River by providing high quality dispersal conditions in this part of the 
landscape and by providing a source of colonizers close1· to the Columbia River. 
Designating the Columbia Gorge as solely a dispersal SOSEA may result in the 
loss ofthese eight owl sites, a reduction in the distribution of this southernmost 
owl clustet•, and a reduction in the t·ate of interchange between the Washington 
and Ot·egon Cascades. 

Alternative 1 would exclude nonfede1·al habitats in the Entiat Ridge, North 
Biewett, Siouxon, and White Salmon at·eas, the Olympic Peninsula, and · 
southwest Washington from providing pail· maintenance or dispersal functions. 
In these areas, sites centered on or heavily dependent on nonfederallands may 
be lost, landscape conditions conducive to dispersal may not be provided and 
current conservation functions may be lost. 

In the Entiat Ridge and North Blewett landscapes, NRF habitat on federal 
lands is cunently limited (see "Areas of Concern" in Affected Environment) and 
cannot provide all habitat needs. In the Entiat Ridge landscape, 15 of17 
tel'ritorial sites at'€ centered on or adjacent to reserved federal lands within the 
SOSEA (Table 2.3-13); six of 11 tet•ritorial sites within the North Blewett 
landscape are cente1·ed on or among reserved federal lands or nonfederal lands 
unassociated with federal lands. '1\venty of these 21 "non-matrix" sites include 
nonfede1·allands within 0. 7 mile of theil· site centers. Before the 1994 fires in 
these areas, 14 of the non-matrix sites had less than 30% federal habitat and 20 
non-matrix sites had less federal habitat than the median amount of habitat 
found at the stable or increasing sites analyzed in the habitat capability 
analysis. (Table 2.3-13; See C1·iterion 3). Not including the demog1•aphic support 
function in these landscapes could result in the loss of nonfederal habitat at 
most of these sites, thus weakening the demographic strength of the owl 
clusters in these areas. It is unknown how habitat reductions from the 1994 
fires will 'affect future use of the affected sites by owls. Effective cluster size in 
the North Blewett landscape has been reduced by fu·e, and likely will be 
reduced by the designation of lands supporting some owl sites as matrix; this 
alternative would allow further reductions in the size and demographic vigot· of 
this cluster and of the Entiat Ridge cluster. This could in tum affect the small 
and medium-sized owl clusters in the northeastem Cascades. Not including the 
dispersal function in the North Blewett landscape could result in a reduction in 
the ability of owls to move between the Swauk Creek and Entiat Ridge owl 
clusters: 
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Excluding the Siouxon area could t•esult in the loss of the only medium-size 
cluster of owls in low-elevation habitat on the west slope of the Cascades. Low· 
elevation habitats may be among the most productive for spotted owls (Thomas 
et al. 1990, Bart and Forsman 1992). Additionally, if these sites were 
harvested, the areal extent of size of a lru:ge federal and nonfederal owl cluster 
would be reduced. 

Excluding the White Salmon area would leave all nonfederal sites in Klickitat 
County (at least 20 territorial sites) unprotected and could result in theit' loss. 
Most owl sites in this landscape include little or no federal land. It would also 
weaken dispersal links between owls and habitat on the Yakama Indian 
Reservation, the southern portion of the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, and 
the Columbia Gorge. This would allow loss or reduction in size of a possibly 
large cluster of territorial ow 1 sites on nonfederallands in the While Salmon 
area. 

On the Olympic Peninsula, 52 non-mat1'ix sites are centered in or overlap the 
Hob-Clearwater landscape and 36 non-matrix sites are centered in or overlap 
the Not·th Olympic Coast landscape (Table 2.3·13). For the Hoh-Cleal'\vater 
landscape, 30 of these sites have less than 30% habitat on federal lands, and 36 
of these sites have more than 10% nonfederalland within 0.7 mile of the site 
centers. For the North Olympic Coast landscape, 15 of these sites include less 
than 30% federal habitat, and 19 of these sites have more than 10% nonfederal 
lands within 0.7 mile of the site centers (Table 2.3·13). Not including the 
demographic support function in these landscapes would likely result in the 
elimination of some sites and the maintenance of others at habitat amounts 
supporting low demographic vig"Or. Not including the dispersal function in the 
Hob-Clearwater landscape could reduce the survival of dispersing owls moving 
thl'ough this landscape and reduce the 1·ate of demog1·aphic interchange with 
owls on the coastal stl'ip of the Olympic National Park. The Reanalysis Team 
(Holthausen et al. 1994) concluded that nonfederal owl sites on the west side of 
the Olympic Peninsula pl'ovided " ... a biologically significant contribution to the 
maintenance of a stable population of spotted owls ... " by increasing occupancy 
rates on federal lands and that .. .''retention of this habitat would likely increase 
the chances of maintaining a population on the coastal strip of the Olympic 
National Park." 

Not including this landscape would reduce the likelihood of owl pel'sistence. 
Simulations by Holthausen et al. (1994) did not reliably address the potential 
contribution of the North Olympic Coast landscape to owl population 
persistence on the Olympic Peninsula. 

Excluding owl sites in southwest Washington from protection under forest 
practices rules could leave the few remaining sites with no regulatory 
protection. Only volunta.l'Y protection by the landowners would prevent 
elimination of the owl from this portion of its range. 
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Chapter 2 Northern Spotted Owl 

Analysis: Under Alternative I. little or no p1·otection would be provided for owl 
sites, owl clustet·s and dispersal connections in several important landscapes. 
Dispersal functions in the White Salmon, Hob-Clearwater and North Blewett 
landscapes would not be provided fot· on nonfederallands. In the Columbia 
Gorge, Mineral Block, I-90 East and 1-90 West landscapes, dispersal functions 
would only pa1·tially be provided. Not including the White Salmon and Hoh
Clearwatel·landscapes would likely result in the elimination or reduction of the 
nonfederal owl clusters in these areas. Not including demographic support 
functions in the Columbia Gorge and Siou:<ron landscapes and the Teanaway 
poxtion ofthe 1-90 East landscape would likely result in the elimination or 
reduction of the nonfederal portions of large federal owl clusters, reducing their 
sizes and areal extents. In the Columbia Gorge, this could reduce the rate of 
demographic interchange with owl clustet·s in Oregon. Elimination of owl sites 
in the Teanaway Basin could reduce east-west connectivity between the I-90 
corridor and owl clusters in the Swauk C1·eek area of Wenatchee National 
Forest and Chelan County. Not including the demographic support functions in 
the Entiat Ridge, N01·th Blewett, Hob-Clearwater, North Olympic Coast and 
Finney Block landscapes would likely result in many sites in these landscapes 
being eliminated or maintained at habitat levels that would support low 
demographic vigo1·. Omission of these functions would reduce the likelihood 
that a well-distributed and viable owl population would be maintained in the 
Washington Cascades and on the Olympic Peninsula. 

Omission of the southwest Washington landscape from this alternative would 
likely result in further reduction or extirpation of owls fl·om this portion of their 
range. The extirpation of owls from southwest Washington would contract the 
present range of the species in Washington t·educing future conservation 
options fo1· this area. 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 · TEN LANDSCAPES 

Altel·native 2 would provide for ten SOSEAs in the weste1·n and eastern 
Cascades; no SOSEAs would be provided on the Olympic Peninsula o1· in 
southwest Washington (Figure 2.1-2). Five SOSEAs (l-90 West, I-90 East, 
Taneum, Mineral Block, and Siouxon) would provide demographic support, 
while six SOSEAs (Finney, Easton, Mineral Block, Mine1·al Link. White 
Salmon, and Columbia Gorge) would provide dispel'sal support. Mine1·al Block 
would support both functions. 

In the no1·them Cascades, Alternative 2 would provide only for dispe1·sal in the 
Finney Block SOSEA. Cul'l'ently, two pair sites are known to exist in the 
proposed SOSEA, and 20 non-matl·ix sites overlap the SOSEA. Omission of the 
demographic suppo1·t function would likely result in the elimination of the sites 
within the SOSEA and would p1·ovide no suppot·t to overlapping sites on federal 
land; five of these sites have less than 30% federal habitat. One of the pair sites 
within the SOSEA is a part of the Finney Block cluster. Supporting territorial 
sites in and around the SOSEA would enhance dispe1•sal through the landscape 
because NRF p1•ovides high quality dispersal habitat. 
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In the I-90 corridor, four SOSEAs are proposed: three for demographic support 
and one for dispersal. A total of 109 territorial owl sites are known in the I-90 
corridor; 89 ofthese sites would be included within the three demographic 
support SOSEAs. Although the Teanaway Basin is included within the I-90 
East SOSEA, five territorial sites within the checkerboard ownership area east 
of the Cascades crest would not be supported. 

The single dispersal SOSEA, Easton, would provide a needed dispersal link 
between north and south, but other needed dispersal links within the 1-90 West 
and East SOSEAs may not be adequate. The 1-90 East and West SOSEAs have 
high densities of known owl sites, which, if protected, would maintain or 
enhance the connectivity of dispersal habitat within the corrido1·. However, in 
some portions of these SOSEAs owls are not now known to exist. Consequently, 
no dispersal habitat would be provided in these areas. Examples include the 
northern portion of I-90 West and parts of the Teana.way basin in I-90 East. 
Not including the dispersal function from the 1-90 East and I-90 West SOSEAs 
may reduce the ability of owls to move through parts of these landscapes. 
Additionally, there appears to be a gap between the southwestern portion of the 
1-90 West SOSEA and reserved federal land to the south. This alternative does 
not provide a mechanism for providing dispersal habitat between owl sites in 
the two a1·eas. 

Demographic support functions would be provided in the Mineral Block and 
Siouxon landscapes, while dispersal functions would be provided in the Mine1·al 
Link and Block landscapes. 

The designations of the Columbia Gorge and the White Salmon SOSEAs as 
solely dispersal landscapes could have adverse effects on the Cascades owl 
population. The effects of omitting the demographic support funct ions from 
these SOSEAs are discussed under Alternative 1. 

The size of the Wbite Salmon SOSEA, under Alternative 2, would be smaller 
than that proposed by Alternat ives 3, 4 and 5. The small size of this SO SEA 
would likely reduce the ability of dispersing owls to move between the Yakama 
Indian Reservation, the southern portion of the Gifford Pinchot National 
Forest, and the Columbia Gorge. 

Alternative 2 would exclude nonfederal habitats in the Entiat Ridge and North 
Blewett landscapes, the Olympic Peninsula, and southwest Washington from 
providing demographic support, dispersal or species distribution functions. The 
effects of omitting conservation functions in these areas are discussed under 
Alternative 1. 

Analysis: Under Alternative 2, little or no protection would be provided for 
owl sites, owl clusters and dispersal connections in several important 
landscapes. Dispersal functions in the Hoh·Clearwater and North Blewett 
landscapes would not be provided for on nonfederallands, and in the Columbia 
Gorge, White Salmon, I-90 East and 1-90 West landscapes di.spe~:sal functions 
would only partially be provided. Omission of the demographic support 
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functions in the White Salmon and Hob-Clearwater landscapes would likely 
result in t he reduction o1· elimination of the nonfederal owl clusters in these 
areas and the maintenance of some sites in the Hob-Clearwater landscape at 
habitat levels supporting low demographic vigor. Not including the 
demographic support functions in the Columbia Gorge and in the Tea.naway 
portion of the 1-90 East landscape would likely result in the elimination or 
reduction of the nonfederal portions of large federal ow I clusters, reducing their 
areal extents. In the Columbia Gorge, this could reduce the rate of 
demographic interchange wit h owl clusters in Oregon; elimination of owl sites 
in the Teanaway Basin could reduce east-west connectivity between the I-90 
corridor and owl clusters in t he Swauk Creek area of Wenatchee National 
Forest and Chelan County. Not including the demographic support functions in 
the Entiat Ridge, North Blewett, North Olympic Coast and Finney Block 
landscapes would likely result in many sites in these landscapes being 
eliminated (reducing cluster sizes) or maintained at habitat levels that would 
support low demographic vigor. (The first three ofthese landscapes are not 
included in Alternative 2). Not including these functions would reduce the 
likelihood that a well-distributed and viable owl population would be 
maintained in the Washington Cascades and on the Olympic Peninsula. 

Not including the southwest Washington landscape from this alternative would 
likely result in the further reduction or extirpation of owls from this portion of 
their range. The extirpation of owls from southwest Washington would contract 
the present t·ange of the species in Washington reducing future conservation 
options for this area. 

Inclusion of demographic support functions in the Siouxon landscape and the 
Teana.way Basin and t he dispersal function for t he Mineral Block by 
Alternative 2 would likely provide increased benefit to spotted owl populations 
in Washington over that proposed by Alternative 1. 

• ALTERNATIVE 3 · FIFTEEN LANDSCAPES 

Altemative 3 would designate a total of 15 SOSEA.s: 12 SOSEAs in the 
Cascades, two SOSEAs on the Olympic Peninsula, and one SOSEA covering 
much of southwest Washington (Figure 2.1-3). Most SO SEAs would be 
designated to provide two or more ofthe three functions proposed in t his 
alternative. 

All of the important nonfederallandscape functions identified by the SAG 
(Hanson et al. 1993) would be provided under this alternative. However, 
demographic support would not be provided for owl sites centered on reserved 
fedetallands outside of SOSEA boundaries but whose provincial median home 
t•ange radii overlap demographic support SO SEAs. For some SOSEAs, there 
are likely many overlapping sites centered on reserved federal lands with 
federal habitat amounts below that needed to support demographic 
replacement rates. For example, the Hob-Clearwater and North Olympic Coast 
SOSEAs are overlapped by 11 and nine sites centered on reserved federal land, 
respectively, with less than 30% federal habitat. The Finney Block SOSEA is 
overlapped by 12 non-matrix sites with less federal habitat than the median 
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amount found at stable or increasing sites in the habitat capability analysis 
(discussed in Crite1·ion 3 and Addendum C); four of these sites include less than 
30% federal habitat. Most of the other demographic support and dispersal 
SOSEAs proposed in this alternative are overlapped by sites centered on 
reserved federal land with low federal habitat amounts. 

The SOSEA boundaries proposed by Alternative 3 would leave out a portion of 
the checkerboard ownel·ship area immediately east of the Cascades crest. 
Currently, there are five territorial sites within this a1·ea. Additionally thet•e 
appears to be a gap between the southwestem portion of the I-90 West SOSEA 
and reserved federal land to the south. This alternative does not provide a 
mechanism for providing dispersal habitat between owl sites in the two areas. 

In southwest Washington, one lat·ge SOSEAcovering most of the region would 
be established. Its functions would provide fur dispet·sal and the maintenance 
of the species' distribution. Prese1•ving these sites now would keep open a wider 
range of conservation options for the future and prevent, fo1· now, a contraction 
in the range of the spotted owl in Washington. If spotted owls are to be 
maintained beyond the next few decades in this landscape, proactive 
management involving regrowing suitable habitat to Cl·eate new owl sites will 
be necessary. 

Analysis: In the Cascades and Olympics, SOSEA distributions, functions, and 
sizes woul.d probably support the weak links in the federal owl population 
network and provide a reasonable likelihood of persistence tru·oughout the owl's 
current range until substantial amounts of habitat on federal lands are 
regrown. Existing medium and large nonfederal owl clusters and the sizes and 
areal extent of federal owl clusters would be preserved. Not including 
demogt·aphic support for sites centered on reserved federal lands overlapping 
SOSEAs, however, could result in low habitat amounts and low demogt·aphic 
vigor at some of these sites. 

This alternative would provide stronger support than Altematives 1 and 2 for 
the conservation functions needed in important nonfederallandacapes to 
provide a high likelihood that a well-distributed and viable owl population 
would be maintained in Washington. While the measures proposed for the 
Cascades and the Olympics are pt•obably adequate to ensure persistence of 
well-distributed populations, those proposed for southwest Washington may not 
be. In southwest Washington, implementing Alternative 3 would prevent fo1· 
now the extirpation of the owl from this portion of its range. However, 
additional actions would be necessary to ensut·e the long-term security of the 
owl population in this area. Alternative 3 is the only alte~·native that p1·oposes 
a SOSEA for southwest Washington and the only alternative that would seek 
to support existing owl sites in this area. 

• ALTERNATIVE 4 • TFW PROPOSAl 

Alternative 4 would provide for nine SOSEAs in the western and eastern 
Cascades and one SOSEA on the Olympic Peninsula; southwest Washington 
would not be included in a SOSEA (Figure 2.1-4). SOSEAs under this 
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alternative may provide demographic suppor t, dispersal support or 
combination support. Some of the proposed SOSEAs would support all three 
types of functions on different lands within the SOSEAs. In combination 
support areas " ... either suitable spotted owl habitat should be maintained to 
protect the viability of the owl(s) associated with each northern spotted owl site 
center or a variety of habitat conditions should be provided which in total are 
more than dispersal support and less than demographic support." Combination 
support areas should " ... contain some opportunities for nesting" but the level of 
suppor t that would be given to owl sites in these areas and t he proportion of 
existing owl sites t hat will be retained within these areas are unspecified. 
Additionally, combination function areas are to provide dispersal support and 
"connectivity" between demogJ:"aphic support areas or federally reserved lands, 
although the differences between dispersal support and connectivity are not 

. specified. Demographic, dispersal and combination support would be extended 
to owl sites overlapping SOSEAs but centered on federal lands outside of 
SOSEAs under this alternative. This is the only alternative that proposes 
combination functions. 

In t he northern Cascades, the Finney Block SOSEA would provide 
demogJ:"aphic, dispersal and combination support in different areas. Two sites 
are centered within the SOSEA; one would be within a demographic support 
area, the other in a combination support area. The 12 reserved sites 
overlapping the SOSEA with less federal habitat than the median a mount of 
habitat found at stable or increasing sites included in the habitat capability 
analysis all overlap either demographic support or combination support areas. 
Three of the four sites with less than 30% federal habitat would 1·eceive 
demographic support. 

In the I-90 corridor , two SOSEAs, 1-90 West and East, would be provided 
covering the entire corridor, Taneum, Easton and Teanaway Basin areas and 
including 94 sites within demogJ:"aphic or combination support areas. In both 
SOSEAs, nonfederallands intermingled with federal matrix lands are 
designated for dispersal support. Additionally, the Easton area and portions of 
the I-90 West SO SEA with no federal lands or owl sites sse designated for 
dispersal support. The Teanaway Basin is designated for combination function; 
14 sites are centered within or overlap only this portion of the SOSEA. The 
remaining portions of bot h SO SEAs are designated for demographic support. 
Additionally, t here appear s to be a gap between the southwestern portion of the 
I-90 West SOSEA and reserved federal land to the south. This alternative does 
not provide a mechanism for providing dispersal habitat between owl sites in 
the two areas. 

Demographic and dispersal support would be designated for different portions 
of the Entiat and North Blewett SO SEAs. Of the 17 sites within the Entiat 
lmdscape, 15 would receive some demographic support, and two sites centered 
on nonfederallands would receive only dispersal support. Of the 15 sites t hat 
would receive some degree of demographic support, oonfederallands 
potentially important to five sites are excluded from demographic support 
areas. For at least three of these sites, nonfederal habitat within 0. 7 mile of the 
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site cente~·s are excluded. The two sites centered on nonfederallands are 
adjacent to reserved federal lands but are within areas designated fo.r dispersal 
support. These two sites would likely be lost under this alternative. 

In the North Blewett landscape, six sites centered on federal lands would 
receive demographic support, although the amount of support for two of these 
sites would be minimal. Both of these sites suffered habitat loss in the 1994 
fires. It is unknown how habitat reductions from the 1994 fires will affect 
future use of the affected sites by owls. Three sites in matt-ix areas would be 
included in areas designated for dispersal support. Two sites centered on 
nonfederallands and including predominantly nonfederallands are excluded 
from this SOSEA; these sites would likely be lost under this alternative. One of 
these sites suffered some habitat loss in the 1994 fu·es. Cluster size in the 
North Blewett landscape has been reduced by fu·e, and likely will be reduced by 
the designation oflands supporting some owl sites as matrbc; this alternative 
would allow further t•eductions in the size and demog1:aphic vigor of this cluster 
and of the Entiat Ridge cluster. Not including the dispersal function in the 
North Blewett landscape wourd likely t-esult in a reduction in the ability of owls 
to move between the Swauk Creek and Entiat Ridge owl clusters. 

Three landscapes, the Mineral Block, White Salmon, and the Columbia Gorge 
would be included in combination function SOSEAs. These landscapes support 
important owl clusters or portions of cluste1·s dependent to a large degree on 
nonfederal lands. Successful owl dispersal tlu·ough these landscapes is 
important for the local and regional functioning of the owl population in these 
areas and in the southern Cascades of Washington. Providing demographic 
support and dispersal support would best provide fin· the conservation functions 
needed in these landscapes to support well-distributed and viable populations. 
Designating these afeas as combination support (something less than 
demographic suppot·t but more than dispersal support) suggests that the size of 
these clusters would be 1·educed, or that the existing owl sites would be 
maintained but at habitat amounts and configurations that may result in low 
demographic vigor for some sites or that both of these outcomes may occur. 

The areal extent of the White Salmon and the Columbia Gorge SOSEAs would 
be less under this alternative than under Alternative 3. For the White Salmon 
SOSEA, two territorial sites included by Alternative 3 would not be included 
under this alternative. Habitat for two other sites woUld be left out under this 
alternative. These four sites may be lost under Alternative 4. A portion of the 
Columbia Gorge landscape would not be included under this alternative. 
Although there are no ten·itorial owl sites in the western portion of the 
Columbia Gorge or on the federal lands immediately north, dispersing owls 
attempting to travel through this area, given the often random nature of their 
movements, will be less likely to sw-v:ive. This has the potential to reduce the 
effectiveness of the dispersal connection between the Washington and Oregon 
Cascades. 
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The Siouxon landscape would be included within a demographic support 
SOSEA, although the eastern "panhandle" of this landscape would not be 
included. It is possible that this area could be important for dispe1·sing owls. 
Nonfederal habitat within 0.7 mile of the center of one site would be omitted 
under Alternative 4; this site is centered on the border between federal and 
nonfederallands. 

On the Olympic Peninsula, Alternative 4 would provide one SOSEA, the Hob
Clearwater; this SOSEA would include areas of demographic, dispe1·sal and 
combination support. Gene1·ally, demographic support would be provided in 
areas bordering federal lands and in the eastern portion of the Hob-Clearwater 
Block. All sites in and along the coastal strip of the Olympic National Park but 
one would be included in demog1·aphic support areas; this remaining site would 
1·eceive only dispersal support. Four sites centered on and including almost 
exclusively nonfedel'allands are in areas that would be designated for 
combination support. These four sites currently have little habitat remaining 
(less than 20% at each site). The 1·emaining portions of the SOSEA would 
provide dispersal support. The configuration of landscape functions assembled 
in this SOSEA would likely support demographically the most important 
portions ofthe westem Olympic Peninsula owl population while maintaining 
stl·ong dispersal connections between the coastal st1-ip and interio1· fede1·al 
lands, as well as no1th-south connectivity in the landscape. Altenlative 4 would 
not provide a SOSEA encompassing the North Olympic Coast landscape; the 
consequences of this are discussed above under Alternative 1. 

Excluding owl sites in southwest Washington from protection under forest 
practices rules could leave the few remaining sites with no regulatory 
protection. Only voluntary protection by the landowners would prevent 
elimination of the owl from this pottion of its range. 

Under Alternative 4, WDNR in consultation with WDFW would be required to 
review whether the goals of a SOSEA had been met by approval of each 
landscape plan. There are no standards in the rule language on how SOSEAs 
would be 1·eviewed or under what conditions deletion, modification or 
re.instatement of SOSEAs would be recommended to the Forest Practices 
Board. 

Analysis: In the Cascades, Alternative 4 would support dispersal functions in 
most of the important nonfederal areas with three exceptions: the weste1·n 
Columbia Gorge, the northern portion of the North Blewett landscape, and 
between the southwest portion of the 1-90 West SOSEA and owl sites on 
reserved federal lands to the south. There are concerns that the size, 
demographic vigor, and/or areal extent of owl clusters within the Mineral 
Block, White Salmon and Columbia Gorge landscapes would have reduced 
support due to their inclusion in combination suppolt SOSEAs. The size of the 
North Blewett and Entiat owl clusters would likely be reduced due to omission 
of owl sites, while demographic vigor at some sites may be reduced due to not 
including important habitats from demographic support areas. 
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On the Olympic Peninsula, the proposed Hob-Clearwater SOSEA would likely 
provide for dispersal connections and demographic support to the most 
important portions of the western Olympic Peninsula. No support would be 
provided for owl sites in or overlapping the North Olympic Coast landscape. 

Not including the southwest Washington landscape in this alternative would 
likely result in the further reduction or extirpation of owls from this portion of 
their range. The extirpation of owls from southwest Washington would contract 
the present range of the species in Washington 1•educing future conservation 
options for this area. 

Alternative 4 would p1·ovide greater support than Alternatives 1 and 2 for the 
conservation functions needed in important nonfederallandscapes to provide a 
high likelihood that a well-distributed and viable owl population would be 
maintained in Washington. The concerns listed above for the Cascades and the 
lack of support for sites along the North Olympic Coast and southwest 
Washington by this alternative suggest support for important conservation 
functions by this alternative would be less than under Alternative 3. 

• ALTERNATIVES· PROPOSED 4(d) RULE 

Alternative 5 would provide seven SEAs within the Cascades and Olympics 
(Figure 2.1·5). The functions of these SEAs would be demographic support 
except in areas where federal lands designated as matrix were intermingled 
with nonfederallands; in these areas dispersal would be supported. It is 
unclear whether portions of SEAs lacking federal lands and territorial owl sites 
would provide dispersal support under this alternative. If this is to be the case, 
it appears that the main mechanism for this would be through LOCPs or HCPs. 
Altet'!lative 5 may also provide demographic support to some owl sites centered 
on reserved federal lands not associated with the seven SEAs. These "shadow" 
sites are to be identified ovet· the next two years. 

In the northern Cascades, the Finney SEA would provide demographic support 
to owls centered within and overlapping the SEA from non-matrix federal 
lands. It is unclear, whether uonfederallands in this landscape would also 
provide dispersal support. 

In the I-90 corridor and North Blewet t areas, this alternative would provide 
one SEA incorporating all known owl sites in the I-90 region and four non
matlix owl sites in the North Blewett landscape. Two non-matrix owl sites in 
the North Blewett landscape, one centered on reserved federal lands and one on 
adjacent nonfederallands would not be included within the SEA boundaries; 
the latter of these sites would likely be lost. Nonfederallands between owl sites 
on the White River Ranger District of Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National 
Forest on the northern flank of Mount Rainier and the checkerboard area of the 
[-90 West landscape would be included in the SEA. In total, 108 non-matrix owl 
sites within or overlapping this SEA would be supported (Table 2.13, 14). 
Although providing NRF habitat at territorial sites in this SEA would help 
ensure the connectivity of dispersal habitat in the 1-90 corridor and North 
Blewett landscape, there are no known sites and little federal land in some 
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parts of the corridor. Examples include t he northwestern portion of t he SEA 
and the central part of the 1·90 East landscape (corresponding to part of the 
Easton landscape under Alternatives 1, 2 and 3). It is unclear whether 
dispersal would be provided for in these areas. 

No support would be given to sites in t he Entiat Ridge landscape; the 
consequences of this are discussed above under Alternative 1. 

One SEA would cover the Mineral Block and Link landscapes. Again it is 
unclear whether dispersal support would be provided in addition to 
demographic support for the owl population in federally reserved areas. 

SEAs would also be provided in the Siouxon, Columbia Gorge and White 
Salmon landscapes. The areal extent of the White Salmon SEA would be less 
under this alternative than under Alternatives 3 and 4. Four territo1·ial sites 
included by Alternative 3 would not be included under this alternative. 
Additionally, potentially important habitat for three other sites would not be 
included under this alternative. Some and perhaps all of these sites may be lost 
under Alternative 5. Again, it is unclear whether dispersal support would be 
pmvided in portions of these SEAs lacking owl territorial owl sites. 

On the western Olympic Peninsula, the Hob-Clearwater SEA would provide 
demographic support for 53 owl sites centered within or overlapping the SEA 
from federal lands. Sites in the North Olympic Coast landscape would not be 
supported; the consequences of this are discussed under Alternative L 

Excluding owl sites in southwest Washington from protection under forest 
practices rules could leave the few remaining sites with no regulatory 
protection. Only voluntary protection by the landowners would prevent 
elimination of the owl from this portion of its range. 

Analysis: It is unclear to what extent dispersal in important nonfederal 
landscapes would be supported by this alternative. Owl sites in the I-90 
cor1·idor, Mineral Block, Siouxon, Columbia Gorge and Hoh-Cleat"'lvater 
landscapes would be s upported. Although some owl sites would be supported in 
the North Blewett and White Salmon landscapes, the size of these clusters 
would likely decrease under Alternative 5. No support would be provided in the 
Entiat Ridge, North Olympic Coast and southwest Washington landscapes. 

Not including the southwest Washington landscape in this alternative would 
likely result in the further reduction or extirpation of owls from this portion of 
their range. The extirpation of owls fmm southwest Washington would contract 
the present 1·ange of the species in Washington reducing future conservation 
options for this area. 

Alternative 5 would provide stronger support than Alternatives 1 and 2 for the 
conservation functions needed in important nonfederallandscapes to provide a 
high likelihood that a well-distributed and viable owl population would be 
maintained in Washington. The uncertainty that this alternative would provide 
effective dispersal links, the reduced cluster sizes supported in the North 
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Blewett and White Salmon landscapes and the lack of support for owl sites in 
the North Olympic Coast and southwest Washington landscapes suggest that 
support for important conservation functions by this alternative would not be 
as strong as that under Alternative 3. Between Alternatives 4 and 5, it is 
unknown which would provide greater support for important conservation 
functions contributing to a well-distributed and viable owl population in 
Washington. 

• ALTERNATIVE 6 · NO ACTION 

Under Alternative 6, no SOSEAs would be designated and no landscapes would 
be required to provide owl conservation functions. 

Analysis: Alternative 6 would provide no support to the federal owl 
population, or to spotted owl viability in Washington. It would allow the 
degradation and elimination of all owl conservation functions current ly 
supported by nonfederallands. 

Criterion 5: Protection against catastrophic habitat loss. 
Information Relative to All Alternatives 
This criterion considers the extent to which each alternative will co.otribute to 
owl populations that are resilient to and protected against catastrophic habitat 
loss. The likelihood of owl persistence in portions of the federal habitat network 
vulnerable to crippling habitat loss from wind and fire, exacerbated by drought, 
insects, and disease, could be incteased by providing additional owl clusters to 
help spread the risk of extinction and by ensuring that existing owl clusters are 
demographically strong. To accomplish this, owl clusters throughout the region 
must be protected, and habitat adequate to support high pair occupancy and 
reproductive rates at individual sites must be provided. Wind along the Pacific 
coast and fire in the eastern Cascades have the greatest potential for 
destroying or degrading habitat on a large-scale in important areas over the 
next 100 years (Agee and Edmonds 1992). In the eastern Cascades, risk 
reduction for the regional owl population and fot owl habitat may be possible 
by managing landscapes to reduce the severity of fires while retaining owl 
sites, thereby reducing the freque.ocy of large-scale habitat Joss or degradation 
at owl sites. Such an approach would require a combination of site-specific and 
landscape risk-reduction strategies. 

The basic premises of this criterion are that (1) populations affected by periodic 
large-scale catastrophic habitat loss are less prone to extinction when the risk 
is spread among subpopulations a.od if the unaffected subpopulations are 
themselves demographically strong. and (2) the likelihood oflocal and regional 
extinction decreases with decreasing frequency, severity and extent of 
catastrophic disturbance (Thomas et al. 1990). 

Although fire and wind have the potential for large-scale disturbance in many 
regions inhabited by spotted owls, the discussion of each alternative assesses 
the support provided for owl sites in important nonfederallandscapes in 
eastern Washington, the western Olympic Peninsula, and southwest 
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Washington, where large-scale catastrophic habitat losses are most likely. This 
criterion specifically considers the degree to which existing owl clusters would 
be supported, the quality, amount and distribution of habitat that would be 
provided at individual sites, and the extent to which each alternative would 
encouxage meaningful experimentation in the eastern Cascades to reduce the 
t•isk of large-scale catastrophic fires within a landscape while retaining 
demographically viable owl pairs. 

The best available opportunities for meaningful experimentation in the eastern 
Cascades to reduce the risk of large-scale catastrophic fires within a landscape 
while retaining demographically viable owl pairs would be through LOPs or 
HCPs. Each of the five action alternatives provides a landscape planning 
process. Alternative 4, however, is the only one directing landowners to consider 
fire risk reduction in landscape plans for the eastern Cascades. This altemative 
would require that LOPs " ... consider the need to protect the fo1·ests from 
catastrophic loss from wildfire, insects, and diseases" in the eastern Cascades. 
To the extent that this consideration focused on proactive landscape 
management to reduce high intenaity fire risk while supporting owl sites, it 
would represent a positive contribution to the likelihood of spotted owl 
population persistence in the eastern Cascades. Fire risk reduction in the 
eastern Cascades could also be incorporated into landscape plans under the 
other alternatives. 

• AlTERNATIVE 1 · SIX LANDSCAPES 

In the eastern Cascades, Alternative 1 would provide a single pair maintenance 
SO SEA, I-90 East. No protection would be provided for other important 
nonfederallandscapes (Entiat Ridge and North Blewett) that are highly 
susceptible to large-scale destructive fires. The I-90 East SOSEA would not 
include t he Teanaway Basin leaving a narrow east-west corridor of habitat on 
protected federal lands to connect the Swauk Creek and Chelan County owl 
clusters to the 1-90 con:idor. If the nonfederal east-west connection were lost or 
degraded, isolation of these northeastern owl clusters would be increased. 

Under Alternative 1, the portion of the owl population 1-eliant on nonfederal 
Iande would not be resilient to catastrophic habitat loss. At territorial sites in 
the I-90 corridor, Alternative 1 would not provide for demographically strong 
owl sites (discussed under Criterion 3). Alternative 1 would require habitat 
amounts that t.otal only 53% of the median amount of habitat found in studies 
of pair home ranges, less habitat than 87% of stable or increasing sites 
analyzed in FMAZs 3 and 4 and 990 acres less than the mean amount of habitat 
found in a sample of owl circles in FMAZ 2 (discussed under Criterion 3). 
Accordingly, most sites t-eliant on nonfederallands may be expected to have low 
reproductive rates. Nonfederal habitat would likely be located adjacent to 
federal reserves and provide some benefit to sites in these areas. 

Alternative 1 would provide no SOSEAs on the Olympic Peninsula or southwest 
Washington. Risk reduction to those populations against widespread habitat 
loss or degradation due to windthrow would not be supplied. 
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Analysis: Alternative 1 would p1-ovide no reduction of risk against catastrophic 
habitat loss on the Olympic Peninsula or southwest Washington. By not 
including the Teanaway Basin, and the Entiat Ridge and North Blewett 
landscapes, and by providing Low habitat amounts at sites within the I-90 East 
SOSEA, this alternative wouLd provide little contribution to risk reduction in 
the eastern Cascades. 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 ·TEN LANDSCAPES 

In the eastern Cascades, Alternative 2 would provide two demog1·aphic support 
SOSEAs in the 1-90 corridor: 1-90 East and Taneum. In contrast to Altemative 
1, the 1-90 East SOSEA would include the Teanaway Basin. No reduction ohisk 
would be provided for owl populations in the Entiat Ridge and North Blewett 
landscapes, both of which are highly susceptible to large·scaJe destructive fu·es. 

Under Alternative 2, the portion of the owl population reliant on nonfederal 
lands would not be as resilient to catastrophic habitat loss. At territorial sites in 
the I-90 East and Taneum SOSEAs, Alternative 2 wouLd require habitat 
amounts that total 65% of the median amount of habitat found in studies of pair 
home ranges, less habitat than 80% of the stable or increasing sites analyzed in 
F!vlAZs 3 and 4, and 546 acres Less than the mean amount of habitat found in a 
sample of owl circles in FMAZ 2 (discussed under Criterion 3). Thus most sites 
reliant on nonfederaJ lands may have low reproductive 1·ates. NonfederaJ 
habitat wouLd likeLy be located adjacent to federal t·eset-ves and provide some 
benefit to sites in these areas. 

Alternative 2 would provide no SOSEAs on the OLympic Peninsula and 
southwest Washington, and therefore, no risk reduction to these owl 
populations against widespread habitat Loss or degradation due to windthrow. 

Analysis: Alternative 2 would provide no reduction of risk against catastt•ophic 
habitat loss on the Olympic Peninsula and southwest Washington. Not 
including the Entiat Ridge and North Blewett landscapes and by providing low 
habitat amounts at sites within the l-90 East and Taneum SOSEAs, this 
alternative would provide little contribution to risk reduction in the eastern 
Cascades. However, this alternative would provide slightly more protection 
than Alternative 1 by providing demographic suppo1·t for the Teanaway Basin 
and by providing more habitat at owl sites in the [.90 East and Taneum 
SOSEAs. 

• ALTERNATIVE 3 • FIFTEEN LANOSCAP£S 

Alternative 3 wouLd provide four demognphic support SOSEAs in the eastern 
Cascades covering the most important nonfederallandscapes. The amount of 
habitat that would be provided at demographic support sites wouLd be 433 acres 
less than the median amount found in studies of pair home ranges, leas than 
53% of the stable or increasing sites in FMAZ 3 and 4, and 303 acres more than 
the mean amount of habitat found within a sample of owl sites in FMAZ 2. 
Additionally, priority for protection would be given to the highest quality and 
closest habitats (discussed under Criterion 3). Thus many of these sites would 
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be expected to have greater reproductive rates and survival rates than under 
Alternatives 1 and 2. Nonfedera1 habitat would likely be located adjacent to 
federal reserves and provide some additional benefit to sites in these areas. 

Along the Pacific coast, Alternative 3 would provide one SOSEA encompassing 
vi1·tually all known territo1;al sites centered on nonfederallands on the western 
Olympic Peninsula. However, the amount of habitat that would be provided is 
only 82% of the median amount of habitat found in studies of pair home ranges 
and less than that found within 2. 7 miles of all stable and increasing sites 
analyzed (discussed in Criterion 3). This alternative would prioritize protection 
of habitats closest to the site center, which may ameliorate to some extent the 
low habitat amounts. One SOSEA encompassing all known owl sites in 
southwest Washington would also be provided; it is unclear how much habitat 
would be provided at these sites. It is not known whether sites in southwest 
Washington and the western Olympic Peninsula would, on ave1·age, support 
demog1·aphic rates sufficient for replacement of the resident owls. 

Analysis: In the areas where catastrophic habitat losses are most likely, 
Alternative 3 provides substantially g1·eate1· dsk reduction to owl populations 
than either Alternatives 1 or 2. In the easte1·n Cascades, territorial owl sites in 
all of the most important nonfederal landscapes would be provided with greater 
amounts of more contiguous and higher quality habitat than under Alternatives 
1 and 2. This would likely provide for an owl population in the eastem Cascades 
that is more resilient to catast1·ophic habitat loss. 

On the Olympic Peninsula, this alternative would provide additional support 
for the owl population on the western Olympic Peninsula, the area where \ 
habitat loss and degradation due to windthrow is most likely. By providing 
additional sites beyond those protected on federal lands, this alternative 
reduces the demog1·aphic risk associated with recurrent wind storms. It is not 
known if these sites would, on average, support owls at demographic 
replacement rates. 

In southwest Washington, retention of the known owl sites would provide 
greater risk reduction against catastrophic habitat loss than the other 
alternatives. 

• ALTERNATIVE 4 • TFW PROPOSAL 

In the eastern Cascades, Alternative 4 would provide demographic support or a 
combination of demographic support and dispersal in portions of the four most 
important nonfederallandscapes. In the 1·90 coni.dor, most sites would be 
within demog1·aphic support portions of the I-90 East and Taneum SOSEAs. 
The Teanaway Basin would be included within a combination function area of 
the 1·90 East SOSEA. In the North Blewett landscape, Alternative 4 would 
provide demographic support for as many as four ten-itorial sites; however, 
seven currently recognized sites would not be supported. Of these seven sites, 
tlu·ee ru:e on matrix lands, two are on reserved federal lands but suffered 
habitat losses to fu·e in 1994, and two sites are centered on nonfederalland. 
One of the two sites centered on nonfederalland is surrounded by rese1·ved 
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federal lands. Effective cluster size in the North Blewett landscape has been 
reduced by fu·e and likely will be reduced by the designation oflands 
supporting owl sites as matrix; this altemative would allow further reduction 
in the size of this cluster. In the Entiat Ridge landscape, some degree of 
demog1·aphic support would be provided at all but three nonfederal sites; 
however, some lands important to sites within demognphic support areas are 
excluded. 

Under Alternative 4, the portion of the owl population reliant on nonfederal 
lands would likely not be 1·esilient to catastrophic habitat loss. The amount of 
habitat that would be provided at demographic support sites in the eastern 
Cascades would be 1,077 act·es less than the median amounts found in studies 
of pair home 1·anges, less than 77% of the stable or increasing sites analyzed in 
FMAZ 3 and 4, and 341 acres less than the mean amount of habitat found 
within a sample of owl sites in FivfAZ 2 (discussed in Criterion 3). Sites in the 
Teanaway Basin would likely receive less support than sites in demographic 
support a1·eas. Thus these sites may have Low reproductive or survival rates. 
Nonfede1·al habitat would likely be located adjacent to federal reserves and 
provide some benefit to sites in these areas. 

Along the Pacific coast, Alternative 4 would provide one SOSEA encompassing 
virtually all known sites centered on nonfederallands on the western Olympic 
Peninsula. The amount of habitat that would be pt•ovided is 1,182 acres more 
than the median amount of habitat found in studies of pair home ranges, but 
less than that found within 2. 7 miles of 95% of stable and increasing sites 
analyzed (discussed in Criterion 3). It is not known whether sites on the . 
·western Olympic Peninsula would, on average, support demographic rates' 
sufficient for feplacement of the resident individuals. Priol'itizing protection of 
habitats closest to the site center may provide added support for these sites. 
Sites in southwest Washington would not be supported by this altemative. 

Analysis: In the areas where catastt·ophic habitat losses are most likely, 
Alternative 4 provides a reduction of the risk to owl populations. In the 1-90 
corridor and the Teanaway Basin, most owl sites would receive. some level of 
suppo1't, while in the Not'th Blewett and Entiat Ridge landscapes, sevet·al owl 
sites would be left unsupported or important nonfederallands would be 
excluded from demographic support areas. The habitat amounts provided may 
be insufficient to support high 1·ates of reproduction at most sites, but the 
prioritization for protection of the highest quality and closest habitat may 
ameliorate to some extent the low habitat amounts. This alternative would 
likely provide some contribution to owl population risk reduction in the eastern 
Cascades. 

On the Olympic Peninsula, this alternative would provide additional support 
for the owl population on the westem Olympic Peninsula, the area whe1·e 
habitat loss and degradation by wind is most likely. By providing additional 
sites beyond those protected on federal lands, this alternative reduces the 
demographic risk associated with recurrent wind storms. 
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Alternative 4 would provide greater l'isk reduction in all areas than 
Altematives 1 and 2. On the Olympic Peninsula, the contribution from this 
alternative would exceed that fl:om Alternative 3 because of the greater 
amounts of habitat that would be provided at owl sites. In the eastern 
Cascades, the contribution to owl population risk reduction would be less than 
that from Alternative 3. 

• ALTERNATIVE 5 • PROPOSED 4(d) RULE 

In the eastern Cascades, Alternative 5 would provide demographic support in 
the 1·90 corridor, Taneum, Teanaway Basin and North Blewett areas; 
demographic suppo1"t would not be provided for owl sites in the Entiat Ridge 
landscape unless they 8l'e designated as "shadow" sites. The amount of habitat 
that would be provided at demographic support sites in the eastern Cascades 
would be 1,019 acres less than the median amounts found in studies of pair 
home ranges, less than 73% of the stable or increasing sites analyzed in FMAZ 
3 and 4, and 283 acres less than the mean amount of habitat found within a 
sample of owl sites in FMAZ 2 (discussed in Criterion 3). Thus most of these 
sites may support low reproductive rates. Under Alternative 5, the portion of 
the owl population reliant on nonfederal lands would be less resilient to 
catastrophic habitat lose than under Alternative 3. Nonfederal habitat would 
likely be located adjacent to federal reserves and provide some benefit to sites 
in these areas. 

Along the Pacific coast, Alternative 5 would provide one SOSEA encompassing 
virtually all known sites centered on nonfederallands. The amount of habitat 
that would be provided is 1,027 acres mo1·e than the median amount of habitat 
found in studies of pair home ranges, but less than that found within 2.7 miles 
of 95% of stable and increasing sites analyzed (discussed in Criterion 3). Thus 
it is uncertain whether sites on the western Olympic Peninsula would, on 
average, support demographic rates sufficient for replacement of the resident 
individuals. Sites in southwest Washington would not be supported by this 
alternative. 

Analysis: Alternative 5 provides some reduction of risk to owl populations in 
most of the areas whe1·e catastrophic habitat losses are most likely. In the 
eastern Cascades, most owl sites in the 1-90 corridor, Teanaway Basin and 
North Blewett landscapes would receive some level of support; however, no 
support would be extended to owl sites in the Entiat Ridge landscape, unless 
they were included as "shadow" sites. The habitat amounts provided may be 
insufficient to support high ntes oil'eproduction at most sites. This alternative 
would likely provide some contribution to owl population risk reduction in the 
eastern Cascades. 

On the Olympic Peninsula, this alte1·native would provide additional support 
for the owl population on the westem Olympic Peninsula, the area where 
habitat loss and degradation by wind is most likely. By providing additional 
sites beyond those pl'Otected on federal lands, this alternative reduces the 
demographic 1isk associated with recurrent wind storms. 
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Alternative 5 would provide a level of owl population risk reduction similar to, 
but a little less than Alternative 4. 

• ALTERNAnVE6 · NOAcnON 
Alternative 6 would provide no risk reduction for owls or habitat on nonfederal 
lands in Washington. 

Analysis: Alternative 6 would contribute no additional risk reduction against 
catastrophic habitat loss . 

• • • 
NOTE: References cited in this chapter are listed in 

Appendix E. 
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part of the Draft EIS analyzed the marbled murrelet 
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Chapter 
Four 

Other Species within the Range 
of the Northern Spotted Owl 
and the Marbled Murrelet 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter completes discussion of the affected environment within the 
range of the northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet and the effects of 
the proposed rule alternatives on tliat environment. Chapter 1 int:r'oduced 
this discussion by descti.bing the physical environment; Chapters 2 and 3 
described the targeted species not'thern spotted owl and marbled murrelet, 
respectively, and analyzed the effects of the proposed rule alternatives to 
those species. This chapter focuses on the other species that share the 
environment with spotted owls and marbled murrelets. In most cases, the 
scientific names fol' the species are not in the text but axe located in Appendix 
C. ' 

Section 4.2, Affected Environment, includes a listing and description of 
animal species (a) listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive by the state 
of Washington, (b) candidates for state listing, and (c) endemic species as well 
as a listing and discussion of major plants groups found in the target 
environment. 

Section 4.S, Environmental Consequences, discusses the effects of the 
proposed rule alternatives for the northern spotted owl and marbled murre~et 
to the described species. 

4.2 Affected Environment of Other 
Potentially Affected Species 

Excluding salmonid fish which are discussed separately, a total of 16 animal 
species were either listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive by the state 
of Washington, candidates for state listing or species of concern/endemic 
species as of November 18, 1994 (WDFW 1994) as shown in Table 4.1. 
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T~le 4.1 

Federal and \Vas hington state listed species and sensitive species, 
as of November 18, 1994 (WDFW 1994) 

e • endangered, T • lh reatened 

Federally Listed Species with State Status 

Specits soaws Spe(ie5 Soalu$ 
Ft:denl SUI h denl 

Gray Wolf E T Crlz.z.ly 8e.a.r T 

~i Wllale E E •flo Whale E 

"Bh,. Whale E E •Hump-bacW Whole E 

•etack Ri9ht ~le E E glumbUI 'lihlt.e·t.aNed Oetr E 

•Mot~ntain Caribou E E •Brow, Pencan E 

Aleutial'll C.ttl.ada Goose T E Ptregrine Falcon E 

•Snowy Plover T E SponedOwl T 

'"01'egon Sllversport Butte rOy T E 'Stt:lter S-ea uor~ T 

Bald Ea91< T E Marbled Murtelet T 

'Crefn Sta. TurtJe T T •Lo9verhead Sea. Turtle T 

"Olive Ridley Sea Tu•lle T C&Adtdate 
.. 

Addttoon~l Sute Usted Spec•es 

•Pygmy Rabbit E •sea oner E 

•Cra~y Whale E •Sperm Whale E 

'""American While ~tican E Sand hilt Cra11e E 

Upland Sandpiper E West~m Pond Turtle E 

"Leatherback Su Turtle E Western Cray Sqoltrel T 

lynx T Ft:trug•nous Hawk T 
.. . 

State Sen SJtiVe S pecoes 

State Species of Concern · Endemic Species 

Olympic. Cascade, Jnd Columb'i. Torrent Sa.l,.mlnderJ 

Sal mot~ Ids 

S'ate 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

E 

£ 

T 

T 

NOTE: Nil'\eteen species (ldemifled above With an a.sterlsk) art notdist"us:sed further in this chapter either because 
thty .tl't JlOt found within the Shired ran9t: of the notthetn spotted owla.nd the marbled murre let in washingtotl, ot 
becaust they are not found In the forestt'd environment .affuc.d by fottSC pracd<es rules. 

Endangered Species 
• GRAY WOLF 

The gray wolf (Canis lupus) is listed by both the federal and state governments 
as endangered in Washington (WDW 1993a). This species ranges over large 
areas (Laufer and Jenkins 1989) and potentially occurs thl'Oughout the same 
range as that of the grizzly bear (discussion follows), as well as the Washington 
Cascade Mountains south to the Columbia River. 

The gray wolf uses virtually any type of forest and natural opening as long as 
the level of human activity is low and there is an ungulate prey base (Laufer 
and Jenkins 1989). Because the wolf is currently becoming re-established 
throughout many parts of Washington and little data have been collected on its 
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habitat use, all naturally vegetated lands should be oonsidered potentially 
suitable habitat fot· this species. Vegetation types used include quaking aspen, 
mixed oonifet·, ponderosa pine, white Ol' grand fir, alpine meadows, sht•ublands, 
riparian zones, marshes, bogs, and swamps (Thomas 1979). Wolf dens are 
normally located under logs or in rock outcrops. 

• GRIZZLY BEAR 
The grizzly beat· (Ursus arctos) is listed by the federal government as 
threatened in Washington and by the state as endangered 0vVDW 1993a). This 
species potentially occut·s throughout the Cascade Range, from Canada south 
to near Yakima, and across the northern third of the state from the Okanogan 
Highlands to the Idaho border (Almack et al. 1993). The federally designated 
North Cascades Gti.zzly Bear Ecosystem extends tht·ough this region at 
elevations from about 492 to 10,778 feet. 

The grizzly bear ranges over large areas and typically uses many vegetation 
types to fulfill its life requisites. Of special impot"tance to bears are wet 
meadows, swamps, bogs, streams, and oonifet·, subalpine, and lodgepole pine 
fo1-ests, as well as alpine meadows and parklands (Bt·own 1985). However, 
these habitats alone would not be sufficient for suppoiting this species. Areas 
with little human disturbance may be prefen:ed as habitat; howevet·, no actual 
analysis has been conducted in Washington to confit'ln this speculation 
(Almack et al. 1993). 

All naturally vegetated land types are considered suitable grizzly bear habitat. 
Den sites of grizzly bears can be found in nearly any type of fe~·est, but are 
typically in coniferous forests. Bears normally select den sites on steep slopes 
above 5,670 feet (Almack 1986). Bears forage in many vegetation types in 
o1·der to obtain sufficient plant and animal foods. Their diet includes 124 
species of plants, winter-killed ungulates, small mammals. and anad:romous 
fish (Almack et aL 1993). 

• COLUMBIAN WHITE-TAILED DEER 
The Columbian white-tailed deer (Odocoileus uirginianus leucw-us) is listed by 
both the fedet·al government and the state as endangered in Washington. The 
deer's cun·ent range is limited to areas less than about 10 feet above sea level 
(USFWS 1983). Approximately 700 to 1.000 Columbian white-tailed deer occur 
along the Columbia Rive1· (USFWS 1983). They are found only in bottomlands 
and on seve1·al islands in an 18-mile reach of the Columbia River neal' 
Cathlamet, Washington, and in an area near Roseburg, Oregon (USFWS 1983). 
Within Washington, these deer occur in the Julia Butler Hansen Columbian 
White· tailed Deer National Wildlife Refuge, and on Puget, Brown, Jackson, 
Ryan, Little, and Hunting Islands, which are owned privately or managed by 
DNR. Several DNR parcels ofland in the refuge and on Puget Island are 
leased to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and private landowners. 

Potential habitat for the Columbian white-tailed deer includes Columbia Rivet· 
bottomland riparian forests (alder, cottonwood, and spruce). grassland. 
pastures, and farmland not occupied by black·tailed deer (WDFW 1994). 
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Columbian white-tailed deer are primarily grazers, feeding in active and 
abandoned farm fields and pastures within 820 feet offorest cover and forest 
parks (WDFW 1994). The deer's historical habitats include tidal spruce 
swamps, park forest, open canopy forest, sparse rush, and wetlands (USFWS 
1983). Spruce, alder, cottonwood, and willow are common tree and shrub 
species used by deer fo1· foraging, resting, and thermal cover (USFWS 1983). 

Although the population of Columbian white-tailed deer is apparently doing 
well (i.e .. down· or de-listing this population has been considered), range 
expansion has not occurred, primarily because black-tailed deer have taken 
over other suitable habitat along the Columbia River, precluding white-tailed 
deer from using these areas. 

• ALEUTIAN CANADA GOOSE 

The Aleutian Canada goose (Branta car1adensis leucopareia) , a subspecies of 
the Canada goose, is listed by the federal government and state as endangered. 
In 1967, it became one of the first species to be listed (Federal Register v. 32, 
no. 48). From the early 1970s, when the recovery effort was initiated, to 1984, 
the population increased five-fold to 4,000 birds (Amaral1985). This 
subspecies is distinguished from the other locally ubiquitous subspecies by the 
broad white ring at the base of its neck. The Aleutian Canada goose nests on 
Buldir and Chagulak Islands of the Aleutian archipelago in Alaska. Its 
historic winter range extended from British Columbia to California and into 
parts of Japan (Amaral1985). Currently, the San Joaquin Valley of California 
is the species' main wintering area (Amaral 1985). Habitat used during 
migration includes agricultural fields, grasslands, wetlands, lakes, and large 
ponds. 

• PEREGRINE FALCON 

The peregrine faloon (Falco peregrinrts) is listed by the federal government and 
the state as endangered (WDW 1993a). In Washington, three subspecies occur: 
F. p. anatum, F. p. peali, and F. p. tundrius (Allen 1991), but only F. p. anatum 
is believed to nest here (Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team 1982; Johnsgard 
1990). Fifteen nesting pairs of peregrine falcons were recorded along the outex 
coast, in the San Juan Islands, and along the Columbia River Gorge in 1990 
(Allen 1991). Washington primarily provides important migratory and 
wintering habitat for peregrines, including estuaries such as Skagit River flats, 
Grays Harbor, and Willapa Bay where falcons prey on large concentrations of 
waterfowl and shorebirds. F. p. peali and F. p. tundrius are present as winter 
migrants. 

Most peregrine nests are located on cliffs or high escarpments that dominate 
the nearby landscape, although office buildings, bridges, and rivet· cutbanks 
have also been used for nesting (PFRT 1982; Craig 1986). Most preferred 
nesting cliffs are at least 150 feet high and can be found from sea level to 
11,000 feet (PFRT 1982). Foraging habitat includes marshes, lakes, river 
bottoms, croplands, and meadows where peregrines prey primarily on 
songbirds, waterfowl, and shorebirds (Porter and White 1973}. During the 
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breeding season, peregrine falcons will travel as far as 17 miles from the aerie 
to hunt, although a hunting range of 10 miles is considered typical (Porter and 
White 1973; PFRT 1982). 

• SANDHILL CRANE 

The sandhill c1·ane (Grus canadensis) is a state endangered species (WDFW 
1995), that has no federal status. Sandhill cranes migrate throughout the 
state, and breeding has been documented in both eastern and weste1•n 
Washington (\VDFW 1994). Sandhill cranes are extremely wary and therefore 
use only large tracts of open habitat with good visibility (WDFW 1994). 
Habitat for this species includes grain fields, wet meadows, nonforested 
wetlands, and shallow ponds (Type 2 and 3 wate1·s) (B1·own 1985; WDFW 1994). 
Nesting habitat is extensive shallow-water ma1·shes with dense emergent plant 
cover (Littlefield and Ryder 1968). Wet meadows and grasslands are used for 
foraging and resting habitat (Brown 1985; WDFW 1994). 

• UPLAND SANDPIPER 

The upland sandpiper (Bartramia lcngicauda) is listed in Washington as 
endangered and has no federal status (WDW 1993a). Upland sandpipers 
winter in South America and their breeding range includes the northern half of 
North America and Canada. In Washington the potential breeding 1·ange for 
the upland sandpiper includes the eastern half of the state, however, the only 
confirmed nesting occurred at Stubblefield Lake on the Turnbull National 
Wildlife Refuge and in the east Spokane valley (WDFW 1995b). 

Upland sandpipe1·s prefer to nest in grasses that are between 6.5 to 12.5 inches 
tall and which provide nest concealment of at least 50% or more from above, 
and with at least three covered sides (Kirsch and Higgins 1976). Compared to 
other gt·ound nesting birds, upland sandpipers have a relatively high hatching 
success rate ranging from 63% to 100% (Kirsch and Higgins 1976; WDFW 
1995b). This high success rate may be attributed to behavior, including 
mobbing of potential predators, vocalizations and coloniality (WDFW 1995b). 
The predominant causes of nest failures have been attributed to p1·edation and 
livestock t1·ampling (WDFW 1995b). 

Upland sandpipers utilize a wide range of habitat types during the nesting 
season including croplands, pastures, native prai.J.ies, and wet meadows 
(WDFW 1995b). Forage areas are generally mo1·e open than nest a1·eas in order 
to allow birds to scan the ground in search of insects. Recently cut or grazed 
agricultural areas as well as open prairie areas provide the majority of the 
foraging or loafing areas (\VDFW 1995b). 

a SPOTIEO OWL 
Refer to Chapter 2 

• WESTERN POND TURTLE 

The western pond turtle (Clemmys marmorata marmorata) is currently a 
category 2 candidate for federal listing and is listed by the state as endangered 
(WDW 1993a). This species is known to occur at elevations n·om sea level to 
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6,000 feet from extreme southwestern British Columbia to t he Sacramento 
Valley in California, j)Tincipally west of the Sierra-Cascade crest (Bury 1970; 
Stebbins 1985); however, all sightings of the turtle north of the Willa mette 
Basin in Oregon occurred below 2,400 feet (JYDW 1993c). Recorded sightings 
in Washington seem to be clustered a rou.nd the southeastern edge ofPuget 
Sou.nd and along a small portion of the Columbia River (Nussba um et al. 1983; 
WDW 1993c). This distance between popula tions is the largest k nown 
disjunction in t he range of the western pond t urtle (WOW 1993c). Populations 
are confirmed only in Klickitat and Skamania Counties, with recent individual 
sightings of the turtles in Pierce and King Count ies (WDW 1993c). Historical 
records also exist in Clark and Thurston Counties. In 1992, 69 t urtles were 
recorded at 15 sites in Washington (Nordby 1992). 

Western pond turtles inhabit marshes, sloughs, moderately deep ponds, and 
slow-moving portions of creeks and rivers. They need basking sites, such as 
partially submer ged logs, vegetation mats, rocks, and mud ba nks. Evenden 
(1948) reported two records of pond t urtles occurring in rapid-flowing, clear, 
cold, rock and gravel streams in the Cascade foothills. The pond turtle has also 
been sighted in brackish coastal waters (Ernst and Barbour 1972). Pond 
turtles hibern ate in the bottom mud of stxeams or ponds, or on lan d up to 164{) 
feet from water (Ernst and Barbour 1972; Holland 1989; Slavens 1992) . 
Western pond t urtles feed on aquatic vegetation, invertebrates, small fish, 
frogs, and carrion (JYDW 1993c); however, t hey apparently prefer live ox dead 
animal tissue to pla nt mate1·ial. 

Bury (1972) conducted a four-summer study of western pond turtles in a 2.17 
mile stretch of Hayfork Creek in Trinity County, California. The study site 
was situated in an area of woods (oak, ponderosa pine, and scattered Douglas
fir ), chaparral, and open gxassy areas at 2,000 ft above sea level. Estimates of 
home-range size of t he species were as follows: adult males, 2.41 acres; adult 
fe males, 0.61 acres; and juveniles, 0.90 acres. 

Throughout their range, western pond turtles nest from late Ap1·il through 
August, but in Oregon, the peak b1-eeding period is thought to be June to mid· 
July. Eggs are deposited in an earthen nest in soft soil on upland sites 
(Stebbins 1954; Nussbaum et al. 1983), and usually excavated in t he morning. 
The nest is most often located near the margin of a pond or stream, but pond 
turtles have been found hu.ndreds of yards from water . 

Because Washington populations of western pond tuxtles are extremely low, 
the continued presence of this species must be confirmed in areas where they 
have been documented previously. Reco1·ds in Washington a1·e few and 
scattered, indicating the possibility ofrarity or an ongoing decline. The 
literature is devoid of information on the possible association of western pond 
t urtles with truly for ested areas. In view of the need for lengthy periods of 
direct sunshine for t he successful hatching of buried eggs, t he use of ponds or 
streams in older forests appears un likely. The possibility of t heir use of cut· 
ovex areas, given proper aquatic habitats, has not been in vestigated. 
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Bullfrogs and non-native fish species present a risk to populations of pond 
turtles through predation and resource competition. Other risks to the species 
include predation by carnivorous mammals, degradation of shoreline 
vegetation, and alteration of upland habitat within .25 mile of watercourses 
(WDW 1993d). 

Threatened Species 

• WESTERN GRAY SQUIRREL 

Refer to Chapter 5 on the Draft EIS, January 1995. 

• LYNX 
The lyn..'!: (Lynx canadensis) is listed by the state as threatened (WDW 1993a) 
and is currently a category 2 candidate for federal listing. The range of this 
species includes north central and northeastern Washington with the largest 
contiguous range in Okanogan and Chelan Counties (WDW 1993d). 
Thl'oughout it's range, the lynx occurs at high elevations (above 4,000 feet in 
north central Washington, and above 3,500 feet in northeast Washington} and 
l'equirea a mixture of forest conditions from early successional to mature 
forests. Lynx use early successional forests for foraging activities, escape, 
hiding, and thermal protection, and use mature forests (older than 150 years) 
for denning activities (WDW 1993d; Koehler and Brittell 1990). In 
Washini:ton, mixed conifer stands represent the majority of lyn..'!: habitat (WDW 
1993d). 

Travel corridors are necessary for movement between foraging habitat and den 
sites and must contain vegetation more than 6 ft. in height and have a 
minimum of 180 trees pe1· ac1·e (WDW 1993d). Lynx generally do not cross 
openings larger than 300 feet (Koehler and Brittelll990; WDW 1993d). 

The population dynamics of the lynx are largely dependent on the availability 
of prey species, primarily snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus). Snowshoe 
haxes require early successional forests and prefe1· to browse on either new 
growth or small-diameter twigs. Early successional forests with dense stands 
of 4,690 to 13,440 trees per acre provide hare with essential winter browse as 
well as habitat for thermal and security cover (Koehler and Brittell1990}. 
Ideal age classes for these stands average between 6 and 30 years and should 
cover at least 20-25 acres (the average home range for snowshoe hares) 
(Koehler and Brittell1990). 

• BALD EAGLE 
The bald eagl.e (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is listed by both the federal 
government and the state as threatened (WDW 1993a). Throughout 
Washington, the bald eagle typically occurs along the coasts, major rivers, 
lakes, and reservoirs (USFWS 1986). Potential habitats are riparian areas 
along rivers, streams, lakes, sloughs, and reservoirs; coastal estuaries and 
beaches; freshwater beaches; and mature and old-growth forest stands within 1 
mile of water (Brown 1985). 
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Washington supports the largest population of nesting bald eagles in the seven
state area covered by the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (USFWS 1986). 
Most nesting in Washington occurs on the San Juan Islands and along the 
Olympic Peninsula coast; however, nesting territories are also found along 
Hood Canal, on the Kitsap Peninsula, in Island County, along the Columbia 
River in southwestern Washington, in the Cascade Range, and in eastern 
Washington (USFWS 1986). Bald eagles typically nest near water, usually on 
prominent features overlooking aquatic foraging areas (Stalmaster 1987; 
Anthony and Isaacs 1989). In western Washington, distance between nest sites 
and water averages 282 feet (Grubb 1976); within the seven-state recovery 
area, nest sites are generally within 1 mile of water (USFWS 1986). The 
average territory radius ranges from 1.55 miles in western Washington to 4.41 
miles along the lower Columbia River, where reproduction rates are low (Grubb 
1980; Garrett et a!. 1988). The three main factors affecting distribution of nests 
and territo1·ies are: (1) proximity to water and food, (2) suitable nesting, 
perching, and roosting trees, and (3) the number of breeding eagles (Stalmaster 
1987). Nest sites in western Washington are most commonly in Douglas-fir and 
Sitka spruce trees. Nest trees average 116 feet tall and 50 inches dbh and 
typically exceed the U.S. Forest Service's minimum dbh specifications for old
growth inventory (Ant hony et a!. 1982}. 

Washington also supports the largest population of wintering bald eagles in the 
seven-state recovery area. Primary wintering areas include the Olympic 
Peninsula, the Sa.n Juan [slands (particularly Cypress Island), Puget Sound 
and its tributaries, Hood Canal, and the Cowlitz and Columbia Rivers (Taylor 
1989). The Skagit River supports one of the largest concentrations of wintering 
bald eagles in the contiguous United States, with as many as 558 individuals 
counted during peak periods (Stalmaster 1989). Food availability is the major 
factor that attracts bald eagles to wintering locations (Stalmaster 1987). Many 
areas that have abundant populations of overwintering waterfowl or salmon 
runs also support large concentrations of wintering eagles (Biosystems 
Analysis, [nc. 1980; Keister et al. 1987}. 

Bald eagles use perches during nesting, hunting, feeding, terxitorial 
maintenance, and behavioral displays (Stalmaster 1987). Eagles select perches 
that provide a good view of the surrounding territory; typically, the tallest 
perch tree available is preferred (Stalmaster 1987). Along the Nooksack River, 
dead trees are strongly preferred as daytime perches during the winter; tree 
species commonly used are black cottonwood, big leaf maple, or Sitka spruce 
(Stalmaster and Newman 1979). Because of its relatively low height, red alder 
is used less often (Stalmaster 1976). 

Wintering bald eagles often roost communally in single trees or large forest 
stands. Most of these areas are near a rich winter food source (typically 
anadromous fish) and in forest stands that are of uneven ages and have· some 
old-growth characteristics (Anthony et al. 1982). Many roost sites are in 
ravines and draws that protect eagles in bad weather (Hansen 1978; Keister 
1981). Roost sites are generally positioned in the tallest, most dominant trees 
that provide unobstructed views of the surrounding landscape (Anthony et a!. 
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1982). In western Washington, communal roost sites have been documented in 
black cottonwood, Douglas-fir, western red cedar, westen1 hemlock, and other 
tree species (Hansen et al. 1980; Anthony et al. 1982). 

Anthony and Isaacs (1989) recommend that habitat alterations not occur within 
1,312 feet of bald eagle nests and that disturbance activities within 2,625 feet of 
nests be restricted between January 1 and August 15. The Pacific States Bald 
Eagle Recovery Plan (USFWS 1986) 1-ecommends temporary buffers of 1,312 
feet around screened roosts and 2,625 feet around visible roosts. Timber 
harvests can occur, but only between November 1 and April 1. Along foraging 
areas, a 164- to 326-foot wide strip of tall perch trees should be maintained. 
Stalmaster (1987) recommends that a buffer zone of 820 to 984 feet be 
maintained where little screening cover is present. Under WAC 232-12-292, 
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife works with landowners to 
design site·specific management plans that provide flexible zoning instead of 
setting standard buffe1· distances. 

• FERRUGINOUS HAWK 

The ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is ctlrrently a category 2 candidate for 
federal listing and is listed by the state as threatened (WDW 1993a) The range 
of this species includes areas in southeast Washington, with the highest 
concentrations in Benton and Franklin Counties. This hawk is a summer 
resident only and is rarely seen in Washington during winter months (WDFW 
1995c). 

Most ferruginous hawk nests occur on the ground, rock outcroppings o1· cliffs; 
however, isolated trees or various manmade structures may also be utilized 
(WDFW 1995c; Wotlinden and Murphy 1989). Ferruginous hawks require 
undisturbed grasslands or desert shrublands and avoid nesting in areas with 
greater than 50% agricultural cultivation (WDFW 1995c). Disturbance due to 
rec1-eation and farming practices are two primary causes for nest failures. 
Research suggests that buffers of 250 meters would prevent the failure of 90% 
of nests in Washington (WDFW 1995c}. Ferruginous hawks may live up to 20 
years and often select the same nesting tenitories throughout their lives 
(Woffinden and Murphy 1989). 

• MARBLED MURRELET 
Refer to Chapte1· 3 in the Draft EIS, January 1995. 

Sensitive Species 

• LARCH MOUNTAIN SALAMANDER 

Listed as threatened in Washington and as a candidate by USFWS (Aub1-ey et 
al. 1987), the Larch Mountain salamander (Plethodon larselli) appears to be a 
relic species on the decline. It was frrst described as a subspecies of the Van 
Dyke's salamander (Plethodo!t uandykei) (Burns 1954). It is restricted to talus 
slopes, rock outcrops, and caves in Klickitat, Skamania, and Lewis Counties in 
Washington. Overstory trees appear to be important to moderate moisture loss 
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and temperatw·e in prefened habitat. Human activities, including the removal 
of gravel for road building and clearcutting of ove1·stol"Y trees, are potential 
threats to existing populations (Herrington and Larsen 1985). 

The Larch Mountain salamander has a highly restricted range (Henington and 
Lat·sen 1985) and is found along a 36-mile stretch of the Columbia Rivet· Gorge 
in Washington and Oregon. Most habitat for the Larch Mountain salamander 
is protected in the Columbia Gorge National Scenic Area (Leonard et al. 1993}. 
Aubry et al. (1988) recently extended the range in two areas of the central 
Cascades of Washington. Larch Mountain salamanders have been found at a 
minimum of 35 sites in Washington (WDW 1993b). The Washington 
Department of Fish and Wildlife identifies the main Washington distt-ibution 
as extending fl:om the Washougal River to near the Klickitat River, with 
isolated populations occut-:ring as far north as Lewis and King Counties (WDW 
1993b; WDFW 1994). A disjunct population occurs inside a lava tube cave in 
the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument. Larch Mountain 
salamander sites also occur at Archer Falls and along the Washougal River. 
However, surveys of potential habitat at·e needed to confirm actual presence (K. 
McAllister, WDW, Olympia, Washington, letter to C. Turley, WDNR, Olympia, 
Washington, Februat-y 15, 1994). 

Within its range, the La1·ch Mountain salamander occurs at elevations between 
50 and 1,250 meters above sea level (WDW 1993b) and appears to have 
relatively restricted habitat requirements, including stabilized talus ranging in 
size between 1 and 6 em with soil deposits in the intersticial spaces. Larch 
Mountain salamanders at'e more common in areas with dense overstories of 
coniferous or deciduous trees that help maintain higher moisture levels (WDW 
1993b). Herrington and Larsen (1985) make a solid case for a direct, 
dependent 1·elationship between this salamander and Pacific Northwest old
growth forests. In theil· study, one site (Mabee Mines Road in Skamania 
County, Washington} was comprised of two talus slopes separated by a creek. 
One talus slope had been clearcut 10 years before their study began, and no 
Larch Mountain salamanders were found on the cut-over area; but the other 
talus slope, dll·ectly across the Cl'eek from the cut siope, contained Larch 
Mountain salamanders. 

No data exists regarding the population dynamics of the Larch Mountain 
salamander. Individuals of this species behave in a manner similar to most 
other Pacific Northwest plethodontid salamanders; they are active at or near 
the surface wheneve1' temperature and moisture regimes permit, which could 
be any day of the yeat' in the Columbia River Gorge (Herrington and Larson 
1985, 1987). Cou1·tship behavior has not been observed, but mating occut·s 
primarily in the fall and occasionally in the spring (Herrington and Larsen 
1987}. No clutches of eggs have been found for this species. 

Herrington and Lat'son (1985) point out that the Columbia River Gorge is an 
area with numerous potential uses by humans, many of which could be 
detrimental to populations of these salamanders. Any land use practice which 
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impacts moisture t•egimes in suitable stabilized talus slopes probably will 
eliminate populations of the Lat·ch Mountain salamander. Logging, harvesting 
talus for t·oad building, and housing developments could all adversely affect the 
status of this species. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (1994) 
recommends that a buffer of up to 150 feet of uncut forest be maintained 
around any occupied talus slope to protect populations of this salamander. 

Lehmkuhl and Ruggiero (1991) compiled a list of species associated with late· 
successional Douglas· fir forests in the Pacific Northwest and modeled the risk 
of local extinction for each species from habitat loss or fragmentation. This 
model was based on frequency of occurrence, abundance, body size, and 
mobility of the vat•ious species. The Larch Mountain salamander was 
determined to be a species of high risk (score of 9, where 1 is low and 10 is 
high). Thomas et al. (1990) considered populations of this species to be at a 
medium to high viability risk. 

Species of Concern and Endemic Species 

• OLYMPIC, CASCADE, AND COLUMBIA TORRENT SALAMANDER 

In 1992, the Olympic salamander (Rhyacot1iton olympicus) was split into four 
species (Good and Wake). Three of these species occur in Washington. The 
Olympic tonent salamander (R. olympicus) occurs only on the Olympic 
Peninsula. The Cascade torrent salamander (R. cascadoe) occurs in the 
Cascade Mountains of Washington and Oregon. The Columbia torrent 
salamander (R. ccu;cac.lae) occw·s in the Willapa Hills in Washington, the 
Oregon Coast range, and in the Cascades Mountains. All of the Torrent 
salamanders are closely associated with seeps and su·eams in forested habitats. 

• SALMONIDS 
Status and Distribution. 
In western North America, anadromous salmonids t•ange from mid-California 
to the Al'ctic Ocean (Meehan and Bjorn 1991). Their historic distribution 
included southern California and Mexico (The Wildemess Society 1993). 
Freshwater salmonid habitat e'Xtends eastward into Idaho, i.e., the Snake 
River and its tributaries. All species from the Pacific Northwest migrate out 
into the Pacific Ocean, with some traveling as far north as the Bering Sea. 
Anadromous salmonids occupy all of Washington except the area north of the 
Snake River drainage and east of the Columbia River (central Washington) 
and the area east of the Okanogan highlands (northeastern Washington) 
(SASSI 1992). 

Stocks and Evolutionarily Significant Units 
Fisheries management of salmonids is normally done according to stocks. A 
stock is a discrete breeding population. The Washington State Salmon and 
Steelhead Stock Inventory (SASSI 1992) has defined stock to be: "The fish 
spawning in a particular lake or stream(s) at a particulru· season, which fish to 
a substantial degree do not interbreed with any group spawning in a different 
place, or in the same place at a different season." 
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The spatial or temporal reproductive isolation required by this definition is 
reflected in the names given to stocks, e.g., "Nisqually River summer 
steelhead" or "Snohomish River fall chinook". Stocks may possess distinct 
biological characteristics (e.g., physical appearance, habitat preferences, 
genetics, or population demography), but not necessarily. As noted by Meehan 
and Bjo1·nn (1991), "stock" can be considered synonymous with "subspecies." 

The Endangered Species Act defmes species as "any distinct population· 
segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife which interbreeds when 
mature" (16 U.S.C. 1532(15)). For purposes of the Endangered Species Act, 
salmon stocks are grouped into populations known as evolutionarily significant 
units (ESU). If conditions warrant federal listing of a salmonid, it is the stated 
intention of National Marine Fisheries Service to list ESUs, rather than an 
entire salmonid species or individual stocks (Federol Register vol. 56). 

An ESU is a population that (1) is substantially reproductively isolated from 
other conspecific population units and (2) represents an important component 
in the evolutionary legacy of the species ('Naples 1991). The first criterion is 
essentially the same as the SASSI (1992) definition of a stock. The second 
criterion requires that subpopulations in sepuate ESUs possess significant 
genetic or other biological differences. As a result, many stocks are lumped into 
a single ESU. For example, agencies in Washington, Oregon, and California 
have identified more than 200 distinct stocks of coho salmon. These stocks have 
been grouped into six ESUs. Washington contains at least 90 stocks of coho 
(SASSI 1992), and these are distributed among three ESUs. 

Salmonid Status in the Pacific Northwest 
Nehlsen et al. (1991) assessed extinction risks for 214 native naturally
spawning salmonid stocks occurring in Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and 
northern California. They estimated that 101 (47%) of these stocks had a high 
risk of extinction, 58 (27%) had a moderate risk, and 54 (25%) were of special 
concern. 

Under the Endangered Species Act, the National Marine Fisheries Service 
regulates salmonid, and it has declared several different salmonid populations 
as threatened or endangered. The agency listed Sacramento River winter 
chinook as threatened in 1990 (Nehlsen et al. 1991) and Snake River sockeye 
as endangered in 1991 (Federal Register vol. 56, no. 224). Spring/summer and 
fall runs of Snake River chinook were listed as threatened in 1992 (Federal 
Regi:;ter vo!. 47, no. 78). In March 1995, the steelhead populations in the 
Klamath Mountains of northern California were proposed for listing as 
threatened (Federo l Register vol. 60, no. 51). 

The National Marine Fisheries Service mitigated statue t-eviews for west coast 
steelhead trout in May 1993 and coho salmon in October 1993 (Federal Register 
vol. 58, no. 206; vol. 59, no. 102). The status review for steelhead is expected to 
be completed by late 1995 or early 1996. The status review for coho, completed 
in July 1995, proposed that the species be federally listed in Oregon and 
California, but not in Washington. 
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The federal government initiated coastwide status reviews for the other five 
anadromous salmonids in September 1994 (Federal Register vol. 59, no. 175). 
The first of these reviews, for pink salmon, will not be completed before October 
1995. Completion of the status reviews for chum, sockeye, chinook, and sea-run 
cutthroat will probably occur in 1996. The federal listing of salmonid species 
could be followed by federal regulations pertaining to forest practices on state 
and private lands. 

Bull tl·out are regulated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and were made a 
categolj' 2 candidate for federal listing in 1985 (Federal Register, vol. 50, no. 
181). In response to petitions, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service began a 
rangewide status review in May 1993. This review, completed in June 1994, 
concluded that the status of the bull trout war1·anted its listing as a threatened 
species but was precluded due to other higher priority actions. At that time, the 
species was assigned a listing priority number of9 (on a scale of 1 to 12, with 1 
being the highest pri01ity) and made a category 1 candidate. In April 1995, the 
species was reassigned a listing priority number of three. Dolly Varden is not a 
federal candidate. 

Williams et al (1989) listed the bull trout as a species of special concern. 1n 
Washington, 77 separate bull t1·out/Dolly Varden populations have been 
identified (Mongillo 1993). Information was adequate to determine the status of 
only 34 population. Of these, nine (6%) were considered to have a high risk, six 
(18%) a moderate risk, and 13 (38%) a low l'isk of extirpation. 

Salmonid Status in Washington 
The Salmon and Steelhead Stock rnventory (1992) identified 435 distinct ' 
salmonid stocks in Washington. Information for 322 stocks was adequate to 
assess their status, and of these, 38% were classified as "depressed" and 4% as 
"critical" (SASSI 1992). A depressed stock is one "whose production is below 
expected levels based on available habitat" (SASSI 1992), and a critical stock is 
one for which "permanent damage to the stock is likely or has already occurred" 
(SASSI 1992). 

Nehlsen et al. (1991) compiled a list of Pacific Northwest salmon stocks 
threatened with extinction. They defined three risk catego1·ies: high risk of 
extinction, moderate risk of extinction, and special concern. Stocks with a high 
or moderate risk of extinction have likely attained the threshold for listing 
under the Endangered Species Act. Stocks with a moderate risk have higher 
spawning escapements than stocks with a high risk. That is, stocks with a 
moderate risk have a larger number of spawning adults each year. Stocks of 
special concern have not attained the threshold for listing, but do face some 
risk of extinction or possess some unique character that requires attention. For 
stocks in Washington, their list describes 47 as having a high t-isk of extinction, 
18 as having moderate risk, and 27 as being of special concem. A partial list of 
extinct stocks (Nehlsen et al. 1991) includes 42 stocks from Washington. 
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Many western Washington salmonid fish stocks have been petitioned for listiDg 
under the Endangered Species Act. These stocks live in almost all streams in 
the range of the northern spotted owl and include: 

• Mid-Columbia basin summer chinook 

• All coho salmon in Washington 

+ Deer Creek (Stillagua.mish River) summer steelhead 

• All steelhead in Washington 

+ Hood Canal summer chum salmon 

• Discovery Bay SllDlmer chum salmon 

• Discovery Bay coho 

• Baker Lake (Skagit River) sockeye 

• Elwha River pink salmon 

• Lower Dungeness River pink salmon 

• Dungeness River spring chinook 

• White River spring chinook 

• North Fork Nooksack spring chinook 

• South Fork Nooksack spring chinook 

• All anadromous and resident bull trout 
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Tablt 4.2 

Life history of Washington anadromous salmonids. 
Specits · Run Age Return Spawning Time in 

(yr) fresh water 

Spring chinook salmon '·' 2·6 Mar - Mav Early fall 90 days to 
1 year 

Summer chinook salmon 2. l 2 - 5 jun- jul Late Sep - 90· 180 
Nov days 

Fall chinook salmon 2. 5 Aug - Sep Fall 90 . 180 
days 

Sockeye 3. 5 Mar- Jul Sep ·Jan 1 · 2 years 
in lakes 

Coho salmon '·' 2. 3 Aug - Nov Oct- Dec 1 year 

Chum salmon l .l 3 - s Sep - Mar Sep ·Mar 0 · 30 days 

Pink salmon l.J 2 Aug- Sep Sep- Oct 0 • 7 days 

Winter steelhealf trout ' 4 ·6 Nov- Apr ) illl - Jun 2 · 3 years 

Summer sreelheacl' trout• 3· 5 May - Oct jan· Jun 2 years 

Sea·run cunhroat trout • 2· 6 Jul- Dec Dec ·Jun 1 · 4 years 

Sourtts: comptlltd from Palmts.ano 11 at. 1 ~U .. 

' ).tftnrtf' chin DOlt Md who Sdflft(lft and JIMlhud ;tnd attthr'OolC trO\tC d.tvt.lop In SUNmS and rinrs.. 
2 Non ,oung sltmon rur in esltll l'iC$,. woh ~inook ind chtM'Tl sw)'ing tht kll'gen time and p.nk 1ha lhorkst. ! Pil'k and d14.1m ••fm<Jn rry mi~ta" drre<dy to estu .. rle:s upon ~tm'l"rgen<e wlch l~dt or no fresn.-w~ttr rudin.g . 

All 1-0<Ji:t'Y't and s.ome coho s"Umof'l dtvtiOD In ltke.s. 
5 Less th•-' 5 Dtrunr of returning fish.,_ tii)Ul JDA¥ffttrs, 
6 uss than t p• rctnJ of returning fish are rtp llll 'tPI.WI'\tr'), 

Other Speclu 

CuiTent 
Origin 

Hatchery 
and wlld 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 

Hatchery 
and wild 
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Plant Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl 
and Marbled Murrelet 

• VASCULAR PLANTS 

• Water howellia, a proposed candidate for listing, is endemic to western 
Washington. It is found in lakes, ponds or sloughs at low elevations. 

• Golden paintbrush, also proposed for listing, is endemic to the Puget trough 
and is found in prairies and meadows at low elevations. 

• Cold-water corydalis is a federal candidate for listing. It is already listed as 
threatened in Washington. 

• Clustered ladyslipper and Oregon checker-mallow are listed as threatened in 
Washington. 

• Wenatchee larkspur is listed as endangered in Washington. 

• NON-VASCULAR PLANTS 

Lichens 
Lichens are important components of forest ecosystems. They provide 
nutrients to a wide variety of vertebrates and invertebrates. At least 26 
species of lichens are endemic to the old-growth forests in the Pacific 
Northwest (USDA et al. 1993). More than SO other species also live in t his 
area. Forest lichens most commonly grow on trees but may also be found on 
decaying wood, rock, soil, or in streams where they may take more than 200 
years to develop. Because lichens grow slowly and need a stable environment, 
young, fast-gl"owing trees inhibit lichen growth because these trees a lter the 
microclimate and substrate as the forest ages. 

Arboreal lichens help to retain moisture in t he forest canopy, fix atmospheric 
nitrogen, and provide a source of organic material that helps enrich and retain 
moisture in soils (Hawksworth and Hill1984). Forest lichens are a primary 
food source for key prey species of the northern spotted ow 1, including flying 
squirrels, red-backed voles, and woodrats (Maser et al. 1985). They axe also 
eaten by deer, elk;, and mountain goats during winter. Many canopy-dwelling 
invertebrates, birds, and small mammals use lichens for food or shelter. 

• FUNGI 

Forest fungi are essential components of a healthy ecosystem. They help 
decompose woody debris, assist in nutrient and water uptake by trees, and 
their fruiting bodies and mycelium provide food for insects, small mammals 
including red-backed voles and flying squirrels, and even larger animals such 
as deer. Insects often help fungi gain access deep into large woody mate1-ial by 
leaving a network of boring holes through which the fungi grow. Fungi also 
cause many forest diseases which can be both detrimental and beneficial for 
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4.3 Environmental Consequences· Effects of Rule 
Proposals on Terrestrial, Aquatic, and Riparian 
Ecosystems Including Listed and Non-listed Species 

Effects on Threatened and Endangered Animals 
It is likely that the proposed alternatives will have little effect on the following 
species due to their close associations with habitats other than old-growth 
forests. These species include: the Columbian white-tailed deer, Aleutian 
Canada goose, pereg:t'ine falcon, sandhill Cl·ane, upland sandpiper, western 
pond turtle, and ferruginous hawk. It is unlikely that the habitats associated 
with these species would overlap significantly with spotted owl or marbled 
mun-elet territories where protection would occur. As a result, the alternatives 
would probably have little effect on these species. Although the lynx range does 
overlap with part of the 1·ange for the northern spotted owl, it does not overlap 
with any of the alternative landscapes. Therefore, it is not likely that the lynx 
will be affected by any of the p1•oposed alternatives. While the guy wolf and 
grizzly bear are both associated with la1•ge, wild, mountainous areas, most of 
these are on federal lands and not subject to forest practices regulations. 

The bald eagle, Larch Mountain salamander, salmonids, and the Olympic, 
Cascade and Columbia tonent salamanders are more closely related to mature 
fo1·ests and are likely to be affected by the alternatives. These species should 
benef1t from forest practices regulations that protect habitat within spotted owl 
or marbled mw·relet territories. 

Effects on Threatened and Endangered Plants 
Effects of the rule alternatives on plants that are associated with late
successional forests and require the moist, woody environment characteristic of 
such forests will be related to the amount of spotted owl and marbled m unelet 
habitat protected. 

Induced Edge Effects on Other Species 
Associated with Late-Successional Forest 
Thomas et. al. (1993) identified 32 species of wildlife as being associated 
primarily with old-growth habitat. These species respond to timber harvest in a 
variety of diffe~ent ways. 

When forests are fragmented by logging, edge area increases relative to interior 
area. This in turn causes vegetation more tolerant of dry conditions to replace 
interior forest plants (Ranney et al. 1981). Consequently, small patches of 
forest may become completely edge habitat. A fot·est fragment must encompass 
at least 60 acres in order to provide some interior fo1·est and p1·otection from 
edge-induced predation (Harris 1984). 
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other forest inhabitants including the people who use the forest. The 
coniferous forests of western North America harbor one of the world's more 
diverse assemblages of mycorrhizal fungi. According to FEMAT (USDA et al. 
1993) there are 527 species of fungi in old-growth forests of the Pacific 
Northwest. About one-fifth of these are considered endemic. 

The word "Micorrhizae" literally means "fungus roots" and defines the 
association between plant roots and specialized soil fungi. Nearly all of the 
world's plants form some kind of mycon·hiza, and with few exceptions nearly 
all trees have mycorrhizae. Trees simply could not survive to mature age 
without the fungus association within their roots. Mycorrhizae help in uptake 
of nutrients (especially nitrogen and phosphorus) and water and provide a very 
important barrier to invasion by pathogenic fungi. Mycorrhizae vastly 
increase the absorbing surface area of the root systems of trees. Scientists 
believe that mycorrhizal fungi can expand the root systems of trees from 
hundreds to thousands of times. 

Two major mycorrhizal types prevail among fo1·est trees: "ectomycorrhizae", 
which are formed with the important conifer species of the Pinaceae and 
hardwoods of the Fagacceae and Betulaceae; and "vesicular-a.rbuscular" (VA) 
"myconhizae" which are common to other hardwoods, particularly maples 
sweetgums, cedars and redwoods. Although similar in function, these two 
groups differ strongly in fungi involved. 

The fungi that form ectomyconhizae include many of the common forest 
mushrooms, puffballs and hypogeous (below-ground) fruiting fungi called 
truffles. These fungi belong primarily in the two classes of fungi called the 
Basidiomycotina and Ascomycotina. Amanita, Boletus, Heboloma, Laccaria., 
Lactarius, Pisolithis, Rhizopogon, Russula, Scleroderma, St,illis, and 
Tricholoma (all Basid.iomycotina), and Cenococcum and Tuber (Ascomycotina) 
axe well known ectomycorrhi2;al forming genera. Unlike the mushrooms and 
puflballs, VA mycorrhizae form relatively large solitary spores or clumps of 
spores in the soil. These spores are not wind disseminated like the small 
spores of ectomycorrhizal fungi. They are moved in the soil when small 
animals and insects eat them and disseminate the spores in their fecal 
droppings. These fungi belong to the Zygomycoutous family and include 
genera such as Acaulaspora, Entrophospora, Gigaspora, Sclerocystis, and 
Scutellospora. 
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Induced edge habitat affects wildlife. Roads, electrical power lilles, and even 
wide trails have been known to negatively affect interior forest birds (Anderson 
1979; Whitcomb et al. 1976). Corridor edges are often invaded by non-native 
nest-hole competitors such as European starlings that displace native birds 
(Noss 1983). Studies conducted by Gates and Bysel (1978) revealed that, 
although edges attracted a v8.liety and abundance of bil·ds not requiring 
cavities such as warblers, pairs nesting near the edge had smaller clutches 
than those nesting in the interior. Robbins (1979) found increasing evidence 
that where edge habitat is predominant, birds characterist ic of forest interiors 
were unable to maintain their populations. Small and Hunter (1988) 
documented higher rates of predation on ground-nesting birds from foxes, 
skunks, and raccoons as forest patches became smaller and opportunistic 
predators moved into these habitats. 

Most species of birds that nest in cavities prefer large snags as nest-sites 
(Raphaell980). Woodpeckers also prefer large snags as substrates for foraging 
(Bull 1980). Aa a result, cavity nesting birds are commonly more abundant in 
forests with large dead trees (Mannan and Meeslow 1984). The impact will 
vary depending on the number and sire of snags left under each alternative. 

Impacts Of Alter.natives 
The extent to which each of the proposed rule alternatives will affect other 
species is primarily t·elated to the amount of their habitat that is protected. 
Since Alternatives 1 and 2 offer little protection for habitat within spotted owl 
and marbled murre let territories, the protection offered to other species closely 
associated with t hose habitats will be limited. Alternatives 4 and 5 are closely 
related to each other in the amount of habitat protection they offer. Although 
Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 provide protection for the Olympic Peninsula, only 
Alternative 3 provides protection in southwest Washington. In general. 
Alternative 3 provides the most protection for habitats within spotted owl and 
marbled murrelet territories and would likely have the most positive effect on 
other species associated with these habitats. The No Action Alternative will 
have a negative effect on species that feed a nd breed in late-successional 
forests. 
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Chapter 
Five 

There is no Chapter 5 in this document because this 
part of the Draft EIS analyzed the western grey 

squirrel rule concepts. Chapter 5 will be published in 

the Final EIS. 
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Forest Practices Board Proposed Rules for the Northern Spotted Owl 

FPB RuJe MaJsinr- B;ackrmnnd IttfnrmAtion 

The Forosl Praetlees Board has b- in !he procesc of adopting permanent rule. co protect habitat of t1re 
nonhem sponed owls and m:ut:>led murreleu sinco 1994. Aflet the Man:h 1995 pubUe beatiJlgs on the 
proposed rules and tile D,..(l EIS. TFW participants offewi to develop a conseosu>-based rule proposal for tile 
northern spolted owL 

The Board aeccpled tile TFW profl<l'3l on November 8, 1995, and direcled lllat h be flied with !he C<* 
'Revi"'r as a supplellWital rule-making nodC<O, n:pbcing !he original three owl alternatives. The lWO 
alternatives for llle m:ut:>l<d murrclet (occupied stlnd and MM-WAU) were aho inc:luded in the supp~tal 
notice. (Note: no cllange• were made 10 the mlllbled murrelet alternatives; for a copy call (360) 902-1413.) 

The Board anticipates publishing a Supplemental Draft EIS on the sponed owl alternatives in Januazy 1996. 

The Board wiU consider all oral and wrlUen testimony on tile proposed rules, and anW:ipates adopting final 
rules in May 1996. A Final ElS will be pubHJhcd at least seven days prior co rule adoption. 

onrne. or Rule 
S.EP A Guidance . • . • • • • . • • • . . . . • . . • . • . . • • • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . . . ..••••• • .• • . 2 
Genc<al Defulitioos ...•...•.....•... . .. .• ...•••.•.... •. . .....• ..•.•....... S 
Critical WildUfe Habit.al (Slate) •••.•• ••• . • .. • ..•.•••.•••.••. • .• • .•..•..•.•.••.• 7 
Norlllem Spotll:d Owl Habitats . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • . • . • . . . . 13 
SOSEAs and Goals •••••••••••••• • , ••• ••••••..•••••..••• • ••••••••••.••• , • 17 
Planning Optioos .•••••.•.....••. • . •• . • •••••.•••.••••. ••••. .•....••.•.•. 18 
Disturbanu . • • . • . . . . • • . • • . • • . . . . • . • . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . 23 
SOSEA Maps • • • • . • • . . . • • • . • . . • • • • . • . . • • . • . • . • • • . • . . • . • . . • . . • . . AI!2Chment A 

Fon;natrior Note§· 

Additions co pennaneut rule language are undrrljn¢. 
DeleW:ms from =isling pennanent rule lang~~a~e- ((e oer$!xo•l()J. 
New &eetion• 10 exisW>~: WACs = labeled No10 Sectloo. 
Commentsladdidonal information are shown in 1141/cs (right-hand column). 

A«epted N.,...,,.,. I, 19!15 

Nollq of l\lbH~ Rrarjng 

The Forest Pracli= Board wlll bold a publie hearing on 1be proposed 
rules and on the Supplemenral Draft EIS. Both oral and wrirten 
testimony will be lOken. 

~ Fdmlary 13, 1996 

~ 3pm 

I OCNjon: Natural Resources Buildin' Room 172 
1111 Wa>hin&ton Str<el SE 
Olympia Wtsilin$ton 

Send Wri~:t<:n_ Commlm!S T<>: 

Judilll Holter, J'PB Rules Cootdinalor 
DNR-Foi'Cll Prac:does Di"visi011 
PO Box 47012 
Olympia WA 98S~7012 

Pltone; (360) 902-1412 
F3X: (360) 902-1734 

Commp;nt Dr&1lige: 

Marcil I. 1996 

A" i1QD<;t; for pmcnu !lhh diub\Uiies; 

Conta<:< Tami Grant at (360) 902-1413 by Feb. 2, 1996 
TDD: (360) 9()2.1431 -



Forest Practices Board Proposed Rules for the Northern Spotted Owl Accqrlecl No..-ber s, ms 

PtO)>Osed rule lantll48<: ~IUS about ruleJ and atldlti()JIQ] lnfonn<Jtlolt: 

NEW SECTION GWdOIICt to DNR on SEPA Rtl1tw. 
7lliJ seCJion pro•<flks general subntwl•~ SEPA guidQ"" to th4 

WAC 2l1-t0-040 Closs IV .Special threatened aod eodalljlered sped<e SEPA policies. In addition 10 0\e dtp0J171WU for US< in th< review l( forest pftlCtlcts opp/lciJiions. This 
SEPA policies established elsewhere in chis chapter, llle following policies il1all apply to Cl:w IV·Special guidlu>ct t">uld requin rhe dt:partm<Jrt ro COIISult v,oth th4 Dtpanment 
feteS! practiced> involving Utrutencd or endangem! :spec; ... qj Fish ond Wildlife, os we/1 as otht~. wlrflll eva/U(Jt/ng Jmpocrs of 

forest prttetlu.. 
(I} The dep<lrtmeot shall consult with the department of fish and wildlife, other agencies wiUt expertise, 

affec1Cd landowners, affected Indian lribes, and others wiUt expenile when evaluating tlle impact$ of roresr 111/s s«:tlon dltl> sets the stondard for tht threshold d4t6mtinalion and 
pratliecs. If llle department does not follow the recommendations of tile departmenc of fish and wildlife, 
the departrnblt sllall set forlll in writing a ccru:ile explanati011 of the =sons for its action. 

putentiol ct>NiiriDns w milig01e odven< llllpiJC1.S. 

(2) In order to determillA: whether ro,.,st pr.u:tires are likely to have • prcl>able si&nificant adverse impact, and 
tlluefore require an ..,;ronmental impoa Slalen>en1, the dqlulmeot .\!WI evaluate whelher the forest 
praetices reasonably would be upeetcd, cfrrectly or inditectly, to rediKe app,.,c;ably tile h<elihood ofbolb 
the sorvival and ~of a li"ed sp<cies in the wild by reducing the repmduciion, numbers, or 
distribution or that species. 

(3) Specific mili&ation matSUI"d or conditions s!WI be designed to reduct any prcl>able significant ad\'erse 
i mpaets id<rltified in rubseerlon (2) of this section. 

(4) The depanment shall coosider the .species·specif~<: policies in WAC 122·10·041 when reviewing and 
evaluating SEPA documenr.s and llle impacts (If fo!">t practices. 
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Forest Practices Board Proposed Rules r or the Northern Spotted Owl 

NEW SECTION 

WAC lll-10-04l Nortbem spotted owl!:. 
The efTcctive dale of this section is July I, 1996. The following policies shall apply to forest pnctices subject 
to SEPA if the forest prictices ""'Y cause adverse impacts to northern sponed owls. 

(I) lD SOSEAs or .. ,.. ol SOSE.A. wbere lbe ,oal is dom"Vo'pbie S\tpport, suilable spotted owl habill!l 
.!l>ould be maintained eilher to prOieCt llle mbility of 1bc owl(s) :mociated with uch nortllem spoaed owl 
si<e cen!U or 1.0 p1ovidc demograpllic support for that particular SOSEA as described in t~ SOSEA goab. 

(2) In SOSE.A. or oreas or SOS.EAs where tbe coal is dispelS!! support, either suit:lble sponed owl habitat 
should be maintained to protect 1bc viability of the owl(s) associated wilh each nonhern spotted owl site 
center or dispersal habitat should be managed, over time, to provide the dispeml support for thai particular 
SOSEA as described in the SOSEA goals. Dlspusal support is provided by a landscape which includes 
dispersal habitat at the stand level inte,.perscd with aseas of hig)ler quality habitat. Stands of dispersal 
habiw should be mana&ed to reduce gap• b"""""" stands and to maintain a suff'<cient level of dispu.sal 
habitat to meet 1bc SOSEA goals over time. 

(3) lo SOSEAs or o.reo.s of SOSE.A. where the ,ool is a conil>lnatloa of dispersal support aud 
demouaphlc support, eitb<t suilable spoiled owl habitat !boold be mllinlained to pro:ea the vial>ility of 
the owt(s) associated with each northem spotted owl sile cen!U or a variety of habltlt conditions mould be 
provided which in total are more than dispus:l.l support and less tllan dema&r'ipllic support. This can be 
accomplished by providing: 

(a) Dispersal support .., described in subseotion (:2) of thls SleCtion; 

(b) Areas of suitable spoiled owl habitat Chat contain some opportunities for nesting as weU as roosting and 
foriCinJ habi~>.t; and 

(c) Conru:etivity bot.,.., areas of SOSEA3 d•si&nated for demographic mppon or adjocont federal lands 
which an: designated as late successional resen..,., congressionilly teSetVed areas, or admioismvely 
withdriwn areas. 

3 

""""pled Novemba- 8, 1995 

This staion provideJ spedtNptcific SEPA. gu14anet for Mrth4m 
spOittd 014'1.1. 

Su Other sections of the Tllk for explanotiOJU of SOSEA., hDbitDJ ty/)<3. 
demographic support, d!Jpel$lll support, <tc. 

SOS5AJ may have goals of dD11Qgraphic SIIJlpDrt, 4/spenlll f'IIPPOrt. or 
a cvmbinotion of 1M nm. SOSEA g()(l/s MleTt tkltmtiflt4 If] looMng at 
CUIWII /wbi!IU (OJidiliOIIS tJN/ fonctiOIU of adjtJJ:OU f&Jera/1411dJ, for 
the purpose of compltm4nl1ng /ttkrol amurvotion strilltgia. 

Within each SOSEA. the kmtloW114r will Ita•·• a dtoict of adtlrtJslng the 
needs oftht particular bwl clrclt rhiJt Is lmptu:ttd If] the foren 
prwlets or adtlrtsslng th4 SOSEA. goofs through 11 p/IJJIJI!~~g process 
(i.e. HCP, WP,erc.) 
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(4) Witbi.o SOSEAS, tl>~ following amounts of suit&>le habitat ar~ generally usumed to be necessary 10 
maintain the viability or the owl(s) associaled with each n<nthem spotted owl site cenrer, in the absence of 
more specific dat> or a mitigation plan, as provided for in subsections (6) and (7) of this section 
respectively: 

(a) All suitable spotted owl habitat within 0. 7 mile of each northem spoiled owl site ~n,..r; 

(b) lncht<ling the suitable spoiled owl habitat identified in (a) of this subsection: 

(i) For the Hoh·Ciearwater/Coaslal Link SOSEA · A cola! of 5,863 ocros of suitable spotted owl 
habitat wich\n the median hom( range tirele (2.7 milt radlu!). 

(ii) For all other SOSEA•- A tolal of2,605 acres of suita~te spo<ted owl habioat wichin <he median 
nome range circle (1.8 mile radius). 

The depar1men< shall flrS1 identify the higbe.sl quality !tlilable spo<ted owl haln<»r for this purpas!:. 
Considetation sllal.l bt aiven co habiw quality. proximity to the activtiJ center and contiguity in ..Jecting 
the most "'ito.ble ha.bitat. Suit:lble spoued owl h~itat identified outside 0.7 mile of a northern spotted owl 
s.ite center may suppon more Lhan one median borne range cif(:Je. 

Svitable spotted owl habitat harvested by a landowl\er s.hall t.Ontlnue to be counted a! pan of the cotal acres 
necessary under (b) of this subsection for other landownc~ within the median home range circle if the 
harvest is conducted pursuant to agreements or plans approved under subsection (6) or this section or WAC 
122·16·080 (l)(h)(iv), (6)(a), (b). or (e). 

(5) Outside SOSEM, durin& the "escing season (be1-n Much I and Ausust 31). seventy acres of the 
highest quality suirabl~ spotted owl h~irat surrounding a northern >ported owl site center. The seventy 
a<:res for one .site center .sh:J.Jl not be utilized f<Jr meeting suitable habitat n.eeds of aqy other sit-e oent<:r. 

4 

Acaptod Nove.mb<r 8, 1995 

The /Oral a<rf.f indictJttdfor eoch SO SEA iJ dtri~d /flim a 
mathemOJ/col ct1/cu/otio11 of 40'?. of rhe area of a /.8 or 2. 7 mile rl111ius 
clrclt. 

Tlt4 Jtltcrlon (}j nobitOJ il mode by di< dtp<JIIn,.nt b<utd OIS the 
gtzndords Jtt in thU Jection. 

If hoouot Is olltM<tl to be harvested within on owi drelt b<ued on rmt 
of ril• planning optitms (HCP. LOP, CHEA, ere.), rlrt ho"'""'d hobitOJ 
area wlfl bt counr~d in the calcula1ion of suit/Wit habitat from the dare 
of the pion appro>'lll and fnrword, e>-ell ofle' h(IJVtSt hos o<:currnl. 
17tL< is lmtnded u; p,-,veru the troi!Sftr of respoii.Siblllry for mainunant:t 
of hdblt01jrom one landowner to another. 

Pfr>retrion is provided otthe 70-acu le""/ during nttll•l8 muon only. 
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(6) The a~umptiont set forth in subsec~ion (4) of this S<etion are based on regional daoa. Applicants may Landowner; moy .ntbmit nseJJrcll /Jif/JmwliQ71 wltidJ suppbrts the i 
submit infotma~on Olat is more comnt, aocurate, or specifiC to a nof1hem spotted owl site center, modifictUwn of the stiJJ!dartb su Ill tAts seaion cf the TJJles. 
proposal, or SOSEA circumsWlCe$ or goals. The dcpanmenl shall ... su<h information in mall:ing its 
determinations under this section where the dcparuncnt fu>ds, i1l consulwion with the depe.rttntnt of fl5h 
and wildlife, that tile information is mote lilctly 10 be v:alid for the panlcolat eircomstance< than the 
assumption• oslal>!ished llt>det subsection (4) of this section. 1f the dqlertment does not use the 

' 
information, h shall explain iiS reasons in writinc to the applieant 

(7) Tht dep;Jmnw shall CtJnJider m-.s "' mitig<Jte identified advtrse inrJNICf1 of on uppUetmt 's propose/. 
MitigMIOn mtQ.Jur.:s mUJI amtribote to IM od!levtmtnt of SOSEA gocls or ro supporting the viability of ' 

~mpacted nonhenc lfJOtted owl site crnt~n. 

WAC 222.-16-010 General deOnitions: 

~'C2!!eerathl: :iDOIIt:d QWl babltat e-nh~m:tmi:OII£I!:I:m~nt H::REA}" 
~WAC 222· 16·10012\ 

•Dr:mnmphi( ampgr1"' Owls will be moinraloed on tlrt nonfttkrol IIJildscope by prott:t:tlng 
~~ prg~idiDB nlfi!,iml SltiliRJ.c SR!'lll~ ml!l bibil!lt ~lhiD Ills SOSEA r~ main&aio tbe viabiJitt gf enough habitat to support a pair lnclllliing their breediJJg actiwiti.:s. 
nQrttlem 5-ggUtd ~1 sil'~ ldentified u ~SSfl 1:2 m~t 1he. SQSE~ ggAl' -

::nim.·rs•t halli!al" ~WAC 222-16-0alal 

"Pt~oersat $UQQ:()I1" 17tt rnoventenr of adult afld j~J>•enile owls Kill be supported by 
m~n& am~ldlog B!ftiS::im:Jiili~I2~Sll ruabitaJ (QI lb~ iDiri~bl'ID2' !l( I!Ql:lh~m U!QUC/d il}~(~ wj~hio s;u; a:!imSS maintaining disptr;al habitat across lht I<JJU!J<:upe, al/qwing the oMu to 
lhe SQS;et. liS DW:S!iiiO! 12 meet SQSS~ 1allllS Di~al iU~RQn is Jm):Xid~ ln~ a lansls;a~ ~Misting Qf set~< new ttrricories. 
<&ao2s ~f dl~amal llilbil.a1 inl~!~~ with i!BI~ g( hieh~.t ~Uta.Iin: habitat m~b i.t Slill&aW' ~QQU~ !:!Wl 
bi~b:ilil f'li.!Dd :i!Jlbin RMZ~ WMZ< 1:2[ Qtht[ ~Yi~ ;md !E:~InalaO£ )Q\~ arw 

·M~ianltn:!.M ana:~ s:ia:b::fl 
mwun a 'la:~Ga l!;iltt a ~~ mQiu:s. ~tDI= sm 11 sRQ:S:Ir.d ~ siE.C: ~er lllc: liSfigs r~[ tb~ rru-niean 
home DD2' ' irxk in the-H'Qh:Ot:ml:llttl~~l Link S~EA g 2 1 mile~·· (Qt Ill other SQSEA~ &he 
tadha i$ l. 8 mj h;s 

-·--
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r. 

"Nonhern spoUfd owl o::jlf ttnter" 
meyns the focation of status 1 2 or 3 nonhem sooned owfs based on rhc following definitions: 

St.atu~ J· 

Status 2; 

Status 3; 

Pair or reocoducrive • a male and female heard and/or observed in close proximity to each 
9th'r on rhc sam¢ visit a female delt.c!ed 20 a ps;;st 0( one Qr both aduh~ Qb::&rtr.<J w..ilb 
;i.Ql!Q&. 

J'w(, bird~ patr uatut ut)known - the. presence. pr rr;spon~e. of two hjr4s of onoosjte sex where 
ooir W!.tus cannot be determined and where at lean one member meets the resident terrisorial 
single reouirements. 

Rc$jdent cenitorial #Qtle .. rhe Qr<oc:enc~ or u~portg <>f a sinrle owl wjrhjn th¢ same £tnead 
area on tbru or mou; gcqao;ions wjthio a bq;eding season with no response by an owl of the 
()pposire sex after a comole.te survey- or three ot more responses QV¢1 several years O.e two 
rtspongt 1n year pne and pne respon~ in ye.at two fm tb~ sam~ rr;n~ral area) 

In determining the exjs1ence location. and status of northern spotted owl site centers the department shall 
~gasulr wllh the depanment of fish and wildlife and use only «hog $ites dtXuroentes1 in snhztaoljaJ 
compljanse wjth guidcljnes or pmtos:;aJs and qualjtv <;pntmJ metbrxi§ sstablj~b,d by and 3Yi!ilable from the 
deoartment otfuh_and_\\!iJdlife~ 

"Old forest.hahital".<ce_WA.C_222ol6&85_(!){al.. 

"SOSEA fpjtls" 
mans !be eoaJs tpecified for a :;:potted ow! sp«ial emphasts area as jdenrjfi¢ on rhe SOSEA maps Cue 

WAC 222· 161>86> SQSEA qoals pmyjdc for dempmpbjr; and/pr djrntrsal $tmpQrt as nc;csssacy to 
oomolement the _non h. em sooued . owl .. oroteccion_ strateg:ies __ on_ federaUand_wiLbin_or_adiacenuo_the_SQSEA. 

"SDOtted.owL!fuoersa.Lhabitat"--_WAC_222ol6o08512\. 

"SgpUM PWI spe<:-191 emphasis ams ($0SltA>• 
mr;ms the; ocompbjs area~ M mappe<t in WAC 222- J6-Q86 Petajled mapt of tbt- SOSEAs indjsarjn2 tbe 
boundaries and ~oats are avaUable from .I he deoanment at its . re2ionat offices. 

"Sub-mature. habitat".><e_W..A.C_222oi6Jl&5_llli'l>). 

"Suit>bl• <D<Itt•d owl habitat• see WAC 222·16-0Ssm. 

6 

i\~~ep!<d Nov<(lll><r 8, 1995 

This definition was formerly in the criricalwildlife habitOJ (sraJe} 
uction of the rule. The definition of Slams J has been rtWdified upnn 
r<ccmmendaJion by the Depo.rrt~>el!l of Fish and Wildlife. This meanJ 
tho: the USFWS, WZ>FW and DNR will all used the same definition for 
Status I. 

The coiiSultarion requirement ""' been added "' new ltmgll4ge. 

One of the fkJard't goalJ Is to complement tilt pT()ttcr/on being 
provl4ed on adjacent fedua/IOJ'ld$. 
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"Yoon£ forr<tmattinalbllbitar• S<C WAC 222·16.085 Ollbl 

WAC llZ-16-080 Critical wildlife habitat (Stott) 11\d crillcal habitat (foderat) ofttu ... teoed ood 
oodao:ered speeits. 

(I) Critical WJldlife habitats (Illite) of lhreatOI\ed or eodan;CRd >p<eiC$ and >p<eifr<: f~ practices designated 
as CW. IV.Spccial arc as follows: 

(h) N~ spocted owl - the fQ!Iowjng sl>all apply lh!l)Uoh June 3Q 1996: Huvestin;, rood 
conSiruction, or aerial applicuion of pesticides on lhe moll suit>ble 500 acres of(~)) !\Osting. 
{(bret&ift9 )) roosringt and foragin: habitat sunoundiJli th.c ({eeti i~ eeAitt ef ktle· a Sblte.s I, 2, er 3 
speeed ew~s, aee~Wl!Ald ll) lht flet*"~eftl er wihUik)) northern soone.d owl S•c q;mey The 1D9Sf 
suitable hab i[at shall M dccc:cmjnr.1 by lh( dcpjlrtmepr jn s;oopmtj(tJ) wjlh the dwnment of fi$h and 
wjlahf' lrihcs and others wifh appljcab!Cc upcnig Comideratiog 5haU bt giv<;D rp habjpt gp:aljrv 
oro-ximitv to (he: .acti.Y:it'l.__Uftle.l__ifid_a~oli.ruilv in Rlectin!! rhe most suitable 500 acres of habitat. 

Begjnnjnr Julv I 1996 rhe fol lowing shall apply for the ogobgn swuM Qwl· 
£il Within a SOS£A boundq a l:;u m§ps jn WAC 221. Jlc086l excepr as jndicated tn CiD he)ow 

harvesting mad oon~lntetion or aerial apolicrujgn gf ocsrjtidSiS Qn S'•ltjl;blc ~ppu<d pwl habitat 
within a me-dian home____raor:e_ci[tJt_lb_a.tJt.cente:r.e.d within the SOSEA or on adia<:ent.fe.deral lands. 

fill WUhin I he Entj31 SOSEA harvct~jng mad coo5truction or aerial aPPijcation qf pt;$1jcides wjlbjo 
the areas: indkat«' for dtmPCQphjc StfQI)OM (SU WAC 212· J 6-086(2)) on suttab!e maned owl 
habitat loyuell within a medipn hom, moge cjn;lc; rhar ia <;tD(Cirt<l wi!hjn rhc demograpbjc $UOQQO 

area or on adiacent federal land&. 

Uii) Out~ide 1\f A .S0$EA harveulng road cpostruclion or ac;rial uppljs;prjon gf ns~Jj~jdes beJwtcn 
M;ucb I and Augus1 1 1 on the seventy un:3 of hjgbest qua1itv suitabJe spotted owl habitat 
surroundjng J north<;m $P01tt.d QWI sjiC tenter located o utside a SOSEA. The highe$1 gualirv 
$Ujcible habiq.1 .shall tx. deteonjned by thf; dcnartmcnt in coonel'ation with the dewnmenr of 11$h 
and wildlife. Considw tjgn $hl!ll Jxi gjvrn IQ babj1a1 OHAJjly PM1iitUity to the aellvjty Qtntcr al\d 
ermti9ullv. 

7 

~~N-8,1!195 

71ris is rite SEPA rrlzgtr. 

As pan of lht dlrcusJions during rite dt .. /Dpmml ofiM TFW propt)Sill, 
dte toal 1<\'U sa 10 hiNt new permaJtmJ ndu in </ftlct by July 1, 1996. 

Su SOSEA maps in Anodrmtnl A. 

A propcs.d forw proalce loeDJed wi1hln a median home rongt eliCit 
wirhin a SOSEA WOJJld ~ Oo.rs IV-Sp<cial. 

A spec/fie SEI'A 1rigger was nezOllllltd for 1his SOSEA ~Cilust 5111/DJ 
is no1 inclulii!tl in tht f tti8ral 4(d) rule prrJpoJIJI, and because a some of 
rht hahlrat originally ldtnrlf/ed by SAG was desrroyed in IM 1994 
form fires. 
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(jy) $man partt;l nQ[jbe.m $p9Utd gwl tp(emption Fwgc trp}Ctjc'5 proposed on 1he lands owned gr 
~otmll¢ by a landowner whose foren Jand ownership within the SO.~EA is less than Qt.Ji9'ttl tp 
500 acrei and where the fore$1 practice is oot \\ljlhjn 0 7 mjl~ Qf a n()Itbcm SQQlted pwl s.ite center 
shallnot:bc_eonsidctt<f_to_be_»o:ilhin critical wildlife habitlt {state} for northern sooued owl<. 

felle 11 iAg 8eftAitieA9: 

vee;; u;;;pmuiivtn uc h;cu;oc;. 

~))The follo\\~og critical habilats (federal) designated by the United Stotes Secret:uy of the Interior. or 
specifie forest pra¢tie<os within those habilats, have been determined to not nave tile pocential for a 
substantial impact on Che environment 

None listed. 

8 

Ae«opted Nov~m~r 8, 199:5 

11tt concepr of an exemption fbr nonindustrial (smidt) landoWN:~ has 
bun m~ed from earlier rvTe proposals. 

111is information has !Hen moved to the dejinitioiiS section II~C 222· 
16-()JI). 

This lartgll4ge htu bun moved 10 t%e new seclfon (6) IH/ow and 
grouped 1vi1h 0/her SEPA ounptions, 
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((~))01 
for th<: purpose or Identifying forest practices which have the POICotial for a subs1>11tial impact on the 
environmmt with rc&atd to llueatened or end:mgered species n<wly listed by the Washington .lim..i!!s! 
wildlife comntiuion and/or the United States Secrewy of the Interior, the d<partment1hall aft<r 
consul13tion wilh lhe department of li.llunJ! wildlife, prepare and submit to the board a proposed list of 
critical wildlife habitats (state) of lhreat<:ned or endangered <pf:CiCS. This list shall be submitted to tile 
board within 15 days of the listing of the species. The depanment shall, at • minimum, oonsidcr po~ential 
impacts of forest practices on habitats essential to meeting the life requisites for each species listed as 
threatened or endM&ered. Those critical wildlife habitats (state) adopted by the board shall be added to the 
list in subsection (I) of this section. S..: WAC 222-16-050 (l)(b)(l). 

((~)) ID 
For the purpose of ldentif)·ing any areas andlor forest practices within critical habit>u (federal) designated 
by the United States Secrt.1ary of the lnterio' which do not have the potential for a substantial impact on the 
environment, the de-pan.mrnt d'Wl. after consuttation with the depa.nmettl ot ftm and ~·Udlife, submit to the 
board a proposed I<Sl of any fo!e$1 practices and/or areas proposod for exclusion rroro Class IV - Special 
forest practices. The departmc4t shall $1lbmil lhe fut to tbe board within 120 days of the date lhe United 
Sau:s Socrc~azy or rhe tnterioc publi.shts a final role designating critical habitar (fed=l) in the !'eden! 
Rogistec. ~ critieal habtws excluded by the board from Clau IV- Special shall be add<:d «>the tist in 
s•bscction ((f.ll)) ill of tills section. See WAC m-16-0SO (l)(b)(ii) 

-·--
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(((61)) ljl 
(a) Exoept for bald eagle• under rub=tioo (l)(b) of this section, lhe critical wildlife habiws (slale) of 

threatened and Olldaogered species and speoific fon:st practices de.<igna~ in subsection (I) of this 
seclion ~ intCSlded to be interim. These Interim dui&nstions dlall expire for a given spe::ies on the 
earliest of: 

(i) The effective date of a regulatory symm for wildlife prol.<dioo referred to in (b) of chis sub...:tion 
or of stlbSialltive rules on the spcoics. 

(ii) The deli3!ing of a threatened or CSldlltJ-..1 species b7 the W.Wnz:on fub..i!ll! will!life 
commission. 

(b) 1be board shall eumine current wildlife proto:lion and dcpanmcnl aulhoricy to proleel wi!4life and 
develop a!14 ~mend ({1>)1 I Ill 1991)) a resulalory sysu:m, including baseline niles for wil<ltife 
protection. To !be extent possible, Ibis system shall: 

(i) Ose the best scienc:<~ and manasemcnt advice available; 
(ii) Use a Jandsape appro:u:h to wildlife prot..,rion; 
(iii)Be designed to avoid lhe potenllal for subscantial impact to che environment; 
(iv) Pro~ttt known populations of threatened and endangered species of wildlife from negatlve e1Tec1s 

of {Ore$! practices consistent wilb RCW 76.09.0[(); and 
(v) COnsider and be con$istent with recovery plans adopted by lhe department of~ wildlife 

pursuant to R.CW 77.12.020(6) or habiwconservation pla11s or 16 U.S.C. lS33(d) rule dwlges of 
the Endangered Spcoies A<:t. 

10 

Aooept<d No•ember I, l~S 
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((~)) !6l 
Re&an!less of any other provision in this S(Ction. ((1l!e fello .. ifts ... ••• ..;tieel oil~!ifo llel!itetl ~tofej or 
effiieel hM iMI!I (federal, fM lhe putiettle! ~peeie!: 
(e) feRSt pmeiiees on Ja~:ls ee eret4 b) a eoaxP;'IH::ien pie arui peftftilla: a partiul'lll ,eeiet '"''e ed 

by tto Y.S. Fisft and \Vildlife Se.p:iee p1.itsuan1 te 1' Y.£.9. 1§39 (al~ eeMis.tMt wiG\ lb6l plan aNI 
'ennit er;)) fwr;::t waorjcg appljcatioD$ $ba1l not he clauifir4 I$ C!JU IY~Specigl based qn critical 
wildljfe babjQI (.!!atel (WAC 222-16-080 Clll QT criljpal bahiQt ffe4mJI (WAC 222-lli-()j(XJ)(blljj\) 
for a <nqitz jf tht forrst nractices are consistent wilh Afl'i of the follpwiog prQPOsed for proteecion of 
the srw;jq· 

!J) A hfibjtnt cpngrya!ion plan and nermit or an incidental qG satenxns <;oyerinc such tJWI:I':ies mproyed 
by the SaqrJ,nrv pf 1he Iat,6m pr CQmll]$1C~ pu~uant to 16 U.S.C §J 536 Cbl or JS39 Cal· 30 

•unlisted mc&iM uroc.ment• coyedng such mocje$ ;rprmzycd by Jl't§: U S Fish and Wildlife Service or 
Narjona} Marine Fj~bcrics Service· or 2 "®•take lettu• or other CQQPC.[Jiiv' or cnngQ'Asigp ap-reemc;nt 
cn.l:yt4 into wjfh a fcdml W g aJt fiSh ant;l wi!dlif¢ 3fCMY pursuant lQ ils Sngpry antbMty fgr fi$h 
and wildlife J)!Q(CCikm that addrena the nec:ds qt the aff<;Nt4 spccjq 2nd lhat ts subject to review 
onder the NAtional f.Arironmemal Protection Aq 41 U S C § 4321 t:t 89 or th~ Spte EnYi:rqnme.m.aJ 
Pnli<V A<:t. Chmll!r 43.21C RCW. >! annlicahlo: 

(b) ((Tor.,l p10e1iee• eo ered b' e)) A tUie adopled by Ole U.S. Fish lllld Wildlife Servic:c or 11w> National 
Marine F•sheries Service for the conservation of a partieulu threatened ipeeies pursuant to 16 
U.S.C.§IS33 (d); 

~ A special wildlife managemr;nt plan fSWMpl dey<Jooot by 1M IMdgwner and aogrpyr4 by the 
~~Artment jo CQOtuJtaliOO with the deQQUment of fish ;)Orl wildlife; 

{!I) A bald ea2le. man .. em<nl olan aoorove<l undu WAC 212·12-292: 

U.} A landowner npJ!qn nlan ClOp) fQ( oqrth<rn $1)0Ucd qwls deyclooed purn.t!lnt to WAC ZZ2.J6-JQQ(Jl• 

IU: 
{f) A S('!()PCDijve $polled pwl babitae enhancemenr aoa;rmepr CCHP.Al dm!onc4 mrauant to WAC 222-

16-1001'2\. 

In tho~ · · : s•t.uauons where one pf the · clM11ficd i$ C laS$ IV,Spec-.i gpt•PD$ 3bpve h!\i hen us¢4 foreq P , • . 0S0 (!) p!b£[ !ban eri . a!. based UJl!?D !be pre;senc• o( !!!!G or !DO rJG!tCO! ai!J!hCi!I!OOS may !lj!l Is 
existiM o•-- Mal WJtdJtfe bal;mat i'statel or criri-' h h" l' gf lbc fAAtoa hSN in WAC m .. J6 l.iUI~ ~ iJUU JMr:rafl for lb · .. t S'?t&ft$ sgveo;d by the 

11 

Acftpled Nona~>er 1, m5 

This s.a/011 l'([tn to ajtikral 4(4) role. A nil< for rpontd owls ...u 
propostd 111 Ftlm11:ry /99$; tldopti011 Is antlc/ptUM In 1996. 

11rt SWMP would I>< ustJ for T&E species ()1/Jer thtm sp(Jftt4 owls OJJd 
eagles. 

This piVIJlroph rtftn "' (a) rh~gh (f) abow. 
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m The dqprtmtalt in mpwtqtion with the department of fish and wildlife shan review each SOSEA 19 

dtJeonjne wheJbe[ !be goal< fgr that SOSEA •tl' fll:ing met !bmugb appmyed plao• pennjl< <t;l!emwts 
letters OT arn:ements Rjff';l'l!';d to in subsectjon (6) of tbjs section. (( $0 11\e de.partmMt tbafl recommend 
to tbs boatd the ~umsosion deletjnn mndifiwjnn or te=¢$tabljtbmeot pf the appljc,abls SOS5A fmm tl» 
rules The; dcwrtment :ibaJI cpnduct a u.yjt;w for a partiQJJU SOSEA upon awmvaJ of a land9'WJ"tCf pptjoo 
Dlan._a_ll<:li lio.n_frmn_aJanilfrwller_in_lhe_S_QSEA. _or_urultr its_ _ru\'ll_inilialL~.<e. 

£8) The dePartment jo cgosulyrign with the «Qanmeor of fi~b and wildljfe $hall RPOa annyally m fba Mard 
g.o the srarus of the northern sponc:d owl to deteonine >ybe1her circumaances exist that substantially 
int~rl'cte wit'h !Metin2. the eoals of the SOSE.As. 

12 

Atc<91ed Novembo!r 8, 199$ 

This teetiM requires tilL d•partmw t~ ~riodically revitw IM SOSEA.s 
for nwltd cluulges. 

DNR, in oon:sultaricn with IM Dep(JI'Mient cj Fish <WI W'dd/ift, wiU 
present 411 tmnual repon ro the Bt>alll en the ttt11u.f cj the UM1. 
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NEWSECflON This stctWn pl'()v/Jes <ktaild, rW!nkal hallira: definitions. The 
WAC 221-16-085 Northern spotted o"l babltats. iliformatl<m In rhJs secllon wiU be revt~wed during the public revtt:w 

process for o=racy thl'()ugh scienJific pur nm•ew. 
(I) Suitable spotted owl babltat means fore& mnds which meet lhe del(:riplion of old fore11 habitat, wb-

mature habitat or young forest marginal habil>l found in (a) 3lld (b) of this subSt<:tion. Old forest habitat is 
tile high~t quality, followed in de-'ding oroer by sub-mature habitat and young fo=t marginal habitat. 

(a) Old torest babitat means habitat !hal proviaes for all tl>e characteristics need«! by northern spotted 
owls for ncstint, roosling, fcrraging, 3lld dispttsal, <l=ribed as stan<Js with: 
(i} A canopy closure of 60% or more and a layer«!, rnultispecies canopy where SO% or more of the 

canopy closute is provided by large overstory trees (typically, there should be at least 75 uees 
greater th3ll 20 inches dbh per acre. or 31 least 35 trees 30 inches dbh or larger per aeno); and 

(ii) Three or more snags or trees 20 inches ~bh or larger and 16 feet or more in height per acre with 
various ooformilies such as large cavities. broken tops, dwarf mistletoe infe<:tions, and other 
indicalions of de<:adeoce; and 

(iii) More than two fallen trees 20 inches dbh or grealer per acre and other woody debris on the 
ground. 

(b) Sub-mature babltat aad young forest marginal babitat. Sub-mature habiw proviOO$ all of the 
characttrislics needed by north«n spotte<l owls for roosting, foraging, and 4iSJ?etsal. Young fo~t 
marginal habitat provides some of the characteri.slies needed by norlhem spotted owls for roosting, 
foraging, and dispctsal. Suo-mature habitat and young forest mar~inal hal>ilal SWlds eu> be 
characterized based on !he forest community, canopy closure, tree density and height, vertical 
diversity, snags and cavity t~. dead and down wood. and shrubs or mistletoe infection. They are 
describe<! in the following tab_l_es: 

13 
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(i) Westen~ Washin&ton spolted owl ~malllre and young fo:a< m;arginal babi<at chantteri>tie.. 

R1bitat l}'Pt 

CbaTXterinie Sul>-Marun Young Fo....t Margillal 

oonifeMiomin>tod "' oonifa-har4wood OCIIDifeMJominlled or c:oni{er· - (Ve>tu dwl o: equal to 30" coni!«) hardwood (gr<.w:r <ball or "''Illi to 
Oomtmmity 3()" c:ooifu) 

CanOpy Closure creator dwl « equal to 70" canopy paw dwl or "'!IIAl to 70$ 
closuno canopy closure 

US-280 tncs/a= (&noal<r than or equal liS-280 b'ee!/aa.. (grear.or tllan or 
to 4 111<:ll<.s dbh) with equal to ~ inohes <!bh) widl 

Tree Density llld oomirwuslcodomin"'ts ,,.,...,. U.... or domin.,tsloo<!omi=u grcar.or lllan I 
Hei;nt "'!ual "' 8S f«t hl&h or equal to 8S feet hip. , 

OR OR 

Vertical Diven:ity ctomi!w\ISicodominaniS .,...uor dwl or 
equal to 8S feet ~~ish wllh 

dominantl/codominants gre:ater than ~ 
or equal to 8S 'r«t llilh with 1 

2 or mor< l~yon !"d 2 or more layer3 and i 

! 2S - SO~intumodlote tr<es 2S . 50~ intermediate trees 

gYUI<T than 0< equaJ to 3f><:re (Btea<cr greater !han or equal to 2/aete 
Sn"sfC.vlly dian or equaJ to 20 inch .. dl>h and 16 (great<r than or equaJ to 20 inches ,.,...., feet in helgllt) dbh and 16 feet in lleigbt) OR 

Dead, Oown N/A greater t!lan or equal to 10~ ollhe 
Wood ground (:QVCrcd wilh 4 inc:l\ 

· diameter or luger wood, with 

Shrul>s NIA 25·60'1> shrub cover 

The values indic:at<d for canopy closur. IU1d cr .. dcnnty may be replaced willl • quodmil: 
mean ~ of gtcala dwl \3 inches and a ba.sal ma of greater U.... 100. 

- ---

14 
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(ii) Eas<em Washington spo~ owl sub-mature ond young forest marginal habitat characteristies. I ~ chen tUjiii<S )'OUIIg /()l'lJI mD'JiNJ/ lulbi:Gt in eosttm Washington 
as <iiMr ~· canopy [omt or c/()rti/ canopy forut; tither lkfinl1/on Is 

H1bita.l Type. 
<N:Ceprablt. 

Cbnactrrirtlc Su~ature Yo~omg Fort:St Marzloa_l Y oun1 F.,.... Martina! 
ld ... d conopJI c • .,... taftop)') - gR2I« chan 01 "'U'' 10 <I() S fir &ruttr than Of equa.l tO 4()$. flr &rca,... llwl or cqua!10 <lOS 

Comnwtlily fir 

I IG-?00 ~· (J•calet than or 100. 300 '".'"''" (VW<1' """ 
100 . JOO ~ (;nafU 

Tree Otrtsity <q\.aliD • - dbb) with « cq<>OIIO' iodx• dbb) dian "' cq..t 10 4 -
and Heiihl dbb) 

doml:nanWcodomiiUJ'IC$ ,ruter than doml...,.oi<>D<k>minonu oqyaJ 10 ooll>inanu/codomiiWIU equal 
or cqua!IO 90 !e<l high OR or crutcr tharl 7(J feet hlgh 10 oc gre:.ue.r lhan 10 feet 

high 

Vertical domi~an4J/codominat~rs creatcr I han 2 or more laycn 2 or more la)'(rt 

Oi¥ersi.ry ot equal to 90 lett hi&h wtt.h 
2 or more byers at~d 

'2S - SO" intermediate trees 2S • SO% inttnncdiate trees '25 - SOfl intermediate 1ree:s 

Canopy Ctosure greai<T <1w1 or "'ual to 10!1 ,...,y &rate:~ tha.n ot equal to 70,. gr<>ltt U... or "!Ual to 50S 
cl0$1ll"e canopy c1osvre canop)' closure 

SnagsiC..v;ty ereuer ttlan or equal 10 3/ac•~ NIA '2/acre. or mo~ (grurec lJ\aJ'J 

Trees {greater !han or eqll21 tO 20 inchu or oq~J..'Il to 20 inch« dbb 16 

dbh 16 feel in height) OR f«t in hclcht) 

Mislletoe high or moderate lnf~ion NIA high or modecate in(o:tion 

Dud, Down. greater 0\an or equll. 10 5% of the NIA NIA 
Wood grovnd ('Ovtred with 4 ineh diamc:lc:r 

or larl'!et wood 
Jne V&IVC!i lndi'Citcd (Or canopy CIO.SUte and I~ GC!I'iSII)' may _00 reeJtccd WJtJilhe fOIIOWJJ'g: 

(A) For sub-mature a quadratic me.an di.ame1er of grtater tht.n Jl incl\e:s a.nd ~ rt'la.t.ivc dens.ily of grealer than 44; 

I 
{B) FO! J001l& forest margiN.l a quadratic mean dl&rnclc:r of srea.ter than Jl inchc:s and 1 relative density or p:a1e1 than 28. 

I I 
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(2) Spottrd owl dlspetsal bobiUt means habiW $W1dt dull provide lh< cbarncleritdeJ ,_,.., by II011bern 
spot!rd owls for dispersal. Sucll ~abilat provides prou:<:tion from tlu: wtalhc:r and predation, roosting 
opportunities, and clear space below tile forest canopy for !lying. Timber sl:lllds tllat provide for spoltlld 
owl dispersal have tile following chanctc:ristics: 

(a) For westera Washington, timber stands S acre< in siu or larger witll: 
(i) 70% or more canopy cover; and 
(ti) 70"' Of more of tile Slalld in oonifer species greater t~an 6 inches dbh; and 

(iii) A minimum of l:lO trees per acre with a dbh of at least 10 inches or a basal ma of 100 square 
feet of 10 incb dbb or larp:r a-ces; aod 

(ivJ A tOtal tree deruity or JOO uees per acre or less; and 
(•) A minimum of 20 feet between the top of the underscory vegetation and the botiOm of the live 

canopy, with the lower boles rtJatively clear of dead limbs. 

(b) for east~rn '\Yasbing1on, timber stands 5 acres in size or Jarger with: 
(i) SOli:> or more canopy closure; and 
(ii) A minimum of 50 conifer trees per acre, with a dbh or 6 inches Of more in even-aged stands or 4 

inohet or more in unevtn·aged s«ands. and an average tree heigb.l of 6S fctt or more: and 
(iii) ToW tree deruity of 200 trees pee acre or less; and 
(iv) A minimum of 20 feet be......, the lop of the understory ""getation ll1d the boUom of tlle live 

canopy, with tlu: lower boles relatively clear or dead limbs; or 
(v) Conifer slallds with a quadrutie mean diameter of 9 inches or more and a relative deruity of 33 or 

more of a canopy clooure or 55% or more. 

(c) Suitable spotted owl habi1at provides all of tlu: required characteristics needed by 'potted owls for 
dispersal. 

(d) Landowners may submit information to support an altetnate definition of c!ispcrsalllabit.u for r«view 
and approval by the dep:ll1mcnt in con5Ullation witll the department of fuh and wildlife. 

16 
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NEWSECI10N This lisr of 10 SOSEAs includes all tlu!. speciol emphasis aneos 
WAC 121·16-086 Nortbern spoiled owl s~ial emplwis areas aod go~ds. •spotted owl special emphasis idendjied by SAO uctpr the North Olympk Cr!ast anJI SoUihv.Y!!Jt 
areas (SOSEA)• means the following geographic areas and the associated goals as mapped. Detailed maps of IVoshingron. OJmhiMd SOSEA.r are nored below, os art sotM 
lhe SOSEAs in<liating the b011ndaries and goals are available from the depa.nment at its regional offiees. modificarioJU to original SAO baundariu. 

Su Atrachmenr A for a map b[ sho.,.,1ng all SOSEA.r and for ln.di>;dual 
SOSEA ,naps. Detailed maps will be QIIQi/a})fe aJ DNR Region ojficu. 

(I) Columbia Gorte The wernem boundary was mow:d ro exclude artos of nan..luJ)>Irat. 

(2) Entiat Area is smaller than origina/Jy proposed btc=e same habirar was 
destroyed by /99,( forw fires. Entiat It Mtlnclu4ed In the federal 
4{d) rule proposal. A Sp<cific SEPA trigger was negotiated for rhis 
SOSEA. 

(3) Finney Block 

(4) Hoh·Cleatwater/Coastal Unk 

(S) 1·90 East Includes 1·90 Eoslffeanaway. Taneum anJI E!Won SOSV.S listed by 
SAG Report. 

Boundllry was mo•'td to the Casca<U Crest, making this SOSEA 
comiguau> with 1·90 West. 

(6) 1·90 West 

(7) Mineral Bloelc/Link OJmbinaJion of rwo SAG SO SEAs. 

(8) Notth Blewett Boundaries were changed because of /994 jlres. 

(9) Siouxon The boundary wa.s modifitd tQ acludt an area of non·habl!ot. 

(10) White Salmon The eastern boundary was modified. Trout Lake and a suburban anea 
'"'<ere excludd. 

I ---------------·--------------·-·----- -··--
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NEW SECTION 
WAC 222-16-100 Planning options for the oorOtern spotted owl. 

(I) bndowncr optloo plans for tbe northern spotted owl. Landowner option plans (LOPs) are intended to 
provlde landowners with a mechanism, entered into voluntarily, to contribute to the protection of northern 
spotted owls by considering the needs of overall population maintenance or dispe...a! habitat across a 
defined geographic area. LOPs should be designed to achieve an appropriate oontribution from nonfederal 
lands toward meeting SOSEA goals and are intende<l to be an efficient and effe<:~ve alternative to site·by· 
site management planning. ln ea.item Washington. LOPs. must aJso consider the need to proto;( the forests 
{rom catastrophi( loss from wildfire, insects, an<J diseases. Forest ptactioe:s applications that are in an a.rea 
covered by an LOP, and that arc consistent with the LOP, will not be classilie<l as Class IV·Spe<:ial on the 
basis of critical wildlife habitat (state) or critical habitat (federal) for tile northern spotted owl. This does 
not pre-::Jude classification as Oass IV-Special because of the presence of other factors li<te<l in WAC 222-
1~0(1). 

(a) Requi~d elements of LOPs. TI>e level of detail to be included in a LOP will depend on the area of 
ownership involved, the time period for which the plan will be in effect, and the complexity of the 
management strategy. Nevertheless, each plan iMll contain the clements set forth in this subsection. 

(i) Goats and objective<. The spe-::ific goals and objoctives for the landowner's conlributions 
propose<l under tile LOP shall be develope<l by the landowner and approved by the depanmenl in 
consultation witll tile department of fish and wildlife based on the fullowing: 
(A) Mitigation under the plan must be reasonable and capable of being accomplished; and 
(B) To the maximum extent practicable. the plan must minimi"Ze and mitigate si,tnifieant adv(tS¢ 

impacts caused. b}'. ana identified in, the plan on individual nonhero spotted owl sile centers 
or the ability of the SOSEA to meet SOSEA goals. Spe<:ific short (one to five-year) and 
long (greater than !ive·year) t<rm goals and objectives for the LOP should be clearly stated, 
where applicable. 

18 
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71teu pkmning opriottS provide opp01111niries for /andowne,. to both 
manage their kmds and protect public resources. 

The LOP is WJiumary planning mechllllism t!w conttil>wes to tilt 
protection of the. norrltem spotted owl: ir il on alrema.ti-.~ to owl sire 
umer maMgement planning. 

Required elements. goals and objectives. the approval proceu. and 
enjt)re<~ment art covertd in the nde. 
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(ii) Otber r<quirtd tlemeuts: 

(A) A description of ~ planning area. The LOP plannin& aru shall include a sufficient amount 
of 1M Llnd~r·s forest land within the SOSEA to 111ft;{ the goals aDd objtctives of lbe plan. 

(B) A ~criplion of 1M physical feanrres in Ill~ planning area (e.g., geology, topogtaph)', etc.). 

(C) The C11rtent habilat swus. Suitable spotted owl habitat should be categorized and mapped as 
old (ores\, sub·matur<:, young forest marginal, or dispersal. 

(D) The current r:poocles status. All swus 1, 2, and 3 nonhem sponed owl site center$ and tbe 
assoeiatod modlan home range circles that overlap any of the landowner's ownership wilhin lbe 
LOP boundary must be mapped. 

(E) Man~ement proposals and relev;mr opemions plans. 

(F) Proj<cled suitable habilat devd"!""enL 

(G) A plan for uaini"l:. 

(H) A monitoring program. 

(I} Reponing standafds. 

(J) The conditions under whicll the LOP may be modified. 

(K) The ttnn of the LOP and conditions for termination. The term of lhe LOP shall be sufficient 
to meet ill gools and objectivts. The conditions of tbe LOP rllll witll the land unless the LOP 
specifie• alternative means to achieve the LOP goals and objectives upon rnid-ttnn sale or 
transfer. In addition to any o!her termination provi.oions in the LOP. plllns may be terminat:od 
by murual aa;reemtnt of lhe lalldowner and llle deparun~n-

19 
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(bl App~val or LOP$. Upon receipt of~ landowner option plan, the d<]>Utmettl stwl circulate the plan 
to the department <>f fish and wildlife, affoeted Indian tribes, local government entities, other forest 
landowners in lhe SOSEA. and the public for a thirty ~y 1cview md comment pcri<>d. The depanmeot 
may ex~ the ~iew period for up to thirty aOditional ~~s. Wllhin oinely days of ...:eipt of the 
plan, the deputmcnl !.IJaJJ review the commeots and app,... or disapprov< the plan or Sllbmit the plan 
to the landowner to moise as appropriate. The department, allet consulWion with the dc:panmem of 
fl1b and wildlife, !.IJaJJ >pproYII the plan if: 
(i) The plan conu.iM all of the elem<nts ~·''""' under this section; 
(oi) The plan is expcc:t«! to he effeeti"" in mu.tin& its ~sand ~lives; 

(iii) The plan will 001 have • proboble si111ifiauu adverse impact on the ability of the SOSEA to meet 
its goals; and 

(iv) The plilll wlll not appreci>bly reduce the Uia:lihood of tile survival and recovery of the northern 
spo<ted owl in the wild. 

In making its determination under 1his subsection, lh.e department .shall consider th.e direct> indirect, 
and oumulaei"" effects of the plan; both th .. short• term and long·term effects of the plan; and whetl1u 
local, stale, or fed<raJ II!Jld mi!Jla&omcnt, reculatOC)', or nonregulalol)' requirements will mitigate 
identified significant adverse impa.cts. If the depanmcru does not approve the pJan. or approv~ it over 
the objections of the department of fish 1W1 wildlife. the department shall set forth in writing a concise 
e.<planation of lhe re.~oons for its aclion. 

(c) .E<!fon:tment of LOP<. The departmenl shall review all applications and notifications from tile 
landowner, proposed within the plan area, for consistency witll the plan. Any applicalions or 
notification• found to he inconsistent with lhe plan shall be returned to the landowner lor modifi<ation. 
After landowner review, applicalions and nolllic:uions which are not consislent with the plan shall b<. 
classified as Class JV-Speoial. 

(2) Cooperative norlllern spoiled owl babitat enhanc~roentagr .. rnents. A cooperative northern spotted TT!e CHEA planning option Is lt>rJ.iloblt to landowners tWf currently 
owl habitat enhancement agreement (CHEAl is intended to provide n.,. ibilhy for the landowner as well as impacted by owls. 1M ln~ent of this conctpr is /()preclude CIJJ'/y 
an increase in the amount of available ltabilal f01 nonl>cm spotted owls over lime. A CHEA is an harvesdng based onftar of rtgularory impaa and ro, in tire long·ttnn, 
agretmenl between the department and a landowner, d<.veloped in cooperation with the deparlrn<Jlt of fish providl. odditloltiJ/ habit(ll. 
and wildlife, for the puiJlOse <>f restorint, enltanein& or mainl;ining nonl>em spoiled owl habitat. The 
agreement will only apply to forest land ldt.ntlfit.d by tile landowner, outside of the mcdim home r.ange Required ~lemtnts. goals arvJ ob}<Cdi'I!S, eire opprowJI pt"OCesa, and 
circles of norlhern .spol1ed owl silt centers in aisteru:e at the time of implementation. ••fo~nJ are (Olltrtd in tilL rvk. 
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(a) Required elements or CHE.~. The level of detail to be included in a CHBA will depend on the area 
of ownership involved, the time period for which the agreemel\t will be in effoct, and the comple:Uty 
of the management strategy. Nevertheless. each "l::eement sl\all contain the elements lei forth in this 
subsection. 
(i) Goals and objectives. The •peciftc goals and objcdives for the l2.11downer's cootrilrutions 

propo.ed under the CHEA shall be developed by the landt>Wncr and •pproved by the dc:partment in 
<:onsullation with the depirunent of fish and wildlife. 

(d) Oilier r<q ul"'d elements: 
(A) A c!cscription of the agra:menl atea. The CHEA planning area shall include a sufficient 

omount of the landowner's forest lond to meet the goals and objeelives of Clle agreemetlt. 
(B) The current habitat status. Suilable spoued owl habitat shoold be categoriud and tn3pped as 

Old forest, sub~matu~. young (oresc mug.inal1 or dispersal. 
(C) Management proposals. Managcmetlt proposals may include, at the Jandowne.rs discretion, 

proposed harvest dates or age•, silvicultural management pl>ns. etc. 
(D) Projected h.obitat de\~opment. 
{E) The conditions under which the CHEA may be modif1ed. 
(F) The term of the CHEA and oonditions for tctminati<>ll. CHE.As shall be effective for a 

duration mutually agreed to between the department and the landowneJ, but must be of 
sufficient duration to aid in the <X>IISClYllioo of Clle noMem spo11cd owl. CHEAs may be 
terminated by the l<!ndowner, in pan or wholt, prier to llle time Cllattbe foRst land is 
del<rmined 10 be within lhe median home range circle surroundin& a nonllem spotted owl si., 
center. If forest laM covued by Clle agreement is found to fall within a media<> home range 
circle surrounding a nonhern spot(ed owl site center, the agreement shaJJ remain in dfecl on 
Cllat forest land for its full term. If a CHEA is terminated, in part or in whole, all rights and 
relief from the rules shall also bo terminated on those lands removed from the CHEA. In 
addition to any olhe.r termination provisions in the CHEA. agreements may be rermi!Wed by 
mutual agr«ment of Ute landowner ond the departmenL 

(G) ~tensions. The term of a CKEA may be extended 1>y the dql3nment based upon a wriaen 
request from the l>ndowner. 
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(b) Appn~nl of a CHEA. Upon r<alpt o.£ a CHEA, die deputmau shall circulale die agreement to die 
clepattlnent of fish and wildlife, affecled lndi.m tnl>c$, local g<>Yernment entities, Olher forest 
l:mdowr>ers in the SOSEI\, and the public for review lll\4 comment. Within sixry days of reoeipt of the 
ag=~nt, tile department Jl>all Teview tile comments and approve or disapp~ the agreement or 
submil the agreement to the landowner to revise as appropriate. The department, after consulbtion with 
!he department of fish :md wilcllife. shall approve the AJ!reement if: 
(i) The agr=nent conf2ins all of Ole elements required under this section; 
(ii) The agreentttlt is e.. peeled to be effective in meellng its goals and objectives; 

{iii) The agreement will re-!.tort, el\h.anoe or maintain nol'\hem spotted owl habitat. .in a manner that 
p<OYides pc»ential benefit 10 norlbem sported owls. 

In making its <letermination under this $Albse<:li011. tl>e deport,.,nt sh:ill consi<ler ttl<: dim:t, indiw::t, 
ond cumulative effects, and the shon· and long-term effects of the agreemeru. rr the department does 
not appro-. the agreemont, or approves it over the objectioos of the department of fish and wildlife, 
the depanmcnt shall set fonh In writing a ooncise explanation of the =sons for its action. 

(c) £n/orcemenl or CHEAs. 1'116 depanmtllt shall review all applications and notificotion• from the 
landowner, proposed within the agreement area, for consistency with Ole agreement Any apptiearlons 
or nolifocotions found to be inconsistent witlt the ag=ment sllill be returned to the landownet fo: 
modiflCition. Arter LlndbWner review, applieations and ~ which are 1>01 coosistent with the 
ag...,..enr shall be ci2Ssifoed based on the rules in effect at the time of appli<:ation and witllout any of 
the beMlits of the agreemeru. 
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Forest Practices Board Proposed Rules for the Northern Spotted Owl 

WAC 2lZ..24-~30 Road C~JlSI.ru<tiOD 

{!Ql f)ktvrn.oc;c aypldanrc. Road mnstnu;tjoo opmtjon of hpvy cquipmml and bl:a.Ujpc '*ilbin a 
SOSPA boundary QU nm k aJJpwM whbip 0 2·S mile Qf a nortbtm $00ftc!d <r!l1 $ju: r.cnw bciWCen 
MaJCb 1 and Augptt 31. pnwidl!d that tbjs restrlctign $hall not awly if: 

ill The landowner dcmQMI'!ates that tbe. owls au not acriyelv nutjng during the cnm::nt nesting 
:!QUpO ' OJ 

~ ~ forc5c pnctice is Q)XrJ.ting jn s:omp1iancc. with a p1Dn nr agreement deyelm>M for tbe 
om..,.lon of the non hem •OO!Ud owl under WAC 222-16-080 16lla)_ 1<1. lYt lfl. 

WAC ZU-30-0$0 Felut~~: a11d Budlng 

ill DiUurbame avoldancy=, FtlUng ~od buddng wjfujn a SOSEA boundarv $hall not be allowed wirhjo Q 2S 
mile pf A nonhun srotred owl ~le center between Marpb 1 and Aurust 31 wovided that lbjs reuricrion 
)hall not z;PJ21y iC· 

.w The htndpwncr <kfnonmtc;s th.allhe pwl$ are not ac;lively oesjng during the current DMijng $fj'$M " pr 

00 Dlt foretr p!Jctice is gpsAfing jg ®mptianr;s; wj1b a ola:n pr arttetpegt develf!P!"t!1 for lhC protrt:tjon of 
!h~ n<>nhem YJO!ted owl under WAC 222-t6-(J8() 16llal. (e). or CO. 

WAC 222-30-060 Cab~ YardiDg 

£61 Djgvrbance: 2vpldgnr.e, 'I'M gration oC hq.vv (.quipmrnl within a SOSEA bqyodarv sb:!ll oor he allo!ted 
within 0.2S mile gC J M11hyn ;,PPlted QWI :!itC center bf.tw«n ).1mb I Ottd APfU:il ) I providr4 !hal lffis 
ft$1ricdon :hat\ not nply i(; 

{.a) The landowner demonstmtes that the pwls are opt J'tiveJy MSijng during lbc current nt$]ing :;e;upo· or 

!b.) The fpr<:1t pmcriss is opwrint in complionoe. Mrb a pbn or agr«rnent developed for rhs protect.ign of 
the nonhom sootttd owl unde.r WAC 222~6-Jl8(U6\IaLieLor CO. 
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Forest Practices Board Proposed Rules for the Northern Spotted Owl 

NEWSEcnON 
WAC 2ll-30.06S Hditopter 1•nli"'. llt.licop~er opc.rations wirhin a SOSEA bouni!uy <lull not be allowed 
within 0.25 mne of a northern spoiled owl site eenttr belw...,. M:ueb I and August 31. provided that, this 
re.metions shall nO! aJ>lllY if: 

(I) The landowner demonstrates that the owls are not actively ne<1ing during the current nw.ing season; or 

(2) The forest prncdce is operating in eompliance wich a plan or agreement developed. far lhe protection of the 
nort!Jem spocted owl under WAC 222-16-080 (6)(a), (e), or (f), 

WAC 2.22-36-070 TraW!r and \'lfbKitd Skiddlng S)'Sicms 

am Dkturbana: avoidance 'I1w; cmcratjQD of heavv equipment within a SOSEA boundacy Sbi'!ll oot be 
aUgwod within 0 2S mile of 1 nMht;m sootted mvl tjtt ec;nter be[Ween Mareb l nod August 31 
oroyldcd that tbi$ r~lriction Jba)t not apnly if' 

!A} The fondowner demonsiCJtM tha! the owls are not actjvcly Ilfi'!ling during 11'tc current ncgjng 
W'nn• or 

0!} The fore;st praaioe. is PQW~jpr in romoHance with a olaa or i'gree.ment deyclooed for •be 
o~iott nf tht nMh~m moued owl undet- WAC 22:2-16-0SO (6)(a\. fel. or tn. 

WAC 222-30-100 Slasll t!isposal or Dmcribed burnlne. 

la Djsturbrmq ayoidance- Bumjnr wjthjn i' SQSE.A boundary &ball not be allowed wl!bjn 0 2S mile of a 
northern sootred owl sjt( crnffjr between March I and Auguu 31 provide:d lha! thit mudcdon shall npr 
annty if: 

(i} The la.ndgwner deJnonstotQ that thf. owl$ are n.ot as;rivcly m:yjnf' during Che current nt,gjno suwn· or 

00 The forest practiQC i$ onmtiog jn comnJilmc' wjtb a plan or ureemcm d(vtlnpc4 for the nrotecti9q p( 
tl>e nonbenut><>tt<:d owlunder_WAC 222-16-080 C6lfo.LieL_!>!_ffi. 

2A 

.-lcupled November S, 1995 
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Attachment A 

Spotted Owl Special Emphasis Areas 

121 Enliat Ridge~ 



(1) Columbia Gorge SOSEA 
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(2) Entiat SOSEA 

- Demographic Support 
I I Dispersal Support 
..._..,r.JI Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support 
•••••• SOSEA Boundary 



(3) Finney Block SOSEA 
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(4) Hoh-Ciearwater/Coastal Link SOSEA 

- Demographic Support 
I I Dispersal Support 
I · l Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support 
•••••• SOSEA Boundary 



(5) 1-90 East SOSEA 

- Demographic Suppon 
I I Dispersal Support 
~::::;.;::=..~1 Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support 
•••••• SOSEA Boundary 



(6) 1-90 West SOSEA 

- Demographic Support 
I I Dispersal Support 
.____.I Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support 
•••••• SOSEA Boundary 



(7) Mineral Block/Link SOSEA 
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(8) North Blewett SOSEA 

- Demographic Support 
I I Dispersal Support 
! l Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support 
•••••• SDSEA Boundary 



(9) Siouxon SOSEA 

- Demographic Support 
I I Dispersal Support 
'-----ll Combination of Dispersal Support 

and Demographic Support •••••• SO SEA Boundary 



(10) White Salmon SOSEA 
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AppendixB 

Northern Spotted Owl 
Summary and Comparison 
of Alternatives 





Rule 
Conrept: 

1. Deflllllloas 

DRAFT FOREST PRACTICES RULES 
SUMMARY and COMPARISON OF NORTimRN SPOTTED OWL ALTERNATIVES 

Revi!oed November 199S to Include TPW PropoS31 ~ the 4(d) Propo!oed Rule 

TFW Proposal PROPOSED 4(d) Rule Alteruallve 1 Altemal.tre l 
WFPA FPB WJLDI..IR ClTE 

Coopualivc spoiled owl Adaptive management area Cl&s• IV -spec;at: Class IV ·Special: 
habitat enhancement Mmlni.Sintivdy wW'rthdC!Wn area Critical wildlife habitat Critical wildlife habitat (stale) 
agreement (CREA) CA conse<Vltioc pl~nilli: area (state) Denlo~ support 
Dcm~wppon Conerenionally n:oerv«1 area Degraded habi<at Dispenol habitat 
Di.lpersa! h.abitat Conserva!ioo Dilpersal h.ailittt FCOJUlg habi!ll 
Dilpersal support Fcdenl FOTeSl Plan Di$lurban<:e: Conccnuatcd Landownu option plans (LOP) 
Old ror<st h.abitat Federal Resem; helicopter use w/m 10 acres, Nan>ral disastm 
Median home tM&e circle Habitat Con5eTVation Plan Mar !·July 31 Northenl :spotted owl aile =<M 
Northern spotted 0'11•1 site Home Range Dispenal & pair mainfalJlneo Slal\1$ 1·3 owl <ito centers 
ccntM Incidental Tak by SOSEAs Old-forest babilat 

SOSEA goals M•rrlx L.t.nd )mpomn: landscapes Spotted owl spcr;:ial emplwi.s 
Spotted owl dispersal Nesting, roost.in:, fomging habital Local option plan (LOP) areas (SOSEAs) 
babittt ot ouitai>lc habilat Nonhern spolteel owl site Sub-mature habitat 

Spottold owl special Northern spottold owl centen: Stritable !jlO!Ied owl babitat 
cmplwis area (SOSEA) Pusou SIIIUS 1·3 owl site c:allefS YOUIIJ fcm:sl mat:iJu1 babilat 

Sub-ma111r< habitat Pn>YinC% or Physiographic Spottcd owl special emplwis 
S..itai>le spotlcd owl habitat Province area (SOSEA) 
YOW\g forest IIW'Jlinal Roconl of Decision Fedmlly app<OV«! plans 
habimt Site Center Site amteT """"'cmeot plans 

SpecW Emph&is Area Habitat 
Taloo E>oess • w. Waslrifi&Ulll 
Thn:atencd Species E.x<e$1 • E. Washington 
Timber h&Msl activity ot lwvcst Fm3ge • W. Washlngton 

Fcnage • E.. Washini:'O'l 
Pair maintenance habitat 
Prohibited aca 
Single ,..ident NSO 
Small h&Msl exception 

1 NSO SUMMARY 

Alt..,..tioe3 
W£C.\'IN 

Class IV-$pccia!: 
Crilical willllife habitat (.WC) 
~habitat 
Di~ halrilal 
Distmbm:e avoidance pl011 
EsSCftiW life requisi.,. ror wildlife 
Impacts on tile poptJl2rlon « major 
sufl.populat;ons of NSO 

lmpoctant landscapes 
Modified SII~·JNIIJre 81. mod. YOIIIlC 
fore.~~ marginal babilal 

Norlltem :spotted owl site centen: 
SWus 1-3 owl lite c:a~ten 

old-ro.rest babilll 
Provillcial med;,., homo """"' 
S..b~ habi!at 
S..itablc <pOCicd owl bob!Ut 
YOUII& (O!eSt JIWiinal bobital 



Rule TFW J'n>po<al PROPOSED • Cdl Rule Ahtrnativel Altemati .. l Alteruli .. 3 
Concept: WFPA YPII Wn.DLIFE C"'T& WEC·YIN 

1. l.aDdscapes 10 SOSEAs 6 SEAs 6SOSEAs 10 SOSEAs 15 SOSEAs 
(ll SAG SOSI!Ao) 

Columbi> Gorte• Columbia River Gorte/WJUtc Columbia Gorge-dispenal Columl>i> CiOT,e-dispenal Colulllbi2 Go1ze-<ltmo supp & disp 
$1!111011 (combined) Eas!O!Hiispersal Easlca -dispen:al 

Entiat• Enll.al Ridte-<lemo supp &: dispmal 
( +speci.al SEPA lriuet) 

Finney Block Finney Block Fumcy Block~spenal Finney lllocl:-<fispcnal Finney Block-demo supp &.lispenal 
1·90 West I~ Corridor 1-90 Wm-demo suppon 1-90 We<t-democnphic support 1-90 West-demo supp & dispenal 
1-90 East· (includes 1-905, I-90W, 1-90 Easl/Teanaway~ supp I~ EaSllreanaway- 1-90 E.ullra.oaway-
(mcludes Teanaw.~,y, 'TlMurn, Eoslon, Blewett) demomppon demo IUPP IL diJpCrsal 
Thneum, Eoslen) 

Minernl Block/Link MU...ral Block Minerol Block-<femo sup)l011 Mineral Block· Miru:rol Block-demo supp & di.sp 
(includes Mi..W Link) dem~ "'PP & disp 

Minerol Link-dispersal Mineral Link-dispcrul Mineral Link-di!!>er>al 
Siouxon• Siouxon Creek Siouxon-d~ suppon Siouxoo-<lemo support &: d~ 

Taneum~mog!lphic JUppo<l Taneum-demognphic "'-'PPPrt 
Whil8 Salmon• White Salmon-dispersal White Salmon-demo "'PP ll. disp 
North Blewen Nonll BloweR-demo supp & disp 

South~ WIU!Ungton-dispmal 
'lloll-<:learwall:r/C<>a.!lal Hoh-clwwatcr Hoh-ci""""'taiCooslal Unk-

Lin!:: demog!lPbic wpport & dispenal 
North Olympic Coast-demo Sllppo!t 

• means modifjcafions have All SEAs provide demographic 
been ~. 10 original SAO :supportuceptinareassurrounded 
bound.uies. by or local<d wllhln malrix or 

AMA lands, eowept if sites ane 
Notc: SOSEA goals =tued on n:=ve or wllbdlllwn 
(functiOlU) .,.. idenlifiecl oo areas. 
SOSEA maps in WAC 222-
16-086. 

-·--- --- - L-.-~- ------------ ---- -------· ~ 

2 NSO SUMMARY 



Rule TFW l'x1>posal PROPOSED 4(d) Rule Altematlve l Altemot1~2 Altematm3 
Con<:tp!: WFPA FPB WILDLIFE CITE WEC-YIN 

3.CI.rele (Dimmsioll.l ""' given) w. of I·S 2.7 milcs/3,827 acres 
Di.alensioDS: Hoh-clearwarer SOSEA: • "median annual home range• W.Wash-1.8 miles/2,608 ams W.Wash·2.0 miles/3,200 O.:re$ w.ww. 2.0 miles/3,586~ 

2.7 milt.!IS,863 acres • at least 40 ~~ NRF habitat E.Wash-1.8 milt.lii,9S6 amos E.Wash-1.8 miles/2,400 = £.Wash. 1.8 miles/3,249 = I 111 SOSEAo- within median home range I 

R.adlus/Aeres All other SOSeAs: ' 
1.8 miles/2,605 :1m$ 

Oat5i<le Tbe 70 a=s hi_ghesl • the 70 acres of NRF closest to 70 a= around .siteCC~~la' 70 acres atOWld silt. centet 70 8l:l..s around site cetlltt 
SOSEA.s quality llabilal around the an owl sill! cen'l.er 

site omter from March I 
through Augus\ 31. 

- -··-··-

3 NSO SUMMARY 



Rule TFW l'l'opoal PROPOSFJ) 4(d) Rule A.ltci'Dlltl._, 1 Alt.el"DDIIYe % Alteraatiw. l 
CGncopt: WFPA FP8 WU.OUFE CTI'E WEC-YIN 

4. SEPA Willlin SOSEA boundaries, Under !he ESA "Wee" is gener.olly HarvesliDg or mod t!al'lesli"', road construction or Hatvesting, road conslniCiion or 
Trig&er. twve.tinJ, rood prohibited; Y!!!!CI ~ld.l "iDCidGDiill conSitUCiion within a SOSEA urill applicaiion of pcslicides aerial appUc:ation of~ 

a>IUlnlelion or aerial !31s!:" js a!lowq! under strict on suitable habitat below !lit wilhin SOSEAs on suitable • on suitable halriw within . 7 
\VIIIWIImpt appticallon or pe$1icides on arcumstances. (Nore: n.. SEI>A following llueshold levels: habil:l.l below the following miles of site center, or 

l..aDdstapes suitable habitat buide owl triggers ill rile orMr altematJveJ llnsbold levels: • Oil old powth """"' within 
ciroka, except wilhin !he ~quiu SEPA re1itw; riley are 1101 • ~~~em ~~bioelao· 2,608 • ~Hmt WubiDI:I!ID; 3.200 provincial median home range; or 
Entiat SOSEA wllm 1bc prohibiuons of llCti>'i!Us.) acres wilhin a I. 8 mile radius acres withln a 2.0 mile radius • radii of .site center; or 
lriggec applies only on of Slatus I, 2 or 3 site center; of rtatus I ,2 or 3 site cen~ • on sub m.anm: or young fore3t 
suitable habitat inside owl • Iiml$t bao~l ~i:tid= ace or • Eattem WHhigc!ml· 2,400 wilhin cbe provinolal median home 
cin:les and inside Ill<. areas allowed in SEAs if cbey r.sult in • f-ail~m W~bin:mn: 1 ,9S6 rw:res wilhin a 2. 0 mile radius range of she center. 
iru!icared for demognphie man. than 40 pc::r=lt suitable OJ:n:i withln a I. 8 mile radius of statw I , 2, or 3 .site eemers. 
mpport. habiw remainine withln the of status l. 2 or 3 site centers. 

median home range of tile owl. 
•Rarvestina: llD zwa-falral h&Dds Concenltaled heliccp<er 1llil' 

surrounded by or located w/in within 10 """" 3J'DW1d Ute site 
matriJt or ,t.MA lands is allowed If center. 
the prescriptions and n:suicdons 
a:e followed. 

Outside lmpt Outside of a SOSEA, Iimbm: Wu:~t!:S aeJivltics ~ Harvesting, rood construction Huvest~n&, road consttu.ction or ihtvesting, rood COIUiniCiion Of 
Landscapes: harverting, rood prohibited if cbey re.oult in less or helieopter use wilhin lhe aerial applicalion of pesticides aerial lpPlicadon or pestlcide> on 

construction, or aerial 1llan 70 acres of NRF habitat most suitable 70 acres of wltltln lhe 70 acres SWTOUildinj: 70 acre! of suitable babiLat which 
applicalion of pe$tictdes, elostSI to the site center or IInJl'lcl halriLat around site oenter. a status I, 2 or 3 site oeoter. includes tile site center. 
between Marcb I and owl£ with site centers inside 
AUJDSI 31, on the 70 acres Federal Reserves. A<lmlnirtnl!vely 
of highest q,uality suitable withdrawn l.an<ls or 
habitaL Congnssiona!ly Jeserved lands. 

4 NSO SUMMARY 



Rule TFW Proposal I'ROPOS£D 4(dl Rule Alternative I Alternatl>< 2 Altem.oti•e 3 
Cv~eept: WFPA FPB \YUJ>LIFE CITE WEC-YIN 

El:en>ptious to •An approved Lan<!ownet !lllQ(est js a!lowf4· •HCP approve<! by USFWS •HCP ~pproved by USFWS or A site specific wildlife management ' 
SEPA: Option Plan (LOP) +With an approved HCP +Local plan · NMFS plan developed by the lan<!owner in 

+Wiell 3Jl approved Local Option •Pre-tisting agr~ments or •Pre·listing agreements or oooperalion with Washing!On Dept i 

•HCP approved by Con=vation Plan habil3t m:ana&ement plan habitat management plans of Fish & Wildlife and approved by i 

USFWS +With a Spolle<l Owl Habitat accompanie<l by a "no-ta~e· ac.::ompanied by a "no-ta!<e" l>NR. 
Enhancement Agtcement letter from USFWS or NMFS. lener from USFWS or NMFS. 

• Pre·listing agreements or •4(d) rule adopted by USFWS •Olympic E<perimental Forest 
habitat management plan or NMFS. Plan approved by Clle USFWS. 
accompanied by a •no-- •Small harvest exemption 
lal:e" letter from USFWS +Small landownu uemption 
or NMFS. (See 17, below) 

+4(d) rule adopted by 
USFWS or m!:FS 

+Small parrel exemption 
(See #7, be1ow) _ _ . ___ . ____ . . __ . __ 

5 NSO SUMMARY 



llule TFWI'ropO<Sal PROPOSED 4(d) Rule Alternati.e I Allenuli"tl Alt....,.tinl 
Conooopt: WFPA FI'B WILDLlFE CTI'E WEC-YIN 

$.Pta~ Establiws a process fDr Application Plan to inchJ<Ie: Establishes Local Option Plans Establishes a pmca$ for the Allows for .lite 'P'Gific spoQal 
COmpo Deats the development of • del(:ription of ora to be (LOPs) apl>f<IV(d by !JNR. development of Landowner wildlife ~t pbns 

Landowner Option Plan. covered· • Option Plan (LOP): clewloped by lando...,.,. in 
(LOP): • size of affected ownership; (Del.all$ :are not developed; the cooperation with WDF&W and 
•Identifies element. that • intended duration; planning section from the • Recognizes two typeS of approved by DNR. 
are to be lllCiuded in a • number of affected owls lind Wildlife Committee Preferred LOPs • Dispersal Plans and Site 
LOP: habitat eol1dition.s «> be covered; Alternative could be added to Center Management Plans • An operation specific plan. wbidl 
• Goals and Objectives • extent to which plan. will this option.) wiU result in moclll\ed sub-manue 
• D<seription of planning contribute to owl needs for SI!A •ldcndfles clcmcnt. that ate to habitat or modified young fuiUI 
area affected by plan; be included in a LOP: rn~~~&inal habilal but not dqraded 
• Physic.U featul'l!S • extent to whiGh ir~Cid<:lal take • Goals and Objec:Qves habilal; or 
• Current spocted owl will be complemenwy witll • Phy£ic.U featu:es 
habitatSli!US Fedetal Forest Pl:lll goals lor area; • Cunent spoued owl habitat • A spo!1td owl she COIIIU 
• Cumnt owl ll.ill\ls • ex~<nt to Which land is a4jactm status management plan; ot 
• Met propcmls & 10 ar interspenal witll matrix or • Current owl status 
opc111ion plan.s AMA lands; • Mat proposals &: operation • A landsape levd fll&ltl&<menl 
• PIOji!Cted spotted owl • me:1sures to be taken 10 plans plan which considen life n>qUisites 
habitau minimize or mitiga&e impacts or • Projected spoiled owl habita!S to mainwn lhe vi3bility of the 
· Training inci<lental tlke; • Tninin& existin' multip~ northern spotted 
• Monitoring • impact of plan on affected • Monitoring owl sire ~nte" within Jhe 
• Repo.Ung watershed; · Reponing landscape. 
• Plan modification • commitments: to implcm.enta.tion; • Plan modification 
• Duration of plan • procedures to deal with • Duration of plan Allows for disnubanee avoidance 
• Approval process unfo~seen circuln$t.tnces whlch plans approved by DNR. 
• Enforcement P""""' could re•ult in adverse lmpact.s til • LOPs 10 be approved by the 

o\o\•ls; !JNR 
• LOPs to be &l'J'I'O"ed by • any additional meuuiU tile 
llNR in consultotion v.i1h USFWS deems necessary; • Criceria by which the LOP 
WDFW. others. • sene ccrtifica.tion, if necessa.ry. will be evalultcd for adequacy 

an: in J'I'OC"SS of beinc 
Public Comment period developed and will be added 
Appmva1 upon certain li!ldinp prior to edoplion. 
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Rule TFW Proposal PROPOSED 4(d) Rule Alt~rnatl>e 1 Al!ernative Z Altemative 3 
! CoJ>.cepC: WFPA FPB WILDLIFE CIT& WEe-YIN 

5. Plaoninc Establi!lles a proedS fot ! 

Compooents the development of 
(«>otinuedl oooperative NSO habitat 

I enhancement agreements 
(CHEAl 

•Identifies elements in 
CHEA; 
- Deseription of age<ement 
area 
- CuiTmt spon.d owl 
habitat MalUS 
- t.fana&ement proposals 
• Proje.::ced habitat 
development 
-A~t modifica6on 
• Duration of 38reement 
- Appro,•al process 
- Enfort=t process 

• CH!iA to be approved 
by DNR in oonsulta~on 
with WDFW, olhers. 
---- -----------· 
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JMe TFW Prop .... ! PROPOSED 4(d) Rille Ahernati'fe 1 Allenlatin l I A"UIIIU>e l 
Cooeepl: WFPA FPB WlLDI...IFE C1TE WEC-YlN 

6.Distwbaoee Road Coostruc:tioD wilhin (NI)(hf•& Mltd) Amtlic~ lQ ~u ga:sa af 11' 6~1i" ~ 111 ,lasm Q[ m Aw.liti IR aJl r;:lasss 2f. fR 
SOSEA boundary I'<Siridtd appljgtiOM · application!.: appljcorioos· 
wilhin .2S miles of site 
center beiW<al M2rcb I Road Ce>nstructloo prohibited Road Constroc:tioo resuicted Road Co..m.ccl011 ...uicled 
and Auzutt 31, unless owls in llle 70 acres of suitable within .2S miles of site =~ within .2!1 mikl of site CC2ll<t 

- ue not ocdvely ~ng. habitat sutrC>Uil!llng a si!C -n Muc!l I wl July 31. be<wem Maid~ I and July 31. 
centct, unles. pcrmiued by a 
f<denlly approved plan. 

Felllng aod Bucldog Felllog alld llu~ I'OSiriel<d Felllog • od Buc:k.il:>l reslricted 
willlin SOSEA boun<lary Ha.....stiog prohibited in llle willlin . 25 miles of siu: <enter willlin . 2S miles of siu: cen.r.:r 
rc5tric&ed wilhin . 25 mil<s 70 acre$ of suilalll<> habil2< between M=h I wl July 31, betwun Much I wl July 31, 
or sile c:en!U betWeen surrounding a site =~, unles.s a discult>anoe avoidance unless a dislurban<% avoidaxl<:e plan 
Man:h I and August 31, unless pennined by a fedenlly plan bas been approved. ha5 been approved. 
unless owls are not actively approved plan. 
""sling . 

Cable Yarding rc.triel<d wilhin Cable Y..,.dio, restricted within 
.25 milc:s of site c:entcr between .2S mile$ or site center between 

Cable Yarding within a •cooceutrated" helieop«r Man:h l and July 31. Man:h 1 and July 31. 
SOSEA boundi.ry restricted we prohibited in llle 70 •<res 
within .25 mil« of s.ite of s,uitable habitat $Urround a HeUcopter Var<lin; ...slrietcd Heiieopla- Yardl.ug nsuic&ed 
c:enter between Man:h l site c:enter, unless permiued by within .2S miles of s.ite unter within .25 miles of site c:en!U 
and August 31, unlC5S owls • fede..Jiy approved plan. between March I and July 31 . between M=h I and July 31. 
~ not actively nesting. Sh.ill maintain a minimum Sh.ill maintain a minimum above 

above ground :altilude of SOO ground altitude of 500 foot when 
HeUcoptu Val"dl!lg within feet wh<n flyin& over d .. lcnated flying over designated "critical" 
SOSEA boundaly nstriCI<d "crlrlcal" spotted owl b.abital. spotled owl habitaL 
wichin • 2$ miles of site 
center between March I 
and Augull 31, unless owls 
:are not actively nesting. 

- --~-· ·-- -~ - -- ---
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Rule 'I1'W Propoul PROPOSED 4{cll R111t AhenatiYe 1 Ah..-tl•el Aillnlatlvt 3 
Cooupt: WFPA f'PB wn.DUFE CITE WECYIN 

Distarkace Trad.oT oad Wbttl 'Inc1or IUid Wheel Slticlc!!n& Tractor aDd w-1 Stiddiq 
(c:onlinued) SklddiDI Srstoms S)'SIImS re.ui~ witllin .25 s~ restrided willlin .2.5 mila 

operations of heavy mileS of site a!JI~ betweoD of 1ite cenrer betwcal Marcb I and 
equipment wilhin a SOSEI. Marcb I and July 31. July 31. 
l>ollnduy re.uicl<ld wilhin 
. 25 miles of site center 
between MaJCh I and HaufiD: restriction witbln .25 Jbullill restriction wilhin .25 mll .. 
AUJlllll 31 . unless owls are miles ~ March 1 and belweeo Masdl I and August31. 
nol actively nesdng. Auswt31. 

SWb dlspo<al or prescribed Swt. dispQul or pacribed 
Slash disposal or bunlin& reotrlet.d within .25 bunola: reslricl<ld witll .25 miles 
pnscribed bunlinc within miles of site a:ntu b«weal of site center betweal Man:h l and 
SOSEA bounduy resttieted Marcil I and July 31. July 31. 
wiliUJI .25 miles of silt 
O<Aler be~ Mut:h I RandUoJ, sto~ Of Ra.Ddl.i.Q& , stor~~e or app!Xatilms 
and August 31 , unlw owls applieooliOIIS or pescioides aerial or pesticides -n~ witllin .25 
~ noc ac6\<cly nesting. :app!lcalion rurri"""' wi1hin .lS miles of site =tcr b«weal Ma:ch 

mUes of si~ ee>ller beiWee!l 1 and July 31. Helicopt<r 
Marcl> I l!ld July 31. opotations lllall mainlain a 

minimum above cround altirude of 
SOO feel when flyi!IJ over 
cle<isnat<>d "critical" spotl<ld owl 
llabitat. 

RIUidlJDc, uoraae or Baodllda, SIOr&J< or applbtkm 
applleatlon ol fertilizus ...W orrertlllzen JUUictcd wiliUJI .25 
appUCOiioll restricud within .25 mOos of site eeoll!r beiMen Man:h 
miles of site center between I and I uly 31. HeliCOJII"!' 
Moreh wl July 31. opemiom thall aWntain I 

miDi!JIUDI abo .. """"" altirude of 
500 feel wh.CII flyq ll'tt1: 
deslpl<ld "cricical" lpOIIOd owl 
llollitat. 

. -· ---- ---- - . -· 
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Rult nw Pr<>posal PROPOSED 4(d) Rale Alternative 1 Alteroative Z Altem.oUve' 
I CO«!~: WFPA FP.B WUJlL!ll£ CTrE WEC-YIN 

7.SIJIA11 PnMde$ for small JW!'l'l ~m Qf DQI &nglllbao m j~ PnJYide$ for a small harvest Allows for a small landowner 
Laudowau exemp~jon· mu ·m~' 1 mnl~m mgu;a;l m:d, Q"SDpQon; e:~emptjon for timber barvesl, 
Exanp11oo as tons as harvesl does not deslroy • Can barvt$1 10 = per roatJ ronstruetion, or atrial 

• if a landowner owns or or dqrade 1he 70 acres of suitable year; Of :application of pesticides within 
ron trois SOO ~or less habitat~~ to the owl site • Up to 4 J'<"1$ with an a SOSEA outside lhe 10 acre> 
within the SOSEA and CCIIII:t. accumulation of suilable sunounding a known site oe~~ter 

habilal ~p 10 40 aeteS. if the enlire h~le acruae 
• the Cotes\ pr.u:ti~ is not of an ownership is within a 
within .7 mlle of a no:nllem. = 1, 2 or 3 sire c.:nter and: 
spotted owl site e>e~~cet. •All harvtsting complies with 

distultanc.e avoid.ance mterl.a; 
and 
•The annual ~' is 20 acres 
or wallet; and 
•Wilhin a 10 year period, no 
more Ulan 2 91. of the ownmbip 
between the outer edge of the 
70 acre around the site «:ncet 
and the outer edge of the citele 
is barvcsted. 

--··-·-·-

frl)c::~IIJ:; ~JCSOJI.Ol.BAl.'f'll:ltl(A'm'Jil-HtJ)+1'J'IIil'nf A:MSO .. $1./l(of.T.U 
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AppendixC 

Scientific Names of Species 
Common and Scienti.lic Names of Plants (Hitchcock and Cronquist 1991) and 
Animals (Banks et al. 1987). 

Mammals 

Abe1-t's squirrel Sciurus aberti 

black bea:r Ursus amerioona 

black-tailed deer OcWcoikus hemionus 

bobcat Lynx rufus 

bushy-tailed woodrat Neotonw cinerea 

California ground squirrel Spermcphilus beecheyi 

cougu Felis coMolor 

coyote Canis latrans ' 
deer mouse Peromyscus spp. 

Douglas' squirrel Tamiasciurus douglasii 

eastern gray squirrel Sci:urus carolinesis 

elk Cervus elaphus 

fisher Martes pennati pacifica 

fox squirrel Sciurus niger 

gray fox Urocyon cinereoargenuus 

gray wolf Canis lupis 

grizzly bear Ursus arctcs 

hoary bat Lasiurus cinereus 

Kaibab squirrel Sciurus aberti Jwibabensis 

matten Martes americana 

mountain beaver Aplo®ntW rufa 

mountain goat Oreamnos americanus 

northe1·n flying squirrel Gw~.~«~mys sabrinus 

February 1996 
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porcupine 

raccoon 

red-backed vole 

red sq uirre 1 

river otter 

skunk 

snowshoe hare 

Townsend's chipmunk 

voles 

western gray squirrel 

Birds 

acorn woodpecker 

American crow 

American robin 

ancient murre let 

ash-throated flycatcher 

Atlantic puffins 

bald eagle 

band-tailed pigeon 

barred owl 

brown-headed oowbird 

Cassin's auklet 

cedar waxwing 

chipping sparrow 

common murre 

common raven 

Cooper's hawk 

crested auklet 

dusky flycatcher 

European starling 

evening grosbeak 

golden eagle 

February 1996 

. . . 

Scientific Names 

Erethizon dorsatum 

Procyon lotor 

Clethriomomys sp. 

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus 

Lutra canadensis 

Mephitis sp. and Spilogale sp. 

Lepus americanus 

Tamia11 townsendii 

Microtus spp. and Clethrionomys spp. 

Sciurus griseus 

Melan~rpes formi.c.Worous 

Corvus brachyrhynchos 

Turdus migratorius 

Synthilboramphus antiquus 

Myiarchus cin~rascens 

Fratercula artica 

Haliaeetus leucocephalus 

Columba {asciata 

Strix varia 

Molothrus ater artemisiae 

Ptychoramphus aleuticus 

Bombycilla cedrorum 

Spi.zella passerina 

Uria aalge 

Corvus corax 

Accipiter cooperii 

Aethia pygmaea 

Empidonax oberholseri 

Sturnus vulgaris 

Cocoothraustes vespertinus 

Aquila chrysaetos 

.. ·'· 
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gray jay 

great blue heron 

great-horned owl 

guillemot 

hairy woodpecker 

harlequin duck 

Kittlitz' s m urrelet 

lazuli bunting 

least a ukle t 

Lewis' woodpecker 

long-billed murrelet 

mallard 

marbled m urrelet 

Merriam's wild turkey 

mountain chickadee 

Nashville warbler 

northern 01-:iole 

northern saw-whet owl 

northern spotted owl 

northern flicker 

northern goshawk 

orange-crowned warbler 

peregrine falcon 

pigeon guillemot 

pileated woodpecker 

purple martin 

razor bill 

red-breasted nuthatch 

red-tailed hawk 

rufous hummingbird 

scrub jay 

Steller's jay 

Swainson's thrush 

western bluebird 

february 1996 

Perisoreus ccmadensis 

Ardea herodias 

Bubo virginianus 

Uria aolge 

Picoides villosus 

Histrionicus histrionicus 

Brachyramphus brevirostris 

Passerina amoena 

Aethia pusilla 

Melonerpes lewis 

Scientific Names 

Brachyramphus marmoratus perdix 

Anas plotyrhynchos 

Brachyramphus marmoratus 

Meleagris gallopavo 

Parus gambeli 

Vermiuora ruficapillo 

Icterus galbula 

Aegolius acadicus 

Strix occidentalis 

Colaptes auratus 

Accipiter gentilis 

Vermiuora celeta 

Falco peregrinus 

Cepphus columba 

Dryocopus pileatus 

Progne subis 

Alca torda 

Sitta canadensis 

Buteo jamaicensis 

Selasphorus rufus 

Aphelocoma coerulescens 

Cyanocitta stelleri 

Cathc.rus ustulatus 

Sialia mexicana 

Supplemenlltl DEIS 
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western grebe 

western tanager 

Wilson's warbler 

wood duck 

yellow wat·bler 

Xantus' murrelet 

Reptiles and Amphibians 

bullfrog 

Larch Mountain salamander 

northwestern salamander 

northern alligator lizard 

red-legged frog 

ring·necked snake 

rough.skin newt 

1·ubber boa 

sharp·tailed snake 

tailed frog 

western pond turtle 

western spotted frog 

Fish 

bull trout 

chinook salmon 

chum salmon 

coho salmon 

northern anchovies 

Pacific herring 

Pacific sand Ianoe 

pink salmon 

sockeye salmon 

steelhead trout 

F~bruary 1996 

Aechmophorus occidentalis 

Piran..ga ludoviciana 

Wilsonia pusilla 

Ai.'l:sponsa 

Dendroica. petechia 

Endomychura hypoleuca 

Rarw catesbeiana 

Plethodon larselli 

Ambystom.o gracile 

Elgaria coerulea 

Ra.na aurora 

Diadophis punctatus 

Taricha. granulosa 

Chorir~a bottae 

Contia tenius 

Ascaphus truei 

Clemmys marmorata 

Rana pretiosa 

Salvelinus confluentus 

Oncorhynchus tshawysstcha 

Oncorhynchus keta 

Oncorhynchus kisutch 

E11{/raulis mordax 

Clupea harengus 

Ammododytes hexapterus 

Oncorhy1whus gorbuscha 

Oncorhyr~chus nerka 

Oncorhynchus mykiss 

Scientific Na.mes 

' 
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Plants 

bigleafmaple 

big sagebrush 

bitterbrush 

black cottonwood 

black walnut 

California hazel 

clustered ladyslipper 

coldwater corydalis 

coastal redwood 

common snow berry 

Douglas fir 

English walnut 

golden paintbrush 

grand fir 

Indian plum 

larch 

lodgepole pine 

mistletoe 

mountain hemlock 

noble fir 

ocean spray 

Oregon ash 

Oregon checker-mallow 

Oregon white oak 

Pacific dogwood 

poison oak 

ponderosa pine 

quaking aspen 

red alder 

salmonberry 

silver fir 

Sitka spruce 

february 1996 

Acer n~acrophyllum 

Artemesia tridentata 

Purshia tridentata 

Populus trichocarpa 

Juglcms nigra 

Corylus comuta 

Cypripedium fasiculatum 

Corydalis aquaegelidae 

Sequoia sempervirens 

Symphoricarpos albus 

Pseudotsuga men.ziesii 

Juglans regia 

Castilleja levisecta 

Abies gran,dis 

Oemleria cerasiformis 

Larixsp. 

Pinus contorta 

Arceuthobium sp. 

Tsuga mertensiana 

Abies procera 

Holodiscrts di10color 

Fraxinus latifolia 

Sidalcea oregana calua 

Quercu-s garryana 

Comus nuttallii 

Rhus diversiloba 

Pinus ponderosa 

Populus tremuloides 

Alnus rubra 

Rubus spectabilis 

Abies amablis 

Picea sitchensis 

Scientific Names 

Supple,ntoiOEIS • 
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tall Oregon grape 

vine maple 

water howellia 

VVenat6hee larkspur 

western hemlock 

western red cedar 

western serviceberry 

western white pine 

wild blackberry 

wood decay fungi 

yellow cedar 

February 1996 

Berberis aquifolium 

A.cer circinatum 

Howelli.a aq~ 

Delphinium uiridescer~s 

Tsuga heterophylla 

17tuja plicata 

Amelanchier alnifolia 

Pinus monticola 

Rubus spp. 

Scientific Names 

Polyporus dryophilus; GTWmoni.a ueneta 

Chamaecyparis nootkaten.sis 
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Glossary 
aerie: the nest of a large bird, especially a bird of prey, built on a high place. 

allele: one of two or more alternative forms of a gene. 

anadromous fish: species which migrate from the sea to spawn in fresh 
water; their offspring return to the sea and spend most of their adult lives 
there, e.g., salmon and steelhead. 

arboreal: of or pertaining to trees. 

basal area: the area of the cross section of a tree stem near ita base, generally 
at breast height (4.6 ft .} above the ground and inclusive of bark. 

clutch: a hatch of eggs; the number of eggs produced or incubated at one time. 

codominant trees: trees in a forest stand that are not quite as tall as the 
dominant trees, yet have large crowns and are rapid-growing; together with 
dominant trees they compose the main canopy of the stand. 

dbh: diameter at breast height; the standard diameter measurement for 
standing trees, including bark, taken at 4.5 feet above the ground. 

deme: a local population or gene pool of a species. A clearly defined group of 
randomly mating individuals. 

demographic: of or pertaining to populations; the statistical data of a 
population; the facts shown by such data. 

discretization: making something into distinct or separate entities; making 
something not continuous. 

ecological niche: the functional role of a species in its environment, including 
activities and interactions with other organisms. 

ecosystem: a dynamic natural system, including all the component organisms 
together with the abiotic (non-living) environment. 

ecotone: transitional area between two ecological communities; the area 
influenced by the transition between plant communities or between 
successional stages or vegetative conditions within a plant community. 

f~br•arv 1996 
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edge: the place where different plant communities meet or where successional 
stages or vegetative conditions within plant communities come together. 

endemic: native to or restricted to a certain region. 

epiphytic plant: a plant which lives on the surface of other plants, deriving 
support but not nutrients from the plants; nutrients are derived from the air. 

eradicate: to destroy utterly; exterminate; annihilate; erase or remove. 

extirpate: eradication in some particular area, but not globally extinct. 

fecundity: pl'Oducing or capable of producing offspring, or fruit, vegetation, 
etc. in abundance; fruitful. 

fledgling: a young bird having just acquired feathers necessary for flight. 

fungi: mushrooms, molds, yeast, rusts, etc.; organisms that are unicellular or 
made of cellular filaments called hyphae, lacking chloropilyll; reproduce 
sexually and asexually with the formation of spores; many species are 
microscopic, though some fruiting bodies reach a large size; saprophytes or 
parasites of other plants and animals; take part with other organisms in 
decomposition of plant and animal residues; important as agents of many 
plant and some animal diseases. 

geomorphology: study of landforms, including their physical characteristics 
(elevation, slope, etc.), active processes, and history. 

herbaceous: vegetation that does not develop persistent woody tissue. 

heul'ism: of or relating to exploratory problem solving techniques that utilize 
self educating techniques to improve pelformance. 

hybridization: crossbreeding from two distinct breeds, varieties, species, or 
genera. 

hydrologic: pertaining to the properties, distribution, quantity, quality, and 
circulation of water. 

interspecific: relationships between members of separate species. 

invertebrate: a class of animals lacking spinal columns. 

lichen: any primitive photosynthetic plant composed of a fungus in symbiotic 
union with an alga, and growing in leaflike, crustlike, or branching forms on 
rocks, trees, etc. 

life form: a group of wildlife species whose requirements for habitat are 
satisfied by similar stand conditions within given plant communities. 

February 1996 SupplementRIDEIS • 
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mast: the fruit of forest trees used as food for animals. 

meta population: spatially subdivided populations whose subpopulations (or 
local populations) are partially, but not wholly, isolated. 

microclimate: climatic conditions within a small or local area. 

mycorrhizal fungi: fungi which have a symbiotic relationship with the roots 
of certain plants; they improve plants' uptake of nutrients from soiL 

natal: of or pertaining to birth. 

predation: the relation between animals in which one organism captures and 
feeds on others. 

raptor: any predatory bi1-d that has feet with sharp talons or claws adapted for 
seizing prey and a hooked beek for tearing flesh. 

riparian: of, relating to, or existing near or in the immediate vicinity of the 
bank of a river, creek, or stream. 

seral stages: distinct aggJ:egations of plants and animals at particular points 
in time. 

shelterwood: remnants of an old stand that protects a new tree crop. 

shrub·steppe: an extensive plain, typically dominated by shrubs and no trees. 
In Washington State, it is a common vegetative type of the Columbia Basin 
and adjacent areas. 

silviculture: the science and art of growing and tending forest crops by 
controlling the establishment, composition, distribution and representation 
of tree species, age and/or size classes. 

stochastic: referring to patterns resulting from random factors. 

strix response: owl response to a vocal call. 

substrate: the surface on which a plant or animal grows or is attached; the 
bottom material$ in a lake, stream, or estuary. 

terrestrial: of or pertaining to land as distinct from water; growing in the 
ground, not epiphytic, aerial, or marine. 

thermoregulator: vegetative cover used by animals to modify the adverse 
effects of weather. 

transpiration: to emit or give off waste matter, watery vapor, an odor, etc. 
through a surface; specifically: the process by which plants give off the 
products of photsynthesis and respiration (oxygen, carbon dioxide, and 
water vapor) through leaf stomata. 

February 1996 Sflpplurronr•/DEIS 
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vascula1· plants: higher Level plants having conducting tissue for the 
movement of water, nuttients, and food materials as compared to 
nonvascular plants in which all life functions must be carried out in each 
cell. 

vertebrate: animal having a spinal column. 

' 
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Addendum B 

Status Definitions 
"Status 1, 2, or 3" in refe1·ence to the spotted owl is defined in the current 
emergency rule within the definition of "northern spotted owl site center" in 
WAC 222-16-010: 

Status 1 Pair or reproductive · the presence or response of two bit-ds of the 
opposite sex where past or current reproductive activities have been 
documented. 

Status 2 Two birds, pair status unknown- the presence or response of two 
birds of the opposite sex where pair l!tatus cannot be determined and where at 
least one member must meet the resident single requirements. 

Status 3 Resident territorial single - the presence or response of a single 
owl within the same general area on tlu·ee or more occasions within a bl'eeding 
season with no response by an owl of the opposite sex afte1· a complete survey; 
o1· multiple responses over several years (i.e., two responses in yeat· one and one 
response in yeat· two, for the same general area). 

Suitable Habitat Definitions from DNR Owl Memo #3 
Suitable spotted owl habitat may be classified into 3 categories: Type A. B, and 
C habitat. Generally, Type A habitat is the highest quality habitat, and Type C 
is habitat of marginal quality. TYPE C SUITABLE HABITAT IS DEFINED 
ON THE BASIS OF USE BY SPOTTED OWLS. Descriptions of Type A, B. 
and C suitable habitat differ between western and eastern Washington. 

Western Washington 
These descriptions should be used to help identify suitable habitat west of the 
Cascade Crest. · 
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Type A Suitable Habitat: optimal, old-growth forest habitat that has the 
following characteristics: 

• a multi-layered, multi-species canopy dominated by large (30"+ DBH) 
overstory trees (typically 15-75 stems/acre) 

• moderate to high (60-80%) canopy closure 

• a high incidence oflarge tl-ees with va1-ious deformities (e.g., large cavities, 
broken tops, dwarf mistletoe infections) 

• numeroas large (SO"+ DBH) snags (typically 2+ stems/acre) 

• large accumulations of fallen trees and other woody debris on the ground 

Type B Suitable Habitat: mature forest habitat that has the following 
characteristies: · 

• few canopy layers, multi-species canopy dominated by large (20"+ DBH) 
overstory trees (typically 75-100 stems/acre, although densities as low as 85 
stems/acre are possible where large diameter trees are present) 

• moderate to high (60-80%) canopy closure 

• some large trees with various deformities (e.g., large cavities, broken tops, 
dwarf mistletoe infections) 

• large (20"+ DBH) snags present 

• accumulations of fallen trees and other woody debris on the ground 

Type C Suitable Habitat: marginal habitat, usually younger stands with 
some old-growth/mature components and/or structural characteristics. TYPE C 
SUITABLE HABITAT IS DEFINED ON THE BASIS OF USE BY 
SPOTTED OWLS. 

Type C suitable habitat includes "atypical" habitat documented to be used by 
spotted owls in Washington. Generally, such habitat results from fire or 
windthrow. Fire and windthrow often result in patchy habitat, with remnants 
of old-growth/mature forest are [sic] interspersed among younger stands and/or 
old-growth/mature structural components are retained [sic). Examples of Type 
C suitable habitat include: 

• the '"21 Blow" stands on the western Olympic Peninsula, where old-growth 
components remain within younger , even-aged stands resulting from 
wind throw 

• the "Doghair" stands on the Quilcene Ranger District on the eastern Olympic 
Peninsula, where remnant old-growth forest patches remain within younger, 
even-aged stands resulting from fire 
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• portions of the "Yacolt Burn» 1•egion north of the Columbia River, where old· 
growth components remain within younger, even-aged stands resulting from 
fire 

Type C suitable habitat may also include partially harvested stands that have 
had less than 40% volume removed and still contain the atructu1·al components 
inlportant to spotted owls (multi-layered canopies; multi-species composition; 
moderate to high canopy closure; some large trees; snags; down woody debris; 
large trees with cavities, broken tops, dwarf mistletoe infections, and other 
evidence of and evidence of [sic) decadence). 

Eastern Washington 
These descriptions should be used to help identify suitable habitat east of the 
Cascade Crest. 

Type A Suitable Habitat: Generally these are stands within the Pacific 
Silver Fir, Grand Fir, Douglas-fir, and Ponderosa Pine Forest Zones (Franklin 
and Dyrness 1973) that have not been logged. Stands are typically old-growth 
and mature forest habitat that has the following characteristics: 

• a multi-layered, multi-species canopy dominated by large (20"+ DBH) 
overstory trees (typically 70·100 stems/acre, although tree densities as low 
as 35 stems/acre are possible where large diameter trees are present) 

• moderate to high (60-85%) canopy closure 

• some large trees with various deformities (e.g. [.sic] large cavities, broken 
tops, dwarf mistletoe infections) 

• large (20"+ DBH) snags present (typically 3+ stems/acre) 

• accumulation of large (20"+ DB.H) fallen trees and other woody debris on the 
ground. 

Type B Suitable Habitat: Generally these are stands within the Grand Fir, 
Douglas-fir, and Ponderosa Pine Forest Zones (Franklin and Dyrness 1973). 
Stands are typically mature forest habitat that has naturally regenerated 
following fire or windth>:ow and has the following characteristics: 

• a multi-layered, multi-species canopy dominated by overstory tl-ees 
approximately 12"+ DBH. Stands must contain 20%+ fir <Douglas-fir. Grand 
Fir) and/or hemlock in the overstory to be considered TvPe B suitable 
habitat. 

• approximately 50%+ canopy closure. 

• dominant live trees with various deformities (e.g., large cavities, broken tops, 
dwarf mistletoe infections). 

'· •.-• 
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• snags and down logs, at least some of which are of similar DBH to dominant 
live trees. 

Type C Suitable Habitat: 

TYPE C SUITABLE HABITAT IS DEFINED ON THE BASIS OF USE BY 
SPOTTED OWLS. 

These are usually younger stands oocurring at low to mid-elevations where 
some old-growthl mature components and/or structural characteristics are 
present. This habitat often appears as a mosaic of relatively small, older stands 
scattered among and within younger stands. Type C habitat also includes areas 
of historic high-grade logging and partial entry. Type C suitable habitat known 
to be used by spotted owls in eastern Washington includes: 

• histol'ically selectively harvested stands that have bad less than 40% volume 
l'emoved and still contain the structural components important to spotted 
owls [multi-layered canopies, multi-species composition, moderate to high 
canopy closure (40%+), some large trees, snags, down woody debris, and 
evidence of decadence and/or deformities]. Examples of owl oocupancy in this 
type of habitat occur in mixed conifer stands near the Swauk Pass/Swauk 
Meadows area of the Wenatchee National Forest. 

• stands that have most of the characteristics of Type A or B habitat (see 
above) but g1'0W on 1'0Cky or poor soils resulting in highly variable canopy 
closure. This habitat appears as clumps or pockets of stands with high 
canopy closure in a patchwork distribution. Examples of owl oocupancy in 
this type of habitat occur in mixed conifer stands on Longview Fiber Co. 
lands near Leavenworth. 

• multi-layered stands that have most ofthe characteristics of Type A and B 
habitat (see above) but are dominated by ponderosa pine, with as little as 
10% of the overatory comprised of Douglas-fir. Examples of owl occupancy in 
this type of habitat occur near the Teanaway River east of Cle Elum. 

• Type A and B habitat at elevations greater than 5,000 feet comprised of 
Douglas fir [sic], pacific silver fir, western hemlock, or a combination of 
these species. There are several examples of owl occupancy at elevations 
higher than 5,000 feet, including areas near Frost Meadows, south of Cle 
Elum. Habitat suitability should be evaluated in these al'eas on a case-by
case basis. 
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Addendum C - Methods Used in the 
Habitat Capability Analyses 

Addenda to Chapter 2 

A question central to effectively managing spotted owl populations is how much 
habitat is needed to support a pair of spotted owls with survival and 
reproductive rates high enough to t·eplace themselves in the population. Radio
telemetry studies of ow 1 pair home ranges provide some indication of how much 
habitat owl pairs use on an annual basis (Hanson et al. 1993, Hicks et al. 
1995). It is generally unknown, howeve1·, whether habitat conditions at owl 
sites studied in Washington were sufficient to suppo1"t 1·eeident owls at 
demographic 1·eplacement rates. (See Amouht of Nesting, Roosting and 
Foraging Habitat within Owl Home Ranges in Section 2.2 and Criterion 3.) 
Also, because relatively few owl pair home ranges have been studied in 
Washington, it is unknown to what extent habitat amounts in these ranges are 
representative of habitat amounts used by owls elsewhere. 

Because of the uncertainty in how well available studies of h-abitat amounts 
within home rang-es characterize the amount of habitat needed to support owl 
pairs at replacement rates, the amounts of habitat within various radii of owl 
site centers (status 1-4) were investigated in relation to the annual 
rep1·oductive output (juveniles fledged per year) at each site. Annual 
reproductive output rates were used as an index to the finite rate of population 
change (A) fo1· individual sites. The purpose was to gain additional information 
on the question of how much habitat is needed by an owl pair to suppo1·t 
demographic replacement, using available owl monitoring and habitat data. 
This was investigated for sites in the western Cascades, the eastern Cascades, 
a:ad the western Olympic Peninsula. 

Selecting Owl Sites for Inclusion in Analyses 
Owl sites in these areas were selected for inclusion in analyses if habitat at the 
sites had been reliably typed (discussed below), and if WDFW oould document 
that the sites had been surveyed for occupancy and reproduction using at least 
a three-visit protocol during two or more good reproductive years from 1991-
1995. Reproduction data from WDFW was used to classify years as "good" or 
"low" reproductive years. In recent years, reproduction by spotted owls has 
been highly va1·iable (unpublished data WDFW); low reproductive years were 
identified as those in which ve1-y little or no reproduction was detected at owl 
sites in the region. On the Olympic Peninsula there was no reproduction 
detected during the years 1991 and 1995, while reproduction was detected at 
one site during 1993 despite intensive monitoring of mo1·e than 80 sites during 
these years. Reproductive rates were comparatively high during the years 
1988, 1989, 1990, 1992 and 1994. Similarly, in the western Cascades, virtually 
no rep1•oduction was recorded 1993 (one of 35 sites used in habitat capability 
analyses fiedged young), although much higher levels of reproduction were 
recorded during 1991, 1992 and 1994. In the eastern Cascades, where 
reproductive rates are typically the highest, there was very little reproduction 
by owls in FM:AZs 3 and 4 during 1993 (one of 37 sites used in habitat 
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capability analysis fledged one juvenile); however, reproduction in FMAZ 2 
during 1993 was not as low relative to other recent yeaxs. The yeat·s 1991, 
1992, 1994, and 1995 were classified as good reproductive years for owl sites in 
the eastern Cascades. 

Although sites were often monitored during low reproductive years, monito1'ing 
data from these years have little or no ability to distinguish between sites 
based on site quality because there was little or no variability in reproductive 
output between sites during these years. Consequently, only monitoring data 
oollected during good reproductive years is useful in discri..m..inating between 
sites supporting high and low reproductive rates. The analyses were limited to 
the years 1991 through 1995 because it was thought that these were the years 
that the habitat data most typified. 

Additionally, owl sites in the three analysis regions were included only if 
habitat at the sites had been reliably typed and the typing was available in 
digital format. For the purposes of these and other analyses in this SDEIS, the 
DNR mosaic map of owl habitat was used as a staxting point for developing a 
statewide map of owl habitat in Washington. The DNR mosaic map 
incorporates data from several sources which are of varying reliability due to 
the methods used in classifying forests as suitable habitat or non-habitat for 
spotted owls. Generally, habitat typing based on aerial photographs and field 
visits most accurately portrays the actual distribution of owl habitat. 
Additional "field typing" was sought for portions of the state that were typed by 
othe1· methods in the DNR mosaic map. Habitat data from WDFW, DNR and 
industrial landowners were incorporated into the DNR mosaic map using a GIS 
to provide a better representation of spotted owl habitat in Washington. Ow 1 
sites were included within the habitat capability analyses if habitat at the sites 
had been "field typed" by WDFW, DNR, industrial landowners, or the U.S. 
Forest Service. Additionally, typing resulting from Landsat data was used for a 
few sites within or overlapping the Olympic National Park. 

Since most nonfederal sites that would be s uppot"ted undet· the proposed rule 
alternatives in the westem Cascades and the western Olympic Peninsula are at 
relatively low elevations, only sites including predominantly low and middle 
elevation lands were used. High elevation sites, such as many of those on 
exclusively federal lands, were not used in the analyses; most sites used in the 
analyses included nonfederallands within their provincial median home range 
radii. 

Habitat Amounts and Annual Reproductive Rates 
Amounts of habitat within 0. 7 miles and within the provincial median home 
range radii of site centers were calculated using a GIS for each site included in 
the analyses. Provincial median home range radii used were 2.7 miles for the 
western Olympic Peninsula, 2.0 miles for the western Cascades and 1.8 miles 
for the eastern Cascades. A two·mile radius was used for sites in the western 
Cascades because the median amount of area included within annual pair 
home ranges studied in the region is equal to a circle of radius 2.02 miles 
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(Hanson et al. 1993). Amounts of type A and Band Type C habitat (WDNR Owl 
Memo #S) were considered in analyses for the eastern Cascades; habitat quality 
was not considered in the western Cascades and western Olympic Peninsula 
analyses because this information was not available at all sites. 

For the good reproductive years each site was surveyed, the mean numbe1· of 
juveniles fledged per year was calculated using data from WDFW. Because not 
all sites used in the analyses were surveyed each year, reproductive data from 
the years surveyed {from 1991 through 1995) were used to extrapolate an 
annual reproductive t·ate fu1· each site covering a four, five or eight year period 
for the western Cascades, the eastern Cascades, and the western Olympic 
Peninsula respectively. Low reproductive years were incorporated into the site· 
specific rate calculations fur this period by multiplying the mean number of 
juveniles fledged during good years by the number of good years in the period 
and then dividing by the total number years in the period. For example, in the 
western Cascades, the mean number of juveniles fledged during good years was 
multiplied by 3/4 to compute the overall rep1'0ductive rate during the yea1·s 
1991 through 1994. The sites used in the analyses and the number of good 
reproductive years monitored are listed below. 

For the western Olympic Peninsula, overall rates of reproduction fo1· the period 
1988 through 1995 were calculated slightly differently. Reproductive data from 
the years 1988, 1989, 1990, 1992 and 1994 indicate that reproductive rates in 
1992 and 1994 were higher than in the earlier years and that reproductive 
rates during 1989 and 1990 were higher than that in 1988. Because of this, 
calculating the overall reproductive rate for all sites combined for the eight year 
period by adjusting data from 1992 and 1994 for five good years out of eight 
total years resulted in mean reproductive rates greater than that round when 
the actual reproductive data from each year were considered (Table C.l). 
Adjusting the 1992 and 1994 data for four good years out of seven total years 
(in effect "dropping" 1988) resulted in reproductive rates closer to but still 
higher than those calculated from the reproductive data from each year {Table 
C.l). Consequently, it was concluded that calculating site-specific annual 
reproductive rates for the eight year period 1988 through 1995 would best be 
accomplished by adjusting the 1992 and 1994 data by four good years and 
seven total years. 
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Table C. l 

Overall percentage of sites reproductive and and mean 
juveniles per site on the western Olympic Peninsula for the 
period 1988 through 1995. 

This table has been calculated three different wayS: (I) using mean reproductive rates for 
teach of the eight years; (2) adjusting data from 1992 and 1994 for five good years and 
eight total years; and (3} adjusting data from 1992 and 1994 for four good years and 
seven total years (equivalent to "dropping• the year 1988). See text for further explanation. 

Method of Calculation 

Mean Annual Rates 1988-1995 
1992, 1994 mean x 5/8 
1992, 1994 mean x 417 

%Sites Reproductive 

22.125 
25.31 
23.14 

Mean juveniles/Site 

0.34875 
0.40000 
0.36570 

For each analysis area, total habitat amounts at each site included within the 
analysis was graphed against the annual reproductive output at the site 
extrapolated for the analysis period. Habitat amounts within 0. 7 miles of site 
centers were also graphed a.gainst the annual reproductive output for each site. 
For sites in the eastern Cascades, separate graphs are displayed for the amounts 
of type A and B habitat and amounts of type C habitat within 0. 7 and 1.8 miles 
of the site centers. 

Identifying Demographically Increasing, 
Stable and Decreasing Sites 
To get an indication of the demographic performance of sites included in the 
habitat capability analyses, annual reproductive rates calculated for each site 
were used as indices to the finite rate of population change Q.). By using 
information on survival rates from on-going demographic studies in Washington 
(Forsman et al. in prep., Irwin and Fleming 1994) and a life table simulator, the 
ranges of annual reproductive rates roughly corresponding to demographically 
increasing, stable, and declining sites were estimated. The life table simulator, 
constructed on a Quattro Pro spreadsheet, was used to identify the annual 
reproductive output needed to have a net reproductive rate <Ro> equal to one 
(indicating demographic replacement or a stable population), given a particular 
set of juvenile, subadult, and adult survival rates. 1fT is the generation time, 
X=Ro vr_ 

To estimate t he limits of the range of annual reproductive outputs that could 
lead to demographic replacement, optimistic and pessimistic survival rate sets 
(Tables C.2, C.3} were entered into the life table simulator, and the annual 
reproductive output needed for stability under each survival regime was 
determined. Sites with annual reproductive outputs below the lower limit were 
classified as "declining" (demographic rates likely insufficient for demographic 
replacement), while sites with annual reproductive outputs above the upper 
limits were classified as "increasing" (demographic rates likely above that 
needed for replacement). Sites whose annual reproductive outputs fall within 
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the limits were classified as "stable." These limits are demarcated by isoclines 
(horizontal lines} on some of the graphs presented in Criterion 3 (Figures 2.3·1 
to 2.3-10). Because a range of survival rate estimates were used to calculate the 
values of the isoclines, the "stable" zone of each graph should be interpreted as 
the range of values which likely include the actual annual reproductive output 
needed for stable populations. Portions of the stable range may actually lead to 
declining or increasing owl populations. The width of the "stable" zone in each 
graph is a reflection of the degree of uncertainty in the survival rate estimates 
resulting from the demographic studies. 

Demographic studies in progress on the Olympic Peninsula and the western 
Cascades (Forsman et al. in prep., Irwin and Fleming 1994) provided 
information on adult and juvenile survival rates. Optimistic and pessimistic 
adult survival rates used for identification of stability limits fo1· sites in the 
western Olympic Peninsula and the western Cascades we1·e based on the 
estimate of adult survival on the Olympic Peninsula (Forsman et al. in prep.b) 
bracketed in both directions by two standard errors (Table C.2). The adult 
survival rates used for identification of the stability limits fo1· sites in the 
eastem Cascades were based on the adult survival rate estimate for the Cle 
Elum study area by Foreman et al. (in prep.b). For the optimistic rate, the 
estimated adult survival rate was increased by two standard erro1·s, while the 
pessimistic rate was decreased by one standard error (Table C.3). Adult 
survival information fl.-om Forsman et al. (in prep.) was used to estimate 
stability limits rather than results from Irwin and Fleming (1994) because 
estimates of adult survival a1-e higher in the former study and the standard 
errors are smaller, thus yielding more conservative estimates of the range of 
annual reproductive rates needed for stability. The adult survival rate for the 
eastern Cascades was reduced by only one standard erro1· in the pessimistic 
rate set for the same reason. 

Long-term juvenile sul'vival rates a:re poorly estimated by the cul'rent 
demographic studies. (See Survival in Section 2.2, Affected Environment.) The 
range of juvenile survival rates chosen for these analyses (0.40 · 0.60) roughly 
coincide with the point estimates of juvenile survival rates adjusted for 
emigration estimated by Forsman eta!. {in p1-ep.b) in the eastern Cascades and 
the western Olympic Peninsula (Tables C.2, C.3). The chosen values probably 
result in conservative estimates of the ranges of annual reproductive outputs 
that could lead to stability. In the life table simulator, juvenile survival rates 
applied to the first year of an owl's life, and subadult survivall'ates applied to 
the second year. Adult survival rates applied to all other years of an owl's life. 
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Table C.2 

Demographic rates estimated for spotted owls on the 
Olympic Peninsula (Forsman et al. in prep.b), optimistic and 
pessimistic demographic rates used in habitat capability 
analyses for the western Olympic Peninsula and the western 
Cascades. See text for further discussion. 

Estimated Rate Optimistic Rates Pessimistic Rates 

Annual adult survival 
Annual subadult survival 
Annual juvenile survival 

Annual reproductive 
rate needed for stability 

(Standard Error) 

0.862 (0.0 1 7) 
NA 

0.245 (0.064)' 
0.611 (0.2.04>" 

• Estimated juvenile survival rate unadjusted for juvenile emlgr&tion. 

• Estimoted j uvenlio ;urvival rate adjustod for juvenile emigration. 

Table C.3 

0.896 
0.800 
0.600 

0.467 

0.828 
0.800 
0.400 

1.09 

Demographic rates estimated for spotted owls in the eastern 
Cascades (Forsman et al. in prep.b), optismistic and 
pessimistic demogra.phic rates used in habitat capability 
analyses for the eastern Cascades. See text for further 
discussion. 

Estimated Rate Optimistic Rates Pessimistic Rates 

Annual adult survival 
Annual subadult survival 
Annual juvenile survival 

Annual reproductive 
rate needed for stability 

(Standard Error) 

0.850 (0 0312) 
NA 

0.1 40 (0.026)' 
0.34 (0.098)'> 

.. Estimated juve.nile: survival r~te u"adjusled for juvenile ernfgration. 
• Es(lmattd juvenile survival rate adJuste-d for juvenile emigration. 

Sites Used in the Analyses 

0 .9124 
0.800 
0.600 

0.411 

0 .8188 
0 .800 
0.400 

1.14 

For the western Olympic Peninsula, 41 sites were included in the habitat 
capability analysis; 17 adwtional sites that were surveyed during one good 
reproductive year are displayed on the graphs (Figures 2.3-9, 2.3-10) although 
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they are not used to assess the alternatives. Eleven of the two·year sites and 16 
of the one-year sites are centered within or overlap the Hoh-Clearwate1· 
SOSEA proposed by Alternatives 3, 4 and 5. 

For the western Cascades, 48 sites were included in the habitat capability 
analysis; 20 additional sites that were surveyed during one good reproductive 
year are displayed on the graphs (Figut-es 2.3-1, 2.3-2} although they are not 
used to assess the alternatives. Thirty-five of the twq-year sites and seven of 
the one year sites are centered within or overlap SO SEAs proposed bf the SAG 
(Hanson et al. 1993). · 

For the eastern Cascades, 43 sites fl:om FMAZs 3 and 4 were included in the 
habitat capability analysis (Figures 2.3·3 to 2.3·8). Forty-one of these sites are 
centered within or ove1·lap SOSEAs proposed by the SAG (Hanson et al. 1993), 
while 42 include nonfederal lands. From FMAZ 2, 27 sites were included in the 
analyses; because no pattern was evident between habitat amounts and annual 
reproductive output at these sites, graphs are not provided. No habitat 
information was available for sites in FMAZ 1, and information was available 
for only four sites in FMAZ 5. Consequently, analyses we1·e not done for these 
areas. 

Sites included in the habitat capability analyses, their WDFW site numbers, 
and the number of years of monitoring during good reproductive years are 
listed below. 

Western Olympic Peninsula Sites: 
Site 

Number 

3 
7 

22 
23 
25 
33 
44 
46 
49 
50 
53 
58 
66 
69 
71 
73 
74 
76 
79 

, 
F~bruary 1996 

Site 
Name 

Good Years 
Surveyed 

Bear Creek Upper ....................................................... 2 
Brandeberry Creek ...................................................... 2 
East F01·k Humptulips Lower ..................................... 2 
Elk Creek ..................................................................... 2 
Gatton Creek ............................................................... 2 
West Fork Humptulips Hdwtrs .................................. 2 
Matheny Creek East ................................................... 2 
Matheny Creek \Vest ................................................... 2 
Sams River Middle ...................................................... 2 
Moonlight Dome .......................................................... 2 
Hoh Ranger Station .................................................... 2 
Rugged Ridge East ...................................................... 2 
Queets Campground .................................................... 2 
Matheny Ridge East .................................................... 2 
Neilton Ridge ............................................................... 2 
Rugged Ridge ............................................................... 2 
Lost C1-eek · Calawah River ........................................ 2 
Sams River Lower ....................................................... 2 
Kahkwa Creek ............................................................. 2 
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80 
86 
92 

103 
115 
148 
151 
153 
183 
210 
211 
305 
306 
400 
442 
446 
449 
871 
872 
946 
947 

1144 

1 
15 
30 
42 
77 
78 
81 
82 
89 

154 
234 
236 
237 
239 
262 
864 

1061 

West Fork Humptulips Lower .................................... 2 
Stovepipe Mtn ................... ........................................... 2 
Sitkum River Upper ......................................... ........... 2 
Ziegler Creek .............................. .......... ....................... 2 
Lower Bear Creek ...... .. ........................... ..................... 2 
Morganroth Creek ........ .. .......... ................................... 2 
Shu wah Creek ............................................................. 2 
Gibson Peak ................................................................. 2 
Finley Creek .......................... .. .................................... 2 
Falls Creek · Quinault Lake ....................................... 2 
Upper Willaby Creek ................................................... 2 
Flatbottom Creek ...... ................................................... 2 
Canoe Creek .. ............................. ......... ........................ 2 
Reade Hill ................................................ .................... 2 
Three Lakes D1·ainage ..................................... .. ... ....... 2 
Upper Falls Creek ....................................................... 2 
Sams Ridge .......................................................... ........ 2 
Canoe Creek East ........................................... .. ........... 2 
Petes Creek · West Fork Humptulips ......................... 2 
Indian Pass ........... ............. .......................................... 2 
lGoshe Creek ................. .. ............... .. ........................... 2 
Stovepipe Mtn North .................. ......... ........................ 2 

Willoughby West ..................................... .................... 1 
Hoh River · Mile 35 ..................................................... 1 
Willoughby Ridge ........................................................ 1 
Lower Stequaleho ........................................................ 1 
Sa.ms River Upper ....................................................... 1 
Shale Creek ..................................... .. .......................... 1 
Rugged Ridge-South Fork Calawah ........................... 1 
lGoochman ...... .............................. ..... .......................... 1 
Third Beach Trail .......... .............................................. 1 
North Fork Salmon ..................................................... 1 
Kunamakst Creek ....................................................... 1 
Kalaloch ....................................................................... 1 
Minter Creek ............................................................... 1 
Miller Creek ........................................................ .. ..... .. 1 
Upper Clearwater River .............................................. 1 
Sollecks River ................... ........................................... 1 
Snahapish River ...... .. .................................................. 1 

Western Cascades Sites: 
Site Site 

Number Name 
Good Years 

Surveyed 

366 DrUt Creek Upper ....................................................... 3 
558 Twin Camp Creek ........................................................ 3 
652 Yale Lake ................... ................................ .................. 3 
653 North Siouxon Creek .... .. ................... .. ........................ 3 
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762 
799 
876 
879 

1009 

165 
167 
172 
176 
178 
212 
214 
215 
253 
269 
307 
364 
457 
519 
548 
554 
561 
642 
667 
670 
727 
737 
740 
759 
760 
770 
782 
792 
849 
857 
859 
870 
888 
932 
933 
934 
935 
939 
955 
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Champion Creek .......................................................... 3 
Rock Creek - Lake Merwin ......................................... 3 
North Siouxon Ct·eek Lower ....................................... 3 
Siouxon Creek Middle ................................................. 3 
Yale Lake North ..........•............................................... 3 

Drift Ct·eek ................................................................... 2 
Sioux on C1·eek ............................................................. 2 
Siouxon Creek Upper .................................................. 2 
Trout Creek · Wind River ........................................... 2 
Ninemile Creek ............................................................ 2 
Snow Creek • Sunday Creek ....................................... 2 
Tilton River North Fork .............................................. 2 
Cispus River Lower ..................................................... 2 
Kalama River ............................................................... 2 
Wind River Upper ....................................................... 2 
Mineral Creek .............................................................. 2 
Dry Creek - Wind River .............................................. 2 
Wildcat Creek · Siouxon ............................................. 2 
Excelsior Mine ............................................................. 2 
Friday C1·eek ................................................................ 2 
Reck Point • Dry Creek ............................................... 2 
Carroll Creek ............................................................... 2 
'\.Vinnie Creek ............................................................... 2 
Steep Creek .................................................................. 2 
North Fork Tolt River ................................................. 2 
Nagrom ........................................................................ 2 
Sunday Ct·eek . Green River ....................................... 2 
Ole Creek ..................................................................... 2 
Siouxon Creek Lower .................................................. 2 
Green Canyon · Green River ...................................... 2 
Mill Creek • Skagit River ............................................ 2 
Hoffstadt Mountain ..................................................... 2 
Huffman Pk • North Siouxon Creek ........................... 2 
Dog Creek · Lewis River ............................................. 2 
East Creek • Sunday Creek ........................................ 2 
McCain Creek .............................................................. 2 
Calamity Creek ... , ........................................................ 2 
Twin Camp Creek Lower ............................................ 2 
Hiawatha Creek .......................................................... 2 
Cougar Mountain ........................................................ 2 
Winston Creek ............................................................. 2 
Little Nisqually West Fork ......................................... 2 
Rockies Creek .............................................................. 2 
Champion Creek Upper .............................................. 2 
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144 
166 
168 
189 
221 
252 
260 
482 
483 
507 
544 
687 
783 
790 
830 
878 
905 
930 
940 
945 
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Pepper Creek Upper ................................. .. ................. 1 
Pandise Creek ............................................................ 1 
Pelvy Creek .................................. ................................ 1 
Davis Creek ................................................................. 1 
Silver Creek East Fork .............. .................................. 1 
Pepper Creek ............................................................... 1 
Curly Creek ................................................................. 1 
Clear Creek .................................................................. 1 
Copper Creek · Clear Creek ........................................ 1 
Stillaguamish North Fork ........................................... 1 
Annette Lake ................. .. ............................... .. ..... .. .... 1 
Wells Creek ................................... ............................... 1 
Mallardy Creek ............................................................ 1 
Kelly Butte ................................................................... 1 
The Pothole ......................................................... .. ....... 1 
Sister Cl'eek-Middle Fork Nooksack .......................... 1 
Little Creek · Lewis River ........................................... 1 
Lit tle Nisqually River ............................... .. ..... .. ......... 1 
Jesse Creek ............................................. .. ................... 1 
Rock Creek · Columbia ................................................ 1 

Eastern Cascades Sites, FMAZ 3 and 4: 
Site 

Number 

34 
85 

272 
312 
314 
315 
321 
324 
326 
329 
330 
337 
349 
352 
389 
390 
391 
393 
394 
395 
397 
451 
656 

february 1996 

Site 
Name 

Good Years 
Surveyed 

Dry Meadow ............ , .................................................... 2 
' Caseknife Creek Lower ............................................... 3 

Cabin Creek · Yakima ................................................. 4 
Box Canyon Creek ....................................................... 3 
Cooper Lake ................................ .................... ............. 3 
Taneum Ridge East ........................ ............................. 4 
J im Creek ..................................................................... 3 
Hicks Butte .................................................................. 2 
Mole Mountain ............................................................ 4 
No Name Creek ........................................................... 2 
Para Creek ................................................................... 2 
Taneum North Fork .................................................... 4 
Jungle Creek · Naches River ...................................... 2 
Mathew Creek ............................................................. 2 
Caseknife Creek West Fork ..................... ................... 4 
French Cabin C1·eek .................................................... 4 
Big Creek Lower .......................................................... 4 
Greek Creek ................................................................. 4 
Howson Creek .............................................................. 4 
Kachess Lake East ...................................................... 4 
Thol'p Creek ....... .................................................... ...... 2 
Morrow Meadow ............... .. ......................................... 3 
Taneum Creek Upper .................................................. 2 
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657 
659 
662 
679 
695 
696 
717 
732 
748 
763 
850 
860 
862 
865 
952 
954 

1005 
1011 
1013 
1127 
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Cedar Grove ................................................................. 2 
Frost Creek •••••••••••••u•••H••••••u•••u••u••······•·•·•··•••····•••···· 4 
Manast:ash Lower ........................................................ 4 
Icicle Doctor ................................................................. 3 
Big Creek Upper .......................................................... 4 
South Cle Elum Ridge ................................................. 2 
Pileup Creek ................................................................ 4 
Fishook F1ats ............................................................... 3 
Branch Creek ............................................................... 4 
Little Creek · Yakima River ........................................ 4 
Caseknife Creek · East Fork ....................................... 4 
Little Kachess Lake ..................................................... 1 
Panther Ridge .............................................................. 3 
Bear Creek West Fork ................................................. 2 
Morrow Meadow Upper ............................................... 2 
Camp Creek · Cle Elum River .................................... 3 
Paris Creek 3 ............................................................... 3 
G<tat Peak .................................................................... 2 
Mathew Creek North .................................................. 3 
Lookout Mountain ....................................................... 2 

Addendum 0- Habitat Regression Analyses 

This addendum presents summaries of exploratory multiple regression 
analyses of the relationships between landscape charactel"istics around spotted 
owl sites and spotted owl reproductive rates. These analyses were conducted by 
Dr. John Skalski and Mr. Alan Lowther of the Center fur Quantitative Science 
at the University of Washington, and by Richard Fredrickson, WDFW and 
author of the spotted owl portion of this SDEJS. Separate analyses were 
conducted for the western Olympic Peninsula, the southwestem Cascades, and 
the eastern Cascades. These analyses sought to discern pattems in 
correlations between habitat variables calculated using a GIS and the 
rep1·oductive output at individual sites. Habitat variables used in analyses 
included amounts, elevational vatiables, and several indices of habitat 
fragmentation; in the eastern Cascades, habitat quality (type A and B, type C) 
and Fire Management Analysis Zones (FMAZ} were also included in analyses. 

Sites wet-e included in the analyses if habitat at the site had been reliably 
typed as discussed above in Addendum C and if they had been surveyed to a 
three-visit protocol during at least one "good" reproductive year D.·om 1991-
1995. In recent years, reproduction by spotted owls has been highly variable 
(unpublished data WDFW). For example, on the Olympic Peninsula virtually 
no reproduction was recorded during the years 1991, 1993 and 1995 despite 
intensive monitoring, while reproductive rates were reLatively high during 
1992 and 1994. Similarly, vi>:tually no reproduction was recorded in the 
western Cascades during 1993. In the eastern Cascades, where reproductive 
rates are typically the highest, there was very little reproduction by owls in 
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FfvlAZs 3 and 4 during 1993; however, reproduction in FMAZ 2 during 1993 
was not as low relative to other recent years. Although many sites were 
monitored du1ing "low" reproductive years, monitoring data from these years 
have little or no ability to distinguish between sites based on site quality 
because there was little or no variability in reproductive output between sites 
during these years. Consequently, only monitoring data collected during "good" 
1·eproductive years were used to construct regression analyses; "low·· 
1-eproductive years were accounted for in the analyses by the use of offsets 
described in the memorandum following this section. All status l, 2, 3 and 4 
sites that met these criteria were used in the analyses. The analyses were 
limited to the years 1991 through 1996 because it was thought that these were 
the years that the habitat data most typified. 

Initially, regressions were also computed using pair occupancy as a dependent 
variable. However, stronger patterns were found when habitat variables were 
regressed on reproductive output (number of juveniles fledged each year at a 
site). As a result regressions using pair occupancy were not calculated for all 
areas. 

The methods, results and conclusions from these analyses are described in the 
memorandum following this section. Results from the southwestern Cascades 
suggest that reproductive output of sites is negatively affected by decreases in 
habitat amounts and increases in habit.at fragmentation. On the western 
Olympic Peninsula, results suggest that reproductive output was most sensitive 
to amounts of habitat at three distances (0.7, 2.0 and 2.7 miles). Several 
fragmentation variables, however, were miscalculated in initial GIS runs; 
·corrected values for these variables were not subsequently available for 
inclusion in regressions. In the eastern Cascades, patterns between habitat 
variables and reproductive output were not as strong or consistent as in othe1· 
provinces. Additional analyses combining all available sites in the 
northwestern and southwestern Cascades may detect stronger, more reliable 
patterns. 

Vat·iables used in the southwestern Cascades analyses included: 

• HABITAT AMOUNT VARIABLES 

Corebab · ac1·es of habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site center. 

Outerhab ·acres of habitat in the "ring" 0. 7 to 2.0 miles from the site center. 

Tothab ·acres of habitat within 2.0 miles of the site center. 

• ELEVATIONAL VARIABLES 

Elev • elevation at the site centet· by 500 foot elevation class. 

Hihabcore · proportion of habitat above 3,000 feet. elevation within 0. 7 miles 
of the site center. 
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Hihabtot - proportion of habitat above 3,000 feet elevation within 2.0 miles of 
the site center. 

• OVERLAP VARIABLES 

Overlappro - propottion of suitable habitat that is overlapped by other owl 
sites (status 1-4). 

Overlapacr - acreage of suitable habitat that is overlapped by other owl sites 
(status 1-4). 

• FRAGMENTATION VARIABLES 

Patcbarea - mean area of habitat patches within 2.0 miles of the site center. 

Patchden - number of habitat patches within a 2.0 mile radius/ area of 2.0 
mile radius circle. 

PASD ·standard deviation ofPatcharea. 

Patcharea5 ·mean area of habitat patches within 2.0 miles of the site center 
using 100 meter patch breaks. A patch is "brokenM into two patches wherever 
the width of the patch rs less than 100 meters. 

Patchden50- number of habitat patches within a 2.0 mile radius using 100 
meter patch breaks! area o£2.0 mile radius. circle. 

PA50SD- stand.axd deviation ofPatcharea5. 

Totcore07 - total area of "interior" habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site center. 
"lnterior" habitat was calculated by buffering 300 feet into each habitat patch 
from the edge and calculating the remaining area of habitat. 

Meancore07 · mean area of interior habitat patches within 0.7 miles of the 
site center. 

CoreSD07- standard deviation ofMeancore07. 

CoreCV07 - coefficient of variation of Meancore07. 

Totcore20 - total area of "interior" habitat within 2.0 miles of the site center . 
"Interior~ habitat was calculated by buffering 300 feet into each habitat patch 
from the edge and calculating the remaining area of habitat. 

Meancore20 · mean area of interior habitat patches within 2.0 miles of the 
site center. 

CoreSD20· standard deviation ofMeancore20. 

CoreCV20 - coefficient of variation of Meancore20. 
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Clump- mean of the distance of each 1 ha habitat cell to the nearest non
habitat cell. 

ClumpSD - standard deviation of Clump. 

Meannbh - mean neighborhood index within 2.0 miles oftb.e site center. 
Neighborhood index was calculated by focusing a 9 x 9 cell window on each 1 
ha map cell coded as habitat and dividing the number of cells within the 
window coded as habitat by 81. 

Sdnbb - standard deviation ofMeannbh. 

Perim07- perimeter of habitat within 0.7 miles of the site center/ area of 
habitat within 0. 7 miles of the site center. Dropped from analysis due to 
calculation errors. 

Perim20 ·perimeter of habitat within 2.0 miles of the site center/ area of 
habitat within 2.0 miles of the site center. Dropped from analysis due to 
calculation errors 
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